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Abstract 

This study has investigated how M&A announcements affect the abnormal return of acquiring firms 

in Europe. It has also explored how country specific, deal specific, company specific and accounting 

specific characteristics influences the abnormal return of acquiring firms at the time of a M&A an-

nouncement. This has been done by employing an event study methodology using three different 

approaches, one parametric test and two non-parametric rank tests. Furthermore, several regression 

analyses have been carried out to measure the effect of the country specific, deal specific, company 

specific and accounting specific characteristics and how they influence the abnormal return. The 

sample consists of 2895 M&A announcements taking place between 2010 and 2020, spread over 

1307 firms listed on a European stock exchange. The event study indicates that acquiring firms ex-

periences positive abnormal returns between 1.59% and 1.69% around the announcement date. The 

regression analysis has shown that each group of characteristics significantly influences the abnormal 

return of the acquiror at the time of a M&A announcement in the full model. Among the accounting 

variables, market capitalization was found to have a negative effect on the abnormal return and had 

the highest explanatory power with an adjusted R-squared of 2.98%. In the reduced model, looking 

at the group of country specific variables, all Hofstede variables displayed significance except the 

variable individualism. Surprisingly, none of the variables in the company specific group and only 

the variable “previous M&A experience” in the deal specific group were significant in the reduced 

regression model. 

 

Keywords: M&A announcement, Acquiror, Event Study, Abnormal Return, Cultural Dimensions, Eu-

rope 
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1. Introduction 

In the early 1990s, the fifth merger and acquisition (M&A) wave hit the global market and became more 

internationally oriented, in which an increasing proportion of the M&As took place in Europe (Huy-

ghebaert & Luypaert, 2013; Martynova & Renneboog, 2011; Moeller & Schlingemann, 2005). How-

ever, this increase in M&A activity among European firms has not yielded a proportional increase in 

research regarding shareholder value in European M&As. Few studies have included as many countries 

when researching the effects of M&As in Europe as this paper (Campa & Hernando, 2004), and inves-

tigating a single or just a few countries doesn’t provide evidence for the region as a whole. This is a 

significant drawback in studies comparing M&A activity between the US and Europe. Furthermore, the 

research that include multiple countries and country specific aspects in the analysis have not tried to 

incorporate a more sophisticated measure for the cultural differences that may exist among the European 

countries and the potential effect on shareholder value in a M&A transaction (Martynova & Renneboog, 

2011). 

The results stemming from previous research are, at best, inconclusive regarding the effect a M&A 

announcement has on the stock price of the acquiring firm. On the one hand, several papers have found 

positive abnormal returns for the acquiring firm at the announcement of a M&A transaction (Alexan-

dridis, Antypas, & Travlos, 2017; Goergen & Renneboog, 2004; Martynova & Renneboog, 2006; 

Martynova & Renneboog, 2011;) and on the other hand negative abnormal return has been found (An-

drade, Mitchell & Stafford, 2001; Bouwman, Fuller & Nanin 2009; Hazelkorn, Zenner & Shivdasani, 

2004; Mulherin & Boone, 2000; Sudarsanam, Holl & Salami, 1996; Walker, 2000). Furthermore, there 

are several studies that have found a zero abnormal return for the acquiror (Bruner, 2002; Campa & 

Hernando, 2004; Eckbo & Thorburn, 2000; Franks, Harris, & Mayer, 1988). From the above presented 

literature, the geographical focus of the studies has differed and hence, there is reason to believe that 

different regions with different cultures might react differently to M&A announcements. However, none 

of the above studies make a dedicated attempt to further elaborate on cultural differences and its poten-

tial effect on abnormal returns around the time of an M&A announcement. Therefore, this paper intends 

to further investigate this and apply a well-known and widely used and proven theory developed by the 

Dutch professor Geert Hofstede. This will be further discussed in section 1.5. 

1.1. Motivation 

Europe is one of the largest most influential economic regions in the world, and the M&A activity have 

reached new heights in recent years (Sudarsanam, 2010). From the mid-1990s, the M&A market has 

become more international and European stake of the worldwide M&A activity has grown (Craninckx 
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& Huyghebaert, 2015; Martynova & Renneboog, 2011; Moeller & Schlingemann, 2005). However, the 

knowledge about the value effects of European acquirors is still very limited (Sudarsanam, 2010). 

Therefore, this paper aims to investigate abnormal return at the time of a M&A announcement for Eu-

ropean acquirors. Even though M&As has gained an increased attention within the academic research, 

there is still significant room for further research, especially with regards to European acquirors. It has 

not been clearly established whether M&As affect shareholder value of the acquiror. However, leading 

M&A studies from the United States (US) and Europe show that about 50% of M&A transactions don’t 

create shareholder value (Bruner, 2004). The mixed empirical results make it difficult to interpret ex-

isting evidence and draw conclusions about trade-specific factors. Therefore, this study aims to contrib-

ute to the existing literature by further examine if the announcement of M&As in Europe affects the 

abnormal return of the acquiring firm. To further investigate the potential outcome of a M&A, the paper 

will examine which factors drives the abnormal return. The variables examined has been categorized 

into four main categories: Country specific characteristics, deal specific characteristics, company spe-

cific characteristics and accounting specific characteristics. 

To achieve the above ambitions, a theoretical event study based on the framework of MacKinley (1997) 

has been carried out to measure the abnormal return in European M&As. Further, to identify what fac-

tors drive the abnormal return, a cross-sectional regression analysis based on 23 different regression 

variables has been applied. 

1.2. Research question 

The main research question constitutes the very core of the paper and serve as a general guide for our 

research, data collection, literature review, and choice of method. We want to investigate the value 

creation of European acquirers from a quantitative perspective through an analysis of abnormal stock 

returns around the days of the M&A announcement. Therefore, the formulation of the thesis main re-

search question will be as follows: 

How do M&A announcements influence the short-term abnormal returns for acquiring firms 

in Europe? 

The research question is complemented by looking at some transaction characteristics and value drivers 

that may influence the abnormal returns. Thus, the second part of the research question is formulated 

as: 

What characteristics/value drivers significantly influence the abnormal return? 
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This research question raises the following sub research questions: 

1. Do country specific characteristics affect the abnormal return of an M&A announcement? 

2. Do deal specific characteristics affect the abnormal return? 

3. Do company specific characteristics affect the abnormal return? 

4. Do accounting specific characteristics of the acquiror affect the abnormal return? 

5. What model do best describe the relationship between abnormal return and the independent 

variables? 

6. What are the implications of our results for future M&A studies? 

1.3. Research Design 

This section provides the reader with an overview of the structure of the paper. The aim of this study is 

to answer the research question described in section 1.2. In general, there are two types of research 

approaches that can be applied to investigate a research question. In the inductive approach, the re-

searcher uses observed data to develop new theories, whereas in the deductive approach, the researcher 

starts from the already existing theory and then test those theories under different circumstances (Bell, 

Bryman & Harley, 2018). A deductive survey process as formulated by Bell et al. (2018) is shown in 

Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Deductive survey process adapted from Bell et al. (2018). 

One downside of a deductive approach is that it doesn’t allow for alternative explanation beyond the 

already existing theory (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2016). This paper aims to investigate the effect 

of several M&A characteristics on the abnormal return and going beyond previous literature. Hence, 

even though the main approach of this paper will be deductive, there will be inductive element in the 

research approach as well. In other words, this study will be based on a mixed method design (Saunders 

et al., 2016). The advantage of the mixed approach is that the researcher doesn’t have any per-deter-

mined expectations about the results and this could lead to new explanation and new insight about the 

results but at the same time we can investigate and explain causal relationship between the variables 

based on previous research (Saunders et al., 2016). Thus, the mixed approach is a combination between 

an exploratory and an explanatory study. There are several reasons to use a mixed approach, such as 

better interpretability, diversification in viewpoints, higher generalizability of results and most 
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importantly facilitation, i.e. one method might lead to findings which are followed up by the other 

method (Saunders et al., 2016). 

There are four dominating methods which are used to investigate this topic: The Event Study, the ac-

counting study, questionnaires with business managers and the clinical study (Bruner, 2002). Each of 

the methods has advantages and disadvantages depending on which problem is being studied. This study 

aims to capture the economic effect of M&As at a certain point in time and therefore, the event study 

methodology has been applied. Since the paper has been researching whether and how a firm’s stock 

price reacts to new information such as public announcements of M&As, the event study methodology 

is suitable (MacKinlay, 1997; McWilliams & Aigel, 1997). An event study analyzes the above-average 

return achieved for shareholders in a predefined event window, which includes an event, which in this 

study will be the announcement of an M&A. The actual daily return is essentially the change in adjusted 

closing price from the previous trading day. In a broader sense, the above-average return consists of the 

actual return minus an expected market return, typically determined by an estimation model such as 

Capital Asset Pricing Models (CAPM) (MacKinlay, 1997). A thorough review of this method, and how 

it is used is described in more detail in section 3.2.1. The greatest strength of this method is that it is 

forward-looking. This assumes that the value of stock prices is composed by the present value of all 

future cash flows to shareholders (Bruner, 2002). Moreover, event studies have historically been the 

most widely used scientific method in the field of M&A profitability due to its reliability and theoretical 

stability (Caves, 1989).  

1.4. Structure 

This paper is structured as follows. Section two includes the literature review and the hypothesis devel-

opment, followed by the data and methodology in section three. Section four covers the empirical results 

and the effect of the four groups of variables, (country specific, deal characteristics, company specific 

and accounting characteristics) on the abnormal return. Section four also contains the reduced regres-

sion model and an overview of robustness adjustments is presented. Section five is a discussion of the 

empirical results which is concluded in section six. Lastly, we give a consideration for future research 

in section seven. 

1.5. Contribution and academic relevance 

As mentioned in section 1, the previous literature is inconclusive when it comes to establish the effect 

that an M&A announcement has on the acquiring firm’s abnormal returns. To bring new perspectives 

into the realm of M&As, a well-recognized theory regarding cultural differences has been applied with 
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the ambition to gain further insights and understandings regarding the M&A effect on the abnormal 

returns of the acquirers. Geert Hofstede developed a cultural dimension theory which focuses on na-

tional and cultural differences (Hofstede, 1980a; Hofstede, 1980b). Over the course of three decades 

through extensive research in which he mapped values, attitudes and behavior in a wide range of coun-

tries, six cultural dimensions that affects human behavior are presented. These are power distance, un-

certainty avoidance, masculinity vs. femininity, individualism vs. collectivism, long-term orientation 

vs. short-term orientation, and indulgence vs. restraint (Hofstede, 1980a; Hofstede, 1980b; Hofstede & 

Bond, 1988; Hofstede, Hofstede & Minkov, 2010). Based on the empirical findings, Hofstede ranks 

countries based on these dimensions and according to Hofstede (1980a;1980b), national and cultural 

differences have a major impact on the values, attitudes, and behavior of a society. 

Hofstede’s (1980a; 1980b) theory has had a broad application in multiple fields of research that have 

tested its empirical relevance and has done so successfully in terms of yielding significant results (Kirk-

man, Gibson & Lowe, 2006). The theory has been applied to studies ranging from work-related attitude 

(Chiu, 1999), motivation (Erez & Early 1987; Lam, Chen & Schaubroeck, 2002), to foreign direct in-

vestments (Habib & Zurawic, 2002; Thomas & Grosse, 2001) and entry modes (Harzing, 2002; Kougt 

& Singh, 1988; Nachum, 2003; Pan, 2002). 

Furthermore, the masculinity dimension of Hofstede’s (1980a; 1980b) theory is of particular interest 

going forward in this paper. The reason for this is the debate regarding gender equality which has in-

tensified over the past years and females taking on top management and board positions are becoming 

more and more common (Albright, 2018; Albright, 2020). Additionally, it has been shown that there 

exist large differences in gender equality between countries according to the World Economic Forum’s 

(2021) equality report. The world Economic Forum has mapped the equality in over 156 countries based 

on the criteria economic participation, health, political empowerment, and educational attainment, and 

found significant differences between countries where some countries have come a long way towards 

equality. Western Europe accounts for the region which has progressed the most in achieving gender 

equality with Iceland being ranked as the country having closed the gender gap the most. However, 

despite some countries well made progress, there is still a lack of gender equality even for the highest 

ranked countries (Albright, 2018; Albright, 2020; World Economic Forum, 2021).  

With Hofstede’s (1980a; 1980b) theory as a starting point, there are reasons to investigate whether 

cultural differences have a direct effect, a moderating effect or both a direct and moderating effect 

between the relationship of M&A announcements and abnormal returns. As shown by Kirkman et al. 

(2006) the cultural differences have had a massive impact on the results of multiple studies and hence, 

it is both interesting and motivated to investigate if culture has explanatory power in understanding 
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stock market reactions to M&A announcements. Prior studies that have applied the theory of Hofstede 

(1980a; 1980b) have proven to be relevant but are lacking the following: 

First and foremost, most studies have been considering culture as either directly affecting the dependent 

variables or acting as a moderating variable alone. (Kirkman et al. 2006). This paper intends to investi-

gate if culture has a potential direct effect as well as if it has a moderating effect on the abnormal returns. 

Secondly, previous studies that have employed the cultural dimensions of Hofstede have focused on 

variables measures at the individual or group level (Kirkman et al., 2006). This paper will carry out the 

analysis based on variables on a country and societal level. This approach is more in line with Hofstede 

(1980a; 1980b) who argues that the theory is to be exclusively used for analysis on a country and soci-

etal level, even though it has been proved that the theory can be applied to the individual and group 

level too (Kirkman et al., 2006; Sivakumar & Nakata, 2001). Thirdly, most studies that have employed 

Hofstede’s theory have chosen to focus on the dimension of individualism (Earley & Gibson, 1998; 

Kirkman et al. 2006; Oyserman, Coon & Kemmelmeier, 2002; Triandis, 1995). Hence, there are reasons 

to conduct a study in which all the dimensions are given an equally amount of space to get a broader 

and a more in depth understanding to gain further insights that can be used to explain potential effects 

of culture. Up to this point, the authors are unaware of any previous studies that have used Hofstede’s 

(1980a; 1980b) dimensions to investigate whether cultural differences have both a direct and moderat-

ing effect on the relationship between M&A announcements and abnormal returns of the acquiring firm. 

Overall, the study contributes to the existing research by an extension to the limited European M&A 

literature (Sudarsanam, 2010). Most of the existing research has focused on the US which gives this 

paper the possibility to investigate if the findings from US M&As also hold for European firms. Fur-

thermore, many of the investigated variables has already been tested by previous researchers. However, 

this paper further contributes to the academic field by evaluating if these variables are still significant, 

and if the findings of earlier research are still valid. In addition, the full regression model has been 

modified by the stepwise removal of insignificant variables which results in the final and reduced re-

gression model. 

1.6. Delimitations 

Given the scope of this paper and its problem formulation, certain delimitations are necessary. First, the 

focus of the paper is exclusively on the shareholders of the acquiring firm, a delimitation that is consid-

ered appropriate given that the bulk of the empirical literature finds that shareholders of the target earn 

positive abnormal returns at the announcement of a M&A transaction (Campa & Hernando, 2004; 

Martynova & Renneboog, 2011). The paper is limited to deal with European M&A transactions, as 
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most previous studies are based on American M&As. Moreover, countries within the EU share certain 

commonalities, including the euro and the single market, which make this delineation possible. 

This paper has been conducted under the assumption of efficient markets (section 2.1.2) since adjusted 

stock returns are used to measure the abnormal return. Under this assumption, stock prices represent 

the true and fair value of the firm at the announcement of a M&A transaction. Another approach to 

establish the firm value is through a DCF model, being based on accounting data or surveys from man-

agers at the firms being investigated. Since the DCF approach relies on accounting data and different 

countries apply different accounting standards, the results from the DCF valuation would not be com-

parable without adjustments (Bruner, 2002). Therefore, the efficient market approach was chosen. 

The study is limited to conducting a short-term event study only, as long-term event studies have many 

problematic assumptions and are subject to criticism. The decision of using only short event windows 

is not considered a crucial weakness, as event windows of several months cannot be estimated accu-

rately, which makes the estimates for abnormal returns inaccurate (Brown & Warner, 1980). Short-term 

test, however, present the “cleanest evidence we have on efficiency” (Fama, 1991, p. 1602). In addition, 

long-term event studies have a lack of reliability and require enormous caution (Kothari & Warner, 

2007). 

Furthermore, the paper is limited to focus on a selection of value-adding factors for M&As. Certain 

factors may appear interesting but have been omitted due to lack of necessary data or unspecified meth-

ods. Thus, the literature review is specific and narrow. We only present literature which is relevant to 

answer the research questions. A deep and comprehensive overview of the M&A literature and its his-

tory is outside the scope of this paper and is therefore not included. 

Overall, M&As can be analyzed from a variety of perspectives, but this study primary has a financial 

focus. Thus, it is the abnormal return for the shareholders of the acquiring firm that is addressed, and 

for that reason it is limited to including publicly traded acquirers only. By applying this perspective, the 

change in stock price can be used as a measure of value creation because it directly reflects the change 

in value to shareholders through their returns. 
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2. Literature review and hypothesis development 

2.1. Literature review 

This section will begin with outlining the main concepts and theories relevant to this study. Firstly, the 

definition of M&As will be described to clarify the concept and give the reader a reference point 

throughout the paper. Secondly, the efficient market hypothesis (EMH), developed by Fama and 

Malkiel (1970) is presented. This is a central theory for this study and many other studies employing 

the event study methodology (Campbell, Lo & MacKinlay, 1997; MacKinlay, 1997). Essentially, event 

studies are testing the efficiency of the market and hence, the validity of the EMH (Campbell et al., 

1997; MacKinlay, 1997). Thirdly, the motives behind engaging in a M&As is described through differ-

ent synergy effects that can arise because of the transaction. This will provide the reader with further 

context and understanding of the large and growing M&A tendency among firms. Fourthly, the cultural 

dimensions developed by Hofstede (1980a) are presented, being a central and important focus of this 

study as it hasn’t, to the knowledges of the authors, been applied to the realm of M&As, hence hopefully 

providing new perspectives and insights. Fifthly, the Pecking order theory by Myers (1984) is outlined 

as it is closely related to the realm of M&A and the choice of financing in a M&A transaction. Sixthly, 

behavioral theory is introduced to give balance to the EMH as the theory attempts to explain why the 

market sometime isn’t efficient which enables this paper to analyze the effects of a M&A transaction 

more nuanced and in more depth. Seventh and lastly, the hypotheses of this paper are developed and 

stated. 

2.1.1. The definition of mergers and acquisitions (M&A)  

The term "mergers and acquisitions" is defined as the process in which two separate firms work together 

to gain strategic, operational and financial objectives (Sudarsanam, 2003). Even though "mergers and 

acquisitions" are words that are increasingly used interchangeably, they have different implications and 

meanings. A merger is defined as a “combination of one (or more) businesses to form a new business” 

(Bullock, Jennings and Timbrell, 2019, M&A section). The definition of acquisition is “taking over, or 

the purchase, of one (or more) business and its stock and assets by another, usually larger, business” 

(Bullock, Jennings & Timbrell, 2019, M&A section). Sherman (2011) stated that mergers are the com-

bination of firms into one entity, but acquisitions consist of one firm buying assets or a majority of the 

shares in different company. In other words, merging is a process in which firms consolidate, while 

acquisitions result in a more independent relation between buyer and seller. However, Sherman (2011) 

acknowledges that the terms “merger” and “acquisition” are used interchangeably, as it is often 
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unimportant since the result rarely differs, with previously separated firms now operating under the 

same management or ownership. 

2.1.2. The efficient market hypothesis 

When publicly traded firms release new information to the public it often results in a reaction from the 

stock market. Such a reaction can cause abnormal return, which is defined as the difference between 

the realized return and the expected return (MacKinlay, 1997). The official announcement of a M&A 

transaction is an example of an event that can result in abnormal return, and the information provided 

in the announcement is viewed as public information. According to the efficient market hypothesis 

(EMH) the stock market is divided into three different degrees of efficiencies depending on the type of 

information that is reflected in the stock price. The weak form of market efficiency exists when stock 

prices reflect all historical information available. The semi-strong form of market efficiency exists when 

the stock prices reflect all publicly available information and the strong form of market efficiency oc-

curs when the stock prices reflect, in excess of historical and public information, information that is not 

yet public (inside information). (Brealey, Myers & Allen, 2017; Fama, 1970). 

2.1.3. Synergies 

In theory, firms are generally correctly priced and all available information are reflected in the current 

price as argued by the EMH (Malkiel & Fama, 1970). This means that for an acquirer, the only way to 

generate additional value by an M&A for the acquiring company if management exploit the opportuni-

ties for synergies. (Leland, 2007). The concept of synergy refers to how a single unit of integrated 

components is more valuable compared to the sum of the individual pieces (DePamphilis, 2010). In a 

M&A context, this means that a merged firm would be worth more than the sum of the former separated 

firms. Capron & Pistre (2002) define synergies as an increase in the competitiveness of the whole firm 

and the resulting cash flows compared to what the two firms could achieve independently. Bruner 

(2004) supports this view by pointing out that true synergies create value for shareholders by reaping 

the benefits of the M&A that would not have been possible on their own. The desire to gain such syn-

ergies is the most frequently used argument for engaging in M&A activities (Gaughan, 2010). There 

are typically three main types of synergies that can arise in M&As: operational, financial, and organi-

zational synergies (Sudarsanam, 2003; Trautwein, 1990). 

2.1.3.1. Operational synergies. 

In M&As, operational synergies can be created through efficiency gains and complementary and over-

lapping activities that can reduce costs. This cost reduction can be achieved through economies of scale 
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and scope. "Economies of scale" refer to the scenario in which a company's average cost of production 

decreases when a larger quantity of the same product is produced. This is primarily because the fixed 

costs of producing a product are spread over a larger number of products. In addition, a firm can achieve 

synergies by truncating duplicate functions and thus, become more efficient through resource savings. 

In other words, a reduction in variable production costs can be achieved (Sudarsanam, 2010). "Economy 

of scope" refers to the scenario in which a company's average production cost decreases when a larger 

quantity of different products is produced due to synergy effects of e.g. savings in R&D expenses. 

However, it is important to emphasize that there is an upper limit to how much "economies of scale" 

and "economies of scope" a firm can achieve. Above a certain firm size, production costs can begin to 

rise as production volume increases. "Diseconomies of scale" can occur if there exists a lack of control, 

limited monitoring capability, and ineffective communication caused by an excessively large produc-

tion. "Diseconomies of scope" occur when the firm's quantity of different products become too over-

whelming and therefore expensive to manage (Sudarsanam, 2010). 

Furthermore, Sudarsanam (2003) argues that, at a certain level, additional value creation occurs when 

the acquiring firm gains greater market power through horizontal integration in which the acquirer ac-

quires a target being at the same stage in the value chain. This way the acquirer has a greater ability to 

control various aspects of the market, including prices. According to Sudarsanam et al. (1996), opera-

tional synergies require overlapping activities, products and market between the buying and selling 

firms. For this reason, operational synergies are more likely to occur in horizontal M&As which is why 

vertical M&As are generally considered to create less value than horizontal M&As (Gaughan, 2010). 

2.1.3.2. Financial synergies 

Chatterjee (1986) states that financial synergies result in a reduction of firm's cost of capital. Sudar-

sanam et al. (1996) mention three main sources of financial synergies, these are tax benefits of unused 

debt capacity, complementary resources and growth opportunities, and debt consolidation. Financial 

synergies can create value for acquiring firms by increased financial leverage through M&As. At the 

same time, synergies can be created through risk reduction, in terms of uncorrelated profits between the 

acquiror and the target. Another argument for financial synergies relates to economies of scale, as larger 

companies usually have lower financing costs. This is partly due to that larger firms are perceived as 

less risky, and partly because they are more likely to issue cheaper bonds (Gaughan, 2010). 

Empirically, studies have shown that diversification of M&As can reduce a firm's unsystematic risk 

significantly (Limmack & McGregor, 1995). However, Porter (1979) questions how corporate diversi-

fication is a better alternative to shareholder diversification because shareholders can more easily di-

versify their own stock portfolio by selecting the composition that best suits their preferences and risk 
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profile. Shareholder diversification is associated with lower costs because shareholders can buy shares 

at market prices without paying the bid premium along with not bearing the other costs associated with 

M&As (Porter, 1979). Overall, Chatterjee (1986) and Sudarsanam et al. (1996) declare that financial 

synergies result in higher value than operating synergies. 

2.1.3.3. Organizational synergies 

Organizational synergies are achieved when the acquirer's management is more competent than that of 

the target firm, leading to increased organizational efficiency (De Graaf & Pienaar, 2013). Sudarsanam 

et al. (1996) define these transactions as disciplinary, where the underperforming management of the 

weak firm is replaced by a new superior management. According to Trautwein (1990), management 

may have superior knowledge, planning or monitoring capabilities to make better decisions. The organ-

izational synergies may also occur when the acquirer gain advantages such as resources and knowledge 

through a business M&A that would not otherwise be available. This is the essence of resource-based 

theory, in which true competitive advantage results from resources that are unique to a firm (Barney, 

1991). The resource-based perspective emphasizes the role of revenue-enhancing synergies that result 

from recycling resources in the merged entity (Barney, 1991). Thus, M&As provide an opportunity to 

reallocate strategic resources among merged firms, which can create organizational synergies. 

2.1.4. Hofstede´s cultural dimensions 

In the 1980s the Dutch professor Geert Hofstede, whose main field of research was organizational an-

thropology, social psychology and international management, developed a theory regarding cultural 

dimension which illuminates cultural differences between countries (Hofstede, 1980a; Hofstede, 

1980b). In this context, culture is defined as “the collective mental programming that the people have 

in common; the programming that is different from that of other groups, tribes, regions, minorities or 

majorities or nations” (Hofstede, 1980b, page 43). Hofstede (1980a; 1980b) argues that culture in the 

sense of collective mental programing is difficult and take time to change. This slow-moving and es-

tablished mental programing is a result of a shared view of several people, which stems from family 

structures, educational structures, type of religion, political system, the rule of law and even scientific 

literature (Hofstede 1980a; 1980b). These concepts are complex to describe and define and to an extent 

the terminology to describe national culture is missing (Hofstede, 1980a; Hofstede, 1980b). To solve 

this issue, long and extensive research have been carried out to empirically determine the main criteria 

in how national cultures differ (Hofstede 1980a; Hofstede, 1980b). In the early theory, Hofstede (1980a, 

1980b) defines four dimensions of culture which distinguish one group of people from another. These 

are Power Distance, Uncertainty Avoidance, Individualism vs. Collectivism, and Masculinity vs. Fem-

ininity. A fifth dimension, Long-term orientation vs. Short-term orientation was developed by Hofstede 
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& Bond (1988) and a sixth dimension called Indulgence vs. Restraint was developed in 2010 (Hofstede 

et al., 2010). Using these dimensions, Hofstede ranks countries on a scale from 0 to 100 to establish 

cultural similarities and differences. 

2.1.5. Behavioral theory 

Behaviorist finance theory generally seeks to uncover the importance of psychological factors in the 

decision-making process and proposes alternative motives for the synergy motive (Eckbo, 2010). In 

contrast to the EMH, behaviorist theory assumes that the market is not always efficient and that the firm 

and its management make systematic mistakes by acting irrationally (Baker & Kiymaz, 2011). Thus, 

this approach can explain some of the market anomalies that cannot be explained under the assumption 

of an efficient market and offers an alternative explanation for human behavior and why certain M&As 

fail. 

2.1.5.1. Information asymmetry 

M&As can also be undertaken due to information asymmetries, which can lead to an overestimation / 

underestimation of the synergy potential of the combined firm as well as the actual impact of the pay-

ment method. The theory was first introduced by Akerlof (1978) and states that an information imbal-

ance between buyers and sellers can lead to ineffective outcomes in certain situations. When perfect 

information about a firm isn’t available, the probability of valuation errors increases with the degree of 

uncertainty associated with the firm (Varaiya & Ferris, 1987). The reason for this is that valuation de-

pends on assumptions about the expected synergies and the targeted prospects of the M&A which in 

turn, are evaluated using the available information about the firm (Varaiya & Ferris, 1987). The infor-

mation asymmetry hypothesis assumes that management has inside information about the firm that the 

acquiror doesn’t (Myers & Majluf, 1984). Based on this, Hansen (1987) argues that if the target firm 

knows it’s true value, then the firm is only willing to sell if the value of the firm is less than the bid 

from the acquiror. The acquiror, on the other hand, will expect this and therefore bid bearing this in 

mind. This would lead to an uncompleted transaction, even though the deal could create value for both 

parties. 

2.1.5.2. The Principal Agent Theory 

The principal agent theory describes the relationship between a firm's management (agents) and share-

holders (principals) and whether the management are acting rational to maximize their own utility at 

the expense of the shareholders or are considered about maximizing shareholder value. (Jensen & Meck-

ling, 1976). According to the theory, both management and owners have rational expectations and act 
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opportunistically to maximize their own utility. For the management to exclusively act in their own 

interests is often in conflict with maximizing the value of the company, and by that, the wealth of the 

shareholders. To align the interest of both the management and shareholders, it is crucial to implement 

incentive plans for the management in combination with a control system for the shareholders to mon-

itor and follow the work of the management (Jensen & Meckling, 1976). If the incentive plan and con-

trol structure isn’t implemented, conflicts may arise due to diverging interests (Jensen & Meckling, 

1976). As a result, this potential difference in incentive structure may lead to value destruction for 

shareholders if management acts out of self-interest rather than owners' interest (Sudarsanam, 2010).  

Management may also exhibit behaviors that can be described as cocky (Roll, 1986) or overconfident 

(Hayward, 1997). This overconfidence is described as management hubris. Management's overconfi-

dence often leads to an overly optimistic view of potential synergies, with the risk of taking part in 

negative net present value M&As and as a result, shareholder value is destroyed. The notion of a "win-

ning course" may also explain why management overpays. The concept states that in a competitive 

auction, the likelihood that the winning bidder will overpay increases as more bidders participate in the 

auction (Roll, 1986). Limmack & McGregor (1995) found that M&As with the sole purpose of increas-

ing the growth of the acquiror are often driven by executive compensation. Firms following a policy of 

growth maximization, encourages management to engage in M&A activity since it offers a faster solu-

tion than organic growth (Limmack & McGregor, 1995). Thus, M&A motives based on this theory are 

therefore viewed as value destructive. 

2.1.6. The Pecking order theory 

The pecking order theory, developed by Myers (1984), explains how companies choose between dif-

ferent methods of financing. This theory argues that firms will always have a preferred order of financ-

ing alternatives. The theory incorporates increasing cost by asymmetric information (described in detail 

in 2.1.5.1) and postulates that this will influence firm’s decision making when they need to choose 

between internal and external financing, i.e. incur more debt or issue new shares to fund new investment 

opportunities. The pecking order for transaction financing has the following priority: 1. internal financ-

ing, 2. debt financing, and 3. equity financing through stock issuance. According to the theory, firms 

will always prefer to finance their corporate M&As internally. This form of financing is quick and does 

not incur costs that arises in debt or equity issuance (Myers & Majluf, 1984). In addition, internal fund-

ing sends signals to the market that the firm has ability to finance projects (Leland & Pyle, 1977). Equity 

financing on the other hand is particularly sensitive to asymmetric information. This is based on the 

argument that the market will assume that firms will not choose to issue equity if they believe that the 

share price is undervalued. The market therefore views an equity issuance as an indirect signal that the 
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stock price is overvalued, which could potentially have a negative impact on the stock price (Myers & 

Majluf, 1984). 

2.2. Hypotheses development and formulation 

There is a large amount of studies dealing with short-term shareholder value creation during a M&A. 

Previous literature suggests that acquirers' abnormal returns are influenced by several factors. In this 

next section of the literature review, the investigated variables are presented. The variables are divided 

into four groups being, country specific characteristics, deal specific characteristics, company specific 

characteristics and accounting specific characteristics. 

2.2.1. Acquiror’s abnormal value creation 

The empirical results in in the existing literature are divided. However, a clear conclusion in both Amer-

ican and European studies is that the target company experiences economically and statistically signif-

icant increases in value (Bradley, Desai, & Kim, 1988; Franks & Harris, 1989), but this is not the focus 

in this study. Looking at the acquiror, Martynova and Renneboog (2011) state that European M&As 

result more frequently in positive abnormal return than American M&As. Most event studies observe 

that value creation appears around the announcement date (Campa & Hernando, 2004). 

Several studies show that acquirors experience a negative abnormal return around the event day (An-

drade et al., 2001; Bouwman et al., 2009). Campa and Hernando (2004) examined 262 M&A transac-

tions from Europe in the period 1998-2000 and found that the acquiring firm didn’t observe a significant 

abnormal return. This finding is in line with the study of Eckbo and Thorburn (2000) who analyzed 

Canadian takeovers. For the UK and US, Bruner (2002) and Franks et al. (1988) draw the same conclu-

sion and found zero cumulative abnormal returns of acquiring firms. Sudarsanam et al. (1996) examined 

the English market in the period 1980-1990 and found a substantial negative abnormal return of 1.29%. 

Likewise, Hazelkorn et al. (2004) and Walker (2000) found negative abnormal returns for the acquiring 

firm. Walker (2000) investigated 278 US deals in the period between 1980 and 1996 and found abnor-

mal returns of -0.84%. Likewise, Hazelkorn et al. (2004) examined a sample of 1547 US deals from 

1990 to 2002 and found negative abnormal returns of 0.5%–0.7% around the initial announcement date. 

Mulherin and Boone (2000) examined a sample of 1305 U.S firms between 1990–1999 and found neg-

ative abnormal returns of -0.37% for the acquiring firm. 

Conversely, there are also several studies that show that acquirors experience positive abnormal return 

during M&A announcements. This has been the case for European M&As (Martynova & Renneboog, 

2011). Martynova and Renneboog (2006) observed a major abnormal return of 1.5%, which is thought 

to be one of the most recognized recent European event studies. They used a sample of 2419 European 
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M&As in the period from 1993-2001. In a later study, Martynova and Renneboog (2011) examined the 

subsequent merger wave in Europe and investigated a significant positive abnormal return of 0.53% on 

the event day. Sudarsanam (2003) stated that some of the most important sources of value creation in 

M&As are synergies and an increase in bargaining power. Alexandridis et al. (2017) investigated US 

deals between 2010 and 2015 and found a significant abnormal return of 1.05% for the acquiring firms. 

This finding is in line with Goergen and Renneboog (2004), who examined a sample of 158 European 

M&As between 1993-2000 and found positive abnormal returns as well. For the US market, the study 

of Bradley, Desai, & Kim (1988) resulted in positive abnormal returns of 0.97% for the period 1981 to 

1984.  

As the literature indicates, previous studies have yielded diverse conclusions about acquirors abnormal 

returns, although certain commonalities are observed. The abnormal returns are either insignificant or 

very small. Consequently, the following hypothesis has been: 

H1: Acquiring firms will experience a zero abnormal return at the announcement of a M&A-transac-

tion. 

2.2.2. Country specific characteristics 

2.2.2.1. Domestic M&As 

Despite the world becoming more globalized, when it comes to the realm of M&A, European firms 

appear to prefer domestic M&As (see Figure 2). The choice between engaging in domestic or cross-

border M&As have been investigated by many (Campa & Hernando, 2004; Mateev and Andonov, 

2016). 

 

Figure 2: Domestic vs. Cross-border M&A in Europe from 1996-2020. 
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In theory, there are several reasons to prefer cross-border M&As. Froot & Stein (1991) argue that there 

are still imperfect capital markets, in which the acquiring firm can capitalize from a cross-border M&A 

by taking advantage of exchange rate changes. Another motive is the existence of imperfect product 

markets, in which the acquiring firm possesses certain production advantages that can help create val-

uable synergies (Hymer, 1960). Furthermore, cross-border M&As may been driven by tax motives, as 

companies will be able to take advantage of a foreign country's more beneficial tax policies to increase 

their profits (Scholes & Wolfson, 1989a). Finally, cross-border M&As can be motivated by the fact that 

the acquirer achieves geographical diversification, which lowers the correlation to the national economy 

(Adler & Dumas, 1975; Shimizu, Hitt, Vaidyanath & Pisano, 2004). 

Likewise, a cross-border M&A could be an entry ticket for the acquiror to expand their business oppor-

tunities and discover potential resources or services that could create new value for the acquiror (Barney 

J., 1991; Shimizu et al., 2004). Cross-border M&As can be a good opportunity for a company to ex-

change knowledge and competencies. Barney (1991) argues that it must generally be assumed that the 

greater the cultural distance between buyer and seller, the greater the chance for the buyer to gain access 

to some hard-to-reach and complementary routines and competencies. In contrast, there are also many 

potential barriers that can stand in the way of these M&As and thus be value-destroying for the acquiror. 

These include country-specific structural, technical and cultural barriers that can complicate the inte-

gration of two firms (Sudarsanam, 2010).  

Martynova and Renneboog (2011) found that acquiring firms earns a higher abnormal return for a cross-

border M&As (0.59%) compared to domestic M&As (0.39%) on the announcement date. In contrast, 

Martynova and Renneboog (2006) found higher abnormal return for domestic M&As compared to 

cross-border M&As at the announcement date (10% vs. 8%, respectively). One reason why the abnor-

mal returns on domestic deals are higher is that the proportion of the UK targets is higher in domestic 

deals (50%) than in cross-border deals (13%) since a M&As in the UK triggers a larger price reaction 

than in continental Europe (Martynova & Renneboog, 2006) which will be discussed further in 2.2.2.2. 

Campa & Hernando (2004) examined M&A transactions in Europe between 1998-2000 and found that 

the acquiring firm didn’t observe a significant abnormal return for neither domestic nor cross-border 

M&As. Likewise, Rose Sørheim and Lerkerød (2017) examined what influence cross-border deals have 

on value creation for targets and acquirors from northern Europe between 1995 and 2014 and found no 

significant abnormal return. However, Mateev and Andonov (2016) examined 2821 European M&A 

announcements in the period 2003–2010. They found that European acquirors earn higher abnormal 

returns in a domestic M&A compared to a cross-border M&A on a three-day event window (1.05% and 

0.94%, respectively).  
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For US firms, Hazelkorn et al. (2004) found that cross-border M&A has led to superior abnormal returns 

compared to domestic M&As (0.8% and -0.6%, respectively). The authors explain these findings by 

the advantage of engaging in oversee transaction as the acquiror reach a broader geographic market to 

sell their products, access oversee technical expertise and, in some cases, profiting from favourable 

production conditions. These advantages out-weight the issues of cultural, social, and post-merger in-

tegration. 

Neither the theory nor the empirical studies provide a clear picture of whether cross-border M&A’s 

achieve greater value creation than domestic M&A’s. Empirically, however, it is documented that the 

potential difficulties related to integration often outweigh the potential benefits achieved by cross-bor-

der M&As. Certain studies indicate that this is partly due to the fact that the many potential synergies 

of cross-border M&A’s are not realized in practice (Sudarsanam, 2010). Based on these findings the 

following hypothesis has been formulated: 

H2: Domestic M&As result in higher abnormal returns for the acquiring firm than cross-border 

M&As at the announcement of the M&A-transaction. 

2.2.2.2. United Kingdom 

Another frequently investigated variable is the origin of the acquirer, and in a European context, if the 

acquiror is from the United Kingdom (UK) or from continental Europe (CE). Martynova and 

Renneboog (2006) argued that the more active market in the UK (85% of the UK firms are constantly 

for auction), could result in higher returns compared to the CE market in which most firms have a 

concentrated ownership of control. However, they came to a different conclusion for the acquiring firm. 

They investigated the abnormal return of UK firms from 1993-2001 and found that the abnormal return 

of firms from CE were similar to the firms from the UK (both were around 1%). In contrast, Martynova 

and Renneboog (2011) and Goergen, Martynova and Renneboog (2005) argued that, due to a low degree 

of information transparency in CE, a higher shareholder protection in the UK and a well-developed 

equity market, UK targets can achieve higher bid premiums. This indicate that that return for UK ac-

quirors might be lower. Furthermore, Martynova and Renneboog (2011) found that acquiring firms from 

the UK gain a significantly lower abnormal returns compared to CE acquiror at the announcement. 

In contrast, Goergen and Renneboog (2004) examined a sample of 158 European M&As between 1993-

2000. They found that an acquiror from the UK gain higher abnormal return (1.5%) compared to an 

acquiror from CE (0.9%) during a 5-day event window. This result is supported by Mateev (2017). 

According to the previous literature we expect UK firms returns to be higher compared to CE peers. 

Therefore, the following hypothesis has been formulated: 
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H3: At the announcement of a M&A transaction, the abnormal return will be higher for an acquiring 

firm from the UK compared to an acquiring firm from CE. 

2.2.2.3. Corruption index 

The term corruption involves activities such as rent seeking, both initiated and agreed upon by govern-

ment officials (Hossain & Kryzanowski, 2021; Nguyen, Phan & Simpson, 2020; Transparency Interna-

tional, 2020). The rent-seeking often takes the form of various bribes such as in-kind benefits or other 

monetary compensations in return for acting on behalf of the firm in a favorable manner (Hossain & 

Kryzanowski, 2021; Nguyen et al., 2020). Corruption in the form of rent seeking has proven to be 

harmful as it increases firm’s transaction cost, uncertainty and poor investments (Mauro, 1995; Shleifer 

& Vishny, 1993). In a study by Hossain and Kryzanowski (2021), corruption was found to have a neg-

ative impact on the returns of acquirers at the time of a M&A announcement. However, this negative 

impact was found to be mitigated by good corporate governance, or more specifically, effective internal 

and external monitoring and a high degree of information transparency. 

A study by Nguyen et al. (2020) investigated the relation between corruption and M&As. The study 

came up with that corruption was positively associated with firm acquisitiveness and negatively corre-

lated with firm targetiveness. The authors also found that higher corruption would lead to that acquirers 

paid higher bid premiums, leading to lower value creation for the shareholders of the acquiring firm. 

This is in line with the study by Smith (2016) who found that firms try to pursue corporate actions that 

would protect their assets from expropriation from government officials. One way of doing this is to 

acquire other firms and hence, reducing the cash balances. Since the degree of corruption and rent seek-

ing puts firms under pressure to protect their assets, they are willing to offer higher bid premiums to 

execute a quick transaction (Nguyen et al., 2020; Smith, 2016). In line with the preexisting literature 

presented above, the following hypothesis has been formulated: 

H4: At the announcement of a M&A transaction, the abnormal return will be higher for acquiring 

firms from less corrupt countries (higher corruption index). 

2.2.2.4. Hofstede’s cultural dimensions 

Power distance reflects to what extent society accepts that power in institutions and organizations is 

distributed unequally. A country that is classified as having small power distance is characterized by 

the opinion that inequality should be minimized, all people should be independent, hierarchy means 

inequality and are established for the sole purpose of convenience of those in power. Superiors and 

subordinates consider themselves to be alike and superiors are easily accessible. In these countries there 

is a common belief that everyone has equal rights and that those in power should try to appear less 

powerful than they are. The opposite is true for countries that are classified as having a large power 
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distance. Here, hierarchy is considered natural and that some people should be independent, whereas 

others are dependent. In these countries, superiors and subordinates does not view one another as being 

alike and superiors are generally inaccessible. The idea in these societies is that power is a fundamental 

fact which determines good and evil and the legitimacy of power in these countries is considered irrel-

evant. Furthermore, those in power should clearly express their power and are entitled to privileges that 

powerless people are not. Lastly, there exist a latent conflict between those in power and those not in 

power. (Hofstede, 1980b). 

Based on the above description, it would be reasonable to assume that acquirers from countries with a 

high degree of power distance would expect their target firms to comply with a clearly defined chain of 

command and hierarchy structure. However, a target firm being from a country with a low degree of 

power distance may well be accustomed to a flat organization with the possibility of having influence 

over the operations. Due to this mismatch in expectations, it appears likely that friction between the 

acquirer and the target may occur. Therefore, the following hypotheses has been formulated: 

H5:  

H5.1: The higher the power distance of the country from which the acquiring firm is from, the 

lower the abnormal return will be at the announcement of a M&A-transaction. 

H5.2: Acquirors from a country with a high degree of power distance acquiring a target from a 

country with a high degree of power distance will have a positive impact on the abnormal re-

turns at the announcement of a M&A-transaction. 

 

The second dimension is Uncertainty avoidance and it measures the degree to which people in a country 

is threatened by uncertain situations and reflects to what extent the people try to avoid those situations. 

Avoidance takes form in providing good career opportunities, creating strict regulations, along with not 

accepting behavior that is deviant or violates the established rules. In countries with a high degree of 

uncertainty avoidance, the people are concerned with the security of their own lives, believe in absolute 

truths, and put great faith in experts. These countries are also characterized by a high level of anxiety 

and aggressiveness along with an urge to work hard and believe to a large extent that time is money. 

Furthermore, people in these countries prefer to show emotions and nationalism is a central ideology. 

The opposite is true for countries with weak power distance. Here, the uncertainty is accepted, leading 

to ease and low stress levels. These countries are not bound by the same strict rules and regulations. 

Rather, there should be as few rules as possible and deviant behavior is accepted. Rather than putting 

faith in experts, people believe in common sense. 

An M&A exposes the firm to greater uncertainty over the new management and based on the above 

description of the uncertainty avoidance dimension, it appears reasonable to assume that acquiring firms 

form countries being characterized as having a high degree of uncertainty avoidance, might experience 
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lower abnormal returns. Furthermore, acquiring a foreign firm exposes the firm with even more uncer-

tainty and hence, should yield lower abnormal returns compared to acquiring a domestic firm. There-

fore, the following hypotheses has been formulated: 

H6:  

H6.1: The greater the uncertainty avoidance of the country from which the acquiring firm is from, 

the lower the abnormal return will be at the announcement of a M&A-transaction. 

H6.2: The degree of uncertainty avoidance will have the following moderating effect on the rela-

tionship between a cross-border M&A and a domestic M&A and the abnormal return. Ac-

quiring firms from countries with high uncertainty avoidance will experience higher abnor-

mal return in a domestic M&A at the announcement of the M&A-transaction.  

 

Individualism in contrast to Collectivism is the third dimension. In an individualized country people are 

supposed to look out for themselves and their immediate family only. In these countries, the people 

emphasize individual initiative and being able to take on the role of a leader is an established ideal. The 

integrity of the personal life is highly regarded along with the right to express one’s opinion. Further-

more, the social systems are designed to promote autonomy, variety and individual financial security 

and there is a common belief that value standards apply to all individuals. In collective countries on the 

other hand, people are born into “extended families” or “clans” who protect them in exchange for loy-

alty. In these countries, emphasize is put on belonging to an organization and being included as a mem-

ber is regarded as the ideal, rather than being able to lead. The right to a personal life is not protected 

to the same extent as it is in individual countries. Instead, the clan or organization to which the people 

belong is intertwined with your personal life and the individual opinion should be in line with your clan. 

In addition to providing protection, the clan or organization also provide order, duty, and security. (Hof-

stede, 1980b). 

As described above, being able to lead is an established ideal in an individualized country while at the 

same time being able to conform to the organization is key in a collectivistic country. These two ideals 

appear to conflict with each other. In addition, autonomy and being able to express one’s opinion is 

important in an individualistic country, when in a collectivistic country, the individual opinion is sup-

posed to be in line with the opinion of the organization. This is a potential cause of friction in a M&A. 

Therefore, the following hypotheses has been formulated: 

H7:  

H7.1: Acquirors from an individualistic country will experience higher abnormal returns than ac-

quirors from a collectivistic country at the announcement of a M&A-transaction. 

H7.2: Acquirors from a collectivistic country acquiring a target from a collectivistic country will 

have a positive impact on the abnormal returns at the announcement of a M&A-transaction. 
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The fourth dimension is Masculinity in contrast to Femininity and measures the extent to which domi-

nant values in society are masculine or feminine. In a masculine country, assertiveness is central and is 

expected by men, whereas women are supposed to be nurturing. In these countries, the sex roles are 

clearly defined, and men should be dominating the society. Materialistic rewards, such as money are 

important and are key factors to motivate people. Furthermore, performance is very important where 

people with successful careers are admired. Feminine countries, on the other hand, are characterized by 

a society where sex roles are fluid and where unisex is the ideal along with a strive for gender equality. 

Men do not need to be assertive and instead, they are encouraged to take on nurturing roles as well. 

Rather than living to work, the people work to live. Here, softer values are importance, such as the work 

environment and colleagues. People are motivated by helping others and providing a service, rather 

than money and materialistic things. (Hofstede, 1980b). Based on the above, and knowing that money 

and other materialistic things are dominating motivating factors in the overall society in masculine 

countries, while at the same time the opposite is true for feminine countries, the following hypotheses 

has been formulated: 

H8:  

H8.1: Acquirors from a feminine country will experience higher abnormal returns than acquirors 

from a masculine country at the announcement of a M&A-transaction. 

H8.2: Acquirors from a masculine country acquiring a target from a masculine country will have 

a positive impact on the abnormal returns at the announcement of a M&A-transaction. 

 

The fifth dimension is Long-term orientation vs. Short-term orientation. This dimension measures to 

what extent people focus on virtues relating to the future or virtues relating to the past and present. 

Countries classified as long-term oriented are characterized by perseverance and believe that efforts are 

to be sustained working towards slow results. In terms of gender roles, society believes that humility is 

something that both men and women should strive towards. In terms of work-related matters, people in 

a long-term oriented country tend to be concerned about values such as learning, honesty, adaptiveness 

accountability and self-discipline. Furthermore, spending time at work is considered important, leisure 

time is not. In line with the overall characteristics of long-term orientation, people are concerned about 

the profits of the firm in ten years rather than the profits this year and focus is to enable this long-term 

goal by investing in the firm and gaining a preferable market position. In contrast, people in countries 

classified as short-term oriented believe that efforts should yield instant rewards. There is an inherent 

pressure of spending resources and a concern regarding social status. In the professional life, values 

such as freedom and achievement, are considered important. Rather than having a longer horizon, focus 

is on the bottom line and this year´s profits. (Hofstede & Bond, 1988; Hofstede et al., 2010).  
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Based on the above, there appears to be reasons to assume that a M&A between a firm from a country 

classified as long-term oriented and a firm from a country classified as short-term oriented could be a 

poor match. Having the virtue of perseverance and being patient in terms of profitability in a long-term 

oriented country is clearly not in line with the objectives of the typical short-term oriented firm where 

the bottom line today is the primary focus. Therefore, the following hypotheses has been formulated: 

H9:  

H9.1: Acquirors from a long-term oriented country will experience higher abnormal returns than 

acquirors from a short-term oriented country at the announcement of a M&A-transaction. 

H9.2: Acquirors from a short-term oriented country acquiring a target from a short-term oriented 

country will have a positive impact on the abnormal returns at the announcement of a M&A-

transaction. 

 

The sixth dimension, Indulgence vs. Restraint, illustrates the tendency of people to allow themselves to 

free gratification and basic human desires such as having fun and enjoying life. Indulgence embodies 

the above and restraint is the notion of believing that gratification needs to be strictly regulated by social 

norms. In countries classified as indulgent, a larger fraction of the population tends to perceive them-

selves as happy and they have a perception of personal control. People are characterized as being ex-

trovert and tend to be more open to foreign culture and there is a higher frequency of e-mail correspond-

ence with foreigners. The view on order in society isn’t a priority, instead, freedom of speech is im-

portant. In contrast, restrained countries are characterized by a lower percentage of people being happy 

and there is a perception of helplessness. In these countries there is, to a greater extent, an inherent 

pessimism and cynicism among the people and friendship and leisure is not as important. In restrained 

countries, people tend to show greater resistance to foreign culture such as music and films. In restrained 

countries, order is perceived as important, and the freedom of speech is not a priority. (Hofstede et al., 

2010). 

Given the very different perception of foreign culture in the indulgent vs. restrained countries, it would 

appear reasonable to assume that this cultural dimension is correlated with the variable “Domestic vs. 

Cross-border M&A”. In addition, the overall satisfaction among the people is very different in indulgent 

vs. restrained countries. Therefore, the following hypotheses are formulated: 

H10:  

H10.1: Acquirors from an indulgent country will experience higher abnormal returns than ac-

quirors from a restrained country at the announcement of a M&A-transaction. 

H10.2: Restrained countries will have the following moderating effect on the relationship between 

a cross-border M&A and a domestic M&A and the abnormal return. The abnormal return of 

acquirors from restrained countries will be positively correlated with a domestic M&A at the 

announcement of a M&A-transaction. 
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2.2.3. Deal specific characteristics 

2.2.3.1. Means of payment 

The payment method in an M&A is an important signal to the outside world regarding the acquiring 

firm’s own value as well as the potential synergies that the acquiror expects the M&A to generate. 

(Hazelkorn et al., 2004; Martynova & Renneboog, 2006). According to Myers and Majluf (1984), asym-

metric information between the acquiror and the target (section 2.1.5.1) could be a key aspect and indi-

cator for potential value creation. They argue that acquirors generally prefer to pay with stock for an 

overvalued target, while for undervalued companies acquirors prefer to offer cash payments (Myers and 

Majluf, 1984). As a result, this signaling effect causes a larger negative announcement effect for stock 

deals compared to cash (Travlos, 1987). This is in line with the study of Li (2018) who states that the 

signaling effect by using shares as payment method accounts for 94% of the negative announcement 

return.  

This relationship is formulated in the pecking order theory (section 2.1.6). The management prefers to 

invest with internal sources of financing like retained earnings rather than using the capital market for 

financing. The reason that equity is the least preferred method is that investors see an additional issue 

of equity as a negative signal (firms that issue equity don’t have the financial stability to obtain a loan), 

and equity is at the same time the most expensive form of financing due to high administration and 

transaction costs (Myers, 1984). 

In contrast, Modigliani and Miller (1958) assume that in a perfect capital market with no-taxes, the 

financing decision is not dependent on the investment decision. Under this assumption, the means of 

payment does not impact the return of an M&A (Bouzgarrou & Louhichi, 2014). However, in a world 

with agency costs, taxes and bankruptcy costs, the first theorem of Modigliani and Miller (1958) is not 

fully applicable (Jensen & Meckling, 1976; Modigliani & Miller, 1963; Myers, 1977). According to 

Jensen (1986), the choice of payment method is influenced by agency cost. He argues that conflicts 

between managers and shareholder arise when a firm has excess cash. Shareholders tend to prefer to 

pay dividends and managers prefer to engage in low return project with private benefits (Jensen & 

Meckling, 1976; Smith & Kim, 1994). Taxes affect the relationship between means of payment and 

abnormal return by an M&A. As described in detail in Appendix 1, the acquiring firm must pay a higher 

purchase price in the case of a cash bid, to offset the tax burden imposed on the selling shareholders 

(Wansley, Lane, & Yang, 1983). 

The means of payments are one of the most investigated value drivers in the M&A literature. In line 

with most of the theory presented above, various empirical studies found that cash create greater value 

for the acquiror than other payment methods (e.g. Martynova & Renneboog, 2006; Walker, 2000). 
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Martynova & Renneboog (2006) found evidence that the abnormal return for cash is higher compared 

to mixed or stock bids at the announcement date (12%, 10% and 7%, respectively). They argue, analo-

gous to Hansen (1987), that if managers of the acquiring firms are certain that the true value is above 

the current share price, they will prefer to finance the deal with cash. Conversely, an exclusively share-

financed offer will signal that the acquiring firm wishes to involve the target firm’s shareholders in the 

merged company and thereby share the risk. Thus, a share-offer signals that the target firm to be worth 

more and less risky while a cash-offer may indicate that the firm is worth less (Martynova & 

Renneboog, 2006). In contrast, Mateev (2017) showed that European acquirors in the period from 2002 

to 2010 gain higher abnormal returns for stock offers compared to cash or mixed offers. Similarly, US 

studies predominantly found that cash results in higher abnormal return (Bouwman et al., 2009; Hazel-

korn et al., 2004; Moeller et al., 2004; Walker, 2000). This is described in more detail in Appendix 2. 

Based on the above literature review, the following hypotheses has been formulated: 

H11:  

H11.1: M&A-transactions which are offered in cash result in higher abnormal return for the ac-

quiror at the announcement of a M&A transaction. 

H11.2: M&A transactions which are offered in with shares result in lower abnormal return for 

the acquiror at the announcement of a M&A transaction. 

H11.3: M&A transactions which are settled using a mixed payment of shares and cash will result 

in lower abnormal return for the acquiror at the announcement of a M&A transaction. 

H11.4: M&A-transactions which are paid in cash result in higher abnormal return for the ac-

quiror compared to M&A-transactions paid with shares at the announcement of a M&A 

transaction. 

 

2.2.3.2. Focused M&As 

A deal characteristic which has been frequently investigated in previous research is whether a M&A is 

focused, i.e. an M&A within the same industry, or diversified, i.e. a M&A within a different industry. 

For horizontal M&As (focused), synergy benefits will typically come from “economies of scale and 

scope” as described in section 2.1.3.1, while vertical M&A (diversifying) is based on non-operation 

sources of synergy (Devos, Kadapakkam, & Krishnamurthy, 2009; Sudarsanam et al., 1996). 
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Figure 3: Focused vs. diversified M&A in Europe from 1996-2020. 

Figure 3 illustrates that diversified M&As have been more popular compared to focused M&As in the 

period from 1996 to 2020. This can partly be explained by the principal-agent theory (section 2.1.5.2). 

Managers, as agents, sometimes act in favour of their own interest and not in the interest of the share-

holders. Some managers prefer low-synergy targets as it would require greater efforts from managers 

to integrate the firm and generate synergies. The managers can then use the argument of the higher and 

more challenging workload to force shareholders to install a high-powered incentive plan. As a result, 

high personal income can be achieved by the manager (Kräkel & Müller, 2015). 

However, diversified M&As can result in less volatile earnings and thus financial synergies as there is 

a good chance that the earnings between the acquiror and target are uncorrelated (Sudarsanam et al., 

1996). Another reason for engaging in a diversified M&A comes from the restructuring need of indus-

tries characterized by mature firms with less growth potential (Martynova & Renneboog, 2006). This 

is still true for a more recent data sample (1996-2020) which is illustrated in Figure 4. Especially com-

panies in the manufacturing, construction, finance, insurance and real estate sector frequently take part 

in diversified M&As for restructuring reasons (Martynova and Renneboog, 2006). 
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Figure 4: Focus vs. diversified M&A by industries according to SIC classification from 1996-2020. 

The majority of the previous literature found that the acquiring firm's abnormal returns are lower in 

diversified M&As (Goergen & Renneboog, 2004; Martynova & Renneboog, 2006; Walker, 2000). 

Mainly, it has been argued that focused M&As have, in most cases, better synergy effects than diversi-

fied M&As which results in higher abnormal returns (Goergen & Renneboog, 2004; Moeller & 

Schlingemann, 2005). In contrast, Sudarsanam et al. (1996) found no significant difference in the ab-

normal returns between focused and diversified M&As. Similarly, Hazelkorn et al. (2004) found no 

significant results in the short run. However, in the long run, acquirers engaging in focused M&As 

outperform their counterparts engaging in diversified M&As. Long term effects are, however, not in 

the focus of this study and are presented in Appendix 3. 

With respect to previous empirical findings, the following hypotheses has been formulated: 

H12: Focused M&As will result in higher abnormal returns for the acquiring firm at the announce-

ment of a M&A transaction. 

 

2.2.4. Company specific characteristics 

2.2.4.1. Control structure 

The concentration of ownership for European firms has been shown to result in positive returns around 

the M&A announcement (Faccio & Lang, 2002; La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes & Shleifer, 1999). There-

fore, the ownership structure of the acquiror might be another factor which influence the abnormal 

return. The literature predominantly distinguishes between large acquirer shareholders and small ac-

quiror shareholders (Craninckx & Huyghebaert, 2015). 
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Craninckx and Huyghebaert (2015) argue that large owner might force a larger focus on value maxi-

mation of the firm, which in turn might affect the management to prioritize the synergy effects, and 

thus, possibly resulting in higher abnormal returns. In addition, large owners may sanction management 

if too high premiums are paid (Craninckx & Huyghebaert, 2015). Furthermore, large shareholders could 

positively influence the abnormal return since they are able to better monitor and discipline the firm’s 

management (Shleifer & Vishny, 1986; Thomsen & Pedersen, 2000). 

Martynova and Renneboog (2011), found that large shareholders of the acquiring firm have a statisti-

cally significant effect on the abnormal return before the M&A was announced. This effect differs de-

pending on the geographic location. In the UK the effect is positive (0.04) and in CE the effect is neg-

ative (-0.02). Craninckx and Huyghebaert (2015) examined 342 European M&As between 1997 and 

2007 and found that the shareholders of the acquiring firm realize a positive abnormal return of 0.35% 

around the announcement period. 

In respect to the current literature and empirical result, the following hypothesis has been formulated: 

H13: The existence of a large shareholder in the acquiring firm result in higher abnormal return for 

the acquiring firm at the announcement of the M&A transaction. 

 

2.2.4.2. Number of previously acquired firms 

It has been argued that firms with previous M&A experience tend to gain a higher abnormal return 

(Lubatkin, 1983). Behavioral learning theory predicts individual behavior by analyzing the influences 

of the environment and research have shown that current behavior is affected by past experiences 

(Bower and Hilgard, 1981). Therefore, good performance in previous years is likely to lead to a contin-

ued high performance whereas poor performance tends to lead to a continued underperformance. Based 

on the behavioral learning theory, Haleblian and Finkelstein (1999) investigated a sample of 449 M&As 

from the US and found a U-shaped relationship between M&A activity and gains from M&As. 

Empirically, Lubatkin (1983) did not find a significant relationship between the level of M&A activity 

and abnormal return. Hitt, Harrison, Ireland and Best (1998) found that previous M&A experience of 

the acquiror leads to a greater synergy between the assets of the acquiror and the assets of the acquired 

firm and a faster M&A integration process. They found positive abnormal returns for experienced firms 

but used a very small sample. 

Hayward (2002) investigated 100 US M&A transactions from 1985 to 1995 and found that previous 

M&A experience alone does not cause significantly positive return. However, he showed that in com-

bination with other factors like performance of previous M&As and timing between previous M&As, 

previous M&A experience can influence the outcome both positively and negatively (March, 1991; 
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Hayward, 2002). A similar conclusion has been found by King, Dalton, Daily and Covin. (2004). They 

found that larger acquiring firm’s performance does not increase the abnormal return. More importantly, 

they conclude that other variables in connection with the experience of a firm may explain the signifi-

cant variance in post M&A performance. 

As a result, the following hypothesis has been formulated: 

H14: Previous M&A experience of the acquiring firm will result in lower abnormal return for the ac-

quiring firm at the announcement of a M&A transaction. 

 

2.2.4.3. Listed target 

Another factor that has influenced the acquiring firm’s abnormal return at an M&A announcement is 

whether the target is listed or not (Faccio, McConnell & Stolin, 2006; Moeller et al., 2004). Theoreti-

cally, unlisted targets can potentially lead to a higher abnormal return since unlisted firms are by defi-

nition less liquid as stated by liquidity theory. The lack of liquidity for unlisted firms makes those firms 

less attractive and thus, less valuable in comparison with similar listed companies. The acquiror can 

benefit from this lack of attractiveness since the competition in the M&A market for unlisted firms is 

lower, which result in higher bargaining power and a lower price to be paid for the target. Therefore, 

M&As of unlisted targets are “cheaper” compared to their listed counterparts and can potentially gen-

erate higher abnormal returns (Mateev, 2017). Contrary, the risk to acquire an unlisted target might be 

higher due to poorer and less reliable information availability about the true value and growth potential 

of the target due to lower disclosure requirements (Martynova & Renneboog, 2011). 

Most studies conclude that listed targets in the US result in zero or small negative abnormal returns for 

the acquiror at the announcement date. (Chang , 1998; Faccio et al., 2006; Fuller, Netter, & Stegemoller, 

2002; Moeller et al., 2004). Fuller et al. (2002) argued as stated above that acquirors receive a price 

discount when they buy unlisted firms due to the poorer liquidity of unlisted targets. Additionally, man-

agement of unlisted firms may also be the founders of the firm and may want to sell due to cash out 

reasons. This can lead to a reduction in the bid premium due to a potential weakened bargaining position 

of the target. 

For Europe, the empirical literature is more limited. Martynova and Renneboog (2006) found in line 

with Moeller et al. (2004) and Faccio et al. (2006) that the M&A of an unlisted firm results in significant 

positive abnormal return of 0.8%, while for listed firm the return is (insignificant) negative with -0.1%. 

However, for a wider period including prior- and post-announcement returns, M&A of listed and un-

listed targets both result in negative abnormal returns (-2.86% and -1.35%, respectively). More recently, 

Mateev and Andonov (2016) found that M&As of an unlisted firm result in positive abnormal return of 
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1.01%, while the announcement of a M&A of a listed firm causes a negative (insignificant) return of -

0.13% on a three-day event window. In a later study Mateev (2017) investigated 2823 European M&As 

and found similar results (1.07% vs. -1.52%, respectively). Based on the above literature, the following 

hypothesis has been formulated: 

H15: The abnormal return of the acquiring firm will be lower if the target firm is listed at the an-

nouncement of a M&A transaction. 

 

2.2.5. Accounting specific characteristics 

Financial ratios are used to provide an overview of the financial situation in a firm, both in relation to 

past performance but also in relation to other firms. The general approach to financial statement analysis 

is to calculate ratios that represent underlying structures such as profitability, liquidity, efficiency and 

leverage (Faulkner, Teerikangas & Joseph, 2012). In addition, these financial ratios are used to evaluate 

and analyze time series data and value shares.  

2.2.5.1. Market Capitalization 

There are several positive factors that may occur when a firm is large. First and foremost, a larger firm 

can usually benefit from "economies of scale and scope" (see section 2.2.3.2). In addition, a larger firm 

is usually less vulnerable to external threats such as those in Porter's Five Competitive Forces (Porter, 

1989). E.g. larger companies usually have a wider range of customers and suppliers, which increases 

the firm's bargaining power with respect to these stakeholders. In addition, a larger company will usu-

ally have a strong market position that could make it difficult for potential new entrants to enter the 

market (Porter, 1979). On the other hand, large firms may also face increasing complexity as their 

business grows, which can essentially have an inhibiting effect on the business operations. Examples 

of ascendancy complexity can include cultural and legal barriers across borders, complicated IT systems 

and inefficient communication between employees (Maznevski, Steger, Amann & Maznevski, 2007). 

In addition, it can also be difficult for managers to make quick and necessary decisions due to a poten-

tially inefficient bureaucracy. This complexity could potentially make it difficult for firms to acquire 

new business and integrate them into the organization.  

In the US, the aggregated loss stemming from M&As undertaken by large firms in the period 1980-

2001 amounted to $312 billion, whereas the shareholder of small firms gained $9 billion by engaging 

in M&A activity (Moeller et al., 2004). They found that large firms have an insignificant abnormal 

return of 0.08% (equally weighted), whereas small firms have a statistically significant abnormal return 

of 2.32%. They state that a possible explanation for the size effect is that small and large acquiror differ 
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in characteristics which influence the performance of an M&A. First, a higher percentage of the small 

firms are unlisted. As stated above, unlisted firms have empirically gained a higher abnormal return on 

M&As. Second, they found that small firms are more likely to pay the M&A by cash compared to large 

firms which more commonly pay by shares. As stated in section 2.2.3.1 most of the previous literature 

found that M&As offered in cash experience higher abnormal returns. This could be another explanation 

to why firms of different size experience different abnormal returns. The authors also find that smaller 

firms tend to have a higher Tobin’s Q-ratio compared to larger firms (Moeller et al., 2004).  

Another possible explanation for the size effect is that the size of the acquiror can be seen as a proxy 

for managerial hubris (Roll, 1986). Large firms tend to make tender offers which include a larger bid 

premium compared to small firms, resulting in smaller gains. (Moeller et al., 2004). Likewise, Gorton, 

Kahl and Rosen (2009) showed that the profitability of M&As decrease with firm size, indicating a 

possible overpayment by larger firms. Based on the above literature, the following hypothesis has been 

formulated: 

H16: Larger acquiring firms will experience lower abnormal returns at the announcement of a M&A 

transaction. 

 

2.2.5.2. Market-to-book-value 

Fama and French (1992) showed that the beta only captures a small fraction of the cross-sectional var-

iation in average stock returns. Instead, firm size and market-to-book-value provides a better explana-

tion of the variation in stock returns. As a result, Fama and French (1993) criticize Agrawal, Jaffe, and 

Mandelker (1992) for not implementing the market-to-book-value. Fama and French (1993) conjecture 

that the negative abnormal returns found by Agrawal et al. (1992) is too low, which is due to the exclu-

sion of the market-to-book-value when calculating the expected returns. Instead, Fama and French 

(1993) expect high abnormal returns for firms with a high market-to-book-value (growth companies). 

There is limited empirical evidence regarding the influence that the market-to-book-value has on the 

abnormal return of the acquiring firm at the announcement of a M&A. However, Alhenawi and Stilwell 

(2017) stated that value creation is not only determined by the target’s pre-M&A value, as shown by 

numerous studies (Goergen & Renneboog, 2004; Hazelkorn et al., 2004), but also by the acquirer’s pre-

merger financial ratios. Nevertheless, the effect of the market-to-book-vale of the target could possibly 

lead to important insights regarding the returns of the acquiring firm. Rau & Vermaelen (1998) found 

that in the long run, acquiring firms with a high market-to-book-value perform worse than value firms 

(firms with a low market-to-book-value). In line with the paper by Rau & Vermaelen (1998), Goergen 

and Renneboog (2004) and Hazelkorn et al. (2004) showed that acquiring firms gain the highest short-
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term abnormal returns for M&A of value firms. One possible explanation is due to the idea that firms 

tend to overvalue the growth possibilities (Rose et al., 2017). Goergen and Renneboog (2004) state that 

the market is cautious that acquirers overpay for such targets with a high growth which would result in 

a negative stock reaction for the acquiring firm.  

Since the research regarding the effect of the market-to-book-value of the acquiring firm is limited, the 

research on the market-to-book-value of the target firm and the theoretical arguments presented above 

has been a guiding beacon when the following hypothesis has been formulated: 

H17: Higher market-to-book value will result in lower abnormal return for the acquiring firm at the 

announcement of a M&A transaction. 

 

2.2.5.3. Q-ratio 

The Q-Ratio is defined in section 3.3.5.3 and provides estimates on whether a particular firm is over-

valued or undervalued. In an M&A context, similarly to the book-to-market-ratio, the Q-ratio has been 

used to identify undervalued firms (Schlingemann, Stulz, & Walkling, 2002). 

Lang, Stulz and Walkling (1989) and Martin (1996) argue that the Q-ratio reflects management perfor-

mance. A high Q-ratio (>1) indicates that the management is investing in projects with positive NPVs 

and therefore performing well. Thus, the market has confidence and expectations of a positive future 

with growth potential, which occurs when firms engage in projects with positive NPVs. The opposite 

is true for low Q-ratios (<1), here the management is investing in projects with negative NPVs and 

therefore performing poorly. Further, this may also indicate that the cost of replacing a firm's assets is 

higher than the value of the stock (Martin, 1996). 

If the Q-Ratio is interpreted as a reflection of management performance, it implies that better perform-

ing firms engage in more value-adding M&As. Servaes (1991) and Lang et al. (1991) show that bidders 

with a higher Q-ratio engage in more value-adding M&As. They further conclude that abnormal returns 

of acquiring firms with a high Q-ratio achieve significantly higher compared to acquirors with a low Q-

ratio, which is consistent with the theoretical arguments. This is especially true for acquiring firms with 

a high Q-ratio, purchasing a target with a low Q-ratio which results in higher abnormal returns, for both 

the acquiror and target (Lang et. al., 1991). 

In contrast, Moeller et al. (2004) found a negative relationship between Q-ratio and the abnormal return 

for the acquiring firm. Martynova & Renneboog (2011) found that the post-announcement return (+2 

days to +60 days) is negatively influenced by the Q-ratio of the acquiring firm. They argue that an 

investor with a high Q-ratio tend to overestimate the ability to create synergies. Thus, the firm is likely 

to overpay compared to low acquirors with a low Q-ratio. This result is consistent with the study of Rau 
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and Vermaelen (1998), who stated that ‘glamourous firms’ (firms with high Q-ratios) are more likely 

to overestimate the potential synergies and thus overpay. 

The literature above provides an ambiguous effect of the Q-ration on the acquiring firm’s abnormal 

return. Therefore, the following hypothesis has been formulated: 

H18: A higher Q-Ratio of the acquiring firm will result in lower abnormal returns at the announce-

ment of a M&A transaction. 

 

2.2.5.4. Sales growth 

Synergies, as shown above, are one major value driver of M&A return. In line with Devos et al. (2009), 

Huyghebaert and Luypaert (2013) state that synergies can be split into operating synergies and financial 

synergies. Operating synergies can result from either revenue enhancement or from cost savings. Pre-

vious research on M&As has, predominantly focused on the pre-M&A performance of the target, rather 

than focused on the potential synergies when assessing the likelihood of a successful M&A. (Campa 

and Kedia, 2002; Graham, Lemmon & Wolf, 2002). However, the research regarding the effect of pre-

M&A performance of the acquiror is limited. Nevertheless, as indicated above, Alhenawi and Stilwell 

(2017) state that M&A value creation is also affected by the acquirer’s pre-M&A financial ratios. In 

their study they found that in the long-run, pre-M&A sales of the acquiror are positively related with 

abnormal return during the M&A announcement of the acquiror. 

In line with the literature, the following hypothesis has been formulated: 

H19: A higher sales growth of the acquiror will result in a higher abnormal return at the announce-

ment of a M&A transaction. 

 

2.2.5.5. EBITDA growth 

In line with previous studies, such as Healy, Palepu and Ruback (1992), EBITDA has been used as an 

explanatory variable to examine if it has a significant influence on the abnormal returns in a M&A 

transaction. EBITDA is a measure of operating earnings and the ratio is widely used in practice, as it 

allows for comparison of profitability between different companies, by disregarding the effect of inter-

est payments, taxes, depreciation, and amortization. According to Berk and DeMarzo (2017), EBITDA 

is a good estimate for the value-creating cash flow, as it reflects the actual cash flow from the firm. 

Hazelkorn et al. (2004) investigated M&As in the US between 1990 and 2020 and could not find any 

evidence that profitability measures influence the short or long-term excess returns of the acquiring 

firm. 
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Since, EBITDA is a commonly used profitability measure, it would be reasonable to assume that firms 

with higher profitability might perform better in a M&A context. As a result, the following hypothesis 

has been formulated: 

H20: A higher EBITDA growth of the acquiror will result in a higher abnormal return at the an-

nouncement of a M&A transaction. 

 

2.2.5.6. Return on Equity (ROE) 

It is common knowledge that profit alone does not reflect the performance, success and competitiveness 

of a firm. The profits need to be related to the capital that has been invested to generate those profits. 

By doing so, firms of different size, operating in different industries are comparable in terms of how 

efficient firms can transform capital invested into profits. As a result, ROE is used to measure the return 

on investment to equity holders that the firm has generated. Higher ROE indicates more efficient use 

of the equity, shows a firm’s ability to identify profitable investment opportunities and thus usually 

signal a sound and well-managed company. ROE is a ratio that provides important insights regarding 

the firm’s effectiveness in managing the money that the owners have invested in the company (Berk & 

DeMarzo, 2017). One of the most important drivers for M&A transactions is the realization of synergies 

(Kerler, 2000). Accordingly, the profitability, here measured as the ROE, indicate the potential syner-

gies that could be achieved by the M&A (Kirchhoff & Schiereck, 2011). 

Alhenawi and Stilwell (2017) found that ROE is positively related with the abnormal return based on a 

sorted portfolio approach. Additionally, they could confirm this result with a stepwise regression and a 

logistic regression as they again found a positive relation between ROE and the abnormal return. In line 

with the limited literature, the following hypothesis has been formulated: 

H21: A higher ROE of the acquiror will result in a higher abnormal return at the announcement of a 

M&A transaction. 

 

2.2.5.7. Return on invested capital (ROIC) 

One of the main driving forces behind M&As is the intense competition that make it necessary for firms 

to search for new ways to reduce costs, gain market share, create economies of scale and increase prof-

itability (Jensen & Heckling, 1995). Profitability is a signal of economic power that helps a firm grow 

(Petersen and Plenborg, 2017). Berk & DeMarzo (2017) explain that ROIC is one of the most important 

measures for profitability as it only emphasizes the assets of the firm that are creating operating profits, 

where the value of the company is likely to increase with the rate of return. 
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Liu and Qiu (2013) found that firms taking part in M&As are on average, more profitable compared to 

firms that don’t participate in M&As. Polemis and Karlis (2016), however, examined a sample in the 

transport sector between 1998 and 2009 and found conflicting results to those found by Liu and Qiu 

(2013). Instead, acquirer’s profitability tends to decline after the M&A transaction, and they could not 

find any evidence that the value of the acquirer increased between the pre- and post-M&A period. In 

contrast, Alexandrou, Gounopoulos and Thomas (2013), found that profitability of the acquiror is pos-

itively related to the value creation before the M&A announcement. The literature doesn’t paint a clear 

picture and is limited; however, the following hypothesis has been formulated: 

H22: A higher ROIC of the acquiror will result in a higher abnormal return at the announcement of a 

M&A transaction. 

 

2.2.5.8. Tax rate 

According to the EMH, firms are generally correctly priced and all available information are reflected 

in the current stock price (Malkiel & Fama, 1970). This means that it is only possible to generate added 

value through a M&A for the acquiring company if the management exploit synergy opportunities. 

Leland (2007) states that another important factor that determines the magnitude of financial synergies 

and thus, the influence the value creation of M&As, is the tax rate. 

Taxes affect the decisions of firms in all areas of economic activity, including M&As. There are many 

topics about taxes which could be considered (e.g., double taxation); however, this study focuses on the 

efficient tax rate of the acquiror (Di Giovanni, 2005). 

The literature regarding the effect that the tax rate of the acquiror has on M&A performance is limited. 

However, for target firms it has been frequently investigated that high tax rates in the target country has 

had a negative effect on the abnormal returns, while bilateral capital tax agreements have been shown 

to yield a positive effect e.g. Di Giovanni (2005) found that a higher tax rate in the target country 

reduces the M&A activity, whereas a capital tax increases the number of M&As. This is in line with 

Hebous, Ruf and Weichenrieder (2010) who investigated the German market and found that high tax 

rates reduce the probability of the location to be chosen by an acquiror.  

However, the results which indicate a positive influence of a low tax rate in the target country might be 

transferable to influence of the tax rate in the acquiror country. Therefore, the following hypothesis has 

been formulated: 

H23: A lower effective tax rate of the acquiror will result in a higher abnormal return at the an-

nouncement of a M&A transaction. 
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2.2.5.9. Debt-to-asset-ratio 

Financial leverage is an important financial key figure and is defined as the debt divided by the book 

value of the assets. According to Jensen (1986), higher financial leverage is associated with relatively 

better management decisions. Jensen (1986) states that higher debt ratio increases the risk of the firm 

going bankrupt, which the management is trying to avoid. This is done by acting in the best interest of 

the firm and putting aside one’s self-interest. (Rock, Rock & Sikora, 1994). Several studies, including 

Jensen and Meckling (1976), Mccall, Grossman, Hart & Grossman (1982) and Stulz (1990), have ex-

amined this topic, all arguing that debt fights agency problems.  

Empirical studies support this theory, by observing a positive relationship between financial leverage 

and abnormal returns when announcing an M&A transaction (Ghosh & Jain, 2000; Maloney, McCor-

mick, & Mitchell, 1993). A more recent US study by Alhenawi and Stilwell (2017) could not validate 

the positive effects of increased debt, suggested by Jensen (1976) and found a negative relationship 

between debt ratio and the announcement effect of an M&A. For Europe, Martynova and Renneboog 

(2011) found a small and insignificant positive relationship between the takeover returns and the ac-

quiror’s leverage after the M&A. For the pre-M&A period and around the event date, the effect was 

slightly negative. 

In line with the previous literature, the following hypothesis has been formulated: 

H24: A higher debt-to-asset-ratio of the acquiror will result in a higher abnormal return at the an-

nouncement of an M&A transaction. 
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3. Data and Methodology 

3.1. Data 

Following the theoretical foundations and literature review, this section presents the selected data col-

lection method and a discussion of the critical decisions and assumptions related to data collection. 

3.1.1. Data overview 

The data collection has been influenced by the problem- and hypothesis formulation and was further 

inspired by previous event studies. Since the focus of this paper is on cumulative abnormal return (CAR) 

for acquirors in Europe, only data from this region has been collected. To gain a sufficient sample size 

and a solid data base, the sample period ranges from 01/01/2010 to 31/12/2020. 

The data used has been processed in the statistical computing software RStudio. The code can be ac-

cessed in Appendix 36. In Figure 5 below, the data is divided into sectors and display the number of 

observations per sector according to the widely used SIC classification (Campa & Hernando, 2004; 

Martynova & Renneboog, 2006). Most acquirer are based in the service (30.7%) and manufacturing 

industry (30.1%), while acquirors from the public administration sector (0.03%) and agriculture, for-

estry, and fishing industry (0.5%) are less frequently observed. This is close to the overall M&A distri-

bution per industry for Europe in the period from 1996 to 2020. In the whole period 27.9% of the 

acquirors are from manufacturing industry and 26.7% from service industry, whereas 0.08% from pub-

lic administration and 0.75% from agriculture, forestry, and fishing. The distribution of the total number 

of M&As from 1996-2020 is shown in Appendix 4. 

 

Figure 5: Number of observations by industries according to SIC classification from the final sample. 
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3.1.2. Data sample selection 

All data regarding the M&A transactions has been collected from the Zephyr database. It is a database 

containing records of M&As performed in Europe dating back to 1996. From Zephyr the following has 

been collected: The announcement date, acquiring firm, target firm, method of payment, size of the 

M&A, the country of the acquirer, the country of the target and sector of the acquirer and target firm. 

The stock prices along with the stock tickers and accounting data have been obtained from Bloomberg. 

The data has been downloaded from Bloomberg to excel using the function @BHD, in which the start 

date, end date, ticker and the required data is specified. Table 1 illustrates which commands that have 

been called upon for each data type. 

Table 1: List of variables and their corresponding commands in Bloomberg. 

Variable       Command in Bloomberg 

Daily adjusted closing price    PX_last 

Market Capitalization    CUR_MKT_CAP 

Market Capitalization to Book Value    MARKET_CAPITALIZATION_TO_BV 

Tobin's Q-Ratio    TOBIN_Q_RATIO 

Sales Growth    SALES_GROWTH 

EBITDA Growth    EBITDA_GROWTH 

Return on Equity    RETURN_COM_EQY 

Return on Invested Capital    RETURN_OM_INV_CAPITAL 

Effective Tax Rate    EFF_TAX_RATE 

Debt to Assets       TOT_DEBT_TO_TOT_ASSET 

 

To achieve the goal of creating a sample that meets the methodological requirements of an event study, 

the collected data has been subject to a comprehensive evaluation. In the following sections the two 

steps of the selection process will be described. Part 1 consists of the first data extract, created exclu-

sively in Zephyrs database system. This selection is heavily influenced by previous studies and the 

general methodology of event studies. Part 2, on the other hand, contains the more subjective selection 

process, where subjective decisions and assumptions are made, from which the final sample is formed. 

First selection round 

The first selection round was based on the following requirements: 

1. Both acquiror and target need to be from Europe 

2. The M&A must be announced between 01/01/2010 and 31/12/2020 

3. Deal status must be completed 

4. The acquiror needs to be listed 

5. The deal must be classified as a M&A 
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6. The initial stake of the acquiror in the target firm must be strictly below 50% and after the M&A 

at least 50% 

7. The deal value must be above €1 million 

The sample contains only completed trades, which is an important criterion for two reasons. First, one 

cannot measure value creation if the event did not occur or was completed. This selection criterion has 

been widely used in event studies (Sudarsanam, 2003). Second, if the trade has not yet been completed, 

the stock will always trade at a discount to the official bid because of the uncertainty associated with 

the completion of the trade (Sudarsanam, 2003). 

Observations with small deal values may produce unreliable results in an event study. However, this 

can be avoided by either changing the specifications in the event study, adjusting the statistical tests 

used, or excluding the small deals from the sample. This has been done by excluding all trades whose 

value (according to Zephyr) is less than €1 million. The criterion of opting out of the smallest trades or 

companies is a standard procedure in the event study methodology (Sudarsanam, 2003). Filtering out 

these firms generally excludes those firms whose M&As contain little public information and are usu-

ally the outliers in a sample (Brown & Warner, 1985). 

According to the search criterion, the events must be announced within the sample period. The sample 

period has been specifically chosen to divide the sample into different time periods representing differ-

ent economic situations. The time period is also chosen to ensure sufficient data as well as the ability 

to cover an entire business cycle. The starting point of 2010 is motivated by the financial crisis in 2008-

2009, causing large volatility in the world economy and hence, are not likely to represent “normal” 

stock returns. Additionally, it has been a quite constant frequency of M&A during that period as indi-

cated in Figure 6 which allows a similar representation of each year in the analysis. Furthermore, the 

sample includes only transactions classified as M&As. 

 

Figure 6: Total Number of M&A 1997-2020. 
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company means that the shareholder has control over a sufficient proportion of the shares to make 

decisions under company law. In practice, however, a controlling interest can be less than 50%, as it is 

rare to see 100% of a firm's shareholders exercising their voting rights. To the knowledge of the authors, 

there is no source of information or database that provides information of whether an M&A transaction 

resulted in a change in controlling interest. For this reason, the paper follows Rose et al. (2017), who 

restrict the sample to those deals where the acquirer, after the M&A transaction, controls more than 

50% of the voting rights in the target firm. 

The initial extract of M&A transactions resulted in 5401 transactions. In contrast to other studies (e.g. 

Moeller et al., 2004), we choose to include both listed and unlisted target firms to be able to include as 

many observations as possible. In addition, it is worth mentioning that, unlike certain other studies (e.g. 

Martynova & Renneboog, 2006), financial institutions have not been excluded from the final sample. 

Some researchers argue that financial institutions are subject to significantly different legislation and it 

would therefore be misguiding to compare them with nonfinancial institutions. However, according to 

Sudarsanam (2010), there is no empirical evidence which support the exclusion of these observations. 

The remaining observations after each criterion has been applied are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2: Remaining observation for the sample. 

Criteria Remaining observation 

All M&A 2,205,649 

Bidder and Target from Europe 507,092 

Between 01/01/2010 and 31/12/2020 244,919 

Deal status must be completed 236,401 

The acquiror needs to be listed 28,987 

The deal must be classified as M&A 17,012 

Initial stake below 49.9% and final at least 50% 13,106 

Deal value must be above €1 million 5,401 

 

Second selection round 

The second selection round was based on the following requirements: 

1. No intracompany transactions 

2. The stock price must be available for ~ 211 trading days prior to M&A announcement 

3. Country index data must be available 

4. Regression variables data must be available for all events 

First, all intracompany transactions have been excluded. As these transactions don’t show realistic pre-

miums since the bid is frequently based on the mean of stock prices for the preceding months. Compared 

to non-intracompany transactions, this is often a lower price. 
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Regarding the second and third criteria, all observations were removed where the firm's stock data is 

not available in the time period required to analyze the trade. This means, for instance, that a M&A 

which does not contain data for the last 211 trading days or there is no trade data for 10 days after the 

announcement (used for the -10; +10 interval) in the final dataset, the observation will not be included. 

This has been done because the CARs have been calculated based on the stock data of the 211 days 

prior to the event. Since the market model also requires data from market indices, observations that 

were missing index data were have also been excluded. The specific index names can be found in Ap-

pendix 5. However, some European countries do not have their own stock index, so they were subject 

to the best and most accurate alternative, as explained in section 3.1.3. 

Lastly, observations which couldn’t be identified by Bloomberg were excluded. The reasons for why 

they couldn’t be identified by Bloomberg range from that a firm was acquired by another company after 

the transaction in question, the firm has declared bankruptcy, has been delisted, or there is simply no 

financial information available. 

After considering all the data requirements from both selection rounds, the final sample consisted of 

2895 deals. 

3.1.3. Index selection 

To calculate the CAR for the event study and for the regression analysis, the normal return needed to 

be estimated. The normal return has been calculated based on an index to adjust for potential changes 

which affect the overall market (MacKinlay, 1997). This will be further discussed in section 3.2.1.2. 

However, this requires a subjective methodological choice since each index provides different values 

on the normal return. The study has applied as broad indices as possible to best reflect the market of 

each country. Therefore, the broadest index in terms of number of firms has been chosen for each coun-

try. Different European indices has been compared to evaluate which index that best represents the 

sample. The selection process is presented in Appendix 6 and the applied country index in Appendix 5. 

Certain events, being from small countries without a market index of its own, were assigned to another 

country´s market index. For example, the observations from Gibraltar were assigned to the market index 

of Great Britain since Gibraltar is a British overseas territory and does not have a market index of its 

own. Furthermore, a decision needed to be made regarding whether to use one index for all events or a 

different index for all events coming from the same country. To achieve maximum robustness and to 

check for potential differences between both options, both methods were applied. As indicated in Ap-

pendix 6, there is no major difference between the two methods. Thus, country specific indices were 

applied since this approach better accounts for county specific movements in stock price and country-

specific risk profiles. (Laabs & Schiereck, 2010). 
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3.1.4. Outliers 

In addition to the adjustments outlined in section 3.1.2, there is a need to adjust the sample for outliers. 

Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimators can in multiple regression models be sensitive to significant 

outliers and can potentially have a large impact on the linear regression parameter estimates. The sta-

tistical definition of an outlier is an observation that lies, either 1.5 quartile distances below the first 

quartile or 1.5 quartile distances above the third quartile. The quartile distance is calculated as the value 

of the observation representing the third quartile less the value of the observation representing the first 

quartile. (Körner & Wahlgren, 2006; Mendenhall & Sincich, 2014). 

To make the ample adjustments, a multi-step approach has been applied. Firstly, the variables have been 

converted into logarithmic values, which will dense the sample. This method has been frequently used 

and has proven to be an effective method for handling outliers (Mendenhall & Sincich, 2014). However, 

the use of logarithmic values requires the data to be nonnegative, and for several of the variables used 

in this study, this is not the case. Therefore, only the variables that exclusively contain nonnegative 

values have been transformed into logarithmic values. For the variables that contain observations with 

negative values, a different method has been employed. In deciding which method to apply for the 

remaining variables, two approaches were considered: Trimming and Winsorizing. Trimming is the 

method by which one explicitly removes observations. The approach has the advantage of being easy 

to implement and efficiently obtaining less skewed parameter estimates. However, removing outliers 

may result in the loss of important information. Hence, it is a trade-off between loss of information and 

an unwarranted impact on the parameter estimates. Therefore, Winsorizing poses as a potentially better 

approach as it allows the researcher to retain all the observations in the data set while still adjusting the 

data for outliers. The Winsorizing approach is carried out by setting a limit on a certain percentile of 

the data set. This paper has applied a 98% Winsorizing, meaning that the bottom 1% of the observations 

have all been transformed and assigned the same value as the observation in the 1st percentile and the 

top 1% of the observations have all been transformed and assigned the value of the observation in the 

99th percentile. This way, the outliers are not removed, but transformed into less extreme values. 

All variables except for the abnormal returns were checked for outliers. The reason for not checking the 

abnormal returns has to do with that this paper uses the log returns and therefore, assumption has been 

made that outliers are downgraded to the point where their impact does not significantly affect the 

results of the regressions. Furthermore, the very purpose of the study is to investigate the abnormality 

of the returns, hence, downgrading the abnormal returns too much would undermine the objective of 

the paper. 

An example of the effect of the 98% Winsorizing is shown in Figure 7, which displays a box plot of the 

variable Sales Growth (SG). In the graph on the left-hand side one can observe at Winsorizing least two 
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observation that could be considered as outliers, as one of them shows a SG value of over 75,104.68%. 

This is a highly unusual number in terms of sales growth over the period of one year, so the observations 

were transformed into the value of the observation in the 99th percentile. Winsorizing these observations 

gives a significantly different picture of the data distribution, which is shown in the graph on the right-

hand side. In addition, the skewness decreased from 39.26 to 3.20 and Kurtosis from 1573.27 to 14.28 

(Appendix 9). 

 

3.1.5. Sample description 

This section presents the final sample of 2895 M&A transactions with 1307 firms, broken down by the 

different x variables. The operationalization of the hypotheses and thus the x-variables are explained in 

detail in section 3.3. Further, Appendix 9 includes the descriptive statistics with several important char-

acteristics for all x variables. 

Figure 8 shows the number of M&A per year for the sample. It indicates an increasing trend up until 

2018. From there, a decreasing trend can be observed. This decrease might be due to the economic 

effect of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020. 

 

Figure 8: Number of M&A per year. 
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Figure 7: Illustration of the effect of outliers in SG. 
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Figure 9 presents the number of M&A per country. By far the most frequently observed acquirer are 

from Great Britain (1,165) followed by Sweden (347), Italy (197), France (188) and Germany (144). 

Acquirors from Czech Republic (1), Serbia (2), Estonia (2), Slovenia (2) and Croatia (3) are the least 

common in the sample.  

 

Figure 9: Number of M&A per country. 
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3.2. Methodology 

The following section will provide a detailed description regarding the three different event study ap-

proaches and the regression analysis. Section 3.2.1 describes the parametric event study approach as 

suggested by MacKinlay (1997) and section 3.2.2 goes through the two non-parametric event study 

approaches. Finally, section 3.2.3 provides a thorough review of the regression analysis. 

3.2.1. Event study methodology 

This study intends to measure the effect that a M&A announcement from an acquiring firm in Europe 

has on the firm’s stock price. To capture this effect efficiently and accurately, the study employs an 

event study. The event study methodology originates from 1969 and was first developed by Fama, 

Fisher and Jensen (1969), and their approach has had broad application in subsequent research that is 

assessing changes in asset prices when new information is available to the market. Assuming that the 

market and the market participants are rational, any potential effect should immediately be reflected in 

the stock price (MacKinlay, 1997). Furthermore, an event study is appropriate to test the semi-strong 

form of market efficiency, as the method is investigating how quickly stock prices reflects publicly 

available information (Fama, 1991). In addition, there are many previous studies that have used the 

event study methodology when researching M&A announcements (e.g. Goergen & Renneboog, 2004; 

Martynova & Renneboog, 2011; Sudarsanam et al., 1996). 

3.2.1.1. Determining event window and estimation window 

When performing an event study, one must define the event to be investigated (Campbell et al. 1997; 

MacKinlay, 1997). For this study, the event is the date at which the acquirer announces the M&A of 

another firm. Subsequently, the event window needs to be defined. Including days both prior and after 

the announcement is common and enables an analysis of the periods in direct proximity to the announce-

ment day. Hence, by including days after the announcement, the study will be able to capture potential 

effects that the announcement has had after the stock markets closed and in a similar manner, including 

days prior to the announcement will enable the study to capture the effect of any potential information 

leakage (Campbell et al. 1997; MacKinlay, 1997). This study employs multiple event windows of dif-

ferent durations to analyze different types of effects of the event. For announcements that took place 

when the market was closed, the event has been approximated to the next trading day. 

To estimate a stock’s normal return, that is, how the stock price would have evolved had the event not 

taken place, an estimation window is constructed. The event window needs to be separated from the 

estimation window to ensure that the announcement does not affect the estimation of the stock’s normal 

return (Campbell et al. 1997; MacKinlay, 1997). Armitage (1995) recommends an estimation window 
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of 100 to 300 days and MacKinlay (1997) argues that when using daily stock prices and the market 

model, an estimation window of at least 120 days is appropriate to create good parameter estimates. 

Considering the above, the study will use an estimation window of 200 days, stretching between day 𝑇0 

and 𝑇1. The estimation window will end at day -11. Furthermore, in Figure 10, the sample period is 

illustrated, which covers the start of the estimation window (𝜏0) to the end of the event window (𝜏3). 

Here, the length of the estimation window is denoted 𝐿1 and being equal to 𝜏1 − 𝜏0 and the length of 

the event window is denoted 𝐿2 and being equal to 𝜏2 − 𝜏1. 

 

Figure 10: Event study timeline adapted by MacKinlay (1997). 

 

3.2.1.2. Normal Return and the Market Model  

This study has estimated the normal return by using the market model, a statistical model developed by 

William Sharpe which illustrates a linear relationship between the return of an individual stock and the 

return of the market portfolio (Campbell et al. 1997; MacKinlay, 1997; Sharpe, 1964). The market 

model has properties which makes it superior to other models such as the mean-adjusted model and the 

constant return model, both in terms of specifications and power of test (Lee & Varela, 1997). MacKin-

lay (1997), Campbell et al. (1997) and Brown & Warner (1985) argue that the market model has the 

advantage of excluding the return related to the variance from the market return. Leaving this variation 

out will increase the possibility of identifying potential effects of the announcements. The expected 

advantage is to be reflected in an increased 𝑅2. If 𝑅2 increases, the variance of the abnormal return will 

decrease, which will lead to a greater possibility of capturing potential effects of the announcement 

(Campbell et al., 1997; MacKinlay, 1997). The notion “normal return” is used by MacKinlay (1997) 

and refers to the expected return. The normal return has been calculated using daily stock returns from 

the estimation window where 𝑅𝑖,𝑡 correspond to the return of stock 𝑖 at time 𝑡, 𝛼𝑖 is the idiosyncratic 

risk for stock 𝑖, 𝛽𝑖, is systematic risk for stock 𝑖, 𝑅𝑚,𝑡 is the return of the market portfolio at time t and 

𝜀𝑖,𝑡 is the error term for stock 𝑖, which is expected to have a mean equal to zero. The normal return is 

calculated in accordance with equation 1: 

𝑅𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽𝑖𝑅𝑚,𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖,𝑡  (1) 
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A potential problem with estimating the error term in equation 1 is related to the notion of clustering. 

There are potential issues that may arise in the hypothesis testing using the market model. Firstly, using 

equation 1 to estimate the normal return requires the error terms to be independently and identically 

distributed. This assumption does not hold when the data is clustered, i.e., taking place in the same 

timeframe, causing the error terms to correlate with each other (Binder, 1998). Due to the cross-sec-

tional correlation, the test statistic cannot assume independence among abnormal returns and the cross-

sectional correlation will cause an overstatement of the test statistic, which in turn, will lead to an over 

rejection of the null hypothesis, i.e., grave Type I errors (Binder, 1998; Brown & Warner, 1985; Camp-

bell et al., 1997; Kolari & Pynnönen, 2010; Kolari & Pynnönen, 2011; MacKinlay, 1997). Secondly the 

abnormal returns may not be independent across time. This effect has been analyzed by Cowan (1991), 

Karafiath and Spencer (1991), Sweeney (1991) and Salinger (1992). The effect of the bias caused by 

the correlation between abnormal returns depends on the relative length between the event window and 

the estimation window. Cowan (1991) found that for an event window of five days and an estimation 

window of 100 days, the uncorrelated test statistic is expected to exceed the correlated test statistic by 

1.6%. But when the event window was 60 days and the estimation window was 100 days, the uncorre-

lated test statistic was expected to exceed the correlated test statistic with 25.2%. Thirdly, abnormal 

returns tend to have induced volatility during the event period (Binder, 1998; Kolari & Pynnönen, 2010; 

Kolari & Pynnönen, 2011). To address these issues, this paper will apply two different non-parametric 

tests which will be outlined and described in detail in section 3.2.2.  

Before, these potential issues are thoroughly addressed, the paper will go over the event study method-

ology as suggested by MacKinlay (1997) and Campbell et al. (1997). It should be stressed that several 

of the statistical problems that may arise when conducting an event study can be ignored due to the 

minor and neglectable effects they have in practice (Binder, 1998). As an example, the cross-sectional 

dependence only poses a minor issue when the event periods are overlapping (are clustered, as they are 

in this study) but the stocks being analyzed are randomly chosen (events from firms from different 

industries) and when the market model is used (Binder, 1998; Chandra, Moriarty & Willinger, 1990). 

Furthermore, the problem with the time series dependence in the average abnormal returns (see section 

3.2.1.4 for the definition or average abnormal return) will be mitigated to the extent that it can be over-

looked if the event period is short relative to the estimation period (Binder, 1998; Cowan, 1991; Kara-

fiath & Spencer, 1991; Salinger, 1992; Sweeney, 1991). In this study, securities are randomly chosen 

from different industries and the event window is small in relation to the estimation window, hence, 

warranting the application of the approach suggested by MacKinlay (1997) and Campell et al. (1997). 
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3.2.1.3. Abnormal Return (AR) 

Using equation 1, the 𝛽𝑖 and 𝛼𝑖 has been calculated for each stock. Based on this, the abnormal return 

has been calculated as the difference between expected return and the realized return (MacKinlay, 1997) 

for every individual firm and date in the estimation window. 𝐴𝑅𝑖,𝑡 corresponds to the abnormal return 

of stock 𝑖 at time 𝑡, and −�̂�𝑖 − �̂�𝑖𝑅𝑚,𝑡 is the expected return of stock 𝑖 at time 𝑡. Abnormal return is 

calculated in accordance with equation 2: 

 

𝐴𝑅𝑖,𝑡 = 𝑅𝑖,𝑡 − �̂�𝑖 − �̂�𝑖𝑅𝑚,𝑡   (2) 

3.2.1.4. Average abnormal return (AAR) 

The average abnormal return has been calculated by summarizing the abnormal returns for all observa-

tions for each day in the event window and divided this sum with the number of observations (MacKin-

lay, 1997). 𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑡 corresponds to the average abnormal return at time 𝑡, 𝑁 is the number of observed 

events and 𝐴𝑅𝑖,𝑡 is the abnormal return of stock 𝑖 at time 𝑡. The average abnormal return has been 

calculated in accordance with equation 3: 

𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑡 =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝐴𝑅𝑖,𝑡

𝑁

𝑖=1

       (3) 

3.2.1.5. Variance of abnormal return 

To enable the study to statistically test the hypothesis, the variance of the abnormal return for each 

individual stock in the estimation window need to be calculated. The variance of the abnormal return 

has been calculated in line with MacKinlay (1997) where �̂�𝜀𝑖
2  corresponds to the variance of the abnor-

mal return of stock 𝑖, 𝐿1 is the length of the estimation window measured in number of days and 𝑅𝑖,𝑡 −

�̂�𝑖 − �̂�𝑖𝑅𝑚,𝑡 is the abnormal return of stock 𝑖 at time 𝑡. For a large estimation window i.e., large values 

of 𝐿1, the second term in equation 4 will approach zero, hence, the expression can be approximated 

using a large sample estimator illustrated in equation 5 (Campbell et al. 1997; MacKinlay, 1997). Since 

this study employs an estimation window of 200 day, the variance of the abnormal return has been 

calculated in accordance with equation 5: 

𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝐴𝑅𝑖𝑡) = 𝜎𝜀𝑖
2 +

1

𝐿1
[1 +

(𝑅𝑚𝑡 − �̂�𝑚)2

�̂�𝑚
2 ]       (4) 

�̂�𝜀𝑖
2  =

1

𝐿1 − 2
∑ (𝑅𝑖,𝑡 − �̂�𝑖 − �̂�𝑖𝑅𝑚,𝑡)

2

𝜏1

𝑡=𝜏0+1

     (5) 
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3.2.1.6. Variance of average abnormal return 

Using the variance of the abnormal returns calculated using equation (5), the variance of the average 

abnormal return can be calculated in line with MacKinlay (1997). �̂�𝜀
2 corresponds to the variance of the 

abnormal return of stock 𝑖, 𝑁 is the number of observed events and 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝐴𝐴𝑅)𝑡 is the variance of the 

average abnormal return at time 𝑡. The variance of the average abnormal return has been calculated in 

accordance with equation 6: 

𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝐴𝐴𝑅)𝑡 =
1

𝑁2
∑ �̂�𝜀𝑖

2

𝑁

𝑖=1

           (6) 

3.2.1.7. Cumulative abnormal return (CAR) 

The CAR has been calculated to enable the use of an event window that stretches over multiple days. 

The CAR consists of the sum of the abnormal returns during a timeframe for each individual stock 

(MacKinlay, 1997). 𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑖,(𝑡1𝑡2) corresponds to the CAR of stock 𝑖, starting at time 𝑡1 and ending at 

time 𝑡2 in the event window. 𝐴𝑅𝑖,𝑡 is the abnormal return of stock 𝑖 at time 𝑡. The CAR has been 

calculated in accordance with equation 7: 

𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑖,(𝑡1𝑡2) = ∑ 𝐴𝑅𝑖,𝑡  

𝑡2

𝑡=𝑡1

          (7) 

3.2.1.8. Average cumulative abnormal return (ACAR) 

The ACAR has been calculated by summarizing the average abnormal returns for each individual event. 

This calculation aggregates the average abnormal return in the event window (MacKinlay, 1997). 

𝐴𝐶𝐴𝑅(𝑡1𝑡2) is the average CAR of all events, starting at time 𝑡1 and ending at time 𝑡2 in the event 

window and 𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑡 is the average abnormal return at time 𝑡. The ACAR has been calculated in accord-

ance with equation 8: 

𝐴𝐶𝐴𝑅(𝑡1𝑡2) = ∑ 𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑡  

𝑡2

𝑡=𝑡1

           (8) 

3.2.1.9. Variance of CAR 

The variance of the CAR has been calculated in line with MacKinlay (1997). The variance of the ab-

normal return has been multiplied with the length of the estimation window plus one (𝐿1 + 1). It is 

possible to use the large sample estimator if 𝐿1 is reasonably large, otherwise one must adjust for esti-

mation error. In this paper �̂�𝜀𝑖
2  corresponds to the variance of the abnormal return of stock 𝑖, 𝐿1 is the 
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length of the estimation window measure in number of days. The variance of the CARs has been cal-

culated in accordance with equation 9: 

𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝐶𝐴𝑅(𝜏1𝜏2)) = (𝜏2 − 𝜏1 + 1)𝜎𝜀𝑖
2            (9) 

3.2.1.10. Variance of ACAR 

The variance of the ACAR has been calculated by summarizing all the variances for the average abnor-

mal returns. In line with MacKinlay (1997), 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝐴𝐶𝐴𝑅(𝜏1𝜏2)) corresponds to the variance of the av-

erage cumulative abnormal return starting at time 𝜏1 and ending at time 𝜏2 in the event window and 

𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑡 is the average abnormal return at time 𝑡. The variance of the average cumulative abnormal return 

has been calculated in accordance with equation 10: 

𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝐴𝐶𝐴𝑅(𝜏1𝜏2)) = ∑ 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑡) 

𝑡2

𝑡=𝑡1

           (10) 

3.2.1.11. Critical value 

Since hypothesis 1 is one sided, only one-sided hypothesis tests has been conducted. When performing 

one-sided tests with the significant levels, 1%, 5% and 10%, significant results has been obtained if the 

absolute value of the t-statistic is larger than 2.326, 1.960 and 1.645 respectively (Mendenhall & 

Sincich, 2014). To investigate whether the abnormal return is significantly different from zero a t-test 

has been performed in line with MacKinlay (1997). 𝐴𝐶𝐴𝑅(𝜏1𝜏2) is the average cumulative abnormal 

return of all events, starting at time 𝜏1and ending at time 𝜏2 in the event window and 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝐴𝐶𝐴𝑅(𝜏1𝜏2)) 

corresponds to the variance of the average cumulative abnormal return starting at time 𝜏1and ending at 

time 𝜏2 in the event window. The test statistic has been calculated in accordance with equation 11: 

𝜃1 =
𝐴𝐶𝐴𝑅(𝜏1𝜏2) 

𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝐴𝐶𝐴𝑅(𝜏1𝜏2))
1
2

~𝑁(0,1)           (11) 

3.2.1.12. Two-sample t-test 

To test if there exist significant differences in the abnormal returns of firms that have used different 

payment methods, a two-sample t-test has been carried out. 𝐴𝐶𝐴𝑅1 and 𝐴𝐶𝐴𝑅2 corresponds to the 

average cumulative abnormal return of firms having paid with cash and shares respectively. 

𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝐴𝐶𝐴𝑅1) and 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝐴𝐶𝐴𝑅2) is the variance of the average cumulative abnormal return for each 

sample and 𝑁1 and 𝑁2 is the number of observations in each sample. The two-sample t-test has been 

calculated in accordance with equation 12 (Mendenhall & Sincich, 2014): 
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𝜃2 =
𝐴𝐶𝐴𝑅1 − 𝐴𝐶𝐴𝑅2

√
𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝐴𝐶𝐴𝑅1)

𝑁1
+

𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝐴𝐶𝐴𝑅2)
𝑁2

~𝑁(0,1)          (12) 

3.2.2. Rank-tests 

To address the potential issue caused by clustering, this paper has employed two other tests in addition 

to the test suggested by MacKinlay (1997) and Campbell et al. (1997). First, the nonparametric rank 

test developed by Corrado (1989) and Corrado and Zivney (1992) has been caried out. This rank test 

has proven to be better specified under the null hypothesis and more powerful in comparison to its 

counterparts in the field of parametric tests (Corrado, 1989; Corrado & Zivney, 1992). The advantage 

of this rank test compared to other nonparametric signed rank tests stems from its ability to provide 

accurate specification despite the absent of symmetrical underlying data. The advantage in power orig-

inates from the test’s ability to cope with the severely non-normal distribution that characterizes daily 

stock returns. The rank test suggested by Corrado (1989) and Corrado and Zivney (1992) has proven to 

be correctly specified regardless of the skewness of the distribution of the daily stock returns and is less 

affected by the increase in variance of the abnormal returns at the event date, compared to parametric 

tests. 

The procedure to overcome the potential issues of clustering and non-normal distributions are described 

below. In this context, 𝐾𝑖,𝑡 represents the rank of the abnormal return, 𝐴𝑅𝑖,𝑡 of stock 𝑖 at time 𝑡 for both 

the estimation window and event window. Given that this study has an estimation window of 200 days 

and event windows of 3, 5, 11, and 21 days, the number of ranks will be 203, 205, 211, and 221 respec-

tively. Hence, 𝐾𝑖,𝑡 = 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝐴𝑅𝑖,𝑡), for 𝑡 = 𝜏0, … , 𝜏2. Corrado and Zivney (1992) propose a standardi-

zation of the ranks where each rank is divided by the combined number of days in the estimation and 

event window. Equation 13 gives the following definition of the rank:  

𝐾𝑖,𝑡 =
𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝐴𝑅𝑖,𝑡)

𝐿1 + 𝐿2 + 1
        (13) 

 

Here the largest rank will be close to one and the smallest rank will be approaching zero. The average 

rank, is 0.5 and this will yield the following test statistic as displayed in equation 14: 

𝜃2 =
�̅�𝑡 − 0.5

𝜎𝐾
       (14) 

 

Here, 
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�̅�𝑡 =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝐾𝑖,𝑡

𝑁

𝑖=1

            (15) 

is the average rank among the 𝑛 announcements in the estimation and event window. In equation 15, 𝑁 

is the number of observed M&A announcements, and 𝐾𝑖,𝑡 is the rank of firm 𝑖 at the time 𝑡. The standard 

deviation of the ranks, 𝜎𝐾,  is calculated according to equation 16 where 𝐿1 and 𝐿2 are the length of the 

estimation window and event window respectively. This ranking method creates a uniform distribution 

of the abnormal returns, despite any potential asymmetry in the original distribution. This rank test has 

similar power and specification compared to the Wilcoxon two-sample rank test and, like the Wilcoxon 

test, this rank test does not require symmetry and is yielding greater power in distributions with fat tails 

compared to the two-sample t-test. Corrado (1989) and Corrado and Zivney (1992). 

𝜎𝐾 = √
1

𝐿1 + 𝐿2
∑ (�̅�𝑡 − 0.5)2

𝜏2

𝑡=𝜏0

       (16) 

 

To apply the rank test suggested by Corrado (1989) and Corrado and Zivney (1992) over a multiple day 

event window, Cowan (1992) proposes the formula in equation 17. There, �̅�𝐿2
=

1

𝐿2
∑ �̅�𝑡

𝜏2
𝑡=𝜏1

, is the 

average rank among the 𝑛 announcements in the event window and �̅� is the average rank among the 𝑛 

announcements in both the estimation window and event window combined.  

𝜃3 = √𝐿2

 �̅�𝐿2
− 0.5

𝜎𝐾
      (17) 

 

However, one drawback with the rank test developed by Corrado (1989) and Corrado and Zivney (1992) 

is that it’s not as powerful in longer event windows when 𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑠 are tested (Cowan, 1992; Kolari & 

Pynnönen, 2010; Kolari & Pynnönen, 2011). Two general approaches for conducting rank tests us-

ing 𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑠 have been used. In the first approach, a multi-day return based on the length of the 𝐶𝐴𝑅 is 

defined. If the 𝐶𝐴𝑅 is calculated over a period of three days, then three-day returns are bundled together 

and ranked, and a rank test based on the three day 𝐶𝐴𝑅 is performed. A second method is to bundle 

daily ranks of abnormal returns within the 𝐶𝐴𝑅-period (Campbell & Wasley, 1993; Cowan, 1992). 

Unfortunately, both approaches have shortcomings. The first approach, in which multi-day ranks are 

tested, suffers from poor precision and reliability because of significantly reduced number of observa-

tions as the length of the 𝐶𝐴𝑅 increases. For a 𝐶𝐴𝑅-period of three days, stretching from (−1, +1), the 

number of observations is reduced to one third of the original sample. For the second approach, 
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problems may arise if the abnormal return takes place on a random day within the event window. If this 

is the case, ranks based on 𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑠 may not capture the magnitude of the abnormal returns. The reason 

for this is because when returns of multiple days are transformed into one single rank, they no longer 

detect the magnitude of the returns but only the relative ranks. Hence, if there is only one large return 

that is randomly assigned a rank, then there is only one rank that reflect this large return. However, this 

large rank is likely to average out in the cumulative rank sum which in turn, results in low power of the 

test. Kolari and Pynnönen (2011) investigate the common problem of cross-sectional correlation be-

tween abnormal returns caused by clustering. To overcome this problem, the authors develop a new 

generalized rank test, called GRANK, which can handle both the issue of cross-sectional correlation 

and the increase in variance of the abnormal returns during the event window and can be used for both 

single and multiple day 𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑠. 

First, the standardized abnormal returns of stock 𝑖 at time 𝑡 is defined according to equation 18: 

𝑆𝐴𝑅𝑖,𝑡 =
𝐴𝑅𝑖,𝑡

𝜎𝐴𝑅𝑖

       (18) 

 

where 𝐴𝑅𝑖,𝑡 = 𝑅𝑖,𝑡 − �̂�𝑖 − �̂�𝑖𝑅𝑚,𝑡   

is the abnormal return of stock 𝑖 at time 𝑡 as defined in equation 2 and 

𝜎𝐴𝑅𝑖,𝑡
= √𝜎𝜀𝑖

2 +
1

𝐿1
[1 +

(𝑅𝑚𝑡 − �̂�𝑚)2

�̂�𝑚
2 ]        (19) 

 

is the standard deviation of the abnormal return of stock 𝑖 at time 𝑡. Thereafter, the standardized CARs 

of stock 𝑖 is defined according to equation 20: 

𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑖 =
𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑖

𝜎𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑖

         (20) 

 

where  

𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑖,(𝑡1𝑡2) = ∑ 𝐴𝑅𝑖,𝑡 

𝜏2

𝑡=𝜏1+1

 

is the CAR of stock 𝑖 as defined in equation 7 and 
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𝜎𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑖
= √(𝜏2 − 𝜏1 + 1)𝜎𝜀𝑖

2   

is the standard deviation of the CAR of stock 𝑖 as defined in equation 9. To account for any possible 

event induced volatility, the 𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑠 are re-standardized by the cross-sectional standard deviation of the 

standardized CARs as shown in equation 21 

𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑖
∗ =

𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑖

𝜎𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑅
           (21) 

were 

𝜎𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑅 = √
1

𝑁 − 1
∑(𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑖 − 𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)2

𝑁

𝑖=1

              (22) 

 

is the standard deviation of the of the standardized CARs and 

𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

              (23) 

is the average of the 𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑠. 

Using the 𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑖
∗ and 𝑆𝐴𝑅𝑖,𝑡 the generalized abnormal returns are defined in the following way. The 

generalized standardized abnormal return is calculated according to equation 24: 

𝐺𝑆𝐴𝑅𝑖,𝑡 = {𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑖
∗ 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 = 𝜏1 + 1 𝑡𝑜 𝜏2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆𝐴𝑅𝑖,𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 = 𝜏0 + 1 𝑡𝑜 𝜏1}, i.e. 

𝐺𝑆𝐴𝑅𝑖,𝑡 = {𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑖
∗ 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆𝐴𝑅𝑖,𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤}           (24) 

Hence the 𝐶𝐴𝑅 is viewed as one point in time, even though it is a measure of abnormal returns cumu-

lated over points in time. In this context the 𝐺𝑆𝐴𝑅 equals the re-standardized 𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑅 in the event win-

dow, as defined in equation 21 and for the estimation window, the 𝐺𝑆𝐴𝑅 equals the 𝑆𝐴𝑅 as defined in 

equation 18. This definition has the implication that any potential effects in the event window is con-

densed into one 𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑖
∗. The null hypothesis states that the 𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑖

∗ will behave similar to any other 

𝑆𝐴𝑅𝑠 and under the alternative hypothesis, it will deviate from the 𝑆𝐴𝑅𝑠 due to the event. The rank test 

is constructed so that the 𝐶𝐴𝑅 in the event period is indexed with 𝑡 = 0 meaning that it is condensed 

into one observation. Viewing the 𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑖
∗ as one observation, results in a testing period of 𝐿1 + 1 ob-

servations with 𝐿1 being the length of the estimation window and the 1 is the cumulative return. The 

definition of the ranks of the standardized abnormal returns are displayed in equation 25: 
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𝐾𝑖,𝑡 =
𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝐺𝑆𝐴𝑅𝑖,𝑡)

𝐿1 + 2
− 0.5             (25) 

where 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝐺𝑆𝐴𝑅𝑖,𝑡) replaces 𝐺𝑆𝐴𝑅𝑖,𝑡 by its respective rank from 1 to 𝐿1 + 1. The generalized rank 

test-statistic is defined in accordance with equation 26: 

𝜃4 = 𝑍 (
𝐿1 − 1

𝐿1 − 𝑍2
)

1/2

             (26) 

were 

𝑍 =
�̅�0

𝜎�̅�
                 (27) 

 

in which  

𝜎�̅� = √
1

𝐿1 + 1
∑

𝑁𝑡

𝑁
�̅�𝑡

2

𝜏1+1

𝑡=𝜏0+1

             (28) 

 

with 𝑁𝑡 being the number of non-missing observations and 𝑁 being the total number of observations 

and 

�̅�𝑡 =
1

𝑁𝑡
∑ 𝐾𝑖,𝑡

𝑁𝑡
𝑖=1 ,              (29) 

 

and �̅�0 is the mean �̅�𝑡 at 𝑡 = 0 being the ACAR.  
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3.2.3. Cross-sectional regression analysis 

In addition to the investigate whether there exist abnormal returns of acquiring firms at the announce-

ment of a M&A transaction, as has been done using the event study methodology, the study also at-

tempts to investigate and explain the relation between multiple explanatory variables and the CARs 

using a linear regression model. Since the study includes multiple explanatory variables, a multiple 

regression model has been applied to explain the relation between the dependent variable CAR (Y) and 

the explanatory variables (𝑋1, … , 𝑋23). The regression will be conducted through the OLS method, 

which is one of the most common approaches within the field of regression analysis (Körner & 

Wahlgren, 2006; Mendenhall & Sincich, 2014). Equation 30 illustrates the study’s empirical regression 

model where 𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑖 is the cumulative abnormal return for firm 𝑖 during the event window, being between 

time 𝜏2 and 𝜏3. See List of abbreviations for further explanations of the regression variables. 

𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∗ 𝐷𝑂 + 𝛽2 ∗ 𝑈𝐾 + 𝛽3 ∗ 𝐶𝐼 + 𝛽4 ∗ 𝑃𝐷 + 𝛽5 ∗ 𝑈𝐴 + 𝛽6 ∗ 𝐼𝑁𝐷 + 𝛽7 ∗ 𝑀𝐴𝑆 + 𝛽8 ∗ 𝐿𝑇

+ 𝛽9 ∗ 𝐼𝑁𝐷𝑈𝐿 + 𝛽10 ∗ 𝐶 + 𝛽11 ∗ 𝑆 + 𝛽12 ∗ 𝑀 + 𝛽13 ∗ 𝐹 + 𝛽14 ∗ 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝑇 + 𝛽15 ∗ 𝑁𝑃𝐴

+ 𝛽16 ∗ 𝐿𝐼𝑆𝑇 + 𝛽17 ∗ 𝑀𝐶 + 𝛽18 ∗ 𝑀𝑉𝐵𝑉 + 𝛽19 ∗ 𝑄𝑅 + 𝛽20 ∗ 𝑆𝐺 + 𝛽21 ∗ 𝐸𝐺 + 𝛽22

∗ 𝑅𝑂𝐸 + 𝛽23 ∗ 𝑅𝑂𝐼𝐶 + 𝛽24 ∗ 𝑇𝑅 + 𝛽25 ∗ 𝐷𝑇𝐴 + 𝜀.            (30) 

To perform a regression analysis, some underlying assumption and prerequisites regarding the data set 

need to be fulfilled. These are: 

1. The model consists of 𝑘 independent variables 𝑋1, … , 𝑋𝑘 which relates to one dependent variable 

(𝑦) through a linear model as displayed in equation 31: 

𝑦 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥1 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑘𝑥𝑘 + 𝜀         (31) 

The error term is random in which: 

2. The mean of the error term is zero for all values of  𝑋1, … , 𝑋𝑘, meaning that 𝐸(𝜀|𝑋1, … , 𝑋𝑘) = 0, 

3. The errors are independent, 

4. The error term’s variance is the same for all values of 𝑋1, … , 𝑋𝑘, meaning that 𝑉(𝜀|𝑋1, … , 𝑋𝑘) =

𝜎𝜀
2. 

5. The error term is normally distributed with the estimators 𝑁 (𝜃, 𝑉(𝜃)) 

If 1-5 if fulfilled, the estimators are 𝑁 (𝜃, 𝑉(𝜃)). For proof of criteria 2-4 being fulfilled, see Appendix 

23. 

According to the model, we have a random sample consisting of 𝑛 independent observations and the 

model has been estimated using the OLS method as displayed in equation 32: 

�̂� = �̂�0 + �̂�1𝑥1 + ⋯ + �̂�𝑘𝑥𝑘          (32) 

If criteria 1-5 is fulfilled, then a t-test of 𝐻0: 𝜃 = 𝜃0 can be applied following equation 33 
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𝑡 =
𝜃 − 𝜃0

√�̂�(�̂�)

~𝑡𝑛−(𝑘+1)          (33) 

where 𝑛 is the number of observations and 𝑘 is the number of independent variables in the model. 

If criteria 5 isn’t fulfilled but the sample is large, the estimators are approximately 𝑁 (𝜃, 𝑉(𝜃)), in other 

words, they are approximately normally distributed in accordance with the central limit theorem 

(Mendenhall & Sincich, 2014). However, normality tests have still been performed by calculating the 

skewness and kurtosis. If a variable is skewed it is obliquely distributed, either to the left or to the right 

of a normal distribution. The kurtosis measures how high or flat the distribution is. Put differently, it 

measures how fat the tails of the distribution are. One can assume a normal distribution if the skewness 

takes on a value between -0.5 and 0.5 and the kurtosis takes on a value between -1 and 1 (Körner & 

Walhgren, 2006). 

If some of the independent variables in the regression model are interdependent, there is a risk that the 

model will incorporate irrelevant information. This phenomenon is called multicollinearity and can 

cause the results to be misguiding. To investigate if multicollinearity exist, the pairwise correlation 

between the independent variables has been calculated in Table 3: Correlation Matrix. A pairwise cor-

relation above 0.8 could negatively affect the credibility of the parameter estimates (Andersson, Jorner 

& Ågren, 2007; Brooks, 2014). To further investigate if problematic multicollinearity exists, the Vari-

ance Inflation Factor (VIF) has been calculated. The variance inflation factor for the variance of the 

beta coefficients, �̂�(�̂�) has been calculated in accordance with equation 34: 

𝑉𝐼𝐹𝑗 = 1/(1 − 𝑅𝑗
2)           (34) 

where 𝑅𝑗
2 is the determination coefficient that is obtained by regressing 𝑥𝑗 against the other independent 

variables. For a definition of the 𝑅𝑗
2, see Appendix 20. A VIF value exceeding 10 is an indication of a 

multicollinearity issue that should be remedied (Mendenhall & Sincich, 2014). The VIF values are pre-

sented in Table 3: Correlation Matrix. 

A correlation matrix has been calculated, being displayed in Table 3: Correlation Matrix to further 

investigate the existence of potential multicollinearity. The results show pairwise correlations that pre-

dominantly range between -0.7 to 0.7. Five observation are outside this range and will be discussed in 

more detail. The highest correlation (-0.90) is between indulgence (INDUL) and uncertainty avoidance 

(UA). Both variables are dummies created based on Hofstede’s (1980a; 1980b) cultural dimensions. 

Observing this strong negative correlation is logical given the diverging characteristics of the two var-

iables. For a further explanation of the two variables, see section 2.2.2.4. Additionally, the UA is the 

only variable with a VIF above 10 which further indicate a problem with multicollinearity. Moreover, 

there has been found a high correlation between UA and power distance (PD) (0.84) and between 
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INDUL and PD (-0.77). Again, both findings appear logical when assessing the characteristics of the 

variables which has been done in section 2.2.2.4. 

The high correlation between Q-ratio (QR) and market-to-book-value (MVBV) can be explained by 

how the ratios are calculated. As mentioned in 3.3.5.3, the Q-ratio is defined by the ratio of the book 

value of assets minus the book value of equity plus market value of equity divided by the book value 

of assets. MVBV is measured as market capitalization of each firm during the time of the announcement 

divided by the logarithmic daily book value. The main difference it that the Q-ratio takes debt into 

account; however, the market value of equity divided but the book value of equity is present in both 

formulas and therefore it is reasonable that both ratios correlate. Similar, the high correlation between 

ROE and ROIC is logical too. Again, this is due to the way the accounting characteristics are calculated. 

ROE is defined as the net income divided by the shareholder equity, while ROIC is defined as the 

NOPAT divided by the invested capital. Obviously, there is a difference between ROIC and ROE, i.e. 

ROE takes the net profit after tax and ROIC used book value of equity and debt subtracted by the non-

operating assets. 

One approach to deal with multicollinearity is to apply a principal component analysis (PCA). From 

the original regression, the PCA extract a new reduced set of variables which are orthogonal to the 

original vector. Thus, the dimensions can be reduced, and no multicollinearity exists. However, there 

is two major drawbacks. Firstly, using the method will result in an information loss. Secondly, it is a 

black box model which means that it is powerful but difficult to interpret (Alin, 2010; Chen, 2012). 

Another approach could be to center the regression variables at their means. In other words, from each 

regression variable its mean is subtracted to achieve a mean of 0. Many researchers argue that this 

reduces multicollinearity. In contrast, some researchers state that this approach does not reduce multi-

collinearity (Iacobucci, Schneider, Popovich & Bakamitsos, 2016). However, according to Wissmann 

and Toutenburg (2007), this approach is not value adding since the regression coefficients will lose 

their interpretation possibility, especially for dummy variables. 

As a result, this study employs regression analyses in which the variables with high correlation are 

excluded, which is a commonly used approach (Graham, 2003; Khan, Bill, Chitturi, & Noyce, 2012; 

Tay, 2017). This will be further discussed and examined in section 4.2.1. However, one drawback of 

this method it that the statistical power of the test decreases (Graham, 2003). Additionally, Tay (2017) 

demonstrated that the exclusion of highly correlated variables can cause significance problems in the 

estimation of the coefficients for the dependent variables. Thus, the estimation of the remaining highly 

correlated variables will be biased. Therefore, we used the full model in section 4.2. Furthermore, to 

account for a potential multicollinearity issue, we compare the results with individual regressions for 

each variable. 
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Table 3: Correlation Matrix. 

 

 

DO UK CI PD UA IND MAS LT INDUL C S M F CONT NPA LIST MC MVBV QR SG EG ROE ROIC TR DTA VIF

DO - 0.28 -0.15 0.04 0.01 0.22 0.21 -0.23 -0.01 0.02 0.10 -0.04 0.00 -0.03 -0.01 0.05 -0.24 -0.10 -0.09 0.02 0.02 -0.01 0.02 0.00 -0.04 1.29

UK 0.28 - 0.00 -0.56 -0.61 0.68 0.60 -0.69 0.64 0.22 -0.02 -0.01 0.03 -0.47 0.03 -0.10 -0.14 0.06 0.15 0.00 -0.04 0.04 0.09 -0.01 -0.19 8.79

CI -0.15 0.00 - -0.51 -0.48 -0.20 -0.15 0.10 0.37 0.07 0.03 0.04 0.07 -0.09 -0.05 -0.05 -0.09 0.19 0.14 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.06 -0.03 -0.06 1.84

PD 0.04 -0.56 -0.51 - 0.84 -0.06 -0.29 0.36 -0.77 -0.20 0.01 -0.03 -0.06 0.39 -0.01 0.10 0.12 -0.22 -0.21 -0.02 -0.01 -0.07 -0.15 0.03 0.18 6.13

UA 0.01 -0.61 -0.48 0.84 - -0.23 -0.16 0.44 -0.90 -0.22 0.01 -0.04 -0.05 0.44 -0.01 0.13 0.15 -0.22 -0.22 0.00 0.01 -0.07 -0.16 0.06 0.19 11.57

IND 0.22 0.68 -0.20 -0.06 -0.23 - 0.46 -0.31 0.28 0.13 -0.02 0.01 0.02 -0.29 0.04 -0.13 -0.03 -0.03 0.08 -0.04 -0.07 -0.01 0.00 0.05 -0.10 3.56

MAS 0.21 0.60 -0.15 -0.29 -0.16 0.46 - -0.39 0.24 0.09 -0.01 0.01 0.03 -0.25 0.02 -0.02 -0.10 -0.05 0.06 0.00 -0.03 0.01 0.01 0.00 -0.09 2.09

LT -0.23 -0.69 0.10 0.36 0.44 -0.31 -0.39 - -0.38 -0.16 0.01 0.02 -0.02 0.40 0.06 0.04 0.16 -0.02 -0.12 -0.03 0.01 -0.05 -0.12 0.05 0.18 2.96

INDUL -0.01 0.64 0.37 -0.77 -0.90 0.28 0.24 -0.38 - 0.22 -0.04 0.03 0.03 -0.43 0.02 -0.12 -0.12 0.23 0.22 0.04 0.00 0.10 0.16 -0.07 -0.19 6.96

C 0.02 0.22 0.07 -0.20 -0.22 0.13 0.09 -0.16 0.22 - -0.28 -0.45 0.05 -0.16 -0.02 0.01 -0.06 0.05 0.09 0.02 -0.01 0.03 0.07 0.00 -0.12 1.79

S 0.10 -0.02 0.03 0.01 0.01 -0.02 -0.01 0.01 -0.04 -0.28 - -0.22 0.05 0.02 -0.08 0.05 -0.15 0.02 0.01 0.12 0.04 -0.03 -0.02 0.00 0.01 1.43

M -0.04 -0.01 0.04 -0.03 -0.04 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 -0.45 -0.22 - -0.01 0.01 0.02 -0.06 0.01 0.03 0.02 -0.02 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 1.60

F 0.00 0.03 0.07 -0.06 -0.05 0.02 0.03 -0.02 0.03 0.05 0.05 -0.01 - -0.03 0.00 -0.02 -0.09 0.05 0.06 0.04 -0.02 0.01 0.03 -0.03 -0.04 1.03

CONT -0.03 -0.47 -0.09 0.39 0.44 -0.29 -0.25 0.40 -0.43 -0.16 0.02 0.01 -0.03 - -0.07 0.09 -0.05 -0.12 -0.17 0.01 0.04 -0.07 -0.09 0.07 0.08 1.43

NPA -0.01 0.03 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01 0.04 0.02 0.06 0.02 -0.02 -0.08 0.02 0.00 -0.07 - -0.01 0.29 0.01 -0.05 -0.06 -0.06 -0.01 -0.10 0.02 0.15 1.15

LIST 0.05 -0.10 -0.05 0.10 0.13 -0.13 -0.02 0.04 -0.12 0.01 0.05 -0.06 -0.02 0.09 -0.01 - 0.00 -0.07 -0.08 0.04 0.01 -0.01 -0.04 -0.03 0.03 1.05

MC -0.24 -0.14 -0.09 0.12 0.15 -0.03 -0.10 0.16 -0.12 -0.06 -0.15 0.01 -0.09 -0.05 0.29 0.00 - 0.19 0.18 -0.13 -0.10 0.18 -0.01 -0.03 0.26 1.50

MVBV -0.10 0.06 0.19 -0.22 -0.22 -0.03 -0.05 -0.02 0.23 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.05 -0.12 0.01 -0.07 0.19 - 0.76 0.11 0.02 0.47 0.43 -0.05 0.04 2.83

QR -0.09 0.15 0.14 -0.21 -0.22 0.08 0.06 -0.12 0.22 0.09 0.01 0.02 0.06 -0.17 -0.05 -0.08 0.18 0.76 - 0.12 0.00 0.47 0.53 -0.08 -0.16 3.08

SG 0.02 0.00 0.03 -0.02 0.00 -0.04 0.00 -0.03 0.04 0.02 0.12 -0.02 0.04 0.01 -0.06 0.04 -0.13 0.11 0.12 - 0.44 0.09 0.09 0.00 0.04 1.34

EG 0.02 -0.04 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.07 -0.03 0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.04 0.00 -0.02 0.04 -0.06 0.01 -0.10 0.02 0.00 0.44 - 0.06 0.09 -0.01 0.03 1.27

ROE -0.01 0.04 0.00 -0.07 -0.07 -0.01 0.01 -0.05 0.10 0.03 -0.03 0.02 0.01 -0.07 -0.01 -0.01 0.18 0.47 0.47 0.09 0.06 - 0.72 -0.22 0.04 2.65

ROIC 0.02 0.09 0.06 -0.15 -0.16 0.00 0.01 -0.12 0.16 0.07 -0.02 0.02 0.03 -0.09 -0.10 -0.04 -0.01 0.43 0.53 0.09 0.09 0.72 - -0.27 -0.32 3.12

TR 0.00 -0.01 -0.03 0.03 0.06 0.05 0.00 0.05 -0.07 0.00 0.00 0.02 -0.03 0.07 0.02 -0.03 -0.03 -0.05 -0.08 0.00 -0.01 -0.22 -0.27 - 0.03 1.13

DTA -0.04 -0.19 -0.06 0.18 0.19 -0.10 -0.09 0.18 -0.19 -0.12 0.01 0.00 -0.04 0.08 0.15 0.03 0.26 0.04 -0.16 0.04 0.03 0.04 -0.32 0.03 - 1.51
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3.3. Operationalization of the hypothesis 

This section will outline how the variables used in the study has been operationalized. Descriptions 

regarding choices, considerations and delimitations for the country specific, deal specific, company spe-

cific and accounting specific characteristics will also be provided. 

3.3.1. Abnormal return for acquiring firms 

Hypothesis 1 assumes that the abnormal return for acquiring firms to be zero around a M&A announce-

ment. This hypothesis has been investigated through three different approaches. Firstly, the ACAR has 

been calculated as suggested by MacKinlay (1997) during the event window to test if it is significantly 

different from zero. Secondly, a rank test has been performed in which abnormal returns are assigned 

ranks and thereafter tested if they are significantly different from zero. Lastly, a generalized rank test 

has been performed. For details on the testing procedure, see sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3. 

3.3.2. Country specific characteristics 

3.3.2.1. Domestic M&A (DO) 

Hypothesis 2 assumes that a DO yields a higher CAR for the acquiring firm compared to cross-border 

M&As at the announcement of the transaction. This hypothesis has been tested by linear regression to 

investigate if the CAR of the acquiring firm has a significant relation with the origin of the target firm. 

To test this hypothesis, a dummy variable has been created. The firms were divided into two groups 

based on if the target firm was from the same country as the acquirer or not. If the target firm was from 

the same country as the acquiring firm, the observation has been assigned a 1. If the target firm was not 

from the same country as the acquiring firm, the observation has been assigned a 0. 

3.3.2.2. United Kingdom (UK) 

Hypothesis 3 assumes that the CAR is higher for acquiring firms from the UK compared to acquiring 

firms from Continental Europe (CE) at the announcement of the transaction. This hypothesis has been 

tested by linear regression to investigate if the CAR of the acquiring firm has a significant relation with 

the acquiror being from the UK. To test this hypothesis, a dummy variable has been created. The firms 

were divided into two groups based on if the acquiring firm was from the UK or Continental Europe. If 

an acquiring firm from the UK, the firm has been assigned a 1 and if an acquiring firm was from Conti-

nental Europe, the firm has been assigned a 0. 
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3.3.2.3. Corruption index (CI) 

Hypothesis 4 assumes that the CAR is higher for acquiring firms from countries ranked as having a low 

degree of corruption at the announcement of an M&A transaction. This hypothesis has been tested by 

linear regression to investigate if the CAR of the acquiring firm has a significant relation with the degree 

of corruption in a specific country. To test this hypothesis, a dummy variable has been created. The 

firms were divided into two groups based on Transparency International’s corruption perception index 

(CPI), being the world’s most used corruption measurement (Transparency International, 2020). In this 

index, 180 counties are ranked on a scale from 0 to 100 based on the perceived degree of corruption 

within each country’s public sector. The scores reflect the opinions of various experts and business 

executives, not the view of the general public. When calculating the CPIs, data from 13 different external 

sources are taken into consideration and Transparency International does not take part in the production 

of those 13 datasets. Instead, the data is developed by the World Bank, the World Economic Forum and 

private risk and consulting firms. The 13 different sources use individual scales to rate countries, hence, 

direct comparison of country scores between sources are not feasible. To make the scores comparable, 

Transparency International transforms each score from the original scale to a standardized value which 

illustrates the degree of corruption of each country relative to others. The standardized values are then 

converted into a scale from 0 to 100, which is the basis for the CPI. Lastly, the average of the transformed 

scores is calculated for each country and this average is the CPI allocated to each country. 

The 13 different sources measure various aspects of corruption in the public sector, ranging from brib-

ery, the diversion of state funds to adequate legal frameworks, information access, and legal protections 

for whistleblowers and journalists. A high rank indicates low levels of corruption and a low rank indi-

cates a high level of corruption. In this study, countries with an index score of 80 or above were assigned 

a 1 and are referred to as the “less corrupt” group, whereas countries with an index score strictly less 

than 80 were assigned a 0 and were referred to as the “more corrupt” group. This sectioning was made 

to obtain groups of even size in terms of number of observations with 1260 observations in group 1 and 

1635 observations in group 0. To see a graphical illustration of how the sectioning was made, see Ap-

pendix 17. 

3.3.2.4. Hofstede’s cultural dimension 

In this section the operationalization of the Hofstede’s variables will be described. First, the hypothesis 

will be outlined. Hypothesis 5.1 assumes that the higher the PD of the country from which the acquiring 

firm is from, the lower the abnormal return will be at the announcement of the M&A transaction and 

hypothesis 5.2 assumes that acquirors from a high-PD country acquiring a target from a low-PD country 

will have a negative impact on the abnormal returns at the announcement of the transaction. 
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Hypothesis 6.1 assumes that the greater the UA of the country from which the acquiring firm is from, 

the lower the abnormal return will be at the announcement of the transaction and hypothesis 6.2 assumes 

that the degree of UA will have the following moderating effect on the relationship between DO and the 

abnormal return: The degree of UA will be positively correlated with the abnormal return for a domestic 

M&As at the announcement of the transaction. 

Hypothesis 7.1 assumes that acquirors from an individualistic country will experience higher CARs than 

acquirors from a collectivistic country and hypothesis 7.2 assumes that acquirors from a collectivistic 

country acquiring a target from a collective country will have a positive impact on the CARs at the 

announcement of the transaction. 

Hypothesis 8.1 assumes that acquirors from a feminine country will experience higher CARs than ac-

quirors from a masculine country at the announcement of the transaction and hypothesis 8.2 assumes 

that acquirors from a masculine country acquiring a target from a masculine country will have a positive 

impact on the CARs at the announcement of the transaction. 

Hypothesis 9.1 assumes that acquirors from a long-term oriented country will experience higher CARs 

than acquirors from a short-term oriented country at the announcement of the transaction and hypothesis 

9.2 assumes that acquirors from a short-term oriented country acquiring a target from a short-term ori-

ented country will have a positive impact on the CARs at the announcement of the transaction. 

Hypothesis 10.1 assumes that acquirors from an indulgent country will experience higher abnormal re-

turns than acquirors from a restrained country at the announcement of the transaction and hypothesis 

10.2 assumes that restrained countries will have the following moderating effect on the relationship 

between DO and the CAR: The CAR of acquirors from restrained countries will be positively correlated 

with a domestic M&A at the announcement of the transaction. 

These hypotheses have been tested by linear regression to investigate if the CAR of the acquiring firm 

has a significant relation with each cultural dimension. To test these hypotheses, dummy variables has 

been created. The dummy variables have been created based on the social dimension ranks of Hofstede 

(1980a; 1980b), Hofstede and Bond (1987) and Hofstede et al. (2010). For all cultural dimensions, all 

countries have been ranked on a scale from 1 to 100. For the variable PD, 1 indicates almost no PD and 

100 significant PD. Acquiring firms belonging to countries with a rank equal or above 38 are assigned 

a 1 and acquiring firms with a score strictly less than 38 are assigned a 0 with 910 observations in group 

1 and 1985 observations in group 0. For the variable UA, 1 indicates almost no UA and 100 a highly 

significant degree of uncertainty. Acquiring firms belonging to countries with a rank equal or above 60 

are assigned a 1 and acquiring firms with a score strictly less than 60 are assigned a 0 with 1027 obser-

vations in group 1 and 1868 observations in group 0. For the variable individualism (IND), 1 indicates 

a highly collectivistic country and 100 a highly individualistic country. Acquiring firms belonging to 
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countries with a rank equal or above 71 are assigned a 1 and acquiring firms with a score strictly less 

than 71 are assigned a 0 with 1707 observations in group 1 and 1188 observations in group 0. For the 

variable masculinity (MAS), 1 indicate a highly feminine country and 100 indicate a highly masculine 

country. Acquiring firms belonging to countries with a rank equal or above 50 are assigned a 1 and 

acquiring firms with a score strictly less than 50 are assigned a 0 with 1886 observations in group 1 and 

1009 observations in group 0. For the variable long-term orientation (LT), 1 indicates a very short-term 

orientation and 100 a very long-term orientation. Acquiring firms belonging to countries with a rank 

equal or above 52 are assigned a 1 and acquiring firms with a score strictly less than 52 are assigned a 

0 with 1208 observations in group 1 and 1687 observations in group 0. Lastly, for the variable INDUL, 

1 indicates a highly restrained country and 100 a highly indulgent country. Acquiring firms belonging 

to countries with a rank equal or above 63 are assigned a 1 and acquiring firms with a score strictly less 

than 63 are assigned a 0 with 1798 observations in group 1 and 1097 observations in group 0. 

The variables were sectioned slightly differently to obtain groups of even size in terms of number of 

observations. Furthermore, in creating these dummy variables, consideration has also been taken to en-

sure that the groups are somewhat equal in terms of number of countries represented in each group. In 

addition, consideration has also been taken to split the groups as close as possible to the median rank, 

to efficiently capture the effect of the cultural dimension. Hence, there has been a trade-off between 

creating groups containing the same number of observations, creating groups with the same number of 

countries represented in each group and creating groups in which the sectioning has been made as close 

to the median rank as possible. For hypothesis 5.2, 7.2, 8.2, and 9.2 the split was made differently. Here, 

acquirers and targets that was assigned the same number in the above procedure were assigned a 1 and 

0 otherwise. However, there is a problem of imbalanced groups. The group in which the target and the 

acquiror is classified the same consists of 2474 observation and the group in which the target and the 

acquiror were assigned different scores consists of only 421 observations (Appendix 24). The imbalance 

can be explained by the fact that all firms in a domestic M&A (1881) have, the same degree of PD and 

the remaining ones are relatively equally distributed. However, the imbalance can affect the regression 

result. To examine if there might be an influence of imbalance, an oversampling approach was used. 

The unadjusted sample and a sample which is adjusted by the oversampling approach was compared. 

Details and a description of the oversampling can be found in Appendix 25.  
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3.3.3. Deal specific characteristics 

3.3.3.1. Means of payment 

Hypothesis 11.1 assumes that M&A transactions which are paid in cash (C) result in higher CAR of the 

acquiring firm at the announcement. Similarly, hypothesis 11.2 assumes that M&A transactions which 

are paid with shares (S) result in lower CAR of the acquiring firm at the announcement. Hypothesis 11.3 

assumes that M&A transactions which are settled using a mixed payment of shares and cash (M) will 

result in lower CAR for the acquiring company at the announcement and hypothesis 11.4 assumes that 

C result in higher CAR for the acquiring company compared to S at the announcement. Hypotheses 

11.1, 11.2 and 11.3 has been tested by linear regression to investigate if the CAR of the acquiring firm 

has a significant relation with the payment method. To test these three hypotheses, three dummy varia-

bles has been created. The first dummy variable has been created based on whether the M&A transaction 

was made purely in cash. Transactions made only in cash has been assigned a 1 and all other transactions 

has been assigned a 0. The second dummy variable has been created based on the M&A transaction 

being completely paid for by shares, in which purely share-paid transactions have been assigned a 1 and 

all other transactions have been assigned a 0. The last dummy has been created based on if the M&A 

transaction had been paid for by a mix of cash and shares. Transactions that involve payment of both 

cash and shares are assigned a 1, and transactions that only have had a single payment method are as-

signed a 0. This variable has a fourth category of payment method, namely payment methods that hasn’t 

been disclosed. This group of undisclosed payments has been assigned a 0 in all the above dummies. 

3.3.3.2. Focused M&A (F) 

The literature typically recognizes two different types of M&A transactions, described by Berk, De-

Marzo, and Harford (2013). A transaction involving two firms operating in the same industry is referred 

to as a focused M&A (F). On the other hand, when a transaction occurs between two companies oper-

ating in different industries, it is defined as a diversifying M&A (Berk & DeMarzo, 2017). Hypothesis 

12 assumes that focused M&As will, at the announcement of the transaction, result in higher CARs for 

the acquiring firm. This hypothesis has been tested by linear regression to investigate if the CAR of the 

acquiring firm has a significant relation with the type of M&A transaction that was made. To test this 

hypothesis, a dummy variable has been created. The firms were divided into two groups based on the 

firms SIC-codes. If the acquiring firm and the target firm have the same first three digits in their respec-

tive SIC-codes, i.e. are classified as being in the same industry (focused M&A), the observation has 

been assigned a 1 and 0 otherwise. This paper uses the SIC-codes from Zephyr. 
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3.3.4. Company specific characteristics 

3.3.4.1. Control structure (CONT) 

Hypothesis 13 assumes that the existence of a large shareholder in the acquiring firm results in higher 

CARs at the announcement of the transaction. This hypothesis has been tested by linear regression to 

investigate if the CAR of the acquiring firm has a significant relation with the ownership structure. To 

test this hypothesis, a dummy variable has been created. The firms were divided into two groups based 

on the ownership structure (Appendix 18). If an acquiring firm had a single shareholder that owned 20% 

or more of the equity, the firm has been assigned a 1 and if all the shareholders of the acquiring firm 

alone owned strictly less than 20%, the firm has been assigned a 0. Appendix 18 shows a histogram of 

the different control structures and the split between the two groups. 

3.3.4.2. Number of previous acquired firms (NPA) 

Hypothesis 14 assumes that previous M&A experience of the acquiring firm will result in lower CAR 

at the announcement of the transaction. This hypothesis has been tested by linear regression to investi-

gate if the CAR of the acquiring firm has a significant relation with previous M&A experience. To test 

this hypothesis, a dummy variable has been created. The firms were divided into two groups based on 

the number of previous M&A-transactions of the acquiring firm. If an acquiring firm has made 11 or 

more M&A transactions within the time frame from 1996 to 2020, the firm has been assigned a 1 and if 

an acquiring firm has made strictly less than 11 M&A transactions, the firm has been assigned a 0. 

Appendix 19 presents a histogram illustrating how the sample has been divided into two groups. 

3.3.4.3. Listed target (LIST) 

Hypothesis 15 assumes that the CAR of the acquiring firm at the announcement of a M&A-transactions 

will be lower if the target firm is listed. This hypothesis has been tested by linear regression to investigate 

if the CAR of the acquiring firm has a significant relation with the listing status of the target. To test this 

hypothesis, a dummy variable (LIST) has been created in which target firms being listed have been 

given a 1, and target firms not being listed have been assigned a 0. We face an imbalance between 

unlisted targets (2852) compared to listed targets (43). However, the sample is representative. For the 

period from 1997 to 2020, a total of 52457 targets have been unlisted vs. 1118 listed targets in Europe 

which accounts to a ratio of 2.1% compared to a ratio of 1.5% for the sample (Appendix 8). 
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3.3.5. Accounting specific characteristics 

3.3.5.1. Market Capitalization (MC) 

Hypothesis 16 assumes that larger acquiring firms will experience lower CARs at the announcement of 

a M&A transaction. This hypothesis has been tested by linear regression to investigate if the CAR has 

a significant relation with the size of the acquiring firm. The size is measured as the logarithmic daily 

market capitalization of each firm during the time of the announcement. The logarithmic market capi-

talization is used to improve the distribution of the variable towards the normal distribution. 

3.3.5.2. Market-to-book-value (MVBV) 

Hypothesis 17 assumes that a higher MVBV will result in lower CAR for the acquiring firm at the 

announcement of a M&A transaction. This hypothesis has been tested by linear regression to investigate 

if the CAR has a significant relation with the MVBV of the acquiring firm. MVBV is measured as 

market capitalization of each firm during the time of the announcement divided by the logarithmic daily 

book value. The logarithmic values have been used to improve the distribution of the variable towards 

the normal distribution.  

3.3.5.3. Q-Ratio (QR) 

Hypothesis 18 assumes a higher QR of the acquiring firm will result in lower CARs at the announcement 

of a M&A transaction. This hypothesis has been tested by linear regression to investigate if the CAR 

has a significant relation with the QR of the acquiring firm. Q-Ratio is defined as the book value of 

assets minus the book value of equity plus market value of equity divided by the book value of assets. 

This study uses the logarithmic value of the Q-Ratio of each firm during the time of the event window. 

The logarithmic values have been used to improve the distribution of the variable towards the normal 

distribution.  

3.3.5.4. Sales growth (SG) 

Hypothesis 19 assumes that a higher SG of the acquiror will result in a higher CAR at the announcement 

of a M&A transaction. This hypothesis has been tested by linear regression to investigate if the CAR 

has a significant relation with the annual revenue growth of the acquiring firm. This study has used the 

growth number of the year preceding the year in which the M&A announcement took place, which is 

the closest annual growth figure available and an approach in line with previous research (Brinkhuis & 

Scholtens, 2018). 
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3.3.5.5. EBITDA growth (EG) 

Hypothesis 20 assumes that a higher EG of the acquiror will result in a higher CAR at the announcement 

of a M&A transaction. EBITDA is defined as the sales minus cost of goods sold and selling, general 

and administrative expenses (Berk & DeMarzo, 2017). This hypothesis has been tested by linear regres-

sion to investigate if the CAR has a significant relation with the annual EG of the acquiring firm. This 

study has used the growth number of the year preceding the year in which the M&A announcement took 

place, which is the closest annual growth figure available and an approach in line with previous research 

(Brinkhuis & Scholtens, 2018).  

3.3.5.6. Return on Equity (ROE) 

Hypothesis 21 assumes that a higher ROE of the acquiror will result in a higher CAR at the announce-

ment of a M&A transaction. ROE is defined as the net income divided by the average shareholder equity 

(Berk & DeMarzo, 2017). This hypothesis has been tested by linear regression to investigate if the CAR 

has a significant relation with the annual ROE of the acquiring firm. This study has used the ROE of the 

year preceding the year in which the M&A announcement took place, which is the closest annual ROE 

available and an approach in line with previous research (Brinkhuis & Scholtens, 2018).  

3.3.5.7. Return on Invested Capital (ROIC) 

Hypothesis 22 assumes that a higher ROIC of the acquiror will result in a higher CAR at the announce-

ment of a M&A transaction. ROIC is defined as the net operating profit after tax divided by the invested 

capital. The invested capital is the book value of equity plus the net interest-bearing debt (Berk & De-

Marzo, 2017). This hypothesis has been tested by linear regression to investigate if the CAR has a sig-

nificant relation with the annual ROIC of the acquiring firm. This study has used the ROIC of the year 

preceding the year in which the M&A announcement took place, which is the closest annual ROIC 

available and an approach in line with previous research (Brinkhuis & Scholtens, 2018).  

3.3.5.8. Effective tax rate (TR) 

Hypothesis 23 assumes that a lower TR of the acquiror will result in a higher CAR at the announcement 

of a M&A transaction. This hypothesis has been tested by linear regression to investigate if the CAR 

has a significant relation with the efficient tax rate paid by the acquiring firm. This study has used the 

latest effective tax rate presented for the year preceding the year in which the M&A announcement took 

place, which is the closest tax rate available and an approach in line with previous research (Brinkhuis 

& Scholtens, 2018).  
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3.3.5.9. Debt-to-asset ratio (DTA) 

Hypothesis 24 assumes that a higher DTA of the acquiror will result in a higher CARs at the announce-

ment of an M&A transaction. This hypothesis has been tested by linear regression to investigate if the 

CAR has a significant relation with the solvency ratio of the acquiring firm. This study has used the 

latest debt-to-asset figures presented for the year preceding the year in which the M&A announcement 

took place, which is the closest solvency ratio available and an approach in line with previous research 

(Brinkhuis & Scholtens, 2018).  

3.4. Critical review of the methodology 

Event studies have come to be a research methodology that have a broad application in measuring secu-

rity price reactions to certain events or announcements within the field of financial economics. The 

method allows the researcher, in a sophisticated manner, to examine if a specific event affects the value 

of a security. However, the method is not free from flaws and drawbacks and therefore, this section will 

critically assess the research approach chosen for this study. 

An important critique that has been raised against using daily stock returns within the event study meth-

odology has to do with nonsynchronous trading. Nonsynchronous trading may lead to biased results and 

the following quote from Campbell et al. (1997) illustrates the potential issue regarding nonsynchronous 

trading: 

“nontrading or nonsynchronous trading effect arises when prices are taken to be recorded at time 

intervals of one length when in fact, they are recorded at time intervals of other possibly irregular 

lengths” (Campbell et al., 1997, p. 177). 

Since this paper uses daily stock prices for the empirical analysis this poses a potential weakness. The 

daily stock prices are just the closing prices (adjusted), meaning that they only reflect the last transaction 

at any given trading day. Hence, the phrasing “daily stock prices” implicitly assumes the price develop-

ment of any given stock to be evenly spread out over the course of a full 24-hour day, which does not 

reflect the “true” movement of the stock price during that time interval (Campbell et al., 1997).  

The way this paper chose to address the issue of clustering was made by employing two nonparametric 

tests. However, there are other way to go about addressing the clustering issue. Gibbons (1980) proposes 

a Multi Variate Regression Model in which one is parametrizing the abnormal returns by introducing a 

dummy variable which is equal to 1 when the event takes place and 0 otherwise. Furthermore, the 

method’s most important advantages are that heteroscedasticity and dependency between firms are con-

sidered then the hypothesis tests are performed (Binder, 1998; MacKinlay, 1997). Lee and Varela (1997) 

suggest using Jaffe’s method in which one is deviating from the OLS-approach. In the approach by Jaffe 
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(1974), a portfolio of mean excess returns, containing all firms in the sample is created. Using this 

approach, the error term’s variance is measured from a portfolio of excess returns, which will consider 

cross-sectional dependence of the error terms. Reflecting upon the several alternatives for dealing with 

the problem of clustering, applying another approach might yield difference results. This is important 

to recognize and bear in mind when assessing the results. 

In addition, by nature, linear regression, as used in this study, can only capture linear relationships be-

tween dependent and independent variables. In contrast, Haleblian and Finkelstein (1999) examined the 

effect of M&A activity on the abnormal returns and found U-shaped relationship indicating that a linear 

regression model might not fit the relationship. However, for the continuous variables, the data has been 

examined graphically (Appendix 21) and concluded that a linear model is suitable (Cook & Weisberg, 

1982). 

Furthermore, the dummy variables could potentially have been operationalized differently. For example, 

the Hofstede (1980) variables have been split into two groups, assigning one group a 1 and the other a 

0. However, an alternative approach could have been to divide the variables into three groups or using 

the actual cultural scores assigned to each country and regressed that against the CAR.  
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4. Empirical results 

This section presents the empirical results of the thesis. The section is structure in the following way: 

First, the results of the three event study approaches are presented, followed by a presentation of the 

results from the multiple and individual regression analysis. The section ends by presenting a reduced 

regression model and a dedicated discussion regarding the robustness of the results. 

4.1. Value creation in M&A 

This section will outline the results from the event studies. In hypothesis 1, the short-term abnormal 

return of the acquiring firm has been examined, being the core and starting point of the analysis. As-

suming that the market is semi-efficient, the immediate response to the stock price is used as a measure 

of short-term value creation (Froot & Stein, 1991). Previous studies are diverging regarding the magni-

tude of value creation from M&As, which has been discussed in the hypothesis development and liter-

ature review. The only common feature of previous studies is that the value creation is small and / or 

insignificant. For these reasons, our tested hypothesis is: 

H1: Acquiring firms will experience a zero abnormal return at the announcement of a M&A-transaction. 

As described in the methodology, abnormal returns are examined by conducting an event study with 

different event windows. Three approaches have been applied to test whether the M&A announcements 

yield significant ACARs, a standard t-test, and two non-parametric tests. The ACAR has been estimated 

for five different event window intervals: ± 10, ± 5, ± 2 and ± 1 days around the announcement date of 

the M&A. 

Figure 11 shows the result of the average daily abnormal returns in the 21-day period [-10; +10] which 

is the widest event window used. The figure clearly shows that a significant reaction to the announce-

ment of an M&A transaction. This is particularly true in the period [0; +1], which is included in the 3-

day event window [-1; +1]. The positive and highly significant AAR of approximately 1% and 0.6% at 

the event day and the day after supports a rejection of the null hypothesis which states that there are no 

abnormal returns at the announcement of a M&A transaction. The table in Figure 11 indicates that sig-

nificant positive abnormal returns are generated only at the announcement date and after that date. This 

is consistent with the effective market hypothesis, which assumes that information is absorbed as soon 

as the information becomes public. However, for day -3, the abnormal return is significantly negative 

with an AAR of -0.07%, indicating a potential information leakage. Additionally, Figure 11 shows that 

most of the trading effect occurs within only a few days. At day +6 a significant positive return of 0.07% 

have been observed, whereas the rest of the AAR outside the 11-day-period [-5, +5] are insignificant. 

As documented by Campa & Hernando (2004), most studies show that abnormal returns resulting from 
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an M&A announcement occur mainly around the announcement date which is consistent with the results 

of this study. 

Day AAR T-Stat 

P-

Value 

-10 -0.03% -0.8697 0.1923 

-9 -0.03% -0.7210 0.2355 

-8 0.01% 0.3697 0.3558 

-7 -0.04% -1.0841 0.1392 

-6 -0.02% -0.6280 0.2650 

-5 0.02% 0.4649 0.3210 

-4 -0.04% -1.1019 0.1353 

-3 -0.07% -1.8694** 0.0309 

-2 0.03% 0.7769 0.2187 

-1 0.05% 1.2342 0.1086 

0 0.97% 24.7294*** 0.0000 

1 0.57% 14.6251*** 0.0000 

2 0.07% 1.7348** 0.0415 

3 0.02% 0.5382 0.2953 

4 0.04% 0.9488 0.1714 

5 0.03% 0.7788 0.2181 

6 0.07% 1.6918** 0.0454 

7 0.00% -0.0421 0.4832 

8 0.02% 0.5835 0.2798 

9 -0.03% -0.7604 0.2236 

10 -0.02% -0.5426 0.2937 

 

 

Table 4: Parametric test results for different event periods. 

 Interval [-1,+1]   [-2,+2]   [-5,+5]   [-10,+10] 

ACAR 1.59%  1.69%  1.68%  1.60% 

T-Stat 23.5221  19.3476  12.9227  8.9492 

P-value 2.11E-112   7.917E-79   1.753E-37   3.126E-19 

 

Analyzing Table 4, all test statistics indicate positively significant returns of the acquiring firm for all 

event window lengths. Since all event windows show relatively similar abnormal returns and all event 

windows are statistically significant at the 1% level, hypothesis 1, stating that no abnormal return will 

be observed, can be rejected with 99% confidence. As indicated by Figure 11, looking at different com-

binations of event windows, the ACAR is largest for the 5-day period (1.69%). However, the most 

significant results are observed for the 3-day period, corresponding to an ACAR of 1.59%. A decreasing 

Figure 11: Table and figure of the AAR with according t-stats and p-values for the period ± 10 days. 

***, **, * indicate significant level of 1%, 5%, 10% 

Source: own creation 
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significance trend is observed for wider event windows, consistent with relevant statistical theories and 

other empirical studies (Bartholdy, Olson & Peare, 2007). The wider the event window, the greater the 

likelihood that the event window contains unnecessary noise (Brown & Warner, 1985). Furthermore, 

previous studies which have applied the event study methodology have also observed high t-values 

(Craninckx & Huyghebaert, 2015; Martynova & Renneboog, 2006). 

Past researchers (e.g. Fama, 1965) argued that daily return distributions display more kurtosis than nor-

mal distributions. This is true for the sample of this study as revealed by the high kurtosis for all event 

period lengths in Table 5. This is confirmed by the Shapiro-Wilk test which indicates that the null hy-

pothesis of the data being normally distributed can be rejected at the 1% level (Appendix 22). Thus, 

making statistical inferences from the parametric tests should be done with caution and therefore the 

rank test was performed to support the results of the parametric test. 

Table 5: Summary Statistics on CAR for different event period lengths. 

Significance level: * = 10%, ** = 5%, *** = 1% level of significance 

 [-1,+1] [-2,+2] [-5,+5] [-10,+10] 

Mean 1.59% 1.69% 1.68% 1.60% 

Median 0.91% 1.17% 1.22% 1.25% 

Max 63.85% 77.16% 127.13% 97.93% 

Min -30.33% -50.26% -44.47% -57.63% 

Standard Deviation 5.33% 6.02% 8.02% 10.07% 

Skewness 1.6251 1.2874 1.5887 0.3320 

Kurtosis 14.5330 15.5518 23.9619 7.2918 

Shapiro-Wilk (W statistic) 0.8729*** 0.8940*** 0.8981*** 0.9351*** 

 

Table 6: Non-Parametric RANK test results for different event periods. 

  [-1,+1]   [-2,+2]   [-5,+5]   [-10,+10] 

T-Stat 9.5105  7.9013  5.4240  4.0777 

P-value 1.79E-20   1.53E-14   3.15E-08   9.98E-05 

 

The rank test in Table 6 shows results which are in line with the results from the parametric test. The 

ACAR of all intervals is significant at the 1% level, which further supports the rejection of null hypoth-

esis as has been done from the parametric test. However, the results are less significant compared to the 

results of the simple t-test. This might be due to the shortcoming of the simple t-test being prone to 

cross-sectional correlation and volatility changes. However, the results from both the parametric t-test 

and the non-parametric rank test are highly significant, indicating that cross-sectional correlation hasn’t 

been a major issue. 
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Table 7: Non-Parametric GRANK test results for different event periods. 

  [-1,+1]   [-2,+2]   [-5,+5]   [-10,+10] 

T-Stat 20.7242  19.8182  16.1185  12.7629 

P-value 4.11E-88   3.98E-81   3.61E-55   1.50E-35 

 

The results of the generalized rank test in Table 7 reports that the announcement of a takeover bid yields 

positive abnormal return for the acquiror and thus confirm the results from the simple t-test results in 

Table 4 and the rank test in Table 6. The t-stats for the shorter periods are lower than the ones for the 

simple t-test, while the results for the wider periods (± 10) are more significant. Based on the empirical 

results, we can state that Hypothesis 1 can be rejected for the given period and geographical region. In 

contrast, the empirical results imply that there is a significant and positive effect of an M&A announce-

ment on the abnormal return of the acquiror. 

4.2. Results from regression model 

The hypotheses 2 – 24 have been formulated so that a regression analyses based on the CAR could be 

performed, being consistent with several other event studies (e.g. Hazelkorn et al., 2004; Martynova & 

Renneboog, 2006; Moeller et al., 2004). The base of the regression analysis consists of a full regression 

model containing all explanatory variables together. However, to investigate if multicollinearity exists, 

simple linear regressions have been carried out for each explanatory variable. With the full regression 

model as a starting point, it has been modified and insignificant variables have been removed which 

have resulted in the final and reduced regression model. Before describing the results from the regression 

analysis, a discussion regarding multicollinearity will be carried out. 

4.2.1. Multicollinearity  

To further address the potential issue of multicollinearity, this section will be dedicated to analyzing the 

effects of running the full model versus running separate simple regression models for each variable. 

The section will also touch upon the effects on the parameter estimates when some of the variables with 

high VIF-values and pairwise correlation are removed. 

As discussed in section 3.2.3, some of the Hofstede variables have high pairwise correlation and high 

VIF-values. These are UA, PD and INDUL. Table 8 displays the beta estimates and the corresponding 

p-value of the full regression model. There, UA is only significant at the 10% level for the shortest event 

window. However, in Table 9, in which the separate simple regressions are displayed, the UA is signif-

icant at the 1% level for all four event periods, hence indicating that the inflated variance as an effect of 

high correlation between other independent variables decreases the possibility of obtaining significant 
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results. For the variables PD and INDUL, a similar pattern is observed. In the full regression model in 

Table 8, PD is only significant at the 10% level for the longest event window and INDUL is only sig-

nificant ate the 10% level for the shortest event window. However, when the variables are tested sepa-

rately, both variables are significant at the 1% level for all event periods. 

To further investigate the effects of multicollinearity, additional regressions has been run in which one 

of the highly correlated variables are removed from the full model. Appendix 10 shows the regression 

output when UA has been removed. This has been done to investigate if removing UA affect the results 

of the other variables that are highly correlated with it. It turns out that removing the variable UA influ-

ence on both PD and INDUL. PD is now significant at the 5% level for all event periods and INDUL 

isn’t significant at all, regardless of the event period length. Appendix 11 provides the regression output 

when INDUL has been removed. Now, one can observe that PD is still only significant for the longest 

event period but has gained significance and is significant at the 5% level. For UA, the opposite pattern 

is observed. Before removing INDUL, UA was significant at the 10% level for the shortest event period 

but are now not significant at all. Appendix 12 displays the regression output when the variable PD has 

been removed. There, a significant difference for UA is observed, as it goes from being significant at 

the 10% level for the shortest event period to being significant at the 1% level for the two shortest event 

windows and significant on the 10% level for the two longest event periods. For INDUL, the variable 

goes from being significant at the 10% level for the shortest event period only, to being significant at 

both the shortest and second shortest event period at the 5% and 10% level respectively. 

Furthermore, a high correlation could be observed between MVBV and QR (see Table 3). By excluding 

the MVBV (Appendix 13 & Appendix 14), the QR is only significant for the widest 21-day period and 

the results from the individual regression displayed in Table 9 the QR is insignificant for all periods. In 

contrast, in the full model in Table 8, QR is significant for all periods.  

Lastly, two additional regression models have been performed in which one of the variables ROIC and 

ROE has been removed due to the relatively high pairwise correlation between the two variables. In the 

full regression model in Table 8, ROIC is significant at the 5% level for the second longest event period 

only and ROE isn’t significant at all. In Appendix 15 ROE has been removed from the full regression 

model which has decreases the significance of the ROIC, and it is now insignificant for all event periods. 

The removal of the ROIC as displayed in Appendix 16 does not affect the parameter estimates the sig-

nificance for ROE as it is still insignificant for all event periods. 

4.2.2. Country specific characteristics 

H2: Domestic M&As result in higher abnormal returns for the acquiring firm than cross-border M&As 

at the announcement of the M&A-transaction. 
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As shown in Table 8, the results differ across event windows from positive (± 3 & ± 5) to negative (±1 

& ±10). However, all relationships are insignificant. Similarly, for the individual regression (Table 9) 

no statistically significant results could be found. Concluding, the results are insignificant and not in 

favor of Hypothesis 2. To check whether we might find significant results for a subsample, we examine 

the relationship between DO and CAR with different moderating variables in Hypothesis 6.2 and Hy-

pothesis 10.2. 

H3: At the announcement of a M&A transaction, the abnormal return will be higher for an acquiring 

firm from the UK compared to an acquiring firm from CE. 

According to the literature, acquirors from the UK are likely to achieve a higher abnormal return. This 

is supported by the results from the individual regression displayed in Table 9. For the 11-day event 

period a significantly positive relationship at the 10% level between an acquiring firm from the UK and 

higher CAR was found. For the other event-period lengths and the multiple regression displayed in Table 

8 no significance could be observed. As indicated above, this is in line with most of the previous litera-

ture. Goergen and Renneboog (2004) did a similar study for a smaller sample size of 158 European 

M&As for the period of 1993-2000. They found that acquirors from the UK gain higher CARs compared 

to a M&A in which the acquiror is from CE. Hence, Hypothesis 3 is supported only by the simple 

regression for the 11-day period. 

H4: At the announcement of a M&A transaction, the abnormal return will be higher for acquiring firms 

from less corrupt countries (higher corruption index). 

The results indicate that acquirors which are from less corrupt countries achieved a significantly higher 

CAR compared to acquirors from more corrupt countries. For the individual regression (Table 9) this 

relationship is significant at the 1% level for all event period lengths. In the multiple regression model 

however, significant results were only observed for the shortest and longest event periods, both at the 

10% level. This is in line with Nguyen et al. (2020) who found that higher corruption would affect 

acquirers to pay higher bid premiums, leading to lower value creation for the shareholders of the acquir-

ing firm. Based on the empirical results, Hypothesis 4 is supported. 
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Table 8: Multiple Regression results for different event periods. 

Statistically different from zero returns are denoted in bold 

***, **, * indicate significance levels of 1%, 5%, 10% for a two-tailed t-test 

 CAR [−1, +1]  CAR [-2, +2]  CAR [−5, +5]  CAR [-10, +10] 

  Coef p-value Coef p-value   Coef p-value   Coef p-value 

(Intercept) 0.0532 0.0000   0.0604 0.0000   0.0663 0.0000   0.0532 0.0002  

Domestic DUMMY (DO) -0.0015 0.5123   -0.0038 0.1445   -0.0012 0.7337   -0.0014 0.7509  

UK DUMMY (UK) -0.0038 0.5181   -0.0057 0.3906   -0.0028 0.7528   -0.0175 0.1173  

Corruption index DUMMY (CI) 0.0048 0.0676 *  0.0034 0.2636   0.0044 0.2746   0.0093 0.0661 * 

Power Distance DUMMY (PD) -0.0038 0.462   -0.0078 0.1797   -0.0113 0.1476   -0.0187 0.0575 * 

Uncertainty Avoidance DUMMY (UA) -0.0129 0.0604 *  -0.0111 0.1527   -0.0086 0.4091   -0.0051 0.6987  

Individualism DUMMY (IND) 0.0033 0.3718   0.0029 0.4923   0.0033 0.5614   0.0106 0.134  

Masculinity DUMMY (MAS) -0.0017 0.5567   -0.0029 0.3905   -0.0066 0.1377   -0.0032 0.565  

Long term DUMMY (LT) 0.0025 0.4534   0.0003 0.9367   0.0000 0.9947   -0.0035 0.5859  

Indulgence DUMMY (INDUL) -0.0102 0.053 *   -0.0098 0.1006    -0.0070 0.3782    -0.0059 0.5552  

Cash DUMMY (C) 0.0030 0.2667   0.0016 0.6098   0.0003 0.9375   0.0056 0.276  

Shares DUMMY (S) 0.0019 0.5862   0.0022 0.5856   0.0024 0.6504   0.0019 0.7826  

Mixed DUMMY (M) 0.0013 0.639   -0.0005 0.8779   -0.0021 0.6142   0.0010 0.8459  

Focused DUMMY (F) -0.0004 0.8355    -0.0009 0.7067    -0.0020 0.5061    0.0006 0.8829  

Control DUMMY (CONT) 0.0020 0.3888   0.0018 0.4856   0.0011 0.7566   0.0028 0.5257  

Number previously acquired DUMMY (NPA) -0.0052 0.0148 **  -0.0058 0.0172 **  -0.0072 0.0251 **  -0.0074 0.0703 * 

Listed DUMMY (LIST) -0.0059 0.4735    -0.0074 0.4259    -0.0145 0.2415    0.0047 0.7641  

LOG Market cap (MC) -0.0041 0.0000 ***  -0.0041 0.0000 ***  -0.0049 0.0000 ***  -0.0038 0.0005 *** 

LOG MV to BV (MVBV) 0.0083 0.0000 ***  0.0094 0.0000 ***  0.0160 0.0000 ***  0.0182 0.0000 *** 

LOG Q Ratio (QR) -0.0107 0.0025 ***  -0.0116 0.0038 ***  -0.0216 0.0001 ***  -0.0332 0.0000 *** 
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Sales Growth (%) (SG) 0.0000 0.2689   0.0001 0.0912 *  0.0000 0.8911   -0.0000 0.699  

EBITDA growth (%) (EG) -0.0000 0.0194 **  -0.0000 0.0133 **  -0.0000 0.0284 **  -0.0001 0.0356 ** 

ROE (%) (ROE) 0.0000 0.7101   0.0001 0.2589   0.0002 0.1058   0.0002 0.2285  

ROIC (%) (ROIC) -0.0001 0.3862   -0.0002 0.1877   -0.0005 0.0441 **  -0.0001 0.6887  

Tax rate (%) (TR) 0.0000 0.4593   0.0001 0.1762   0.0001 0.0874 *  0.0001 0.2328  

debt to assets (%) (DTA) -0.0001 0.1386    -0.0002 0.0354 **   -0.0002 0.0439 **   -0.0002 0.1573  

            

Adjusted R squared (Adj. R2) 4.81%  4.22%  4.14%  2.76% 

 

  

Table 8 continued: Multiple Regression results for different event periods. 
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Table 9: Individual regression results for different event periods. 

Statistically different from zero returns are denoted in bold 

***, **, * indicate significance levels of 1%, 5%, 10% and the p-value is corresponding to the hypothesis in section 2.2 

°°°, °°, ° indicate significance levels of 1%, 5%, 10% and the p-value is contrary to the hypothesis in section 2.2 

  CAR [−1, +1]   CAR [-2, +2]   CAR [−5, +5]   CAR [-10, +10] 

  

Inter-

cept Coef p-value   

Inter-

cept Coef p-value   

Inter-

cept Coef p-value   

Inter-

cept Coef p-value 

DO 0.0159 0.0000 0.4922   0.0185 -0.0026 0.8632   0.0166 0.0003 0.4588   0.0174 -0.0022 0.7113  

UK 0.0157 0.0006 0.3917   0.0168 0.0001 0.4879   0.0152 0.0039 0.0975 *  0.0161 -0.0003 0.5345  

CI 0.0106 0.0122 0.0000 ***  0.0115 0.0124 0.0000 ***  0.0099 0.0157 0.0000 ***  0.0073 0.0200 0.0000 *** 

PD 0.0189 -0.0095 0.0000 ***  0.0204 -0.0112 0.0000 ***  0.0220 -0.0165 0.0000 ***  0.0215 -0.0176 0.0000 *** 

UA 0.0194 -0.0100 0.0000 ***  0.0208 -0.0110 0.0000 ***  0.0227 -0.0166 0.0000 ***  0.0217 -0.0161 0.0000 *** 

IND 0.0172 -0.0022 0.1321   0.0193 -0.0040 0.0382 °°  0.0185 -0.0029 0.1707   0.0192 -0.0054 0.0782 ° 

MAS 0.0182 -0.0035 0.044 **  0.0198 -0.0045 0.0281 **  0.0202 -0.0052 0.0492 **  0.0200 -0.0062 0.0581 * 

LT 0.0158 0.0003 0.4493   0.0171 -0.0006 0.5997   0.0179 -0.0027 0.8116   0.0156 0.0009 0.4066  

INDUL 0.0118 0.0065 0.0007 ***   0.0123 0.0073 0.0007 ***   0.0089 0.0127 0.0000 ***   0.0088 0.0116 0.0013 *** 

C 0.0146 0.0036 0.0419 **  0.0157 0.0032 0.0867 *  0.0155 0.0036 0.122   0.0135 0.0068 0.0409 ** 

S 0.0153 0.0052 0.0412 °°  0.0161 0.0065 0.0289 °°  0.0158 0.0080 0.0398 °°  0.0156 0.0035 0.2721  

M 0.0158 0.0003 0.5448   0.0171 -0.0008 0.3834   0.0172 -0.0015 0.332   0.0161 -0.0005 0.4493  

F 0.0150 0.0023 0.1239    0.0161 0.0020 0.1892    0.0163 0.0012 0.3524    0.0146 0.0035 0.1789  

CONT 0.0150 0.0017 0.2016   0.0162 0.0013 0.2833   0.0173 -0.0009 0.6236   0.0153 0.0014 0.3572  

NPA 0.0220 -0.0099 0.0000 ***  0.0234 -0.0106 0.0000 ***  0.0241 -0.0118 0.0001 ***  0.0229 -0.0112 0.0019 *** 

LIST 0.0160 -0.0093 0.1281    0.0170 -0.0109 0.1184    0.0171 -0.0205 0.0485 **   0.0160 -0.0018 0.4534  

MC 0.0444 -0.0044 0.0000 ***  0.0448 -0.0044 0.0000 ***  0.0499 -0.0052 0.0000 ***  0.0446 -0.0045 0.0000 *** 

MVBV 0.0131 0.0029 0.0042 °°°  0.0129 0.0041 0.0005 °°°  0.0106 0.0063 0.0001 °°°  0.0100 0.0061 0.0016 °°° 

QR 0.0162 -0.0005 0.3959   0.0163 0.0011 0.6829   0.0170 -0.0004 0.4529   0.0178 -0.0038 0.1663  

SG 0.0152 0.0000 0.0875 *  0.0158 0.0001 0.0288 **  0.0166 0.0000 0.4145   0.0166 -0.0000 0.7415  
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EG 0.0162 -0.0000 0.1706   0.0172 -0.0000 0.1861   0.0175 -0.0000 0.0728 °  0.0171 -0.0000 0.0462 °° 

ROE 0.0171 -0.0001 0.8895   0.0173 -0.0000 0.6313   0.0172 -0.0000 0.6162   0.0153 -0.0000 0.3535  

ROIC 0.0155 0.0000 0.3732   0.0160 0.0001 0.2555   0.0172 -0.0000 0.5842   0.0147 0.0001 0.2673  

TR 0.0143 0.0001 0.073 °  0.0146 0.0001 0.0278 °°  0.0129 0.0001 0.0083 °°°  0.0132 0.0001 0.0843 ° 

DTA 0.0200 -0.0002 0.001 °°°   0.0218 -0.0002 0.0006 °°°   0.0216 -0.0002 0.0083 °°°   0.0203 -0.0002 0.0457 °° 

 

 

Table 10: R-squared of individual regressions for different event periods. 

Event period DO UK CI PD UA IND MAS LT 

IN-

DUL C S M F CONT NPA LIST 

[-1, +1] 0.00% 0.00% 1.28% 0.68% 0.81% 0.04% 0.10% 0.00% 0.36% 0.10% 0.10% 0.00% 0.05% 0.02% 0.82% 0.04% 

[-2, +2] 0.04% 0.00% 1.04% 0.74% 0.76% 0.11% 0.13% 0.00% 0.35% 0.06% 0.12% 0.00% 0.03% 0.01% 0.74% 0.05% 

[-5, +5] 0.00% 0.06% 0.94% 0.91% 0.98% 0.03% 0.09% 0.03% 0.59% 0.05% 0.11% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.51% 0.10% 

[-10, +10] 0.01% 0.00% 0.97% 0.66% 0.59% 0.07% 0.09% 0.00% 0.31% 0.10% 0.01% 0.00% 0.03% 0.00% 0.29% 0.00% 

Event period MC MVBV QR SG EG ROE ROIC TR DTA 

[-1, +1] 2.98% 0.24% 0.00% 0.06% 0.03% 0.05% 0.00% 0.07% 0.33% 

[-2, +2] 2.23% 0.37% 0.01% 0.12% 0.03% 0.00% 0.01% 0.13% 0.36% 

[-5, +5] 1.77% 0.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.07% 0.00% 0.00% 0.20% 0.20% 

[-10, +10] 0.84% 0.30% 0.03% 0.01% 0.10% 0.00% 0.01% 0.07% 0.10% 

 

  

Table 9 continued: Individual regression results for different event periods. 
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H5.1:The higher the power distance of the country from which the acquiring firm is from, the lower the 

abnormal return will be at the announcement of a M&A-transaction. 

As indicated by the full regression model in Table 8, higher PD is positively related the CAR. The effect 

is only significant for the widest 21-day event period at the 10% level. For the shorter event periods (± 

5, ± 2 and ± 1), no significance could be observed. However, for the individual regressions, Table 9 

shows that there is a significant relationship at the 1% level for all event periods. This indicate that the 

effect in isolation is significant, whereas in combination with other explanatory variables, the signifi-

cance decreases. Thus, empirical results are in favor of Hypothesis 5.1. 

H5.2: Acquirors from a country with a high degree of power distance acquiring a target from a country 

with a high degree of power distance will have a positive impact on the abnormal returns at the an-

nouncement of a M&A-transaction. 

To examine a potential effect stemming from a difference in PD between target and acquiror, a regres-

sion based on a dummy which indicate this has been performed. The results in Table 11 show no signif-

icant influence of the difference in PD between the acquiror and target on CAR, using approach without 

oversampling. However, by including the oversampling approach (section 3.3.2.4), a significant result 

could be observed for the 11-day event period. The t-value indicate a positive relationship which is in 

line with our hypothesis, i.e. different PD scores between the acquiror and the target will have a negative 

effect on the CAR. For the other event periods, the t-value in Table 11 indicate an opposite relationship, 

however, the results are insignificant. The different results obtained from the two approaches suggests 

that the smaller group might be poorly represented by the traditional approach and thus, warranting the 

oversampling approach. Concluding, the results are in favor of Hypothesis 5.2 for the 11-day event 

period using the oversampling approach. 

Table 11: Regression of CAR on difference in PD between target and acquiror. 

The p-value is corresponding to the hypothesis in section 2.2 (one-tailed t-test with Ha: mean >0) 

 Without oversampling  With oversampling 

  Estimate  t-value  p-value   Estimate  t-value  p-value  

[-1,+1] 0.0012 0.4416 0.3294  -0.0007 -0.4656 0.6793 

[-2,+2] -0.0008 -0.2482 0.5980  -0.0019 -1.1516 0.8752 

[-5,+5] 0.0019 0.4584 0.3234  0.0027 1.2836 0.0997 

[-10,+10] 0.0008 0.1569 0.4377  -0.0005 -0.1774 0.5704 
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H6.1: The greater the uncertainty avoidance of the country from which the acquiring firm is from, the 

lower the abnormal return will be at the announcement of a M&A-transaction. 

The full regression model displayed in Table 8 indicates a significantly negative relationship between 

high UA and CAR for the shortest event window (± 1) at the 10% level. In line with the hypothesis, the 

individual regressions in Table 9 show a significant negative effect of high UA on the CARs. This is in 

line with the negative effect of high PD, being reasonable due to the high positive correlation between 

UA and PD as indicated in 3.2.3. Analogous to hypothesis 5.1, this indicate that only looking at the UA 

in isolation, the results are robust. However, taking all regression variables into account, UA is only 

significant for a short period around the event. 

H6.2: The degree of uncertainty avoidance will have the following moderating effect on the relationship 

between a cross-border M&A and a domestic M&A and the abnormal return. Acquiring firms from 

countries with high uncertainty avoidance will experience higher abnormal return in a domestic M&A 

at the announcement of the M&A-transaction. 

To examine the potential moderating effect of the UA, it has been tested if acquirors from countries with 

a high UA achieve higher CARs for domestic acquisitions. Contrary to the non-significant results for 

the DO variable (hypothesis 2), including the moderating variable UA results in a negative relationship 

between DO and the CARs (Table 12) for the shorter event windows (± 2 and ± 1). This relationship is 

significantly negative for the 3-and 5-day event period. This result has the opposite direction of what 

was assumed in hypothesis 6.2 meaning that, acquirors from countries with a high UA, cross-border 

M&As yield higher CARs. Therefore, hypothesis 6.2 has been rejected. 

Table 12: Regression of CAR on DO for the companies from high UA. 

  Estimate  t-value 
p-value 

(2-tailed) 

 p-value 

(<0) 

 p-value 

(>0) 

[-1,+1] -0.0067 -2.2946 0.0220 0.0110 0.9890 

[-2,+2] -0.0061 -1.6923 0.0909 0.0454 0.9546 

[-5,+5] -0.0022 -0.4388 0.6609 0.3305 0.6695 

[-10,+10] 0.0008 0.1232 0.9019 0.5490 0.4510 

 

H7.1: Acquirors from an individualistic country will experience higher abnormal returns than acquirors 

from a collectivistic country at the announcement of a M&A-transaction. 

The individual regression analysis indicates a significant relationship between IND and the CARs for 

the 5- and 21-day event period (Table 9). However, the direction of the relationship is the opposite of 

what was assumed in hypothesis 7.1, meaning that acquirors from an individualistic country experiences 
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lower abnormal return. In the multiple regression model displayed in Table 8, no significant results 

could be observed. Based on the empirical results, hypothesis 7.1 is rejected. 

H7.2: Acquirors from a collectivistic country acquiring a target from a collectivistic country will have 

a positive impact on the abnormal returns at the announcement of a M&A-transaction. 

To examine the potential effect arising from the acquiror and target having different scores on the IND-

COL scale, another regression was performed. Analogues to hypothesis 5.2, the oversampling approach 

has been used to adjust for imbalance between the groups (Appendix 24 & Appendix 25). The result in 

Table 13 show that there is a significant relationship between difference in Individualistic dimension 

and CAR for the 5-day period. In other words, acquirors from a collectivistic country acquiring a target 

from a collectivistic country has ha negative impact on the CAR. Thus, the observed effect is contrary 

to what was assumed in hypothesis 7.2. This is true for both the unadjusted and oversampling approach. 

In other words, the result is not in favor of hypothesis 7.2. 

Table 13: Regression of CAR on difference IND between target and acquiror. 

The p-value is corresponding to a one-tailed t-test (Ha: mean <0)  

 Without oversampling  With oversampling 

  Estimate  t-value  p-value   Estimate  t-value  p-value  

[-1,+1] -0.0002 -0.0932 0.4629  0.0002 0.1394 0.5554 

[-2,+2] -0.0045 -1.5729 0.0579  -0.0044 -2.7145 0.0033 

[-5,+5] 0.0018 0.4745 0.6824  0.0018 0.8281 0.7962 

[-10,+10] 0.0015 0.3165 0.6242  0.0011 0.4088 0.6586 

 

H8.1:Acquirors from a feminine country will experience higher abnormal returns than acquirors from 

a masculine country at the announcement of a M&A-transaction. 

As indicated by Table 9, acquirors from masculine countries experience lower CARs compared to ac-

quirors from a feminine country. This result is in line with hypothesis 8.1 and significant for all event 

period lengths. The result from the multiple regression model in Table 8, however, displays insignificant 

results for all event periods. Hence, the results support Hypothesis 8.1. 

H8.2: Acquirors from a masculine country acquiring a target from a masculine country will have a 

positive impact on the abnormal returns at the announcement of a M&A-transaction. 

To examine the potential effect stemming from the acquiror and target having different scores on the 

MAS scale, another regression was performed. Like hypothesis 5.2, the oversampling approach has been 

used to adjust for imbalance between the groups (Appendix 24 & Appendix 25). Table 14 shows that 

there is indeed a difference between the sample without and with oversampling; however, the relation-

ship is opposite to what was assumed in hypothesis 8.2. More precisely, for the 11-day period using the 
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oversampling approach, a negative relationship between the acquiror and target both being from mas-

culine countries and the CARs is observed. This relationship is significant at the 5% level. The remain-

ing event periods (± 10, ± 2 and ± 1) show a negative relationship which isn’t statistically significant. 

Overall, the results in Table 14 are not in favor of hypothesis 8.2. In other words, acquiror from a mas-

culine country who acquire a target from feminine countries experience higher CARs. 

Table 14: Regression of CAR on difference in MAS between target and acquiror. 

The p-value is corresponding to a one-tailed t-test (Ha: mean <0) 

 Without oversampling  With oversampling 

  Estimate  t-value  p-value   Estimate  t-value  p-value  

[-1,+1] -0.0019 -0.7028 0.2411  -0.0009 -0.6182 0.2682 

[-2,+2] -0.0032 -1.0780 0.1406  -0.0019 -1.1457 0.1260 

[-5,+5] -0.0013 -0.3310 0.3703  -0.0039 -1.7826 0.0374 

[-10,+10] -0.0018 -0.3545 0.3615  -0.0031 -1.1209 0.1312 

 

H9.2: Acquirors from a short-term oriented country acquiring a target from a short-term oriented coun-

try will have a positive impact on the abnormal returns at the announcement of a M&A-transaction. 

Starting with hypothesis 9.1, the results from the individual regression and full regression model both 

show that the variable LT doesn’t have a significant impact on the CAR of the acquiror and thus, hy-

pothesis 9.1 has been rejected. To examine the potential effect arising from the acquiror and target hav-

ing different scores on the LT scale, another regression was performed. The oversampling approach has 

been used to adjust for imbalance between the groups (Appendix 24 & Appendix 25). The results indi-

cate that there is a difference between the oversampling sample and the unadjusted sample. For the 

oversampling sample, Table 15 show significant results for the shorter event periods at the 5% level (± 

2 and ± 1). In other words, contrary to hypothesis 9.2, a difference in LT between the target and the 

acquiror result in positive CARs. The sample without oversampling shows a similar pattern; however, 

all results are insignificant. Overall, the outcome of the regression is not in favor of hypothesis 9.2 and 

indicate that acquirors from a short-term oriented country acquiring targets from long-term oriented 

countries has a positive effect on the CARs. 
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Table 15: Regression of CAR on difference in LT between target and acquiror. 

The p-value is corresponding to a one tailed t-test (Ha: mean <0) 

 Without oversampling  With oversampling 

  Estimate  t-value  p-value   Estimate  t-value  p-value  

[-1,+1] -0.0017 -0.6672 0.2524  -0.0030 -2.0123 0.0221 

[-2,+2] -0.0035 -1.1966 0.1158  -0.0029 -1.7409 0.0409 

[-5,+5] 0.0009 0.2373 0.5938  0.0005 0.2381 0.5941 

[-10,+10] 0.0024 0.4893 0.6877  0.0036 1.2614 0.8964 

H10.1: Acquirors from an indulgent country will experience higher abnormal returns than acquirors 

from a restrained country at the announcement of a M&A-transaction. 

For the individual regression displayed in Table 9, the INDUL shows positive significance at the 1% 

level for all event periods and hence, the results are in line with hypothesis 10.1. In contrast, the multiple 

regression in Table 8 indicate the opposite, with the INDUL having a negative effect on the CARs, but 

only significant at the 10% level for the 3-day event period. This is rather surprising due to the high 

negative correlation between INDUL and UA, meaning that it would have been expected that the results 

of the INDUL would be the opposite of what was observed for the UA variable, as is observed for the 

individual regressions in Table 9. 

H10.2: Restrained countries will have the following moderating effect on the relationship between a 

cross-border M&A and a domestic M&A and the abnormal return. The abnormal return of acquirors 

from restrained countries will be positively correlated with a domestic M&A at the announcement of a 

M&A-transaction. 

To examine the potential moderating effect of the INDUL variable, it has been tested if acquirors from 

restrained countries achieve higher CARs for domestic acquisitions. The results indicate that acquirors 

from restrained countries, acquiring a target from the same country (a domestic M&A), experience lower 

return CARs compared to cross-border M&A (Table 16). This relationship is significant for the 3-day 

and 5-day event periods at the 1% and 5% level respectively. This result conflicts with hypothesis 10.2 

and hence, it is rejected. 
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Table 16: Regression of CAR on DO for firms from retrained countries. 

  Estimate  t-value 
p-value 

(2-tailed) 

 p-value 

(<0) 

 p-value 

(>0) 

[-1,+1] 0.0028 -2.7184 0.0067 0.0033 0.9967 

[-2,+2] 0.0035 -2.1404 0.0325 0.0163 0.9837 

[-5,+5] 0.0047 -0.9690 0.3328 0.1664 0.8336 

[-10,+10] 0.0060 -0.6659 0.5056 0.2528 0.7472 

4.2.3. Deal characteristics 

H11.1: M&A-transactions which are offered in cash result in higher abnormal return for the acquiror 

at the announcement of a M&A transaction. 

To verify hypotheses 11, three dummy variables has been used for the regressions, C, S and M. Table 9 

shows that C has a positive effect on the CAR. The effect is significant for the 3-day, 5-day and 21-day 

event period. This is in line with hypothesis 11.1 and previous literature which mainly observed that C 

has a positive effect on the CAR of the acquiring firm. In the multiple regression model, all results are 

positive but insignificant. 

H11.2: M&A transactions which are offered in with shares result in lower abnormal return for the 

acquiror at the announcement of a M&A transaction. 

To further investigate the effect of the payment method, S has been examined. Surprisingly, the result 

in Table 9 indicate the opposite of what was assumed in hypothesis 11.2. It shows positive coefficients 

with low p-values indicating significance at the 5% level for all event periods but the longest one. Thus, 

S positively influence the CAR. In the multiple regression model, the relationship is positive but insig-

nificant. Given the above, hypothesis 11.2 is rejected. 

H11.4: M&A-transactions which are paid in cash result in higher abnormal return for the acquiror 

compared to M&A-transactions paid with shares at the announcement of a M&A transaction. 

As shown above, both C and S are positively influencing the CAR. To investigate if C result in higher 

abnormal return compared to S, a two-sample t-test has been carried out as described in section 3.2.1.12. 

Table 17 shows that only the longest event period result in significant returns which are in line hypoth-

esis 11.4. For the remaining periods (± 5, ± 2 and ± 1) the effect is contrary to our hypothesis, i.e. S 

result in higher CAR for the acquiring firm. This indicates that the returns which occur further away 

from the announcement are larger for payments using cash. The results are in line with the study from 

Mateev (2017) but contrary to most studies which investigated effect of cash payments. (Martynova & 

Renneboog, 2006). To further investigate this, the AAR for C and S are displayed in Figure 12. There, 

both payment methods show similar patterns. However, after day +8, the AAR of C exceeds the AAR 
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of S. Likewise, the ACAR for C is higher for the 21-day-period (2.02%) compared to the 11-day-period 

(1.90%), whereas the ACAR for S is lower for the 21-day event period compared to the 11-dat event 

period (1.91% vs. 2.38%, respectively). This indicates that the short-term ACAR around the announce-

ment date is higher for S, while C exceeds the ACAR of S in the wider event periods. 

Furthermore, additional tests have been carried out to investigate if there might be other explanation for 

the difference between C and S. Therefore, different country specific moderating variables have been 

tested and significant values for a subsample of firm from high UA countries was found. To verify if 

this difference is significant, a two-sample t-test has been carried out. Table 17 shows that C result in a 

significantly higher ACAR compared to S for all event periods. Further, the moderating effect of com-

pany specific variables was investigated and a significantly positive relationship for the variable NPA. 

Hence cash offers from experienced acquirors yield higher abnormal returns compared to stock offers 

from experienced acquirors. This is true for all event periods. 

Summarizing, the CAR stemming from M&A transactions offered in cash compared to M&A-transac-

tions offered in stocks depends on factors like the time horizon and additional moderating variables. 

However, hypothesis 11.4 is supported in the 21-day event period using the full sample and for all event 

periods using high UA and previous M&A experience as moderating variables. 

Table 17: Two sample t-test on cash vs. shares offers with different moderating variables. 

 Total sample  High UA   Frequent acquiror 

   t-value  p-value    t-value  p-value    t-value  p-value  

[-1,+1] -17.8254 1.0000  1.6808 0.0476  8.5779 0.0000 

[-2,+2] -21.6020 1.0000  3.0086 0.0016  1.7395 0.0418 

[-5,+5] -18.6665 1.0000  6.9325 0.0000  6.5893 0.0000 

[-10,+10] 3.5961 0.0002  20.9807 0.0000  14.6330 0.0000 
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Days Cash Shares 

-10 -0.06% -0.02% 

-9 0.00% -0.05% 

-8 -0.01% 0.09% 

-7 -0.04% -0.11% 

-6 0.05% -0.08% 

-5 -0.05% 0.07% 

-4 -0.02% -0.01% 

-3 -0.08% -0.01% 

-2 0.07% 0.12% 

-1 0.06% -0.06% 

0 1.15% 1.39% 

1 0.61% 0.72% 

2 0.00% 0.09% 

3 0.13% -0.12% 

4 -0.01% 0.12% 

5 0.04% 0.07% 

6 0.15% 0.03% 

7 -0.03% 0.08% 

8 0.03% -0.26% 

9 0.03% -0.17% 

10 0.00% 0.02% 

Figure 12: AAR for C and S. 

4.2.4. Company specific characteristics 

H14: Previous M&A experience of the acquiring firm will result in lower abnormal return for the ac-

quiring firm at the announcement of a M&A transaction. 

The multiple regression in Table 8 shows that NPA has a negative and significant effect on the CAR at 

the 5% level for all event period lengths accept the longest, there the negative effect was significant at 

the 10% level. This means that a frequent acquiror have a lower CAR compared to a non-frequent ac-

quiror. This result could be confirmed by the individual regression in Table 9. For all event-periods the 

relationship is negative and significant at the 1% level, being in line with Hypothesis 14 and previous 

literature. 

H15: The abnormal return of the acquiring firm will be lower if the target firm is listed at the announce-

ment of a M&A transaction. 

In line with hypothesis 15, Table 9 indicate that the M&A involving an unlisted target positively influ-

ences the CAR of the acquiring firm. This effect, however, is only significant for the 11-day event 
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period. For the multiple regression, no significant results could be observed. Nevertheless, the empirical 

results are in favor of Hypothesis 15. 

4.2.5. Accounting characteristics 

H16:Larger acquiring firms will experience lower abnormal returns at the announcement of a M&A 

transaction. 

The results in Table 8 indicate that the MC has a significantly negative effect on the CAR of the acquiror, 

and the results being significant at the 1% level for all event period lengths. This result supports the 

theoretical arguments that large companies may encounter increasing complexity as the company grows, 

such as cross-border cultural barriers, complex IT systems, and inefficient communication between em-

ployees. In addition, the result also supports Gorton et al.'s (2009) argument that large companies tend 

to overpay for their corporate M&As, which obviously has a negative Impact on transaction returns. 

The results of the individual regression in Table 9 are in line with the multiple regression in which 

positive and significant results at the 1% level could be observed for all event periods. Hence, the em-

pirical results support hypothesis 16. 

H17: Higher market-to-book value will result in lower abnormal return for the acquiring firm at the 

announcement of a M&A transaction. 

As mentioned in section 2.2.5.2, high market-to-book of the target (growth firm) result in a negative 

stock reaction for the acquiring firm according to Goergen and Renneboog, (2004) while Alhenawi and 

Stilwell (2017) found that a low MVBV has a positive but insignificant effect on the CAR. However, 

the results found in this study indicate a positive relationship between MVBV and CAR (Table 8). This 

is true for all event periods, both for the multiple and individual regression model (Table 9). Thus, a 

higher MVBV of the acquiror (growth firm) will positively influence the CAR. This finding is consistent 

with the theoretical argument of Fama and French (1993) who expect high CARs for firms with a high 

market-to-book, and hence, hypothesis 17 can be rejected. 

H18: A higher Q-Ratio of the acquiring firm will result in lower abnormal returns at the announcement 

of a M&A transaction. 

The next variable to be described is the Q-Ratio, which can provide an indication of the management’s 

competence and the overall health of the company. Table 8 shows that there is a negative significant 

relationship between QR and CAR for all event periods. Thus, a higher QR of the acquiror will nega-

tively affect the CAR, which is in line with hypothesis 18. This result is rather surprising given the high 

positive correlation with the MVBV and a similar effect would have been expected. However, the indi-

vidual regression in Table 9 could not confirm the results from the multiple regression since the results 
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from the individual regression model are insignificant for all event periods. As discussed in section 

4.1.2, these diverging results might be due to multicollinearity. 

H19: A higher sales growth of the acquiror will result in a higher abnormal return at the announcement 

of a M&A transaction. 

Analogous to hypothesis 17, Alhenawi and Stilwell (2017) state that M&A value creation depend on the 

pre-merger financial ratios of both the target and the acquiror. The results in Table 8 are in line with 

Alhenawi and Stilwell (2017), stating that the multiple regression model indicates a positive relation 

between the SG of the acquiror and the CAR for the five-day event period, with a significance level of 

5%. Contrary, for the widest 21-day period negative but insignificant results are observed. These results 

could be confirmed by the individual regression in Table 9 in which both the three- and five-day event 

period displays significance at the 10% and 5% significant level respectively. Overall, the empirical 

results are in favor of Hypothesis 19, but only for the short time periods (± 2 and ± 1). 

H20: A higher EBITDA growth of the acquiror will result in a higher abnormal return at the announce-

ment of a M&A transaction. 

Table 8 reports a significant negative relationship at the 5% level for all event-periods between the EG 

and CAR, meaning that acquiring firms with a higher EG experience lower CARs. Similarly, the indi-

vidual regression results in Table 9 show a negative relationship. However, here, the results for the 3-

day and 5-day event period are insignificant. Hence, the results are contrary to Hypothesis 20 and the 

hypothesis is rejected. 

H22: A higher ROIC of the acquiror will result in a higher abnormal return at the announcement of a 

M&A transaction. 

The results regarding the effect of the ROIC are mixed. In the full regression model displayed in Table 

8, a significantly negative relationship between the ROIC and CAR has been observed for the 11-day 

event period. All other event periods display insignificant results. However, the individual regression 

model in Table 9 shows positive results for the 3-day, 5-day and 21-day period and negative for the 11-

day period, but all results are insignificant. Overall, the only significant obtained result is going against 

hypothesis 22. 

H23: A lower effective tax rate of the acquiror will result in a higher abnormal return at the announce-

ment of a M&A transaction. 

The results indicate that a higher TR result in significantly higher CARs. In the multiple regression 

model shown in Table 8, and was significant at the 10% level for the 11-day event period only. This 

finding could be confirmed by the individual regression in Table 9. The table indicate a significant effect 
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contrary to hypothesis 23 for all event periods. Overall, the results show that higher TRs positively 

influence the CAR and hypothesis 23 is rejected. 

H24: A higher debt-to-asset-ratio of the acquiror will result in a higher abnormal return at the an-

nouncement of an M&A transaction. 

Surprisingly, for the underlying sample, Table 8 show a result of the opposite direction of what was 

assumed in hypothesis 24, i.e. higher DTA result in lower CARs. For the multiple regression this rela-

tionship is significant at the 5% level for the intermediate event periods only (± 5 and ± 11). Similarly, 

the individual regression results in Table 9 indicate a relationship contrary to the formulated hypothesis 

for all event periods. Thus, acquirors with a high DTA, experience lower CAR. Overall, the empirical 

results contradict Hypothesis 24. 

The tests of the remaining hypothesis do not result in significant returns neither for the multiple nor 

individual the regression (Table 8 & Table 9) and thus are not further discussed in this study. Hence, 

these hypotheses will not be further discussed going forward. 

4.3. Reduced regression model  

In this section the reduced regression model is presented and analyzed. The reduced model contains only 

significant variables, as one of the objectives of this study is to create a model that best describes the 

relationship between CAR and the independent variables. Hence, variables that are aren’t significant 

and hence, does not contribute to the explanation and understanding of the abnormal return, has been 

excluded. The exclusion process was carried out by removing the most insignificant variable from the 

full regression model one by one, until only significant variables remained, leaving a reduced model 

containing only variables with a p-value lower than 0.1. Table 18 display the reduced model for all event 

periods and shows the beta estimate and p-value for each variable. Here, the variables NPA, MC, MVBV 

and QR are all significant at the 1% level for all event periods. This is in line with the findings in the 

full regression model displayed in Table 8. Furthermore, the magnitude and direction of the beta coef-

ficients for the above variables is very similar as to the results in the full regression model. The direction 

of the beta coefficient of DO remains the same in the reduced model but has become significant at the 

5% level for the five-day event window, which can be compared to the variable being insignificant for 

all event periods in the full model. CI has gained an overall significance in the reduced model as it is 

now significant at the 5% level for the three- and five-day event window and at the 1% level for the 21-

day event window. This can be compared to the variable only being significant at the 10% level for the 

three- and 21-day event window.  
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The only Hofstede variable that has not been included in the reduced model is IND. In the reduced 

model, PD has gained significance for the 11-day event window at the 1% level compared to the full 

model in which only the 21-day event period showed significant results. In the reduced model, UA 

displays significant results at the 1%- and 5% level for the three- and five-day event window respec-

tively. This can be compared to only displaying significant results at the 10% level for the shortest event 

window in the full model. Both MAS and LT were insignificant for all event periods in the full model 

but show significance in the reduced model at the 5% level for the 11- and three-day event window 

respectively. Furthermore, INDUL gained significance in the reduced model as it goes from form only 

being significant at the 10% level in the three-day event window to showing significant results for both 

the three- and five-day event window at the 5% level.  

In line with the full regression model no deal specific variables are included in the reduced model, as 

they were all insignificant. Moving to the accounting variables, SG and EG has not changed significantly 

compared to the full model as the variables still display the same significance level, the same directions 

of the beta coefficients for the same event windows. However, when analyzing the effect on TR and 

DTA, both variables has been affected by the reduced model. TR now shows significant results at both 

the five- and 11-day event window at the 10% and 5% level respectively. This can be compared to the 

full model in which TR only shows significant results for the 11-day event window. The DTA, on the 

other hand, show weaker significance as it were significant at the 5% level for both the five- and 11-day 

event window in the full model, but only displays significance at the 10% level for the five-day event 

window. 

Shedding light on the adjusted R-squared, the reduced model (Table 18) displays higher explanatory 

power for all event periods compared to the full regression model in Table 8. Hence, indicating that the 

reduced model is superior to the full model, both in terms of simplicity and in explaining the variation 

of the CAR. However, when assessing the magnitude of the adjusted R-squared, it is clear that neither 

model is a particular good fit in terms of explanatory power as neither model has an adjusted R-squared 

materially above 5%. Looking at the adjusted R-squared of the individual regression models in Table 9, 

MC is the variable with the highest adjusted R-squared of 2.98%, accounting for over 50% of either 

model’s total explanatory power. Hence, the adjusted R-squared obtained from the full, reduced and 

individual regression model must be considered low. Relating the R-squared of this paper to R-squared 

of similar research, it is not uncommon observe relatively low R-squared. For instance, Martynova and 

Renneboog (2011) overserved an adjusted R-squared of 6% for a three-day event period. 
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Table 18: Reduced model for different event periods. 

Blank cells display that the variable is not significant for that time period 

  CAR [−1, +1]   CAR [-2, +2]   CAR [−5, +5]   CAR [-10, +10] 

  Coef 

p-

value   Coef 

p-

value   Coef 

p-

value   Coef 

p-

value 

(Inter-

cept) 0.0525 0.0000  0.0561 0.0000  0.0566 0.0000  0.0414 0.0000 

DO    -0.0053 0.0289       
CI 0.0053 0.0336  0.0058 0.0275     0.0125 0.0039 

PD       -0.0151 0.0000  -0.0081 0.0885 

UA -0.0159 0.0038  -0.0141 0.0145       

MAS       -0.0089 0.0065    

LT 0.0050 0.0424          

INDUL -0.0110 0.0203   -0.0115 0.0312             

NPA -0.0056 0.0074   -0.0059 0.0134   -0.0076 0.0160   -0.0084 0.0369 

MC -0.0042 0.0000  -0.0039 0.0000  -0.0050 0.0000  -0.0038 0.0001 

MVBV 0.0078 0.0000  0.0101 0.0000  0.0152 0.0000  0.0182 0.0000 

QR -0.0098 0.0021  -0.0132 0.0004  -0.0207 0.0000  -0.0307 0.0000 

SG    0.0001 0.0838       

EG 0.0000 0.0277  0.0000 0.0139  0.0000 0.0090  -0.0001 0.0125 

TR    0.0001 0.0788  0.0001 0.0219    

DTA       -0.0001 0.0828             

            

Adj. R2 5.02%   4.40%   4.32%   2.91% 

4.4. Robustness 

In the following section, a short summarize of the preformed robustness tests will be outlined. Robust-

ness is defined as reproducibility of a test in the presence of small changes in the inputs for the model 

and helps strengthen the reliability of the model (Bell, 2012). 

Firstly, four different event periods were applied to examine the data’s sensitivity to differences in time. 

This enable the paper to evaluate if the results are only valid for a short time frame around the event 

date (± 1) or if such effect occurs for a wider period as well (± 10). On the one side, with narrow event 

windows we maximize the signal-to-noise ratio, i.e. we have a higher likelihood that the effect we cap-

tured is due to the event. On the other side, with a wider period, we can capture both pre-M&A an-

nouncement date price run-up and the effect of information which are published after the announcement 

(Servaes, & Zenner, 1996). 

Secondly, to obtain reliable estimations of the normal returns used in the event study, a wide estimation 

period (200 days) was applied to avoid sensitivity to short-term economic movements and to increase 
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prediction accuracy (Benninga, 2014). Thirdly, in addition to the event study approach by MacKinlay 

(1997), the RANK and GRANK test was carried out to adjust for potential cross-sectional correlation 

and for non-normal distributed data. These are non-parametric tests and therefore these are not based on 

the assumption that the data needs to be normally distributed (Ahern, 2009; Corrado, 2011; MacKinlay, 

1997). To investigate problems with multicollinearity, individual regression for all regression variables 

were carried out in addition to the multiple regression model. Furthermore, the highly correlated varia-

bles were excluded to evaluate if there is a significant difference between the full model and the adjusted 

model (Graham, 2003; Khan et al., 2012; Tay, 2017). 

Fourthly, different selection criteria were evaluated. For instance, it has been investigated if relevant 

and significant results might be achieved by including the undisclosed payment methods. Appendix 27 

shows the ACARs and p-values for the simple t-test, the RANK test and the GRANK test for a sample 

which includes undisclosed payment and one sample which excludes undisclosed payments. We find 

that undisclosed M&As yield lower AAR compared to the remaining means of payments and thus, to 

capture this effect we include it in the final sample. This is in line with Martynova & Renneboog (2006) 

who used the same approach. Furthermore, it has been investigated if the choice of market index as the 

market proxy affects the results. Appendix 26 indicate that there is no significant difference between 

market indices, and hence, the results are robust. Lastly, two different methods for calculating the ab-

normal return were applied. As explained in section 3.1.3, the EURO STOXX 600 was compared with 

using country level indices. The results showed that there was no major difference between the indices 

and therefore the country level indices were chosen to capture country specific effects.  
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5. Discussion of empirical results 

In this section, the results are evaluated in a theoretical and empirical perspective complemented by a 

critical discussion. The purpose of the evaluation is to shed light on those factors that may have influ-

enced the results to ensure that the obtained results are assessed from a critical perspective. To critical 

access the results, they are discussed in relation to previous studies and potential differences and simi-

larities are examined. 

5.1. Summary of empirical results 

Table 19 below shows the conclusions of the hypothesizes developed in Section 2.2. The significant 

column describes whether the hypothesizes became significant. It does not indicate whether to reject or 

support the hypothesizes. This is indicated by the third column. 

Table 19: Overview of hypothesis and indication of significance. 

() indicate that the results are in favor of the hypothesis for some event periods but contrary for other event periods. 

Hypothesis Signifi-

cant? 

Support 

hypothesis 

H1: Abnormal return for acquiring firms ✓  
H2: Domestic    
H3: United Kingdom ✓ ✓ 
H4: Corruption index ✓ ✓ 
H5.1: Power Distance ✓ ✓ 
H5.2: Difference in Power Distance ✓ ✓ 
H6.1: Uncertainty avoidance ✓ ✓ 
H6.2: High Uncertainty Avoidance firms and domestic M&A ✓  
H7.1: Individualism ✓  
H7.2: Difference in Individualism ✓  
H8.1: Masculinity ✓ ✓ 
H8.2: Difference in Masculinity ✓  
H9.1: Long-term orientation   
H9.2: Difference in Long-term orientation ✓  
H10.1: Indulgence ✓ ✓ 
H10.2: Restraint firms and domestic M&A ✓  
H11.1: Cash offer ✓ ✓ 
H11.2: Stock offer ✓  
H11.3: Mixed offer   
H11.4: Cash vs. stock offer ✓ (✓) 
H12: Focused M&A   
H13: Control structure   
H14: Number of previous acquired firms ✓ ✓ 
H15: Listed  ✓ ✓ 
H16: Market Capitalization ✓ ✓ 
H17: Market-to-book-value ✓  
H18: Q-Ratio ✓ ✓ 
H19: Sales Growth ✓ ✓ 
H20: EBITDA growth ✓  
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H21: Return on Equity   
H22: Return on Invested Capital ✓  
H23: Effective tax rate ✓  
H24: Debt-to-asset-ratio ✓  

5.2. Value creation in M&As  

Section 4.1 showed that European acquirors experienced a significant ACAR between 1.59% to 1.69%. 

The RANK and GRANK test indicate that cross-sectional correlation is only a minor problem for this 

study since the results are in line with the simple t-test from the approach suggested by MacKinlay 

(1997). 

The empirical findings are in line with similar European M&A studies, such as Martynova & Renneboog 

(2006) and Craninckx & Huyghebaert (2015). Both studies yield significantly positive results, however, 

Craninckx & Huyghebaert (2015) achieved lower CAR (0.35%) compared to this study and to the study 

of Martynova & Renneboog (2006). One reason might be that they used a much smaller sample and 

listed targets only. This could indicate a strong influence of unlisted targets on the abnormal return, 

which have been tested by hypothesis 15 and will be discussed in Section 5.4. The study of Martynova 

& Renneboog (2006), on the other hand, is more like this study as they use listed and unlisted targets 

and have a similar sample size. The major difference is the time frame. Martynova & Renneboog (2006) 

examined European M&A in a period from 1993 to 2001. Nevertheless, the results support the findings 

of this study. 

Contrary to the findings in this paper, several studies have shown that acquirors experience a negative 

abnormal return around the event day (Andrade et al., 2001; Bouwman et al., 2009; Campa & Hernando, 

2004). One possible explanation for the difference might be, as indicated in the data section (3.1.3), due 

to the use and application of different country specific stock indices. The choice of stock index is to a 

certain extent subjective will have an impact on the calculation of the expected return, which subse-

quently will impact the calculation of the abnormal return. This part required a subjective methodolog-

ical choice since not all countries have their own index and even when an individual index is available, 

it is still subjective what index to choose. These events were subject to what was deemed the best ap-

proximation of the stock market and risk profile of the country in question. Certain observations, being 

from small countries were assigned to another country´s market index when the expected returns were 

calculated (see section 3.1.3). In addition, the sample size in this paper is different from that of Campa 

& Hernando (2004) and the studies of Andrade et al. (2001) and Bouwman et al. (2009) investigated US 

firms. A potential difference between European and US market could be interesting to investigate further 

in future studies. 
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Most event studies observe that value creation appears around the announcement date (Campa & Her-

nando, 2004). However, this is not true for this study. This study obtained the greatest ACAR in the 5-

day event period (1.69%) and the second greatest ACAR in the 11-day (1.68%), followed by the 21-day 

period (1.60%) and 3-day (1.59%). This indicates that on average, the market needs more than one day 

to incorporate the effect of a M&A transaction. This may be due to the complexity of the M&A, meaning 

that the market needs more time evaluating the value of the trade and incorporating it into the stock 

price. This may also be because not all relevant information is provided on the day of the announcement 

and subsequent information may lead to a subsequent abnormal price movement. 

The significant positive relationship between European M&As and abnormal return indicate that the 

acquiror can capitalize on the synergies and create value. Thus, the results are in favor of the main 

research question and indicate that M&A announcements influence the short-term abnormal returns of 

acquiring firms in Europe. 

5.3. Country specific characteristics 

For the 11-day event period, acquirors from the UK taking part in a M&A transaction observe signifi-

cantly higher CAR compared to acquirors from CE, confirming hypothesis 3. For the other event-period 

lengths, no significant results were found. This is in line with most of the previous literature. Goergen 

and Renneboog (2004) conducted a similar study and found that when a firm from the UK is involved 

in a M&A transaction, the abnormal return is higher compared to a M&A in which the acquiror is from 

CE, supporting the results of this study. However, they found significance for shorter event periods as 

well (2-day and 4-day periods). Higher value creation for M&As involving UK acquirors compared to 

acquirors from CE could either be an indication that the market expects difficulties in handling the 

subsequent integration process and therefore expect lower M&A synergies for acquirors being from CE 

or, that acquirors in CE pay relatively larger bid premiums to capture potential M&A synergies. 

In contrast, the results of this study could not be confirmed by the findings of Martynova and Renneboog 

(2011) who concluded that acquiring UK firms gain a significantly lower abnormal returns compared to 

Continental Europe acquirors. The M&A market is incredibly shaped by the regulation and legal rela-

tionship under which firms operate and the takeover legislation in the UK is stricter relative to that of 

CE countries (Goergen et al., 2005). The target shareholders are better protected from expropriation by 

the UK regulation, and it gives target shareholders more power to achieve higher premiums in M&A 

negotiations (Goergen et al., 2005). As shown in Appendix 30, acquirors from the UK tend to engage in 

domestic M&As more often (81.20%), compared to acquirors from CE (54.05%). This should result in 

lower abnormal returns for UK acquirors due to higher premiums for UK targets. However, according 

to Goergen et al. (2005), the European takeover regulation converges to the UK regime, which might 
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explain why this study only obtained significant results for the 11-day event period; however, the dif-

ference in results between UK and CE in this study indicate the convergence process is not completed 

yet. 

A variable which represents the stability of the political system and therefore might influence the success 

of M&As is CI. The results indicate a positive and significant influence of the CI. In other words, an 

acquiror from a country with high corruption experience lower CARs. This is in line with previous 

literature. Corruption in the form of rent seeking has proven to be harmful as it increases firm’s trans-

action cost, uncertainty, and are associated with poor investments (Mauro, 1995; Shleifer & Vishny, 

1993). Nguyen et al. (2020) found that higher corruption would affect acquirers to pay higher bid pre-

miums, leading to lower value creation for the shareholders of the acquiring firm. Since the degree of 

corruption and rent seeking puts firms under pressure to protect their assets, they are willing to offer 

higher bid premiums to execute a quick transaction (Nguyen et al., 2020; Smith, 2016). In other words, 

countries suffering from a high degree of corruption face problems of overpayment which, according to 

the principal agency theory can be explained by managers acting rationally to maximize their own utility 

at the expense of corporate interests and shareholder value. Thus, higher corruption and managers acting 

in favor of themselves and not in favor of the firm, negatively influence the abnormal return stemming 

from a M&A. 

European countries differ substantially in terms of Hofstede’s cultural dimensions and has proven to be 

a factor influencing the abnormal return at the announcement of a M&A. 

The results have confirmed both hypothesis 5.1 and 5.2. Starting with hypothesis 5.1, the results indicate 

that investors view M&As by acquirors from countries characterized as having a high degree of PD 

negatively. Relating this to the Hofstede’s (1980a) theory, the high degree of PD may come across as 

being a potential factor of friction and hence, possibly affecting the integration of two firms negatively, 

which in turn, might explain the negative effect on the abnormal return. With regards to hypothesis 5.2, 

Hofstede (1980a) states that the society believe that power is, and should be, distributed unequally in a 

country with a high degree of PD. It would therefore be plausible to assume that acquirers from countries 

with a high degree of PD would expect their target firms to comply with a clearly defined chain of 

command and hierarchy structure. However, integrating two firms may pose to be both difficult and 

challenging, especially if the target firm is from a country with a low degree of PD. If that is the case, 

the target may be accustomed to a flat organization with the possibility of having significant influence 

over the firm’s operations. Due to this mismatch in expectations, it appears likely that friction between 

the acquirer and the target may occur. This potential friction appears to be viewed negatively by inves-

tors, hence, possibly being a factor explaining the negative beta coefficient obtained in the regression 

analysis. Worth mentioning is that this variable was only significant in the 21-day event period in the 
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full model, and only significant at the 11- and 21-day period in the reduced model. Furthermore, in the 

simple regression model, the variable displayed significant results for all time periods. As discussed in 

section 4.2.2, this pattern is in line with effects that may stem from multicollinearity. 

The results show that the variable UA is significant and provide support for hypothesis 6.1, however, 

for hypothesis 6.2 the statistical relationship had the opposite direction of what was assumed. Hence, 

the results indicate that the additional uncertainty that the acquirer is exposed to in an M&A, is a factor 

that investors take into consideration. Given the negative relationship between greater UA and the ab-

normal return, investors appear to view this negatively and hence, resulting in that acquiring firms form 

countries being characterized as having a high degree of UA, experience lower CARs. Possibly, this is 

an effect due to that firms from a high degree of UA don’t cope with uncertainty well (Hofstede, 1980a; 

Hofstede, 1980b) which in turn can affect the effectiveness and the outcome of the decision-making 

process which could possibly lead to poorer results. 

However, investors seem to have a different view when an acquirer acquire a target outside the home 

country. Intuitively, it would seem plausible that acquiring a foreign firm exposes the firm with even 

more uncertainty and hence, should yield lower abnormal returns compared to acquiring a domestic 

firm. This was not the case for this study. One possible explanation could come from one of the synergy 

effects that can arise from a M&A transaction. Acquiring a foreign firm, might increase the acquirer’s 

chances of gaining larger market shares. In line with the argument by Sudarsanam (2003) additional 

value creation occurs when the acquiring firm gains greater market power through horizontal integration 

in which the acquirer acquires a target being at the same stage in the value chain. This way, the acquirer 

is positioned to control various aspects of the market, including prices, and if the acquiring firm already 

dominates the domestic market, acquiring a foreign target would better support the objective of control-

ling and dominating the market. However, this is beyond the scope of this study and further research 

would need to be conducted before drawing any conclusions.  

Neither hypothesis 7.1 nor 7.2 gained any support from the results. This is surprising since being able 

to lead is an established ideal in an individualistic country (Hofstede, 1980a; Hofstede, 1980b), support-

ing the belief that firms from individualistic countries both encourages and aspires to develop good 

leaders, being an important aspect of running a successful business. However, if there is an excessive 

emphasis on the leadership and for the individual to express an opinion, there would potentially not be 

enough emphasis on learning to work in a group and cooperate, possibly causing less efficient busi-

nesses. 

It was even more surprising when hypothesis 7.2 showed significant results but with an opposite direc-

tion of what was assumed. The interpretation of this result is that firms from countries that generally 

don’t encourage qualities of a leader, acquire a firm from a country that generally don’t encourage 
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subordination, generates higher returns. This result doesn’t have support from the cultural dimensions 

of Hofstede (1980a). One possible explanation to this surprising result is that firms being from countries 

that advocate cooperation and conforming to the organization’s best interest might be better at allowing 

a skilled and competent management within a target firm to have autonomy in performing their job. If 

the acquiring firm realizes that the management of the target firm has superior knowledge about the 

market, business, competitors, and customers, that may well lead to better performance, which in turn 

would likely lead to higher returns. 

The results from the variable MAS support hypothesis 8.1 but not hypothesis 8.2. Hence, investors ap-

pear to put more faith into acquirors that originate from a country characterized by feminine values. 

Possibly, the ongoing trend in broad parts of Europe in which gender equality gains more momentum 

(Albright, 2018; Albright, 2020) leads to that feminine countries, which are characterized by a society 

where sex roles are fluid and with a strive for gender equality (Hofstede, 1980a; Hofstede, 1980b) is 

more sustainable and hence, a better investment. 

Furthermore, the explanation for why the study obtained results in the opposite direction of what was 

assumed in hypothesis 8.2 might be found in the dynamic stemming from the main motivating drivers 

in each respective society. When the acquiror and target are both from masculine countries, both are 

mainly motivated by materialistic rewards, such as money (Hofstede, 1980a; Hofstede, 1980b), possibly 

leading to that the acquiror needs to pay a higher bid premium, resulting in a lower return. For masculine 

acquirors acquiring a target from a feminine country however, money isn’t as important. In feminine 

countries, softer values are central, such as the work environment and colleagues (Hofstede, 1980a; 

Hofstede, 1980b). People are motivated by helping others and providing a service, rather than money 

and materialistic things and it would be reasonable to assume that these targets might settle for a lower 

bid premium if the softer values are being accommodated. However, further research needs to be con-

ducted before any conclusions can be established.  

The regression analysis generated insignificant results for hypothesis 9.1. However, for hypothesis 9.2, 

significant results were obtained, but with an opposite direction of what was assumed. The result for 

hypothesis 9.2 is surprising since having the virtue of perseverance and being patient in terms of profit-

ability in a long-term oriented country is clearly not in line with the objectives of the typical short-term 

oriented firm where today´s bottom line is the primary focus (Hofstede, 1980a). This result could be 

explained by the investment and sustainability strategies that characterizes firms in long-term oriented 

countries. In line with the overall characteristics of LT, people are concerned about the profits of the 

firm in ten years rather than the profits this year and focus is to enable this long-term goal by sustainable 

investments and gaining a preferable market position. If this is true, then there is a possibility that target 
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firms embracing this strategy are better managed and positioned compared to firms from short-term 

oriented countries, hence, benefitting the acquiror by generating better future returns.  

Both hypothesis 10.1 and 10.2 proved to be significant, however, the result for hypothesis 10.2 had the 

opposite direction of what was expected. Shedding light on hypothesis 10.1, the inherent positive atti-

tude, and openness, being central characteristics of an indulgent society, are factors that are viewed upon 

positively by investors, whereas the inherent pessimism and cynicism which characterizes restrained 

countries is viewed upon negatively. Furthermore, the more frequent interaction with other countries 

taking place in indulgent countries might be reflected in the views of investors as being beneficial and 

enrich the development, both on a societal and firm specific level.  

Continuing the analysis with hypothesis 10.2, this was too a surprising result. One possible explanation 

to why a cross-border M&A generates a higher CAR for the acquirors being from a restrained country, 

might be due to that the other country is also classified as restrained and hence, sharing similar values 

which improves the chances of gaining higher CARs. Another possible explanation could be to revisit 

the synergy effects of a cross-border M&A. Acquiring a foreign firm, might increase the acquirer’s 

chances of gaining larger market shares. In line with the argument by Sudarsanam (2003) additional 

value creation occurs when the acquiring firm gains greater market power through horizontal integration 

in which the acquirer acquires a target being at the same stage in the value chain. This way the acquirer 

has a greater ability to control various aspects of the market, including prices. If the acquiring firm 

already dominates the domestic market, acquiring a foreign target would better support the objective of 

controlling and dominating the market. However, this is beyond the scope of this study and further 

research would need to be conducted to establish this conclusion. 

5.4. Deal characteristics 

Different payment methods have a significant effect on the CAR as shown by the empirical results 

presented in section 4.2.3. Share-based bids are expected to have a negative price reaction and cash bids 

are expected to generate a positive effect on the stock price (Hansen, 1987). Several studies have found 

negative abnormal returns for M&As paid with shares (Bouwman et al. 2009; Hazelkorn et al., 2004), 

while the results of this study indicate that both C and S are value adding which is in line with hypothesis 

11.1 and contrary to 11.2. 

However, hypothesis 11.4 which assumes that C will generate higher CARs compared to S, is only 

supported in the 21-day event period. In other words, M&A transactions paid in cash result in higher 

ACAR for the acquiring firm compared to M&A transactions paid with shares. In contrast, the other 

event windows indicate the opposite, showing higher abnormal returns for S. Hence, the positive effect 
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that cash payments have on the ACAR in the widest event-period indicate that the market requires more 

time to incorporate cash payment in the stock price, whereas stock payments are incorporated quicker.  

The above results contradict the pecking order theory, stating that firms tend to choose the cheapest and 

safest financing method, most often being cash payments (Myers, 1984). However, the analyzed period 

is characterized by high growth rates and cheap financing options (Sudarsanam, 2010), possibly indi-

cating that funding M&As is not as challenging as before. Jensen & Meckling (1976) state that agency 

conflicts may arise when excess cash is available in a firm. Excess cash enables investment opportunities 

and managers prefer to invest low-return project which offer private benefits rather than to invest in 

project that creates value for the firm and no private benefits. Thus, it is possible that the market reacts 

negatively to cash offers, as it signals that the firm has excess capital that is not used efficiently (Jensen 

& Meckling, 1976; Jensen, 1986). This is supported by Smith and Kim (1994), who found that acquirors 

with large amounts of excess cash experience low abnormal returns around M&A announcements. 

The indication of higher abnormal returns in stock-financed transactions may indicate a violation of 

Modigliani & Millers (1958) theory. The abnormal return may also be a sign of asymmetric information 

between buyers and sellers or that the market is not fully efficient. However, there are a variety of 

factors, including different tax regulations, that complicate the value creation process. The conflicting 

result may indicate that the tax synergies of paying with stocks outweigh the negative signaling effect 

associated with a stock financed offering. Wansley et al. (1983) introduce the tax aspect associated with 

the choice of payment. Common stock payments are generally tax-free in the sense that any capital gains 

are deferred for the seller until the new shares are sold and the capital gains are realized. As a result of 

this difference in taxation, it is assumed that the acquiring firm is forced to pay a higher purchase price 

in the case of a cash offer to compensate for the tax burden on the selling firm. (Wansley et al., 1983). 

As described in the results, different moderating country specific variables have been used to explain 

why the different event-period length yields different results when comparing cash payments and stock 

payments. By including UA as a moderating variable, cash payments result in a significant higher CAR 

compared to stock payments for all event periods. It would appear reasonable that cash payments gen-

erate higher CARs in countries with high UA. Since cash is a more final payment, the acquiror knows 

exactly how much value it has given up acquiring the target firm. This is not true for a shares-payment 

as there is an inherent uncertainty of whether the shares will increase or decrease in value, hence expos-

ing both sides to more uncertainty. 

Furthermore, the moderating effect of NPA between the payment method and the CARs were tested as 

well. Here, higher CARs were found between cash payments from acquirors with extensive previous 

M&A experience compared to stock payments from acquirors with extensive M&A experience. This is 

true for all event periods. In previous studies, different moderating variables has been used frequently 
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(Martynova & Renneboog, 2006; Mateev, 2017). Mateev (2017) found that the acquiring firm experi-

ence higher abnormal returns from stock offers compared to cash offers if they were from the UK. 

However, this was only significant for the three- and 21- day event period (Appendix 30). There are 

several similarities between the paper by Mateev (2017) and this study. However, the time period is 

different, as Mateev (2017) examined European M&As from 2002 to 2010. The different finding of 

Mateev (2017) and this study further supports that the European takeover regulation converges to the 

UK regime according to Goergen et al. (2005) as discussed in 5.3. 

When analyzing the choice of payment method, a problem may arise because the underlying financing 

is not explicitly considered. For example, a cash payment financed by a share issuance should have the 

same effect as a payment with shares (Myers & Majlufs, 1984). This could explain why cash hasn’t’ 

been as significant as suggested by Myers (1984). 

5.5. Company specific characteristics 

As already mentioned, the variable NPA influence the CAR, directly and as a moderating variable, sup-

porting hypothesis 14. More specifically, previous M&A experience of the acquiring firm will result in 

lower CARs. This shows that more experience is not always beneficial which is contrary to Hitt et al. 

(1998) who found that previous M&A experience of the acquiror leads to a greater synergy between the 

assets of the acquiror and the assets of the target and a faster M&A integration process. The behavioral 

learning theory predicts the behavioral outcomes of an individual by analyzing the influences of the 

environment, stating that both present and past experience influence the behavior (Bower and Hilgard, 

1981). The results of this study show that past experience has a negative influence of on current behavior 

and the success of engaging in M&As. Based on the behavioral learning theory, Haleblian and Finkel-

stein (1999) examined previous M&A activity and the effect on the abnormal returns and found U-

shaped relationship. 

The listing status of the target is another variable which has influenced the CAR. The result of this study 

differs from those found by Craninckx & Huyghebaert (2015), which could be due to a strong influence 

from unlisted targets on the abnormal return. The empirical evidence in 4.2.4 show that there is a sig-

nificant negative influence between LIST and CAR, which is in line with hypothesis 15, assuming that 

M&As involving non-listed targets have a positive effect on the CAR. However, this is true for the 11-

day event period only. Looking at other studies, Martynova and Renneboog (2006), Moeller et al. (2004) 

and Faccio et al. (2004) all found that the acquisition of an unlisted target has a positive impact on the 

abnormal return, whereas for listed firm the return was found insignificantly different from zero. Simi-

larly, in a later study, Mateev (2017) found a significant positive return for M&As involving unlisted 

targets and a significant negative return for M&As involving listed targets. 
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According to Fuller et al. (2002), a possible explanation for this effect could be that unlisted firms are 

less liquid as stated by the liquidity theory. The lack of liquidity for unlisted firms results in lower 

investment attractiveness and thus, less valuable in comparison with similar listed firms. However, the 

acquiror can benefit from this lack of attractiveness since the competition for unlisted firms is lower, 

which result in higher bargaining power for the acquiring firm and a lower price to be paid for the M&A. 

With a lower purchase price, the chance of earning higher returns increases, possibly explaining why 

acquirors, acquiring unlisted targets has experienced higher abnormal returns (Mateev, 2017). Further 

elaborating on the liquidity aspect of unlisted targets, increased liquidity could be obtained if a listed 

firm merge with another, unlisted firm. This way, the unlisted firm will automatically become listed and 

improve the liquidity, reducing the cost of capital and thereby increasing its value. Additionally, Fuller 

et al. (2002) state that the founders of an unlisted firms are more likely to be part of the management 

team of the firm and may want to sell due to “cash-out” reasons. This leads to a reduction in M&A 

premium due to a potential weakened bargaining position for target. 

5.6. Accounting characteristics 

Firm size, measured by MC, has had a significant influence on the CAR. In line with hypothesis 16, the 

results in 4.2.5 show that larger acquiring firms experience lower CARs and has support by previous 

studies (e.g. Kahl & Rosen, 2009; Moeller et al., 2004). Moeller et al. (2004) state that a possible expla-

nation for the size effect is that small and large acquiror differ in characteristics which influence the 

performance of a M&A. Moeller et al. (2004) found that small firms are more likely to pay for the M&A 

by cash compared to large firms which more commonly pay by shares. This is in line with the sample 

characteristics in this study. 41% of all small acquirers pay by cash whereas only 25% of the large 

acquirers pay with cash. (Appendix 32). However, as discussed in section 5.4, a dominant part of the 

previous literature conclude that M&As paid in cash experience higher abnormal return, which contra-

dicts the results in this study. 

Another possible explanation for the size effect is that the size of the acquiror can be seen as a proxy for 

managerial hubris (Roll, 1986) since large firms tend to make tender offers with larger bid premium 

compared to small firms, resulting in smaller gains (Moeller et al., 2004). Likewise, large firms may 

also face increasing complexity as their business grows, which can essentially have an inhibiting effect 

on the operations of the business (Maznevski et al., 2007). Growth opportunities are one major source 

of financial synergies and is reflected by a reduced cost of capital and thus, higher value creation. (Su-

darsanam et al., 1996). Since smaller firms tend to have better growth opportunities (Berk & DeMarzo, 

2017), this could explain why they experience higher abnormal returns. In addition, it can also be diffi-

cult for managers in a large firm to make quick and necessary decisions due to a potentially inefficient 
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bureaucracy. This complexity could potentially make it difficult for firms to integrate a new business 

the organization. 

On the other hand, there are theoretical arguments which indicate a contrary effect in comparison to the 

findings of this study. Larger firms can usually benefit from economies of scale and scope. In other 

words, the company's average cost of production decreases by a larger production volume (Sudarsanam, 

2003). Furthermore, the effect of larger firms gaining higher abnormal returns could be assumed since 

larger firms are usually less vulnerable to external threats such as those in Porter's Five Competitive 

Forces. A large firm will usually have a strong market position that could make it difficult for potential 

new competitors to enter the market (Porter, 1979). 

To further examine the effect of MC, it has been related to the book value of the acquiror. There is a 

positive relationship between MC and MVBV (Appendix 35). However, the empirical results, presented 

in section 4.2.5, indicate that increasing MVBV increase the abnormal return which is contrary to what 

was assumed in hypothesis 17 and to what the correlation with the MC indicates. 

Fama and French (1992) showed that beta does not capture much of the cross-sectional variation in 

average stock returns. Firm size and market-to-book-value, however, explain a much larger proportion 

of the variation in stock returns. As a result, Fama and French (1993) expect high abnormal returns for 

firms with a high market-to-book-ratio (growth companies). This is in line with the empirical results of 

this study, meaning that a M&A executed by a growth firm results in higher CARs compared to a M&A 

executed by a value firm. Likewise, growth firms mainly reinvest free cash flows instead of paying 

dividends to the shareholders which results in better future opportunities and could therefore result in a 

higher stock price (Rose et al., 2017). On the other hand, paying large dividends rather than reinvesting 

creates value for the shareholders too, and is most importantly, does not depend on the assumption that 

growth firms have multiple positive NPV project available, while value firms only have access to few 

(Rose et al., 2017). 

Unfortunately, there is limited research focusing on the MVBV of the acquiror. However, several studies 

have investigated the MVBV of the target firm and the impact it has on the abnormal return at M&A 

announcements. Hence, important insights and parallels might be drawn from those findings. Goergen 

and Renneboog (2004) and Hazelkorn et al. (2004) both showed that acquiring firms gain the highest 

short-term abnormal returns for M&As of value firms (targets with low MVBV). However, the results 

of this study indicate an opposite relationship in terms of MVBV of the acquiror, contradicting the above 

studies which both suggest that low MVBV yield higher abnormal returns. 

According to the high correlation between MVBV and QR (Section 3.2.3), it was expected that both 

variables would the CAR in a similar manner. Surprisingly, in the multiple regression analysis, the effect 

of the QR is the opposite to the effect of MVBV. However, the result is not significant for the individual 
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regression as displayed by Table 9. This is in line with the regression in which the MVBV was excluded 

to further investigate the high correlation with the QR (Appendix 13). After excluding the MVBV, the 

QR show insignificance except of the widest event period which indicates that the significant results 

obtained for QR is driven by the combination of QR and MVBV and not by the QR per se. However, as 

shown in Appendix 33, the inclusion of QR increases the adjusted R-squared and thus increases the 

goodness-of-fit. 

Contrary to the empirical evidence regarding the QR, there are theoretical arguments indicating the 

opposite. Lang et al. (1989) and Martin (1996) argue that the Q-Ratio reflects management performance. 

A high Q-Ratio (>1) indicates good current performance and favorable prospects for continuing per-

forming well in the future. As a result, better performing firms are more likely to engage in value-adding 

M&As. This argument is supported by Servaes (1991) and Lang et al. (1991) who show that acquirors 

with a higher Q-Ratio engage in more value-adding M&As. Moeller et al. (2004) state that a high Q-

Ratio is more frequently observed in smaller firms. Thus, they expect that higher Q-ratios will yield 

higher abnormal returns, since larger firms has been shown to have a negative effect on the CARs (see 

section 5.6). However, in this study, smaller firms tend to have a smaller QR (Appendix 35). In other 

words, smaller acquirors experience higher abnormal return and since smaller acquiror have smaller 

QRs, this is one explanation for the negative effect between the QR and CAR. 

This argument is in line with previous empirical findings. Martynova & Renneboog (2011) found a 

negative relationship between abnormal return and the QR of the acquiror. Martynova & Renneboog 

(2011) argue that an investor with a high QR tend to overestimate the ability to create synergies. Thus, 

the firm is likely to overpay compared to a firm with a low QR, which is supported by Rau and Ver-

maelen (1998). Therefore, firms with a high QR create less value which will result in lower stock prices 

and thus in a lower abnormal return. 

The results in section 4.2.5 show that the SG of the acquiror positively affect the CAR of the acquiring 

firm. However, this is only significant for the two shortest event periods. Pre-M&A performance has 

been shown to be an important predictor of M&A success and has been well investigated in terms of the 

target’s pre-M&A performance (Campa & Kedia, 2002; Graham, Lemmon & Wolf, 2002). However, 

as mentioned above, the research regarding the pre-M&A performance of the acquiror is limited. Nev-

ertheless, as stated by Alhenawi and Stilwell (2017), M&A value creation is also depending on the 

acquirer’s pre-M&A performance, and they found that pre-M&A sales of the acquiror are positively 

related with abnormal return of an M&A transaction in the long run. This is in line with the short run 

effect for SG found in this study. 

Synergy effects, as discussed in section 2.1.3, are one major value driver of M&A returns. Devos et al. 

(2009) and Huyghebaert and Luypaert (2013) state that operating synergies can result from either 
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revenue enhancement or from the reduction of operating costs. Thus, firms with a large growth in sales 

tend to have a higher potential to achieve operating synergies which result in higher value creation and 

higher abnormal return for the acquiring firm. 

In contrast, EG has a negative effect on the CAR for all event period (section 4.2.5). This is rather 

surprising since the EG is highly correlated with the SG. Furthermore, EG display significant results for 

all event periods, while the SG only shows significant results for the five-day event period, indicating 

that EG has a larger influence on the CAR compared to the SG. One possible explanation for this might 

relate to the size of the firms. As discussed above, smaller firms tend to experience higher CARs, and 

the sample used in this study suggests that smaller firms tend to experience higher SG (Appendix 34). 

However, small firms with a lot of growth often come at the expense of the profitability, explaining the 

negative relationship between EG and the CAR. 

Hazelkorn et al. (2004) investigated US firms and couldn’t find any evidence that profitability measures 

influence the short nor long-term excess returns of the acquiring firm. Thus, there might exist a differ-

ence for the European and the US market. A further explanation to why a negative relationship between 

EG and the CAR was found could be due to lower EG of the acquiror might indicate that there is a 

higher potential to achieve synergies, since there is a lot of improvements to be made. Hence, an acquiror 

with a low EG might engage in a M&A to boost the growth of the firm and, thus, if the market believes 

that the M&A will increase future profits, there is a possibility that this will have a positive effect on the 

stock price. 

Similar to the EG, ROIC has a negative influence on CAR of the acquiring firm. However, as showed 

in section 4.2.5 this effect is only significant for the 11-day event period. Alexandrou et al. (2013), found 

that profitability of the acquirer is positively related with value creation for the period before the M&A 

announcement, which contradicts the findings of this study. This might be due to the different geograph-

ical focus as Polemis and Karlis (2016) and Alexandrou et al. (2013) focused on a worldwide sample 

during a different time period. One important reason for engaging in M&As is driven by a market char-

acterized by fierce competition which in turn, drives the firms operating on that market to improve their 

market position. Taking part in M&As is a way to achieve this as it opens the possibilities to reduce 

costs, gain market share and increase profitability (Jensen & Heckling, 1995). Therefore, firms with a 

low ROIC could benefit from engaging in M&A activity to improve their competitiveness. Operational 

synergies between the target and the acquiror can increase profitability, create value and thus abnormal 

return. Similar to the EG, the results indicate that the potential to create synergies might be better for 

firms with a lower ROIC since if the firm has a poor performance, there is potentially a higher likelihood 

to create organizational synergies as there are many improvements that can be made. 
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In additional to operational and organizational synergies, an important factor which determines the mag-

nitude of financial synergies, and the potential of value creation is the tax rate (Leland, 2007). Taxes 

affect the decisions of agents and firms in all areas of economic activity, including the realm of M&As. 

The empirical results in section 4.2.5 show that there is a significant relationship between the TR and 

the CAR. However, surprisingly, the relationship is opposite to what was assumed in hypothesis 23. In 

other words, a higher TR result in a higher CAR. There is limited research on what effect the tax rate of 

the acquiror has on the abnormal returns at a M&A announcement. However, for target firms this topic 

has been frequently investigated and the findings indicate that high tax rates in the target country pro-

vides a disincentive, while bilateral capital tax agreements have a positive effect in both Europe (Hebous 

et al., 2010) and the US (Di Giovanni, 2005). Thus, it would be reasonable to assume that these findings 

are applicable to acquiring firms as well, but as mentioned above, the results show an opposite relation-

ship to that which was found for the target. Analogous to EG and ROIC, one explanation might be the 

higher potential to create financial synergies. For firms with high tax rates, an M&A might be a good 

opportunity to lower the overall tax rate in the firm by acquiring a firm from a country with a lower tax 

rate. Thus, a reduction in TR decreases the cost of capital and therefore increase value of the firm and 

possibly the abnormal return. 

To lower the tax burden, many firms prefer a high debt-to-asset-value. However, that comes with a 

drawback of a reduced financial stability and higher bankruptcy costs. According to the results in section 

4.2.5, higher DTA result in lower a CAR for the acquiror. In contrast, Jensen (1986) stated that higher 

financial leverage is associated with relatively better management decisions. The argument explains that 

a higher debt ratio increases the risk of the company going bankrupt, which the management is trying 

to avoid. This align the management to make decisions that are in the best interest of the shareholders, 

rather than making decisions based on the management’s self-interest (Rock et al., 1994). Thus, higher 

debt will result in more successful M&As and therefore in higher abnormal return. Several studies in-

cluding, Jensen and Meckling (1976), Mccall et al. (1982) and Stulz (1990), have examined this topic, 

all arguing that debt counteracts agency problems. In other words, higher debt, should according to these 

studies, guide managers to maximize the corporate and shareholder value and not their own utility ac-

cording to the principal agent theory. 

The question to be asked is then, why do the results from this study indicate the opposite? The conflicting 

results might be because higher debt increases the bankruptcy cost and lower the financial stability. 

According to Modigliani and Miller (1958), this trend works contrary to the positive effect of a lower 

tax burden. Hence, a firm looking to increase its debt ratio faces the trade-off between the negative 

effects of bankruptcy costs and the positive effects of tax savings. In addition, under the assumption that 

M&As are frequently financed by debt there is a potential to increase leverage and capitalize on the 

increased tax shield for acquirors with low DTA. This would increase the value of the firm and thus, 
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should result in higher abnormal return while still being able to maintain a moderate risk of bankruptcy. 

This would be a plausible explanation for the results found in this study. 

However, previous studies have observed a positive relationship between financial leverage and abnor-

mal returns when announcing an M&A (Maloney et al., 1993). Ghosh & Jain (2000) conclude in line 

with these findings and argue in favour of the principal-agency theory that higher debt forces manage-

ment to make better decisions. In contrast, a more recent US study by Alhenawi and Stilwell (2017) 

could not validate any positive effects of increased debt on the management as suggested by Jensen 

(1976) and found a negative relationship between debt ratio and the announcement effect of a M&A. 

The findings in the previous literature regarding the effect of the debt-to-asset-value is divided, which 

could possibly be explained by the studies having a different geographical focus and taking place at 

different points in time. The results of this study, however, indicate that firms with a low DTA still have 

the capacity to capitalize on the low leverage by reduce its tax expenses, and at the same time maintain-

ing a moderate risk of bankruptcy. 

The results of the regression analysis show that accounting variables have a significant influence on the 

abnormal return, which has been confirmed and further explained by previous studies. Lastly, acquirors 

with relatively poor accounting characteristics, (e.g., EG, TR and ROIC), were proven to gain higher 

abnormal returns, indicating that those acquirors have good potential to improve their performance 

through a M&A and can therefore benefit from higher abnormal returns. 

Overall, the results indicate that country specific, deal specific, company specific and accounting spe-

cific characteristics do affect the abnormal return, with most of the findings being in line with the pre-

vious literature as discussed above. In the following section the reduced regression model is presented, 

in which all insignificant variables are excluded. 

5.7. Reduced regression model 

In the reduced model, only 15 of the 23 original regression variables remains. Notable is that none of 

the deal specific characteristics are showing significance and only NPA of the company specific char-

acteristic is significant. The results regarding the deal specific characteristics conflict with Martynova 

and Renneboog (2006) and Walker (2000) of which both studies found significantly positive abnormal 

returns for M&As paid in cash. One possible explanation for why, these conflicting results has been 

observed might relate to the operationalization, which is subject to subjective choices that may influence 

the outcome of the test. The results also conflict with the studies carried out in the US which too, found 

a positive relationship between cash payments and the abnormal return (Bouwman et al., 2009; Hazel-

korn et al., 2004; Moeller et al., 2004; Walker, 2000). Here, it is possible that the diverging results might 
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relate to geographical or cultural differences as argued by Hofstede (1980a; 1980b), since this study 

focus on European M&As. 

Looking at the Hofstede (1980a; 1980b) variables, all but the IND displayed significance, indicating 

that the cultural dimensions are applicable to the field of M&A. Furthermore, the corruption index was 

positively correlated with the CAR, indicating that a lower degree of corruption yields higher CARs 

for the acquiror, which is in line with the findings of Nguyen et al. (2020) and Smith (2016). Regard-

ing the variable DO, the study found a negative correlation with the CARs. This is in line with Hazel-

korn et al. (2004) and Martynova and Renneboog (2011), but conflicts with Martynova and 

Renneboog (2006). As the literature regarding the effect of a domestic M&A were highly dispersed, 

the results of this study would tip the scale in favour of the side arguing that domestic M&As has a 

negative impact on the CARs. 

 

The QR was once again found significant in the reduced model, indicating a negative correlation with 

the CARs. However, one should bear in mind that the variable was highly correlated with the MVBV 

and found insignificant, both in the individual regression model shown in Table 9 and in the robust-

ness test when the MVBV was removed. This indicates that multicollinearity may affect the results 

and further investigation needs to be made before drawing any conclusions regarding the QR.  
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6. Conclusion 

This paper has investigated if the announcement of an M&A transaction has any significant effects on 

the abnormal return of acquiring firms listed on stock markets in Europe. Previous literature has pre-

dominantly focused on the effect on firms listen in the US, which this study is contrasting by dedicating 

the whole research to European M&As. Furthermore, previous research has given surprisingly little 

attention to the cultural effects on M&A transactions in relation to the abnormal returns. Therefore, this 

paper has attempted to shed further light on this aspect by employing a more sophisticated measurement 

tool to efficiently capture the nuances and impacts that culture has on the abnormal returns in an M&A 

transaction. In addition, earlier literature is divided when it comes to the effect that M&A transactions 

has on the abnormal returns for the acquiring firm. The study has been conducted by employing an event 

study methodology including 2895 observations spread over 1307 firms listed on 37 different European 

stock markets. The study has found a significantly positive abnormal return for the acquiring firms for 

all event periods tested (3-, 5-, 10- and 21-day event periods has been used) with ACARs ranging from 

1.59% to 1.69%. These findings are in line with Martynova and Renneboog (2006), Martynova & 

Renneboog (2011), Alexandridis et al. (2017), Goergen & Renneboog (2004) and Bradley et al.(1988) 

but differs from Andrade (2001), Bouwman et al. (2009), Sudarsanam et al. (1996), Hazelkorn et al. 

(2004) Walker (2000) and Mulherin & Boone (2000). Hence, the study concludes that there exists a 

positive abnormal return for acquiring firms listed in Europe at the time of the M&A announcement. A 

possible explanation to why the result in this paper differs from the results found by Hazelkorn et al. 

(2004), Walker (2000) and Mulherin & Boone (2000) could be due to the different choice of geograph-

ical focus, as the above papers investigate M&A announcements in the US while this study focuses 

exclusively on M&A announcements taking place in Europe. 

Furthermore, the results from the regression analysis have shown significance for multiple of the inde-

pendent variables. CI, PD, UA, MAS, INDUL, NPA, MC, MVBV, TR and DTA all displayed signifi-

cant results for all the tested event periods in the individual regression models. IND, C, S, LIST, SG and 

EG, all displayed significant result for one or more of the tested event periods, but not for all event 

periods in the individual regression models, whereas the variables DO, UK, LT, M, F, CONT and QR 

where insignificant for all event periods. Hence, the paper concludes that the country specific, deal spe-

cific, company specific and accounting specific variables all have a significant influence on the CAR. 

In the reduced multiple regression model, the NPA, MC, MVBV, QR and EG showed significant results 

for all event periods tested, whereas DO, CI, PD, UA, MAS, LT, INDUL, SG, TR and DTA displayed 

significant results for some of the event periods tested. The remaining variables (UK, IND, C, S, M, F, 

CONT, LIST, ROIC, ROE) were all insignificant for all event periods in the reduced multiple regression 

model. Hence, the study concludes that out of the investigated variables, the variables that best explain 
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the abnormal return are: DO, CI, PD, UA, MAS, LT, INDUL, NPA, MC, MVBV, QR, SG, EG, TR and 

DTA. 

To the knowledge of the authors of the paper, no similar study, investigating the effect of a M&A an-

nouncement on acquiring firms in Europe has been conducted and hence, this study will be able to 

contribute to the academic literature within the realm of M&A studies by introducing the cultural di-

mensions of Hofstede (1980a; 1980b), providing a nuanced and well-tested approach to explain differ-

ences between countries and cultures. 
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7. Considerations for future research 

This paper has had the objective of investigating the abnormal returns of acquirors at the announcement 

of a M&A transaction. The paper has further had the objective of creating a model that efficiently could 

explain the variation in abnormal returns at the announcement of an M&A transaction. Even though 

both objectives have been given carful and thorough investigation and consideration, there is still sig-

nificant room for continued research within this field of study. 

One aspect that would benefit from further investigation is the relationship of the tax rate between the 

acquiror and the target. This study only looks at the tax rate of the acquiror and has found that a higher 

tax rate leads to higher abnormal returns. The finding conflicts with previous research which have looked 

at the tax rate of the target firm (Di Giovanni, 2005; Hebous et al., 2010). It would therefore be interest-

ing to conduct a study in which the relationship between the tax rate of the acquiror and target is inves-

tigated and could possibly yield further insight and understanding of the impact of the tax rate in relation 

to M&As. 

In addition, the issue of multicollinearity could be further addressed. The QR was found insignificant in 

both the individual regression model shown in Table 9 and in the robustness test when the MVBV was 

removed (Appendix 13). Thus, additional adjustments as PCA or centering the regression variables at 

their means could be made to draw conclusions regarding the effect of the QR on the abnormal return. 

Furthermore, this study focused exclusively on M&As in Europe, whereas a dominating part of the 

literature within the M&A filed takes place in the US (Sudarsanam, 2010). However, few studies have 

combined the two regions with the attempt to compare and draw conclusions in between them. Relating 

this to the cultural dimensions of Hofstede (1980a; 1980b), there are considerable differences between 

several of the European countries and the US, allowing such a study to add on, not only to the field of 

M&A research, but also to the field of cultural anthropology. 

Elaborating further on the cultural dimensions of Hofstede (1980a; 1980b), yet another aspect that would 

enrich this field of study and bring additional insights would be to look deeper into the dimension in-

dulgence vs. restraint. Hypothesis 10.2 assumed that the abnormal return of acquirors from restrained 

countries will be positively correlated with a domestic M&A at the announcement of a M&A-transac-

tion. However, the results indicated the opposite, meaning that cross-border M&As generate higher ab-

normal returns for acquirors from restrained countries. As mentioned in the discussion, one possible 

explanation to why a cross-border M&A generates higher abnormal return for acquirors from a re-

strained country, might be due to that the country of the target is also classified as “restrained” and 

hence, sharing similar values might improve the chances of gaining higher abnormal returns. Another 

possible explanation could stem from the synergy effects as discussed by Sudarsanam (2003) in which 

a cross-border M&A increases the acquirer’s market share and by that, also the abnormal return. 
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However, this is beyond the scope of this study and further research would need to be conducted to 

establish this conclusion. Therefore, it would be interesting to conduct a study in which it is tested if 

sharing the same characteristic of being classified as a restrained country outweigh the potential negative 

effect of a cross-border M&A. 

Yet another aspect that is beyond the scope of this paper is the long-term effects of M&A announce-

ments, having been well investigated by others (Alhenawi & Krishnaswami, 2015; Hazelkorn et al., 

2004; Laabs & Schiereck, 2010). However, a cross-sectional and cross-border analysis on the long-term 

abnormal return could provide valuable insights into the persistence of the stock price as a result of a 

M&A transaction. It would contribute to the debate on how M&A announcements will affect stock 

prices and whether they will be V-shaped, U-shaped, L-shaped or flat. Such information can help inves-

tors evaluate the risk of investing in a firm engaging in M&A activity. However, as mentioned before, 

the cultural dimensions of Hofstede (1980a; 1980b) has had a very limited application to the M&A field 

and since this study found that the Hofstede (1980a; 1980b) variables had a significant impact on the 

short-term abnormal returns, widening the horizon to investigate the long-term abnormal returns could 

bring new and important insights to the application and relevance of cultural differences within the realm 

of M&A. 

Even though extensive robustness testing has been performed in this study, there are still several factors 

that hasn’t been tested for robustness. As an example, the determinant for firm size was the daily market 

capitalization, however, it might have benefitted the study to measure the firm size in terms of revenue 

or number of employees. The same reasoning could be applied to the measurement of the financial 

leverage, the Hofstede variables and the degree of corruption. Conducting robustness testing on those 

variables could lead to a better understanding to whether the results will hold if there is a change in the 

underlying assumption on which the creation of the variables rests upon. 
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9. Appendix 

Appendix 1 Means of payment and the tax effect 

The buyer should, as far as possible, structure the payment so that the tax payment is minimized. A 

detailed description of the tax effects for different method of payments won’t be provided, as it is out of 

the scope of this paper. The method of financing (raising debt, issuing shares, subscribing, etc.) typically 

plays a central role in any major M&A (Wansley, Lane, & Yang, 1983). For M&A which are paid with 

stocks, capital gains taxes could be deferred until the new securities could be sold, whereas for M&A 

paid by cash, any capital gains are taxed directly in the year of the M&A. Thus, the acquiring firm must 

pay a higher purchase price, in the case of a cash bid, to offset the tax burden imposed on the selling 

shareholders (Wansley, Lane, & Yang, 1983). The higher cash purchase price relative to share payments 

reflects the additional tax burden, but also offers higher depreciation tax liability and therefore it depends 

on whether the acquiring firm really has a net tax advantage using one method of payment over another 

(Wansley, Lane, & Yang, 1983). 

Appendix 2 US studies on the effect of means of payment 

For the US, Walker (2000) confirmed the findings of previous studies, i.e. acquiring firms earn in gen-

eral higher returns when the acquisition is paid in cash. Likewise, Bouwman et al. (2009) found that 

cash M&As result in significant positive returns (0.38%), while stocks M&As experience significant 

negative cumulative abnormal performance of −1.47% for the period from 1979 to 2002. In line with 

that, Hazelkorn et al. (2004) found that cash financed transaction result in higher return in the short and 

long-run compared to stock-financed transactions. The authors argue that a cash-transaction signals con-

fidence of the acquiring firm in its ability to replenish its cash balance. Additionally, cash financed 

transaction often include debt issuance and the pressure to repay the debt results in an incentive and 

need to use the resulting synergies. On the contrary, they state that share-financed transaction signals 

that the current share price of the acquiror is higher than the true value. As a result, the value of the stock 

of the acquiring firm will decrease. The results are supported by Moeller et al. (2004), Andrade et al. 

(2001), Travlos (1987), Franks et al. (1991) and Asquith & Mullins (1986), who all found that cash-

financed M&A’s are more value-creating than share-financed transactions. Only very few studies have 

obtained different results, including Eckbo, Giammarino, & Heinkel (1990), who found that the combi-

nation of equities and cash results in the greatest return for the acquiror. 
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Appendix 3 Long run effect of focused M&A 

Hazelkorn et al. (2004) found no significant results in the short run. However, in the long run, acquirers 

engaging in focused M&As outperform their counterparts with 2% while acquirers in diversified M&A 

underperformed the counterparts by 3%. One reason for this might be that it is easier in focused M&As 

to realize synergies. Furthermore, in cross-industry transactions, it is more likely that there are cultural 

and social issues between the two firms (Hazelkorn et al., 2004). In a more recent study, Alhenawi and 

Krishnaswami (2015) try to investigate the profitability of diversifying M&As. They found that diver-

sifying M&As initially create less value but might create more value over a longer horizon due to syn-

ergies which takes time to be realized. This is consistent with the study of Barraclough., Robinson, 

Smith, & Whaley (2013). They used call prices to analyses the market reaction to M&As and found that 

stock prices tend to underestimate true synergy gains. 
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Appendix 4 Number of M&A per industry from 1996 to 2020 
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Appendix 5 Overview of country indices  

Country  Country Code Index 

Austria AT ATX Index 

Belgium BE BEL20 Index 

Bulgaria BG SOFIX Index 

Croatia HR CROBEXTR Index 

Cyprus CY CYSMMAPA Index 

Czechia CZ PX Index 

Denmark DK OMXC25 Index 

Estonia EE TALSE Index 

Finland FI OMXH25 Index 

France FR CAC Index 

Germany DE DAX Index 

Gibraltar GI NMX Index 

Greece GR ASE Index 

Hungary HU BUX Index 

Iceland IS ICEXI Index 

Ireland IE ISEQ Index 

Italy IT ITLMS Index 

Latvia LV RIGSE Index 

Lithuania LT VILSE Index 

Luxembourg LU LUXXX Index 

Malta MT MALTEX Index 

Monaco MC CAC Index 

Montenegro ME MONEX Index 

Netherlands NL AEX Index 

Norway NO OBX Index 

Poland PL WIG20 Index 

Portugal PT PSI20 Index 

Romania RO BET Index 

Russian Federation RU RTSI$ Index 

Serbia RS BELEXLIN Index 

Slovakia SK SK9A GY Equity 

Slovenia SI SBITOP Index 

Spain ES MADX Index 

Switzerland CH SMIEXP Index 

Turkey TR XU100 Index 

Ukraine UA PFTS Index 

United Kingdom of Great Brit-

ain and Northern Ireland GB NMX Index 

Austria AT ATX Index 
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Appendix 6 Selection process of European Index 

Both, the index and the sample are equally weighted. In the second step, value-weighted indices are 

compared with the sample of the study. 

EURO STOXX 600: 
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EURO STOXX 50: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Since the EURO STOXX600 matches our sample best, we checked the value weighted (VW) fit: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thus, we decide to use the EURO STOXX600 as the European index. 
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Appendix 7 Comparison between the event study approaches using the EURO STOXX 

600 and individual country indices  

One Sided T-Test 

EURO STOXX 

  [-1,+1]   [-2,+2]   [-5,+5]   [-10,+10] 

ACAR 1.59%  1.70%  1.70%  1.63% 

T-Stat 23.48  19.46  13.16  9.13 

P-value 4.5E-112   1.2E-79   9.6E-39   6.0E-20 

COUNTRY INDEX 

  [-1,+1]   [-2,+2]   [-5,+5]   [-10,+10] 

ACAR 1.59%  1.69%  1.68%  1.60% 

T-Stat 23.52  19.35  12.92  8.95 

P-value 2.1E-112   7.9E-79   1.8E-37   3.1E-19 

        

RANK TEST 

EURO STOXX 

  [-1,+1]   [-2,+2]   [-5,+5]   [-10,+10] 

ACAR 1.59%  1.70%  1.70%  1.63% 

T-Stat 9.49  7.98  5.58  4.22 

P-value 2.2E-20   8.2E-15   7.6E-08   5.6E-05 

COUNTRY INDEX 

  [-1,+1]   [-2,+2]   [-5,+5]   [-10,+10] 

ACAR 1.59%  1.69%  1.68%  1.60% 

T-Stat 9.51  7.90  5.42  4.08 

P-value 1.8E-20   1.5E-14   3.2E-08   1.0E-04 

        

Generalized RANK TEST 

EURO STOXX 

  [-1,+1]   [-2,+2]   [-5,+5]   [-10,+10] 

ACAR 1.59%  1.70%  1.70%  1.63% 

T-Stat 20.62  19.93  16.17  12.40 

P-value 2.8E-87   5.2E-82   1.7E-55   1.2E-33 

COUNTRY INDEX 

  [-1,+1]   [-2,+2]   [-5,+5]   [-10,+10] 

ACAR 1.59%  1.69%  1.68%  1.60% 

T-Stat 20.72  19.82  16.12  12.76 

P-value 4.1E-88   4.0E-81   3.6E-55   1.5E-35 
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Appendix 8 Listed M&A vs. unlisted M&As for the period from 1996 to 2021 

Year Listed 

Un-

listed 

1996 0 22 

1997 3 1156 

1998 14 2110 

1999 13 2360 

2000 28 3091 

2001 18 2524 

2002 33 2228 

2003 46 2004 

2004 47 2519 

2005 62 2846 

2006 57 3060 

2007 66 3611 

2008 53 2681 

2009 40 1935 

2010 36 2131 

2011 69 2039 

2012 60 1894 

2013 59 1843 

2014 52 1966 

2015 66 1996 

2016 46 1983 

2017 50 2057 

2018 76 1970 

2019 73 1358 

2020 49 966 

2021 2 107 

sum 1118 52457 

 

Listed/Unlisted 1997-2020 2.13% 

Listed/Unlisted sample 1.51% 
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Appendix 9 Descriptive Statistics 

The accounting characteristics in the sample are all positively skewed which is in line with the positive 

mean. The high averages of the sales growth (SG) and EBITDA growth (EG) indicate an economically 

wellbeing among the acquirors. This is supported by a relatively high ROE and ROIC which shows that 

M&As are mainly done by firms with a good financial stability. The market capitalization (MC), Mar-

ket-to-book value (MVBV) and Q-Ratio (QR) are log transformed and therefore needs to be adjusted 

before interpretation. 

Regression variable # 1 # 2 

aver-

age std max min 

Skew-

ness 

Kur-

tosis 

Domestic DUMMY 1881 1014 0.65 0.48 1 0 -0.63 -1.61 

UK DUMMY 1165 1730 0.40 0.49 1 0 0.40 -1.84 

Corruption DUMMY 1260 1635 0.44 0.50 1 0 0.26 -1.93 

Power Distance DUMMY 910 1985 0.31 0.46 1 0 0.80 -1.36 

Uncertainty Avoidance 

DUMMY 1027 1868 0.35 0.48 1 0 0.61 -1.63 

Individualism DUMMY 1707 1188 0.59 0.49 1 0 -0.36 -1.87 

Masculinity DUMMY 1886 1009 0.65 0.48 1 0 -0.64 -1.60 

Long term DUMMY 1208 1687 0.42 0.49 1 0 0.34 -1.89 

Indulgence DUMMY 1798 1097 0.62 0.49 1 0 -0.50 -1.75 

Cash DUMMY 1059 1836 0.37 0.48 1 0 0.56 -1.69 

Shares DUMMY 355 2540 0.12 0.33 1 0 2.30 3.30 

Mixed DUMMY 754 2141 0.26 0.44 1 0 1.09 -0.81 

Focused DUMMY 1164 1731 0.40 0.49 1 0 0.40 -1.84 

Control DUMMY 1520 1375 0.53 0.50 1 0 -0.10 -1.99 

Number previously ac-

quired DUMMY 1781 1114 0.62 0.49 1 0 -0.47 -1.78 

Listed DUMMY 43 2852 0.01 0.12 1 0 8.03 62.45 

LOG Market cap   6.42 2.07 12.51 0.25 0.16 -0.37 

LOG MV to BV   0.98 0.90 7.88 -2.10 0.75 2.17 

LOG Q-Ratio   0.48 0.48 3.87 -1.10 0.84 1.77 

Sales Growth (%)   14.96 30.04 185.40 -41.37 3.20 14.28 

EBITDA growth (%)   27.83 79.75 551.43 -73.68 4.36 23.48 

ROE (%)   16.48 16.24 88.12 -27.63 1.61 5.27 

ROIC (%)   12.20 10.53 58.34 -10.91 1.66 4.68 

Tax rate (%)   26.84 24.78 200.00 0.62 4.94 29.97 

debt to assets (%)     22.10 16.37 66.28 0 0.55 -0.37 
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Descriptive statistics before Winsorizing 

Regression variable # 1 # 2 aver-

age 

std max min Skew-

ness 

Kurto-

sis 

Domestic DUMMY 1881 1014 0.65 0.48 1 0 -0.63 -1.61 

UK DUMMY 1165 1730 0.40 0.49 1 0 0.40 -1.84 

Corruption index 

DUMMY 

1260 1635 0.44 0.50 1 0 0.26 -1.93 

Power Distance 

DUMMY 

910 1985 0.31 0.46 1 0 0.80 -1.36 

Uncertainty Avoid-

ance DUMMY 

1027 1868 0.35 0.48 1 0 0.61 -1.63 

Individualism 

DUMMY 

1707 1188 0.59 0.49 1 0 -0.36 -1.87 

Masculinity 

DUMMY 

1886 1009 0.65 0.48 1 0 -0.64 -1.60 

Long term 

DUMMY 

1208 1687 0.42 0.49 1 0 0.34 -1.89 

Indulgence 

DUMMY 

1798 1097 0.62 0.49 1 0 -0.50 -1.75 

Cash DUMMY 1059 1836 0.37 0.48 1 0 0.56 -1.69 

Shares DUMMY 355 2540 0.12 0.33 1 0 2.30 3.30 

Mixed DUMMY 754 2141 0.26 0.44 1 0 1.09 -0.81 

Focused DUMMY 1164 1731 0.40 0.49 1 0 0.40 -1.84 

Control DUMMY 1520 1375 0.53 0.50 1 0 -0.10 -1.99 

Number previously 

acquired DUMMY 

1781 1114 0.62 0.49 1 0 -0.47 -1.78 

Listed DUMMY 43 2852 0.01 0.12 1 0 8.03 62.45 

LOG Market cap 
  

6.42 2.07 12.51 0.25 0.16 -0.37 

LOG MV to BV 
  

0.98 0.90 7.88 -2.10 0.75 2.17 

LOG Q Ratio 
  

0.48 0.48 3.87 -1.10 0.84 1.77 

Sales Growth (%) 
  

62.01 1730.36 75104.68 -98.13 39.26 1573.27 

EBITDA growth 

(%) 

  
27.29 753.00 19442.08 -

34568.55 

-27.51 1693.20 

ROE (%) 
  

16.54 36.75 1078.07 -1123.09 -0.55 580.10 

ROIC (%) 
  

12.43 15.83 370.23 -167.53 7.10 143.81 

Tax rate (%) 
  

31.81 88.01 2357.58 0.00 16.73 344.62 

debt to assets (%) 
  

22.37 18.86 478.48 0 5.51 119.08 
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Appendix 10 Multiple regression without Uncertainty avoidance  

 CAR [−1, +1]  CAR [-2, +2]  CAR [−5, +5]  CAR [-10, +10] 

  Coef p-value Coef p-value     Coef p-value     Coef p-value   

(Int) 0.0478 0.0000   0.0557 0.0000   0.0627 0.0000   0.0511 0.0001  
DO -0.0014 0.5311   -0.0037 0.1507   -0.0011 0.7432   -0.0014 0.7553  
UK -0.0054 0.3472   -0.0071 0.2772   -0.0039 0.6566   -0.0181 0.1002  
CI 0.0061 0.0182 **  0.0044 0.1294   0.0052 0.1812   0.0098 0.0461 ** 

PD -0.0091 0.0347 **  -0.0124 0.0110 **  -0.0148 0.0230 **  -0.0208 0.0115 ** 

UA                  

IND 0.0053 0.1355   0.0046 0.2526   0.0046 0.3936   0.0114 0.0930 * 

MAS -0.0038 0.1638   -0.0046 0.1326   -0.0079 0.0530 *  -0.0040 0.4370  
LT 0.0001 0.9833   -0.0018 0.6048   -0.0016 0.7329   -0.0045 0.4504  
INDUL -0.0032 0.3926     -0.0037 0.3733     -0.0023 0.6750     -0.0032 0.6544   

C 0.0031 0.2547   0.0016 0.5946   0.0004 0.9275   0.0056 0.2732  
S 0.0021 0.5489   0.0023 0.5571   0.0025 0.6330   0.0019 0.7738  
M 0.0014 0.6073   -0.0004 0.9049   -0.0020 0.6280   0.0011 0.8386  
F -0.0003 0.8640     -0.0008 0.7273     -0.0020 0.5162     0.0006 0.8770   

CONT 0.0018 0.4440   0.0016 0.5325   0.0009 0.7889   0.0027 0.5383  
NPA -0.0049 0.0210 **  -0.0055 0.0222 **  -0.0070 0.0287 **  -0.0073 0.0739 * 

LIST -0.0060 0.4673     -0.0075 0.4214     -0.0146 0.2397     0.0047 0.7656   

MC -0.0042 0.0000 ***  -0.0041 0.0000 ***  -0.0049 0.0000 ***  -0.0039 0.0004 *** 

MVBV 0.0083 0.0000 ***  0.0094 0.0000 ***  0.0160 0.0000 ***  0.0182 0.0000 *** 

QR -0.0107 0.0024 ***  -0.0116 0.0038 ***  -0.0216 0.0001 ***  -0.0332 0.0000 *** 

SG 0.0000 0.3819   0.0001 0.1285   0.0000 0.9740   0.0000 0.6605  
EG 0.0000 0.0222 **  0.0000 0.0148 **  0.0000 0.0299 **  -0.0001 0.0365 ** 

ROE 0.0000 0.7298   0.0001 0.2675   0.0002 0.1083   0.0002 0.2305  
ROIC -0.0001 0.3998   -0.0002 0.1940   -0.0005 0.0452 **  -0.0001 0.6923  
TR 0.0000 0.4658   0.0001 0.1788   0.0001 0.0882 *  0.0001 0.2335  
DTA -0.0001 0.1478     -0.0002 0.0377 **   -0.0002 0.0454 **   -0.0002 0.1592   
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Appendix 11 Multiple regression without Indulgence  

 CAR [−1, +1]  CAR [-2, +2]  CAR [−5, +5]  CAR [-10, +10] 

  Coef p-value Coef p-value     Coef p-value     Coef p-value   

(Int) 0.0452 0.0000   0.0527 0.0000   0.0608 0.0000   0.0485 0.0001  
DO -0.0011 0.6398   -0.0034 0.1921   -0.0009 0.7985   -0.0011 0.7941  
UK -0.0073 0.1919   -0.0090 0.1517   -0.0052 0.5377   -0.0195 0.0661 * 

CI 0.0055 0.0361 **  0.0040 0.1795   0.0048 0.2235   0.0097 0.0535 * 

PD -0.0049 0.3346   -0.0089 0.1233   -0.0121 0.1188   -0.0194 0.0476 ** 

UA -0.0035 0.4737   -0.0021 0.7069   -0.0021 0.7762   0.0004 0.9643  
IND 0.0045 0.2214   0.0040 0.3343   0.0041 0.4632   0.0113 0.1061  
MAS -0.0024 0.4170   -0.0035 0.2933   -0.0070 0.1109   -0.0036 0.5180  
LT 0.0003 0.9342   -0.0019 0.6006   -0.0015 0.7495   -0.0048 0.4240  
INDUL                               

C 0.0030 0.2706   0.0015 0.6151   0.0003 0.9406   0.0056 0.2771  
S 0.0022 0.5306   0.0025 0.5382   0.0026 0.6233   0.0020 0.7631  
M 0.0013 0.6366   -0.0005 0.8803   -0.0021 0.6153   0.0010 0.8450  
F -0.0003 0.9004     -0.0007 0.7592     -0.0019 0.5300     0.0007 0.8630   

CONT 0.0021 0.3582   0.0020 0.4557   0.0012 0.7368   0.0029 0.5142  
NPA -0.0050 0.0188 **  -0.0056 0.0209 **  -0.0071 0.0276 **  -0.0073 0.0743 * 

LIST -0.0057 0.4841     -0.0073 0.4343     -0.0144 0.2446     0.0048 0.7601   

MC -0.0041 0.0000 ***  -0.0041 0.0000 ***  -0.0049 0.0000 ***  -0.0038 0.0004 *** 

MVBV 0.0080 0.0000 ***  0.0091 0.0000 ***  0.0158 0.0000 ***  0.0180 0.0000 *** 

QR -0.0104 0.0031 ***  -0.0113 0.0046 ***  -0.0214 0.0001 ***  -0.0330 0.0000 *** 

SG 0.0000 0.3873   0.0001 0.1361   0.0000 0.9806   0.0000 0.6412  
EG 0.0000 0.0222 **  0.0000 0.0150 **  0.0000 0.0300 **  -0.0001 0.0369 ** 

ROE 0.0000 0.7592   0.0001 0.2828   0.0002 0.1122   0.0002 0.2360  
ROIC -0.0001 0.4161   -0.0002 0.2033   -0.0005 0.0466 **  -0.0001 0.7005  
TR 0.0000 0.3842   0.0001 0.1430   0.0001 0.0764 *  0.0001 0.2167  
DTA -0.0001 0.1689     -0.0002 0.0439 **   -0.0002 0.0489 **   -0.0002 0.1664   
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Appendix 12 Multiple regression without Power distance 

 CAR [−1, +1]  CAR [-2, +2]  CAR [−5, +5]  CAR [-10, +10] 

  Coef p-value Coef p-value     Coef p-value     Coef p-value   

(Int) 0.0524 0.0000   0.0587 0.0000   0.0637 0.0000   0.0490 0.0006  
DO -0.0017 0.4612   -0.0042 0.1076   -0.0017 0.6204   -0.0023 0.6030  
UK -0.0021 0.6929   -0.0023 0.7088   0.0021 0.7958   -0.0094 0.3638  
CI 0.0052 0.0451 **  0.0041 0.1622   0.0055 0.1638   0.0111 0.0252 ** 

PD                

UA -0.0157 0.0064 ***  -0.0169 0.0096 ***  -0.0168 0.0527 *  -0.0188 0.0873 * 

IND 0.0019 0.5534   -0.0001 0.9745   -0.0011 0.8230   0.0035 0.5645  
MAS -0.0009 0.7337   -0.0012 0.6959   -0.0042 0.3069   0.0007 0.8919  
LT 0.0032 0.3155   0.0018 0.6271   0.0022 0.6586   0.0000 0.9984  
INDUL -0.0106 0.0420 **   -0.0107 0.0705 *   -0.0083 0.2914     -0.0081 0.4154   

C 0.0031 0.2460   0.0018 0.5504   0.0007 0.8641   0.0062 0.2253  
S 0.0020 0.5631   0.0024 0.5443   0.0028 0.6037   0.0024 0.7173  
M 0.0014 0.6159   -0.0003 0.9240   -0.0019 0.6588   0.0015 0.7817  
F -0.0004 0.8413     -0.0008 0.7168     -0.0020 0.5155     0.0006 0.8679   

CONT 0.0019 0.4022   0.0017 0.5139   0.0009 0.7936   0.0025 0.5680  
NPA -0.0052 0.0144 **  -0.0058 0.0163 **  -0.0073 0.0237 **  -0.0075 0.0661 * 

LIST -0.0061 0.4539     -0.0079 0.3931     -0.0153 0.2173     0.0034 0.8264   

MC -0.0040 0.0000 ***  -0.0040 0.0000 ***  -0.0048 0.0000 ***  -0.0037 0.0006 *** 

MVBV 0.0083 0.0000 ***  0.0094 0.0000 ***  0.0161 0.0000 ***  0.0183 0.0000 *** 

QR -0.0107 0.0025 ***  -0.0116 0.0039 ***  -0.0215 0.0001 ***  -0.0331 0.0000 *** 

SG 0.0000 0.2638   0.0001 0.0873 *  0.0000 0.8731   0.0000 0.7215  
EG 0.0000 0.0200 **  0.0000 0.0142 **  0.0000 0.0303 **  -0.0001 0.0389 ** 

ROE 0.0000 0.7160   0.0001 0.2651   0.0002 0.1093   0.0002 0.2367  
ROIC -0.0001 0.3961   -0.0002 0.1990   -0.0005 0.0480 **  -0.0001 0.7237  
TR 0.0000 0.4304   0.0001 0.1497   0.0001 0.0711 *  0.0001 0.1881  
DTA -0.0001 0.1344     -0.0002 0.0330 **   -0.0002 0.0407 **   -0.0002 0.1458   
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Appendix 13 Multiple regression without market-to-book ratio 

 CAR [−1, +1]  CAR [-2, +2]  CAR [−5, +5]  CAR [-10, +10] 

  Coef p-value Coef p-value   Coef p-value   Coef p-value 

(Int) 0.0522 0.0000   0.0593 0.0000   0.0644 0.0000   0.0510 0.0004  
DO -0.0012 0.5913   -0.0035 0.1807   -0.0007 0.8491   -0.0008 0.8546  
UK -0.0037 0.5223   -0.0057 0.3946   -0.0027 0.7583   -0.0174 0.1201  
CI 0.0051 0.0565 *  0.0036 0.2302   0.0048 0.2318   0.0098 0.0539 * 

PD -0.0041 0.4266   -0.0082 0.1618   -0.0119 0.1289   -0.0194 0.0498 ** 

UA -0.0129 0.0620 *  -0.0111 0.1555   -0.0085 0.4152   -0.0050 0.7040  
IND 0.0024 0.5264   0.0018 0.6685   0.0014 0.8025   0.0085 0.2303  
MAS -0.0028 0.3320   -0.0041 0.2150   -0.0087 0.0492 **  -0.0057 0.3118  
LT 0.0033 0.3307   0.0012 0.7617   0.0015 0.7698   -0.0019 0.7747  
INDUL -0.0081 0.1221     -0.0075 0.2098     -0.0031 0.7010     -0.0015 0.8848   

C 0.0029 0.2805   0.0015 0.6306   0.0002 0.9660   0.0054 0.2925  
S 0.0022 0.5293   0.0025 0.5289   0.0030 0.5750   0.0025 0.7088  
M 0.0014 0.6204   -0.0004 0.9002   -0.0020 0.6413   0.0012 0.8218  
F -0.0003 0.8900     -0.0007 0.7592     -0.0017 0.5661     0.0009 0.8220   

CONT 0.0021 0.3673   0.0019 0.4607   0.0013 0.7169   0.0030 0.4962  
NPA -0.0048 0.0247 **  -0.0053 0.0283 **  -0.0065 0.0460 **  -0.0065 0.1111  
LIST -0.0062 0.4495     -0.0078 0.4035     -0.0152 0.2233     0.0039 0.8020   

MC -0.0041 0.0000 ***  -0.0041 0.0000 ***  -0.0049 0.0000 ***  -0.0038 0.0005 *** 

MVBV               

QR 0.0003 0.8929   0.0009 0.7610   -0.0002 0.9506   -0.0090 0.0697 * 

SG 0.0000 0.2593   0.0001 0.0874 *  0.0000 0.8654   0.0000 0.7227  
EG 0.0000 0.0208 **  0.0000 0.0144 **  0.0000 0.0312 **  -0.0001 0.0386 ** 

ROE 0.0001 0.3174   0.0002 0.0786 *  0.0004 0.0156 **  0.0004 0.0543 * 

ROIC -0.0001 0.3929   -0.0002 0.1923   -0.0005 0.0466 **  -0.0001 0.6977  
TR 0.0000 0.2814   0.0001 0.0914 *  0.0001 0.0329 **  0.0001 0.1149  
DTA 0.0000 0.5908     -0.0001 0.2399     -0.0001 0.4163     0.0000 0.7414   
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Appendix 14 Multiple regression without Q-Ratio 

 CAR [−1, +1]  CAR [-2, +2]  CAR [−5, +5]  CAR [-10, +10] 

  Coef p-value Coef p-value   Coef p-value   Coef p-value 

(Int) 0.0514 0.0000   0.0572 0.0000   0.0597 0.0000   0.0516 0.0002  
DO -0.0016 0.4934   -0.0039 0.1326   -0.0014 0.6833   -0.0015 0.7405  
UK -0.0037 0.5218   -0.0056 0.3955   -0.0027 0.7631   -0.0175 0.1178  
CI 0.0049 0.0652 *  0.0034 0.2534   0.0045 0.2589   0.0093 0.0649 * 

PD -0.0037 0.4750   -0.0076 0.1904   -0.0109 0.1622   -0.0186 0.0587 * 

UA -0.0128 0.0619 *  -0.0110 0.1577   -0.0083 0.4242   -0.0050 0.7025  
IND 0.0033 0.3674   0.0029 0.4845   0.0034 0.5488   0.0106 0.1329  
MAS -0.0016 0.5861   -0.0026 0.4279   -0.0061 0.1666   -0.0031 0.5783  
LT 0.0025 0.4523   0.0003 0.9346   0.0001 0.9914   -0.0035 0.5864  
INDUL -0.0100 0.0559 *   -0.0096 0.1083     -0.0066 0.4090     -0.0058 0.5624   

C 0.0030 0.2696   0.0015 0.6171   0.0003 0.9500   0.0056 0.2772  
S 0.0020 0.5750   0.0023 0.5688   0.0026 0.6238   0.0019 0.7768  
M 0.0013 0.6416   -0.0005 0.8734   -0.0022 0.6082   0.0010 0.8472  
F -0.0004 0.8488     -0.0008 0.7261     -0.0019 0.5319     0.0006 0.8766   

CONT 0.0020 0.3910   0.0018 0.4895   0.0011 0.7638   0.0028 0.5269  
NPA -0.0052 0.0156 **  -0.0057 0.0185 **  -0.0071 0.0280 **  -0.0073 0.0716 * 

LIST -0.0056 0.4921     -0.0070 0.4529     -0.0136 0.2710     0.0049 0.7532   

MC -0.0040 0.0000 ***  -0.0040 0.0000 ***  -0.0047 0.0000 ***  -0.0038 0.0005 *** 

MVBV 0.0083 0.0000 ***  0.0000 0.0000 ***  0.0160 0.0000 ***  0.0182 0.0000 *** 

QR                

SG 0.0000 0.2683   0.0001 0.0908 *  0.0000 0.8884   0.0000 0.6995  
EG 0.0000 0.0163 **  0.0000 0.0102 **  0.0000 0.0198 **  -0.0001 0.0329 ** 

ROE 0.0000 0.7758   0.0000 0.7424   0.0000 0.7219   0.0002 0.2066  
ROIC 0.0000 0.0000 ***  0.0000 0.0000 ***  0.0000 0.0000 ***  0.0000 0.0000 *** 

TR 0.0000 0.3509   0.0001 0.0989 *  0.0001 0.0311 **  0.0001 0.1935  
DTA -0.0001 0.2172     -0.0001 0.0866 *   -0.0001 0.1926     -0.0002 0.1705   
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Appendix 15 Multiple regression without ROE 

 CAR [−1, +1]  CAR [-2, +2]  CAR [−5, +5]  CAR [-10, +10] 

  Coef p-value Coef p-value     Coef p-value     Coef p-value   

(Int) 0.0528 0.0000   0.0589 0.0000   0.0634 0.0000   0.0505 0.0004  
DO -0.0015 0.5181   -0.0037 0.1524   -0.0010 0.7645   -0.0013 0.7739  
UK -0.0038 0.5175   -0.0057 0.3893   -0.0028 0.7502   -0.0175 0.1167  
CI 0.0048 0.0699 *  0.0032 0.2861   0.0041 0.3085   0.0090 0.0745 * 

PD -0.0038 0.4644   -0.0078 0.1837   -0.0111 0.1527   -0.0186 0.0592 * 

UA -0.0129 0.0611 *  -0.0110 0.1573   -0.0083 0.4221   -0.0049 0.7112  
IND 0.0033 0.3732   0.0028 0.4976   0.0032 0.5695   0.0105 0.1363  
MAS -0.0017 0.5661   -0.0027 0.4149   -0.0063 0.1551   -0.0030 0.5970  
LT 0.0025 0.4551   0.0003 0.9440   0.0000 0.9948   -0.0036 0.5792  
INDUL -0.0101 0.0544 *   -0.0096 0.1086     -0.0066 0.4083     -0.0055 0.5825   

C 0.0030 0.2675   0.0015 0.6142   0.0003 0.9447   0.0056 0.2789  
S 0.0019 0.5901   0.0021 0.5980   0.0023 0.6691   0.0017 0.7973  
M 0.0013 0.6373   -0.0005 0.8833   -0.0021 0.6211   0.0011 0.8402  
F -0.0004 0.8395     -0.0008 0.7181     -0.0019 0.5203     0.0006 0.8700   

CONT 0.0020 0.3865   0.0019 0.4782   0.0011 0.7438   0.0029 0.5175  
NPA -0.0052 0.0147 **  -0.0058 0.0168 **  -0.0073 0.0243 **  -0.0074 0.0689 * 

LIST -0.0058 0.4810     -0.0070 0.4482     -0.0138 0.2641     0.0053 0.7330   

MC -0.0040 0.0000 ***  -0.0039 0.0000 ***  -0.0047 0.0000 ***  -0.0037 0.0008 *** 

MVBV 0.0084 0.0000 ***  0.0097 0.0000 ***  0.0166 0.0000 ***  0.0187 0.0000 *** 

QR -0.0107 0.0025 ***  -0.0116 0.0039 ***  -0.0215 0.0001 ***  -0.0331 0.0000 *** 

SG 0.0000 0.2671   0.0001 0.0889 *  0.0000 0.8770   0.0000 0.7090  
EG 0.0000 0.0193 **  0.0000 0.0132 **  0.0000 0.0281 **  -0.0001 0.0354 ** 

ROE                
ROIC -0.0001 0.4048   -0.0001 0.4506   -0.0002 0.2109   0.0001 0.5807  
TR 0.0000 0.4627   0.0001 0.1818   0.0001 0.0922 *  0.0001 0.2401  
DTA -0.0001 0.1507     -0.0001 0.0655 *   -0.0002 0.1126     -0.0001 0.2756   
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Appendix 16 Multiple regression without ROIC 

 CAR [−1, +1]  CAR [-2, +2]  CAR [−5, +5]  CAR [-10, +10] 

  Coef p-value Coef p-value     Coef p-value     Coef p-value   

(Int) 0.0514 0.0000   0.0572 0.0000   0.0597 0.0000   0.0516 0.0002  
DO -0.0016 0.4934   -0.0039 0.1326   -0.0014 0.6833   -0.0015 0.7405  
UK -0.0037 0.5218   -0.0056 0.3955   -0.0027 0.7631   -0.0175 0.1178  
CI 0.0049 0.0652 *  0.0034 0.2534   0.0045 0.2589   0.0093 0.0649 * 

PD -0.0037 0.4750   -0.0076 0.1904   -0.0109 0.1622   -0.0186 0.0587 * 

UA -0.0128 0.0619 *  -0.0110 0.1577   -0.0083 0.4242   -0.0050 0.7025  
IND 0.0033 0.3674   0.0029 0.4845   0.0034 0.5488   0.0106 0.1329  
MAS -0.0016 0.5861   -0.0026 0.4279   -0.0061 0.1666   -0.0031 0.5783  
LT 0.0025 0.4523   0.0003 0.9346   0.0001 0.9914   -0.0035 0.5864  
INDUL -0.0100 0.0559 *   -0.0096 0.1083     -0.0066 0.4090     -0.0058 0.5624   

C 0.0030 0.2696   0.0015 0.6171   0.0003 0.9500   0.0056 0.2772  
S 0.0020 0.5750   0.0023 0.5688   0.0026 0.6238   0.0019 0.7768  
M 0.0013 0.6416   -0.0005 0.8734   -0.0022 0.6082   0.0010 0.8472  
F -0.0004 0.8488     -0.0008 0.7261     -0.0019 0.5319     0.0006 0.8766   

CONT 0.0020 0.3910   0.0018 0.4895   0.0011 0.7638   0.0028 0.5269  
NPA -0.0052 0.0156 **  -0.0057 0.0185 **  -0.0071 0.0280 **  -0.0073 0.0716 * 

LIST -0.0056 0.4921     -0.0070 0.4529     -0.0136 0.2710     0.0049 0.7532   

MC -0.0040 0.0000 ***  -0.0040 0.0000 ***  -0.0047 0.0000 ***  -0.0038 0.0005 *** 

MVBV 0.0083 0.0000 ***  0.0094 0.0000 ***  0.0160 0.0000 ***  0.0182 0.0000 *** 

QR -0.0113 0.0011 ***  -0.0126 0.0013 ***  -0.0237 0.0000 ***  -0.0337 0.0000 *** 

SG 0.0000 0.2683   0.0001 0.0908 *  0.0000 0.8884   0.0000 0.6995  
EG 0.0000 0.0163 **  0.0000 0.0102 **  0.0000 0.0198 **  -0.0001 0.0329 ** 

ROE 0.0000 0.7758   0.0000 0.7424   0.0000 0.7219   0.0002 0.2066  
ROIC                
TR 0.0000 0.3509   0.0001 0.0989 *  0.0001 0.0311 **  0.0001 0.1935  
DTA -0.0001 0.2172     -0.0001 0.0866 *   -0.0001 0.1926     -0.0002 0.1705   
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Appendix 17 Number of events divided by the corruption index score 

  

 

Appendix 18 Number of Events divided by the size of the largest shareholder 
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Appendix 19 Number of events divided by the number of previously acquired firms 
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Appendix 20 Defining the R-squared 

 

Total variation of the model: 

𝑆𝑆𝑦𝑦 = ∑(𝑦𝑖 − �̅�)2 = ∑ 𝑦𝑖
2 − 𝑛�̅�2 = (𝑛 − 1)𝑠𝑦

2

𝑁

𝑖=1

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

Sum squared residuals: 

𝑆𝑆𝐸 = ∑ 𝜀�̂�
2

𝑛

𝑖=1

= ∑(𝑦𝑖 − �̂�𝑖)2

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

 

Determination coefficient (R-Squared): 

 

𝑅2 = 1 −
𝑆𝑆𝐸

𝑆𝑆𝑦𝑦
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Appendix 21 Scatter plot of the CAR and the accounting variables 
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Appendix 22 Shapiro-Wilk Test 

The Shapiro-Wilk test is a statistical significance test that tests if underlying population of a sample is 

normally distributed. 

The null hypothesis 𝐻0 assumes that the population is normally distributed. In contrast, the alternative 

hypothesis 𝐻𝑎 assumes that the population isn’t normally distributed. If the value of the test statistic 𝑊 

is greater than the critical value 𝑊𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙, the null hypothesis is not rejected and it is assumed that a 

normal distribution exists. The test statistic W is defined: 

𝑊 =
(∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑥(𝑖))𝑛

𝑖=1
2

(∑ 𝑥𝑖 − �̅�)𝑛
𝑖=1

2 

Where 𝑥(𝑖) is the  ith-smallest number in the sample and �̅� =
1+⋯+𝑥𝑛

𝑛
. The coefficients 𝑎𝑖 is defined 

by: (𝑎1, … , 𝑎𝑛) =
𝑚𝑡𝑉−1

𝐶
, where C is 𝐶 = (𝑚𝑇𝑉−1𝑉−1𝑚)

1

2 and 𝑚 = (𝑚1, … , 𝑚𝑛)𝑇 is made of the ex-

pected values the order statistics of the random variables from the standard normal distribution and V is 

the covariance matrix of m. 

Alternatively, if the p value of the test is determined, the null hypothesis is usually not rejected if the p 

value is greater than the specified significance level alpha. 

Another assumption is that the sample should be larger than 3 and smaller than 5000 which is true for 

the sample in this paper (Shapiro & Wilk, 1965; Yap & Sim, 2011).  
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Appendix 23 Scatter plot of residuals vs. x-variable 
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Appendix 24 Difference in Hofstede Dimension between target and acquiror 

  Same Different 

Power Distance 2474 421 

Individualism 2338 557 

Masculinity 2412 483 

Long Term orientation 2370 525 

 

 

Appendix 25 Oversampling 

For some regression variables, the dummy groups faced imbalance. The problem that occurs is that the 

minority group will have a much lower probability of appearing than that of the other group and is thus 

less well presented in the sample. One common approach to solve this problem is the oversampling 

approach which improve the representation of the minority group (Zhu, Lin, Liu., Zhang, W., & Zhang, 

J., 2019). 

For the analysis in this paper, a Random Over Sampling (ROS) has been employed which randomly 

duplicate obeservations in the minority class. R). This is a quite intuitive approach and straight forward 

to apply (Nekooeimehr, & Lai-Yuen 2016). 
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Appendix 26 Effect of Data selection on results 

 

     n 

1 = All data    4764 

2 = With undisclosed payment method  2895 

3 = No undisclosed payment method  2172 

 

EURO STOXX 

  [-1,+1]   [-2,+2]   [-5,+5]   [-10,+10] 

  1 2 3   1 2 3   1 2 3   1 2 3 

ACAR 1.72% 1.59% 1.78%  1.80% 1.70% 1.87%  1.46% 1.70% 1.88%  1.24% 1.63% 1.85% 

T-Stat 21.14 23.48 22.27  17.20 19.46 18.11  9.40 13.16 12.30  5.76 9.13 8.78 

P-value 3.7E-95 4.5E-112 2.0E-99   1.2E-64 1.2E-79 1.1E-68   4.0E-21 9.6E-39 5.8E-34   4.4E-09 6.0E-20 1.6E-18 

                

COUNTRY INDEX 

  [-1,+1]   [-2,+2]   [-5,+5]   [-10,+10] 

  1 2 3   1 2 3   1 2 3   1 2 3 

ACAR 1.72% 1.59% 1.78%  1.80% 1.69% 1.86%  1.45% 1.68% 1.87%  1.22% 1.60% 1.85% 

T-Stat 21.07 23.52 22.33  17.13 19.35 18.05  9.32 12.92 12.18  5.65 8.95 8.74 

P-value 1.3E-94 2.1E-112 7.6E-100   3.6E-64 7.9E-79 2.9E-68   8.4E-21 1.8E-37 2.3E-33   8.5E-09 3.1E-19 2.3E-18 
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Appendix 27 Means of payment 

 

 

 

    n 

1 =  With undisclosed payment method  2895 

2 =  No undisclosed payment method  2172 

 

One Sided T-Test 

EURO STOXX 

 [-1,+1]  [-2,+2]  [-5,+5]  [-10,+10] 

Data 1 2   1 2   1 2   1 2 

ACAR 1.59% 1.78%  1.70% 1.87%  1.70% 1.88%  1.63% 1.85% 

T-Stat 23.48 22.27  19.46 18.11  13.16 12.30  9.13 8.78 

P-

value 

4.5E-

112 2.0E-99   

1.2E-

79 

1.1E-

68   

9.6E-

39 

5.8E-

34   

6.0E-

20 

1.6E-

18 
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COUNTRY INDEX 

 [-1,+1]  [-2,+2]  [-5,+5]  [-10,+10] 

Data 1 2   1 2   1 2   1 2 

ACAR 1.59% 1.78%  1.69% 1.86%  1.68% 1.87%  1.60% 1.85% 

T-Stat 23.52 22.33  19.35 18.05  12.92 12.18  8.95 8.74 

P-

value 

2.1E-

112 

7.6E-

100   

7.9E-

79 

2.9E-

68   

1.8E-

37 

2.3E-

33   

3.1E-

19 

2.3E-

18 

RANK TEST 

EURO STOXX 

 [-1,+1]  [-2,+2]  [-5,+5]  [-10,+10] 

Data 1 2   1 2   1 2   1 2 

T-Stat 9.49 9.07  7.98 7.47  5.58 5.11  4.22 3.82 

P-

value 2.2E-20 1.2E-18   

8.2E-

15 

4.4E-

13   

7.6E-

08 

9.1E-

07   

5.6E-

05 

2.8E-

04 

COUNTRY INDEX 

 [-1,+1]  [-2,+2]  [-5,+5]  [-10,+10] 

Data 1 2   1 2   1 2   1 2 

T-Stat 9.51 9.08  7.90 7.39  5.42 4.98  4.08 3.73 

P-

value 1.8E-20 1.0E-18   

1.5E-

14 

7.6E-

13   

3.2E-

08 

1.7E-

06   

1.0E-

04 

3.9E-

04 

            

Generalized RANK TEST 

EURO STOXX 

 [-1,+1]  [-2,+2]  [-5,+5]  [-10,+10] 

Data 2 3   2 3   2 3   2 3 

T-Stat 20.62 19.39  19.93 18.30  16.17 14.78  12.40 11.42 

P-

value 2.8E-87 1.9E-76   

5.2E-

82 

8.3E-

69   

1.7E-

55 

2.5E-

46   

1.2E-

33 

1.2E-

28 

COUNTRY INDEX 

 [-1,+1]  [-2,+2]  [-5,+5]  [-10,+10] 

Data 2 3   2 3   2 3   2 3 

T-Stat 20.72 19.52  19.82 18.15  16.12 14.70  12.76 12.09 

P-

value 4.1E-88 2.1E-77   

4.0E-

81 

9.4E-

68   

3.6E-

55 

6.8E-

46   

1.5E-

35 

7.4E-

32 
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Appendix 28 Comparison between stock and cash M&As with UK as a moderating vari-

able 

 

   t-value  p-value (>0) 

[-1,+1] 6.6476 0.00 

[-2,+2] -1.2644 0.90 

[-5,+5] -7.3653 1.00 

[-10,+10] 9.2067 0.00 
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Appendix 29 market capitalization vs listed status of sample 

 

  small large    small large 

total 1419 1476  total 2765 130 

unlisted 1343 1335  unlisted 2571 107 

listed 24 19  listed 41 2 
Listed/un-
listed in % 1.8% 1.4%  

Listed/un-
listed in % 1.6% 1.9% 

 

 

1 indicate listed firm and 0 indicate an unlisted firm. 
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Appendix 30 UK vs. CE Domestic deals 

 

Number 

of M&A 

UK  1165 

UK Domestic 946 

UK Cross Border 219 

Domestic % 81.20% 

UK Targets 1104 

CE acquire UK 158 

  

  

 

Number 

of M&A 

CE total deals 1730 

CE Domestic 935 

CE Cross Border 795 

Domestic % 54.05% 

 

 

Appendix 31 Cash vs. shares with UK as a moderating variable 

 

   t-value 

p-value 

(2-

sided) 

 p-

value 

(<0) 

 p-

value 

(>0) 

[-1,+1] 6.6476 0.00 1.00 0.00 

[-2,+2] -1.2644 0.10 0.10 0.90 

[-5,+5] -7.3653 0.00 0.00 1.00 

[-10,+10] 9.2067 0.00 1.00 0.00 
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Appendix 32 Market capitalization vs. means of payment for the sample 

 

The orange line indicates the split between small and large firm. We try to make the two groups equally sized. 

The yellow line indicates the split between small and large firm. The split was €10b. (to check for robustness) 

The yellow line indicates the split between small and large firm. The split was €4b. (to check for robustness) 

 

  Small large  Small large  Small large 

total 1419 1476  2765 130  350 2545 

Cash 566 493  1020 39  127 932 

Shares 232 123  349 6  70 285 

Mixed 369 385  722 32  94 660 

undisclosed 252 475  674 53  59 668 

shares/cash in % 41.0% 24.9%  34.2% 15.4%  55.1% 30.6% 

 

1 indicate cash M&A. 0 for remaining means of payment.          1 indicate shares M&A. 0 for remaining means of 

payment  
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Appendix 33 Comparison of adjusted R2 with and without Q-Ratio 

 

Adjusted R2 without Q-Ratio: 

 [−1, +1]  [-2, +2]  [−5, +5]  [-10, +10] 

Adjusted R-squared in % 4.54%  3.98%  3.63%  1.98% 

 

Adjusted R2 with Q-Ratio: 

 [−1, +1]  [-2, +2]  [−5, +5]  [-10, +10] 

Adjusted R-squared in % 4.81%  4.22%  4.14 %  2.76% 
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Appendix 34 Market cap vs. sales growth and EBITDA growth 
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Appendix 35 Market capitalization vs Market-to-book-value and Q-Ratio 
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Appendix 36 Code 

The code is accessible via this link: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1nWKfPrcFI3QF-

aMo_Hz1hXcZtsgvJtob?usp=sharing 

 

Alternatively, we attached the code below: 

 

DATA ADJUSTMENT .................................................................................................................... 165 

AR CALCULATION ....................................................................................................................... 178 

EVENT STUDY SIGNIFICANCE TEST | EUROSTOXX INDEX ............................................ 187 

EVENT STUDY SIGNIFICANT TEST | COUNTRY INDEX .................................................... 215 

RANK TEST | EUROSTOXX INDEX ........................................................................................... 235 

RANK TEST | COUNTRY INDEX ................................................................................................ 248 

GENERALIZED RANK TEST | EUROSTOXX INDEX ............................................................ 262 

GENERALIZED RANK TEST | COUNTRY INDEX .................................................................. 283 

CROSS SECTIONAL REGRESSION ........................................................................................... 299 

VIF AND R2 ..................................................................................................................................... 318 

WINSORIZING APPROACH ........................................................................................................ 325 

INDIVIDUAL REGRESSION ........................................................................................................ 333 

FURTHER SUB HYPOTHESES (H10.2, H6.2, H11.4) ................................................................ 342 

ADDITIONAL OUTPUT (GRAPHS, ETC.) ................................................................................. 362 
 

  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1nWKfPrcFI3QF-aMo_Hz1hXcZtsgvJtob?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1nWKfPrcFI3QF-aMo_Hz1hXcZtsgvJtob?usp=sharing
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Data adjustment 

 
# If you want to run this on your computer please make sure that you have 
the package "quantmod" downloaded: run the line below 
# install.packages("quantmod") 
library(quantmod) 
 
#download index values (eurostoxx600) 
index_end_date <- "2021-02-15" # two weeks after the end date 
index_start_date <- "2009-08-01" # 2 month before the start date  
 
 
# we get the index data in the given time period 
getSymbols("^STOXX",from=index_start_date,to=index_end_date) 
eurostoxx600_time_index <- index(STOXX) 
head(eurostoxx600_time_index) 
min(eurostoxx600_time_index) 
max(eurostoxx600_time_index) 
 
#day to start downloading the individual stock data from 
start_date <- "2009-08-01" 
stock_end_date <- "2021-02-15" 
 
# returns calculator (log(x2) - log(x1)) 
returns_calculator <- function(x){ 
  returns_calculator <- diff(log(x)) 
} 
 
 
# variance abnormal returns function: # same function as in the BP (we mig
ht adjust it to use L2 in the numerator instead of 1) 
variance_abnormal_returns <- function(x){ 
  variance_abnormal_returns <- sum(x)/ncol(x)^2 
  return(variance_abnormal_returns) 
} 
 
 
# variance function 
variance_function <- function(x){ 
  squared <- x^2 
  sum_squared <- sum(squared) 
  fraction <- 1/(length(x)-2) 
  variance_function <- sum_squared*fraction 
  return(variance_function) 
} 
 
 
# makes it easier to get the days 
get_data <- function(x) getSymbols(x, 
                                   from = start_date, 
                                   to = stock_end_date, 
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                                   auto.assign = F, # true would be enviro
nment variables 
                                   src = "yahoo" 
) 
 
 
# LOAD DATA & FIRST ADJUSTMENTS ----------------------------------- 
# import the data from local files from folder "\Master Thesis\5 - Data\In
put Data LATEST.csv" 
df_merger <- read.csv(file.choose(),header=T,stringsAsFactors = T,skipNul 
= T) 
df_merger 
summary(df_merger) 
dim(df_merger) 
head(df_merger) 
df_merger <- df_merger[1:5268,] # there have been many NA at the end 
 
 
 
length(df_merger$Bloomberg.Ticker) 
acquiror_ticker <- df_merger$Bloomberg.Ticker 
head(acquiror_ticker) 
class(acquiror_ticker) # factor type  
 
unique(acquiror_ticker) 
acquiror_ticker <- unique(acquiror_ticker) 
 
acquiror_ticker <- lapply(acquiror_ticker, as.character) 
length(acquiror_ticker) 
head(acquiror_ticker) 
class(acquiror_ticker) 
 
# transform to character type 
acquiror_ticker_2 <- as.character(acquiror_ticker) 
class(acquiror_ticker_2)  
head(acquiror_ticker_2) # character type 
length(acquiror_ticker_2) 
 
 
# get the stock data from folder "\Master Thesis\5 - Data\Tickers & Daily 
Adjusted Prices - Bloomberg export.csv" 
acquiror_prices <- read.csv(file.choose(),header=T,stringsAsFactors = T,sk
ipNul = T) 
 
 
# how many tickers can be found in yahoo finance 
valid_ticker <- unique(acquiror_prices$Ticker) 
valid_ticker_df <- as.data.frame(valid_ticker) 
dim(valid_ticker_df) 
colnames(valid_ticker_df) <- "Bloomberg.Ticker" 
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event_date <- (merge(valid_ticker_df,df_merger,by="Bloomberg.Ticker")) 
event_date_2 <- event_date 
dim(event_date_2) 
colnames(event_date_2) 
 
# exclude the columns we do not need,  
 
colnames(event_date_2) 
head(event_date_2) 
 
event_date_2 <- event_date_2[,c("Bloomberg.Ticker","Deal.Number","Date","A
cquiror.country.code")] 
 
 
# Check how many events per date ###### 
head(event_date_2) 
event_date_3 <- cbind(event_date_2,1)  
colnames(event_date_3)[5] <- "dummy" 
 
event_date_3 <- aggregate(x = event_date_3[c("dummy")], 
                          FUN = sum, 
                          by = list(Group.date = event_date_3$Date)) 
 
 
max(event_date_3$dummy) 
event_date_3 <- as.data.frame(event_date_3[order(event_date_3$dummy,decrea
sing = T),]) 
sum(event_date_3$dummy>1) # number of clustering dates 
event_date_3[1:sum(event_date_3$dummy>1),] 
dim(event_date_3) 
 
 
# MERGE THE DATAFRAME ------------------------------------------------ 
 
# data frame with all stock prices 
acquiror_prices_df <- as.data.frame(acquiror_prices) 
acquiror_prices_df 
 
 
# transform event date to data format 
event_date_2[,"Date"] <- as.Date(event_date_2[,"Date"],"%d/%m/%Y") #conver
t to format "%Y-%m-%d" 
head(event_date_2) 
 
acquiror_prices_df[,"Date"] <- as.Date(acquiror_prices_df[,"Date"]) #conve
rt to format "%Y-%m-%d" 
sum(is.na(acquiror_prices_df[,"Date"])) 
 
event_date_2 <- cbind(event_date_2,1) # event date dummy 
dim(event_date_2) 
dim(df_merger) 
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colnames(event_date_2) <- c("ticker","Deal.number","Date","Country","Event 
date dummy") 
head(event_date_2) 
 
# different attempt 
library(dplyr) 
head(acquiror_prices_df) 
colnames(acquiror_prices_df)[4] <- "ticker" 
 
# add a fake ticker to the df (to check if new rows are added) 
# acquiror_prices_df <- cbind(rownames(acquiror_prices_df),acquiror_prices
_df) 
 
colnames(acquiror_prices_df) 
colnames(acquiror_prices_df)[1] <- "FAKE_TICKER" 
str(acquiror_prices_df) 
str(event_date_2) 
 
# sort the acquiror prices the right way. Date should be increasing 
 
 
library(dplyr) 
 
by_ticker <- acquiror_prices_df %>% group_by(ticker) 
 
by_ticker <- by_ticker %>% arrange(Date, .by_group = TRUE) 
 
acquiror_prices_df %>% arrange(ticker,Date) 
 
 
# same results, just different approach to double check 
library(data.table) 
data.table(acquiror_prices_df, key = c("ticker", "Date")) 
 
# tibble back to df 
acquiror_prices_df <- as.data.frame(by_ticker) 
 
 
sum(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$log_returns)==T) 
 
 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged <- NULL 
 
# not include the days on which no trading take place 
acquiror_prices_df_merged = acquiror_prices_df %>% left_join(event_date_2, 
by = c("ticker","Date")) 
head(acquiror_prices_df) 
head(acquiror_prices_df_merged) 
 
# with the dates on which no trading took place 
acquiror_prices_df_merged = acquiror_prices_df %>% full_join(event_date_2, 
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by = c("ticker","Date")) 
acquiror_prices_df 
 
head(event_date_2) 
 
#change na to 0 for event date dummy 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[,8][is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged[,8])] <- 0 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[,7][is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged[,7])] <- 0 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[,6][is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged[,6])] <- 0 
 
sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged[,8]) 
 
nrow(event_date_2) 
# on the other dates we have no data from bloomberg 
 
 
 
# put the event on which days was no trading in a extra df 
 
no_trading_events <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[5208857:nrow(acquiror_price
s_df_merged),] 
head(no_trading_events) 
 
tail(acquiror_prices_df_merged[1:5208856,]) 
acquiror_prices_df_merged <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[1:5208856,] 
 
 
# add the events on which trading took place to the dataframe 
 
# example 
i=1 
j=10 
no_trading_events$Date[i]+j 
 
nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_merged$ticker==no_tra
ding_events$ticker[i])&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Date==(no_trading_events
$Date[i]+j))),])!=0 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_merged$ticker==no_trading_
events$ticker[i])&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Date==(no_trading_events$Date
[i]+j))),c("Deal.number","Country","Event date dummy")]  
no_trading_events[i,c("Deal.number","Country","Event date dummy")] 
 
 
 
for (i in 1:nrow(no_trading_events)) { 
  print(i) 
  for (j in 1:20) { 
     
     
    if (nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_merged$ticker
==no_trading_events$ticker[i])&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Date==(no_tradin
g_events$Date[i]+j))),])!=0) { # just checking if there is any result) 
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      acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(( 
        acquiror_prices_df_merged$ticker == no_trading_events$ticker[i] 
      ) & 
        ( 
          acquiror_prices_df_merged$Date == (no_trading_events$Date[i] + j
) 
        ) 
      ), c("Deal.number", "Country", "Event date dummy")]  <- 
        no_trading_events[i, c("Deal.number", "Country", "Event date dummy
")] 
       
       
      break 
    } 
  } 
   
} 
 
 
# how many days are missing 
nrow(event_date_2) - sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged[,8]) 
 
i=2 
nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(no_trading_events$Deal.number[i]==acquiro
r_prices_df_merged$Deal.number),]) 
 
no_trading_events[,"Dummy"] <- 0 
for (i in 1:nrow(no_trading_events)) { 
  if (nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(no_trading_events$Deal.number[i]==a
cquiror_prices_df_merged$Deal.number),])==1) { 
    no_trading_events[i,"Dummy"] <- 1 
  } 
} 
 
 
#those are left due to data  issues 
 
 
# Data Adjustent? -------------------------------------------- 
dim(acquiror_prices_df) 
dim(acquiror_prices_df_merged) 
dim(acquiror_prices_df_merged)[1]-dim(acquiror_prices_df)[1] 
 
# check for what days 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$FAKE_TICKER == lag(a
cquiror_prices_df_merged$FAKE_TICKER)),"FAKE_TICKER"] 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$FAKE_TICKER == lag(a
cquiror_prices_df_merged$FAKE_TICKER)),"ticker"] 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$FAKE_TICKER == lag(a
cquiror_prices_df_merged$FAKE_TICKER)),"Date"] 
df_merger$Bloomberg.Ticker == as.character(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acq
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uiror_prices_df_merged$FAKE_TICKER == lag(acquiror_prices_df_merged$FAKE_T
ICKER)),"ticker"][2]) 
 
# adjustment by hand 
df_merger[c(df_merger$Bloomberg.Ticker==as.character(acquiror_prices_df_me
rged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$FAKE_TICKER == lag(acquiror_prices_df_mer
ged$FAKE_TICKER)),"ticker"][2])),2:12] 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$FAKE_TICKER == lag(a
cquiror_prices_df_merged$FAKE_TICKER)),"Date"][2] 
# the first one are two different acquisition, no adjustment needed (discu
ss with AXEL) or maybe remove them that we do not have two events from the 
same firm on one day?! 
 
df_merger[c(df_merger$Bloomberg.Ticker==as.character(acquiror_prices_df_me
rged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$FAKE_TICKER == lag(acquiror_prices_df_mer
ged$FAKE_TICKER)),"ticker"][10])),2:14] 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$FAKE_TICKER == lag(a
cquiror_prices_df_merged$FAKE_TICKER)),"Date"][10] 
# the first one are two different acquisition, no adjustment needed (discu
ss with AXEL) 
 
 
df_merger[c(df_merger$Code.for.Yahoo.finance==acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(
acquiror_prices_df_merged$FAKE_TICKER == lag(acquiror_prices_df_merged$FAK
E_TICKER)),"ticker"][7]),7:12] 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$FAKE_TICKER == lag(a
cquiror_prices_df_merged$FAKE_TICKER)),"Date"][7] 
 
# delete FAKE_TICKER column 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"FAKE_TICKER"] <- NULL 
 
 
 
 
# ADD THE FAKE TICKER & PREPARE THE DATASET ------------------------------
----- 
 
# example estimation period: MacKinley (1997) suggests 120 days example ev
ent 
# event period: Do multiple event period but for simplicity I start with o
ne event 
# period (The norm for the length of the event window is between -1,+1 day 
and 
# -10,+10 days of the event date) 
 
#the estimation period start date equals the event period date object - n 
#days. The estimation period end date equals the event period date object 
#- t days. 
 
n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date <- 210 # we might adjust this 
t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date <- 11 
# i.e. 120 days event period 
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### add multiple event period later on to compare, and estimation periods 
as well for robustness 
# event period end date vector (21 days event period as a trial) 
n_days_for_event_period <- 21 
n_days_before_event_date <- 10 
t_days_after_event_date <- 10 
 
# event date index data 
event_date_index <- which(acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"Event date dummy"] %
in% c(1)) 
length(event_date_index) 
 
 
# index vector for event end date 
event_period_end_date_index <- 
  (event_date_index + t_days_after_event_date) 
 
 
# as event date and not index 
event_period_end_date <- 
  acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_period_end_date_index,7] 
 
 
# index vector for event start date 
event_period_start_date_index <- 
  (event_date_index - n_days_before_event_date) 
 
# as event date and not index 
event_period_start_date <- 
  acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_period_start_date_index,7] 
 
 
#estimation start and end positions in returns series  
estimation_period_start_date_index <- 
  (event_date_index - n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date) 
head(estimation_period_start_date_index) 
 
estimation_period_end_date_index <- 
  (event_date_index - t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date) 
head(estimation_period_end_date_index) 
 
 
# calculate log returns 
acquiror_prices_df_merged <- acquiror_prices_df_merged %>% group_by(ticker
) %>% mutate(log_returns = log(Price) - lag(log(Price))) 
sum(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$log_returns)==T) 
 
 
# add for the NA for first log_return a 0  
library(dplyr) 
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acquiror_prices_df_merged <- acquiror_prices_df_merged %>% group_by(ticker
) %>%  mutate(min_Date = min(Date)) 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Date==acquiror_price
s_df_merged$min_Date),"log_returns"] = 0 
acquiror_prices_df_merged$min_Date <- NULL 
sum(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$log_returns)==T) 
 
# the remaining NA are due to negative adjusted stock prices 
 
# tibble back to df 
acquiror_prices_df_merged <- as.data.frame(acquiror_prices_df_merged) 
 
# deal with the remaining NA  
 
# check what prices have the NA  
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$log_returns)==
T),"Price"] 
 
# how many of them are smaller than 0 
sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$log_return
s)==T),"price.adjusted"]<0) 
sum((is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$log_returns)==T)) 
# all except of the number of event of the same firm on the same day (sinc
e no return can be calculated when the price have not changed) 
 
# how many of the NA are in the sample period (event period+estimation per
iod)? -> see further down 
 
# add a event period dummy to the original dataframe 
for (i in 1:n_days_for_event_period) { 
  acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index-1-n_days_before_event_date+i,
"Event period dummy"] <- 1 
} 
 
# change the na to 0 
acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event period dummy`[is.na(acquiror_prices_df_me
rged$`Event period dummy`)] <- 0 
 
sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"Event period dummy"]) 
sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"Event date dummy"])*n_days_for_event_perio
d # some dates are overlapping 
 
head(event_date_index) 
head(event_period_end_date_index) 
head(event_period_start_date_index) 
 
length(event_period_start_date_index) 
 
 
# add a fakecount per event for the event period 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"fake_count"] <- 0 
for(i in 1:length(event_date_index)){ 
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  acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_period_start_date_index[i]:event_period_
end_date_index[i],"fake_count"] <- i 
   
} 
unique(acquiror_prices_df_merged$fake_count) 
 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[1,"Fake_ticker"] # to access the appropriate lm 
value per group # problem that we have more events than ticker! # fake tic
ker is running from 1 to 259 and not to 379, Therefore I get different res
ults, 379 should be right since the estimation period returns are running 
from 1 to 379 
# therefore we need an estimation & event period ticker 
 
# create an estimation start date dummy 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"Estimation start dummy"] <- 0 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[estimation_period_start_date_index,"Estimation s
tart dummy"] <- 1 
sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"Estimation start dummy"]) 
 
# create an estimation period dummy 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"Estimation period dummy"] <- 0 
 
for (j in 1:(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation
_period_end_date+1)) { 
   
   
  acquiror_prices_df_merged[estimation_period_start_date_index+j-1,"Estima
tion period dummy"] = 1 
   
} 
 
 
# create a fake ticker for each estimation&event period (from 1 to XXX) 
list_event_number <- list(1:length(estimation_period_start_date_index)) 
list_event_number 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"Fake_event_ticker"] <- 0 
 
for (j in 1:(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-1)) { 
   
   
  acquiror_prices_df_merged[estimation_period_start_date_index+j-1,"Fake_e
vent_ticker"] = list_event_number 
   
} 
 
for (j in 1:(n_days_for_event_period)) { 
   
   
  acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_period_start_date_index+j-1,"Fake_event_
ticker"] = list_event_number 
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} 
 
 
 
# Check how many NA in the sample period (estimation+event period) 
sum(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_event
_ticker != 0),"log_returns"])==T) 
# 0 NA in the event period, therefore we do not have to adjust for NA's in 
this sample! 
 
# create a fake estimation period ticker 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"Fake_estimation_period_ticker"] <- 0 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Estimation period d
ummy` == 
                              1), "Fake_estimation_period_ticker"] <- 
  acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Estimation period 
dummy` == 
                                1), "Fake_event_ticker"] 
 
 
# change NA to 0 
sum((is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_estimation_period_ticker) == T)) 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_estimatio
n_period_ticker) == T),"Fake_estimation_period_ticker"] <- 0 
 
sum((is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_estimation_period_ticker) == T)) 
 
(event_period_end_date_index-estimation_period_start_date_index) 
 
 
# only keep the rows which we need for further analysis, i.e. estimation a
nd event period, i.e. fake event ticker is not 0 
(event_period_end_date_index-estimation_period_start_date_index)[1] 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"Exclusion_fake_ticker"] <- 0 
for (i in (1:((event_period_end_date_index-estimation_period_start_date_in
dex)[1]+1))) { # +1 for the event date 
  acquiror_prices_df_merged[estimation_period_start_date_index+i-1,"Exclus
ion_fake_ticker"] <- 1 
} 
 
sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Exclusion_fake_t
icker==1),c("Event period dummy","Estimation period dummy")]) == sum(acqui
ror_prices_df_merged[,c("Event period dummy","Estimation period dummy")]) 
# if true, then we have covered all the column we want to keep 
 
sum(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_event
_ticker != 0),"log_returns"])==T) 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_pr
ices_df_merged[,"log_returns"])==F),] 
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acquiror_prices_df_merged_3<-acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_d
f_merged$Exclusion_fake_ticker==1),] 
 
sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`) 
sum(acquiror_prices_df_2$`Event date dummy`) 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged <- NULL 
acquiror_prices_df_merged <- acquiror_prices_df_merged_3 
acquiror_prices_df_merged_3 <- NULL 
 
# we do not need the exclusion ticker anymore 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"Exclusion_fake_ticker"] <- NULL 
 
# add the return to the stock index 
library(purrr) 
eurostoxx_adj_price <- map("^STOXX", get_data) %>% map(Ad) %>% reduce(merg
e.xts) 
head(eurostoxx_adj_price) 
 
eurostoxx_log_returns <- apply(eurostoxx_adj_price,MARGIN = 2,FUN = return
s_calculator) 
head(eurostoxx_log_returns) 
 
 
# time index for Eurostoxx log returns 
library(quantmod) 
index(eurostoxx_adj_price) 
head(eurostoxx_log_returns) 
eurostoxx_log_returns <- rbind(0,eurostoxx_log_returns) # since we do not 
have a first return 
 
index_returns <- index(eurostoxx_adj_price) 
head(index_returns) 
head(eurostoxx_log_returns) 
 
eurostoxx_log_returns <- xts(x=eurostoxx_log_returns,order.by = index_retu
rns) 
head(eurostoxx_log_returns) 
event_period_start_date 
 
# add Euro STOXX returns to the df 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"Euro_STOXX"] <- NA 
for (i in 1:nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged)) {  
  tryCatch({acquiror_prices_df_merged[i,"Euro_STOXX"] <- eurostoxx_log_ret
urns[acquiror_prices_df_merged[i,"Date"]]} 
           , error=function(e){}) # skip the error since we do not have st
ock data for each day 
   
} 
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summary(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Euro_STOXX) 
dim(acquiror_prices_df_merged) 
 
summary(eurostoxx_log_returns) 
 
 
# how many data points are missing in the sample period  
 
sum(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"Euro_STOXX"])==T) 
 
# how many NA in the event period? 
sum(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_event
_ticker != 0),"log_returns"])==T) 
sum(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event per
iod dummy` != 0),"Euro_STOXX"])==T) 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"log_returns"
])==T),"ticker"] 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"Euro_STOXX"]
)==T),"ticker"] 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"log_returns"
])==T),"Date"] 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"log_returns"
])==T),"price.adjusted"] 
 
# on what dates the NA occurs? 
sort(unique(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Eu
ro_STOXX)),"Date"])) 
length(unique(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$
Euro_STOXX)),"Date"])) 
hist(sort(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Euro
_STOXX)),"Date"]),sort(unique(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_p
rices_df_merged$Euro_STOXX)),"Date"]))) 
 
min(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Date) 
 
# change them to 0 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"Euro_STOXX"]
)==T),"Euro_STOXX"] <- 0 
sum(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"Euro_STOXX"])) 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"log_returns"
])==T),"log_returns"] <- 0 
sum(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$log_returns)) 
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AR Calculation  

 

# exclude the na at the end 
which(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Date))[1] 
tail(acquiror_prices_df_merged[1:(which(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Da
te))[1]-1),]) 
acquiror_prices_df_merged <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[1:(which(is.na(acqu
iror_prices_df_merged$Date))[1]-1),] 
 
 
 
# deal with the overlapping in event windows 
# (when the event windows are overlapping then we do not have any fake_cou
nt there) 
i=1 
k=2 
# event date 
which((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_event_ticker == i)&(acquiror_prices_
df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)) 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[which((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_event_tick
er == i)&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)), "Date"] 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[which((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_event_tick
er == i)&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)), "ticker"] 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[which((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_event_tick
er == i)&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)), "log_returns"
] 
# last estimation period date 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[which((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_event_tick
er == i)&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)) - 
                            k + 1 - t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date, 
"Euro_STOXX"] 
 
 
 
# where do we would get an error? 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==
1),"fake_count"] 
x <- NULL 
 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
   
  tryCatch({x[i] <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(which((acquiror_prices_df_
merged$fake_count == i)&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1))
),"fake_count"]} 
           , error=function(e){}) 
   
} 
 
sum(is.na(x)) 
x 
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which(is.na(x)) 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[which(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dumm
y`==1)[which(is.na(x))[i]],"fake_count"] 
 
for (i in 1:length(which(is.na(x)))) { 
  acquiror_prices_df_merged[which(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date du
mmy`==1)[which(is.na(x))[i]],"fake_count"] <- which(is.na(x))[i] 
   
} 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[which(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dumm
y`==1)[which(is.na(x))],"fake_count"] 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[as.character(event_date_index[which(is.na(x))[i]
]),"fake_count"] 
i=1 
j=1 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[which((acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dum
my`==1)&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_event_ticker==i))+5+j,"Date"] 
 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[which((acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dum
my`==1)&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_event_ticker==i))+5+j,"ticker"] 
which((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_event_ticker == i)&(acquiror_prices_
df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)) 
 
 
 
 
 
# new index vectors 
sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index,"Event date dummy"]) # shou
ld be equal to the amount of events 
sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`) 
event_date_index <- which(acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"Event date dummy"] %
in% c(1)) 
length(event_date_index) 
sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`) 
 
#estimation start and end positions in returns series  
estimation_period_start_date_index <- 
  (event_date_index - n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date) 
head(estimation_period_start_date_index) 
length(estimation_period_start_date_index) 
length(estimation_period_start_date_index) 
 
estimation_period_end_date_index <- 
  (event_date_index - t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date) 
head(estimation_period_end_date_index) 
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sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`) 
max(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_event_ticker) 
# extend fake_event ticker to 10 days 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"Fake_event_ticker"] <- 0 
for(i in 1:length(event_date_index)){ 
  acquiror_prices_df_merged[(estimation_period_start_date_index[i]):(estim
ation_period_end_date_index[i]),"Fake_event_ticker"] <- i 
   
   
} 
 
n_days_before_event_date_21 <- 10 
t_days_after_event_date_21 <- 10 
n_days_for_event_period_21 <- 21 
 
for(i in 1:length(event_date_index)){ 
  acquiror_prices_df_merged[(event_date_index[i]-n_days_before_event_date_
21):(event_date_index[i]+t_days_after_event_date_21),"Fake_event_ticker"] 
<- i 
   
   
} 
 
 
 
 
# change that each event has a different fake_event_ticker 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==
1),"Fake_event_ticker"][19:20] 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==
1),"fake_count"][19:20] 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==
1),"AR"][19:20] 
 
 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`=
=1)),"Fake_event_ticker"] <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_
df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"fake_count"] 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==
1),"Fake_event_ticker"][19:20] 
 
length(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date d
ummy`==1),"Deal.number"]) 
length(df_merger$Deal.number) 
 
sum(table(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event dat
e dummy`==1),"Deal.number"])>1) 
 
# log_return = inf mean no change in return and there it cannot be calcula
ted a log_return. But only a problem in 3 instances, so I change it to 0 
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acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"log_returns"]=="-I
nf"),"log_returns"] 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"log_returns"]=="-I
nf"),"log_returns"] <- 0 
 
 
# AR with EURO_STOXX index 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"AR"] <- NA 
 
length(event_date_index) 
sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`) 
for(i in 1:length(event_date_index)){ 
  print(i) 
  stock_returns <- NULL 
  index_returns <- NULL 
   
   
  stock_returns <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[estimation_period_start_date_
index[i]:estimation_period_end_date_index[i],"log_returns"] 
   
  index_returns <-acquiror_prices_df_merged[estimation_period_start_date_i
ndex[i]:estimation_period_end_date_index[i],"Euro_STOXX"] 
   
   
  Regression <- 
    lm(stock_returns ~ index_returns) 
  estimation_period_coefficients <- 
    Regression$coefficients 
  estimation_period_coefficients 
   
   
  abnormal_returns <- NULL 
  abnormal_returns <- 
    acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_event_ticke
r == i) 
                              , "log_returns"] - estimation_period_coeffic
ients[1] - estimation_period_coefficients[2] * 
    acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_event_ticke
r == i) 
                              , "Euro_STOXX"] 
   
  acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_event_ticker 
== i), "AR"] <- abnormal_returns 
   
   
} 
 
sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`) 
summary(acquiror_prices_df_merged$AR) 
 
 
# exclude all NA 
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acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$AR)),] 
# acquiror_prices_df_merged <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_
prices_df_merged$AR)==F),] 
 
 
# estimation period AR matrix 
nrow(estimation_period_AR) 
estimation_period_AR <- NULL 
 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  { 
    estimation_period_AR <- 
      rbind(estimation_period_AR, acquiror_prices_df_merged[estimation_per
iod_start_date_index[i]:estimation_period_end_date_index[i] 
                                                            , "AR"]) 
     
  } 
} 
 
sum(is.na(estimation_period_AR)==T) 
estimation_period_AR 
estimation_period_AR[910] 
 
 
event_deal_number$Deal.number[910] 
 
 
# drop the observation 
nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged)- nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged[acquiror_p
rices_df_merged$Deal.number_2!=1909568855,]) 
acquiror_prices_df_merged <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[acquiror_prices_df_
merged$Deal.number_2!=1909568855,] 
 
# drop the observation 
nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged)- nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged[acquiror_p
rices_df_merged$Deal.number_2!=1941450806,]) 
acquiror_prices_df_merged <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[acquiror_prices_df_
merged$Deal.number_2!=1941450806,] 
 
 
 
# variance abnormal return from sample period  
Var_AR <- NULL 
 
Var_AR <- 
  apply(estimation_period_AR, 
        MARGIN = 1, 
        variance_function)  
 
Var_AR 
sum(Var_AR==0) 
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# backup dataframe --------- 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged_backup <- read.csv(file.choose(),header=T,string
sAsFactors = T,skipNul = T) 
acquiror_prices_df_merged_backup <- readRDS(file.choose()) 
sum((acquiror_prices_df_merged_backup[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged_backup$`
Event date dummy` == 
                                          1), "Deal.number"] - acquiror_pr
ices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy` == 
                                                                                             
1), "Deal.number"]) > 0) 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged$Deal.number_2 <- acquiror_prices_df_merged$Deal.
number 
acquiror_prices_df_merged$Deal.number <- acquiror_prices_df_merged_backup$
Deal.number 
 
 
 
 
# only the ones we need for undisclosed payment method ------- 
# to double check the results 
 
# new df 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_event_ticker=
=acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index[i],"Fake_event_ticker"]),"Deal
.number_2"] <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index[i],"Deal.number"
] 
} 
sum(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Deal.number)) 
 
# example 
i=1 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Deal.number_2==df_me
rger_no_na_undisclosed$Deal.number[i]),] 
nrow(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed) 
 
library(dplyr) 
acquiror_prices_df_merged_final <- NULL 
for (i in 1:nrow(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed)) { 
  acquiror_prices_df_merged_final <- bind_rows(acquiror_prices_df_merged_f
inal,acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Deal.number_2==
df_merger_no_na_undisclosed$Deal.number[i]),]) 
} 
 
# new index  
 
summary(acquiror_prices_df_merged_final[event_date_index,"Event date dummy
"]) # should be equal to the amount of events 
event_date_index_2 <- which(acquiror_prices_df_merged_final[,"Event date d
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ummy"] %in% c(1)) 
sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged_final[event_date_index_2,"Event date dummy"]
) # should be equal to the amount of events 
length(event_date_index) 
 
#estimation start and end positions in returns series  
estimation_period_start_date_index_2 <- 
  (event_date_index_2 - n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date) 
head(estimation_period_start_date_index_2) 
 
estimation_period_end_date_index_2 <- 
  (event_date_index_2 - t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date) 
head(estimation_period_end_date_index_2) 
 
 
 
estimation_period_AR_2 <- NULL 
 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index_2)) { 
  { 
    estimation_period_AR_2 <- 
      rbind(estimation_period_AR_2, acquiror_prices_df_merged_final[estima
tion_period_start_date_index_2[i]:estimation_period_end_date_index_2[i] 
                                                                    , "AR"
]) 
     
  } 
} 
sum(is.na(estimation_period_AR_2)==T) 
 
 
# variance abnormal return from sample period  
Var_AR_2 <- NULL 
 
Var_AR_2 <- 
  apply(estimation_period_AR_2, 
        MARGIN = 1, 
        variance_function)  
 
Var_AR_2 
 
 
CAR_11_2 <- NULL 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index_2)) { 
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged_final[(event_date_index_2[i]-n_days
_before_event_date_11):(event_date_index_2[i]+t_days_after_event_date_11),
"AR"] 
   
   
  CAR_11_2[i] <- sum(AR_data) 
} 
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df_merger_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11 <- CAR_11_2 
writexl::write_xlsx(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed,file.choose()) 
ACAR_11_2 <- mean(CAR_11_2) 
AAR_11 
ACAR_11_2 
ACAR_11_undisclosed 
ACAR_11_no_undisclosed 
 
length(CAR_11_undisclosed) 
length(CAR_11_2) 
 
head(CAR_11_undisclosed) 
head(CAR_11_2) 
# results are slightly different which is due to the method I extracted th
e data for the new df. I just used the Fake_event_ticker 
# and therefore some values are not correctly reflected. See Excel file in 
folder "C:\Users\vanle\OneDrive - CBS - Copenhagen Business School\Master 
Thesis\5 - Data\Data on all M&A\Comparison of 2 data approaches.xlsx" 
 
 
 
# Use only the data we need --------------- 
 
# create a dataframe with the dealnumber of the events which are left to a
ccess the return & std we want 
sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index,"Event date dummy"]) # to c
heck if we get all returns 
nrow(event_deal_number) 
 
event_deal_number <- NULL 
event_deal_number <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index,"Deal.numb
er"] 
event_deal_number <- data.frame(Fake_index=1,Deal.number=event_deal_number
) 
 
event_deal_number$Fake_index <- seq.int(nrow(event_deal_number)) 
length(event_date_index) 
event_deal_number <- event_deal_number[1:length(event_date_index),] 
 
temp_check <- event_deal_number[c(event_deal_number$undisclosed==1),] 
temp_check$CAR <- CAR_11_undisclosed 
 
 
 
# no undisclosed payment method 
 
#df_merger_no_na_2 <- df_merger_no_na 
#df_merger_no_na_undisclosed_2 <- df_merger_no_na_undisclosed 
df_merger_no_na <- df_merger_CAR_no_na 
df_merger_no_na_undisclosed <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed 
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event_deal_number[,"No_undisclosed"] <- NULL 
for (i in 1:nrow(df_merger_CAR_no_na)) { 
  print(i) 
  event_deal_number[c(event_deal_number$Deal.number==df_merger_CAR_no_na[,
"Deal.number"][i]),"No_undisclosed"] <- 1 
} 
which(event_deal_number$Deal.number==df_merger_CAR_no_na[,"Deal.number"][i
]) # this works as well but is much slower 
 
event_deal_number[c(is.na(event_deal_number$No_undisclosed)),"No_undisclos
ed"] <- 0 
sum(event_deal_number$No_undisclosed) 
nrow(df_merger_CAR_no_na) 
nrow(df_merger_no_na) 
 
event_date_index_no_undisclosed <- which(event_deal_number[,"No_undisclose
d"] %in% c(1)) 
event_date_index_no_undisclosed 
i 
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Event study significance test | EUROSTOXX index 

 

# daily average abnormal returns during event period,  
### for the 11-days event period ######## 
 
n_days_before_event_date_11 <- 5 
t_days_after_event_date_11 <- 5 
n_days_for_event_period_11 <- 11 
 
AAR_11 <- NULL 
CAR_11 <- NULL 
AR_data <- NULL 
t_days_after_event_date 
 
 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(event_date_index[i]-n_days_before_
event_date_11):(event_date_index[i]+t_days_after_event_date_11),"AR"] 
   
   
  CAR_11[i] <- sum(AR_data) 
} 
length(CAR_11) 
 
for (i in 1:n_days_for_event_period_11) { 
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(event_date_index-n_days_before_eve
nt_date_11+i-1),"AR"] 
   
   
  AAR_11[i] <- mean(AR_data) 
} 
 
 
 
CAR_11 
length(CAR_11)  
length(event_date_index) 
 
AAR_11 
 
ACAR_11 <- mean(CAR_11) 
 
 
ACAR_11 
 
length(CAR_11) 
CAR_11_no_undisclosed <- CAR_11[event_date_index_no_undisclosed] 
ACAR_11_no_undisclosed <- mean(CAR_11_no_undisclosed) 
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ACAR_11_no_undisclosed 
 
# sum of variance abnormal returns divided by n squared 
 
SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared <- 
  (sum(Var_AR)) / (nrow(estimation_period_AR) ^ 2) 
 
nrow(estimation_period_AR) 
length(estimation_period_AR[event_date_index_no_undisclosed]) 
 
SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_no_undisclosed <- 
  (sum(Var_AR[event_date_index_no_undisclosed])) / (length(estimation_peri
od_AR[event_date_index_no_undisclosed]) ^ 2) 
 
 
 
t_test_11 <- ACAR_11 / (( # last value is the ACAR for the overall data fr
ame 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared * n_days_for_event_period_11 
) ^ 0.5) 
 
t_test_11_no_undisclosed <- ACAR_11_no_undisclosed / (( # last value is th
e ACAR for the overall data frame 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_no_undisclosed * n_days_for_event_period_11 
) ^ 0.5) 
 
 
length(event_date_index)-1 
length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed)-1 
 
p_value_11 <- 
  pt(-abs(t_test_11), df = length(event_date_index)-1)  #one sided test 
p_value_11 
 
 
p_value_11_no_undisclosed <- 
  pt(-abs(t_test_11_no_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_index_no_undis
closed)-1)  #one sided test 
p_value_11_no_undisclosed 
 
CAR_11 
boxplot(df_merg) 
 
ACAR_11 
ACAR_11_no_undisclosed 
sum(AAR_11) 
 
 
# with undisclosed payment method -------- 
event_deal_number[,"undisclosed"] <- NULL 
for (i in 1:nrow(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed)) { 
  print(i) 
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  event_deal_number[c(event_deal_number$Deal.number==df_merger_no_na_undis
closed[,"Deal.number"][i]),"undisclosed"] <- 1 
} 
 
event_deal_number[c(is.na(event_deal_number$undisclosed)),"undisclosed"] <
- 0 
sum(event_deal_number$undisclosed) 
length(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed$Deal.number) 
 
event_date_index_undisclosed <- which(event_deal_number[,"undisclosed"] %i
n% c(1)) 
 
 
CAR_11_undisclosed <- CAR_11[event_date_index_undisclosed] 
ACAR_11_undisclosed <- mean(CAR_11_undisclosed) 
ACAR_11_undisclosed 
ACAR_11_no_undisclosed 
CAR_11_undisclosed[1409] 
 
# sum of variance abnormal returns divided by n squared 
 
SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_undisclosed <- 
  (sum(Var_AR[event_date_index_undisclosed])) / (length(estimation_period_
AR[event_date_index_undisclosed]) ^ 2) 
 
t_test_11_undisclosed <- ACAR_11_undisclosed / (( # last value is the ACAR 
for the overall data frame 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_undisclosed * n_days_for_event_period_11 
) ^ 0.5) 
 
 
p_value_11_undisclosed <- 
  pt(-abs(t_test_11_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_index_undisclosed
)-1)  #one sided test 
p_value_11_undisclosed 
p_value_11_no_undisclosed 
p_value_11 
 
df_undisclosed <- data.frame("ACAR"=c(ACAR_11,ACAR_11_undisclosed,ACAR_11_
no_undisclosed),"T-Stat"=c(t_test_11,t_test_11_undisclosed,t_test_11_no_un
disclosed),"P-Value"=c(p_value_11,p_value_11_undisclosed,p_value_11_no_und
isclosed)) 
df_undisclosed <- t(df_undisclosed) 
colnames(df_undisclosed) <- c("All Events", "Data available with undisclos
ed","Data available without undisclosed") 
df_undisclosed 
 
 
ACAR_11 
ACAR_11_no_undisclosed 
ACAR_11_undisclosed 
sum(AAR_11) 
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#test, compare undisclosed and disclosed 
length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed) 
length(event_date_index_undisclosed) 
ACAR_11_no_undisclosed 
t_test_2_sided_11_undisclosed <- (ACAR_11_undisclosed - ACAR_11_no_undiscl
osed) / sqrt(( 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_undisclosed * n_days_for_event_period_11 
) / length(event_date_index_undisclosed) + ( 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_no_undisclosed * n_days_for_event_period_11 
) / length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed) 
) 
 
 
# P-value 
min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed)-1,length(event_date_index_no_undi
sclosed)-1) 
p_value_2_sided_11_undisclosed <- pt(-abs(t_test_2_sided_11_undisclosed),d
f=min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed)-1,length(event_date_index_no_un
disclosed)-1)) 
p_value_2_sided_11_undisclosed 
 
t_test_2_sided_11_undisclosed 
 
 
 
################## different event window (5 days) #######################
##### 
n_days_before_event_date_5 <- 2 
t_days_after_event_date_5 <- 2 
n_days_for_event_period_5 <- 5 
 
AAR_5 <- NULL 
CAR_5 <- NULL 
AR_data <- NULL 
 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(event_date_index[i]-n_days_before_
event_date_5):(event_date_index[i]+t_days_after_event_date_5),"AR"] 
   
   
  CAR_5[i] <- sum(AR_data) 
} 
 
for (i in 1:n_days_for_event_period_5) { 
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(event_date_index-n_days_before_eve
nt_date_5+i-1),"AR"] 
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  AAR_5[i] <- mean(AR_data) 
} 
 
# cumulative average abnormal returns during event period, same than avera
ge abnormal return 
ACAR_5 <- mean(CAR_5) 
 
ACAR_5 
sum(AAR_5) 
AAR_5 
 
 
# sum of variance abnormal returns divided by n squared 
 
SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared <- 
  (sum(Var_AR)) / (nrow(estimation_period_AR) ^ 2) 
 
t_test_5 <- ACAR_5 / (( # last value is the ACAR for the overall data fram
e 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared * n_days_for_event_period_5 
) ^ 0.5) 
 
p_value_5 <- 
  pt(-abs(t_test_5), df = length(event_date_index)-1)  #one sided test 
p_value_5 
 
 
#### with undisclosed -------- 
 
CAR_5_undisclosed <- CAR_5[event_date_index_undisclosed] 
ACAR_5_undisclosed <- mean(CAR_5_undisclosed) 
ACAR_5_undisclosed 
 
 
# sum of variance abnormal returns divided by n squared 
 
t_test_5_undisclosed <- ACAR_5_undisclosed / (( # last value is the ACAR f
or the overall data frame 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_undisclosed * n_days_for_event_period_5 
) ^ 0.5) 
 
 
p_value_5_undisclosed <- 
  pt(-abs(t_test_5_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_index_undisclosed)
-1)  #one sided test 
p_value_5_undisclosed 
 
p_value_5 
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ACAR_5 
ACAR_5_undisclosed 
 
 
### no undisclosed ------------ 
CAR_5_no_undisclosed <- CAR_5[event_date_index_no_undisclosed] 
ACAR_5_no_undisclosed <- mean(CAR_5_no_undisclosed) 
ACAR_5_no_undisclosed 
 
# sum of variance abnormal returns divided by n squared 
 
 
t_test_5_no_undisclosed <- ACAR_5_no_undisclosed / (( # last value is the 
ACAR for the overall data frame 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_no_undisclosed * n_days_for_event_period_5 
) ^ 0.5) 
 
 
p_value_5_no_undisclosed <- 
  pt(-abs(t_test_5_no_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_index_no_undisc
losed)-1)  #one sided test 
p_value_5_no_undisclosed 
 
 
ACAR_5 
ACAR_5_no_undisclosed 
ACAR_5_undisclosed 
sum(AAR_5) 
 
 
 
#test, compare undisclosed and disclosed 
length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed) 
length(event_date_index_undisclosed) 
ACAR_11_no_undisclosed 
t_test_2_sided_11_undisclosed <- (ACAR_11_undisclosed - ACAR_11_no_undiscl
osed) / sqrt(( 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_undisclosed * n_days_for_event_period_11 
) / length(event_date_index_undisclosed) + ( 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_no_undisclosed * n_days_for_event_period_11 
) / length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed) 
) 
 
# P-value 
min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed)-1,length(event_date_index_no_undi
sclosed)-1) 
p_value_2_sided_11_undisclosed <- pt(-abs(t_test_2_sided_11_undisclosed),d
f=min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed)-1,length(event_date_index_no_un
disclosed)-1)) 
p_value_2_sided_11_undisclosed 
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################## different event window (21 days) ######################
###### 
n_days_before_event_date_21 <- 10 
t_days_after_event_date_21 <- 10 
n_days_for_event_period_21 <- 21 
 
AAR_21 <- NULL 
CAR_21 <- NULL 
AR_data <- NULL 
 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
   
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(event_date_index[i]-n_days_before_
event_date_21):(event_date_index[i]+t_days_after_event_date_21),"AR"] 
   
  CAR_21[i] <- sum(AR_data) 
} 
 
for (i in 1:n_days_for_event_period_21) { 
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(event_date_index-n_days_before_eve
nt_date_21+i-1),"AR"] 
   
   
  AAR_21[i] <- mean(AR_data) 
} 
 
sum(AAR_21) 
AAR_21 
 
# cumulative average abnormal returns during event period, same than avera
ge abnormal return 
ACAR_21 <- mean(CAR_21) 
ACAR_21 
 
 
# sum of variance abnormal returns divided by n squared 
 
SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared <- 
  (sum(Var_AR)) / (nrow(estimation_period_AR) ^ 2) 
 
 
 
t_test_21 <- ACAR_21 / (( # last value is the ACAR for the overall data fr
ame 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared * n_days_for_event_period_21 
) ^ 0.5) 
print(t_test_5) 
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print(t_test_11) 
print(t_test_21) 
 
p_value_21 <- 
  pt(-abs(t_test_21), df = length(event_date_index)-1)  #one sided test 
p_value_21 
 
 
 
#### with undisclosed -------- 
CAR_21_undisclosed <- CAR_21[event_date_index_undisclosed] 
ACAR_21_undisclosed <- mean(CAR_21_undisclosed) 
ACAR_21_undisclosed 
 
 
# sum of variance abnormal returns divided by n squared 
 
 
t_test_21_undisclosed <- ACAR_21_undisclosed / (( # last value is the ACAR 
for the overall data frame 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_undisclosed * n_days_for_event_period_21 
) ^ 0.5) 
 
 
p_value_21_undisclosed <- 
  pt(-abs(t_test_21_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_index_undisclosed
)-1)  #one sided test 
p_value_21_undisclosed 
 
p_value_21 
 
 
ACAR_21 
ACAR_21_undisclosed 
 
 
### no undisclosed ------------ 
CAR_21_no_undisclosed <- CAR_21[event_date_index_no_undisclosed] 
ACAR_21_no_undisclosed <- mean(CAR_21_no_undisclosed) 
ACAR_21_no_undisclosed 
 
# sum of variance abnormal returns divided by n squared 
t_test_21_no_undisclosed <- ACAR_21_no_undisclosed / (( # last value is th
e ACAR for the overall data frame 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_no_undisclosed * n_days_for_event_period_21 
) ^ 0.5) 
 
p_value_21_no_undisclosed <- 
  pt(-abs(t_test_21_no_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_index_no_undis
closed)-1)  #one sided test 
p_value_21_no_undisclosed 
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ACAR_21 
ACAR_21_no_undisclosed 
ACAR_21_undisclosed 
sum(AAR_21) 
 
 
 
 
 
################## different event window (3 days) #######################
##### 
 
n_days_before_event_date_3 <- 1 
t_days_after_event_date_3 <- 1 
n_days_for_event_period_3 <- 3 
 
AAR_3 <- NULL 
CAR_3 <- NULL 
AR_data <- NULL 
 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(event_date_index[i]-n_days_before_
event_date_3):(event_date_index[i]+t_days_after_event_date_3),"AR"] 
   
  CAR_3[i] <- sum(AR_data) 
} 
 
for (i in 1:n_days_for_event_period_3) { 
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(event_date_index-n_days_before_eve
nt_date_3+i-1),"AR"] 
   
   
  AAR_3[i] <- mean(AR_data) 
} 
 
 
# cumulative average abnormal returns during event period, same than avera
ge abnormal return 
ACAR_3 <- mean(CAR_3) 
 
ACAR_3 
sum(AAR_3) 
AAR_3 
 
 
# sum of variance abnormal returns divided by n squared 
 
SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared <- 
  (sum(Var_AR)) / (nrow(estimation_period_AR) ^ 2) 
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t_test_3 <- ACAR_3 / (( # last value is the ACAR for the overall data fram
e 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared * n_days_for_event_period_3 
) ^ 0.5) 
print(t_test) 
print(t_test_5) 
print(t_test_11) 
print(t_test_21) 
print(t_test_3) 
 
p_value_3 <- 
  pt(-abs(t_test_3), df = length(event_date_index)-1)  #one sided test 
p_value_3 
p_value_5 
p_value_11 
 
ACAR_3 
ACAR_5 
ACAR_11 
 
#### with undisclosed -------- 
 
CAR_3_undisclosed <- CAR_3[event_date_index_undisclosed] 
ACAR_3_undisclosed <- mean(CAR_3_undisclosed) 
ACAR_3_undisclosed 
 
 
# sum of variance abnormal returns divided by n squared 
 
 
t_test_3_undisclosed <- ACAR_3_undisclosed / (( # last value is the ACAR f
or the overall data frame 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_undisclosed * n_days_for_event_period_3 
) ^ 0.5) 
 
 
p_value_3_undisclosed <- 
  pt(-abs(t_test_3_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_index_undisclosed)
-1)  #one sided test 
p_value_3_undisclosed 
 
p_value_3 
 
 
ACAR_3 
ACAR_3_undisclosed 
 
 
### no undisclosed ------------ 
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CAR_3_no_undisclosed <- CAR_3[event_date_index_no_undisclosed] 
ACAR_3_no_undisclosed <- mean(CAR_3_no_undisclosed) 
ACAR_3_no_undisclosed 
 
# sum of variance abnormal returns divided by n squared 
 
 
t_test_3_no_undisclosed <- ACAR_3_no_undisclosed / (( # last value is the 
ACAR for the overall data frame 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_no_undisclosed * n_days_for_event_period_3 
) ^ 0.5) 
 
 
p_value_3_no_undisclosed <- 
  pt(-abs(t_test_3_no_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_index_no_undisc
losed)-1)  #one sided test 
p_value_3_no_undisclosed 
 
 
ACAR_3 
ACAR_3_no_undisclosed 
ACAR_3_undisclosed 
sum(AAR_3) 
 
CAR_3_undisclosed 
mean(CAR_5_undisclosed) 
 
Results <- 
  data.frame( 
    "ACAR[-1,+1]" = c(ACAR_3, t_test_3, p_value_3), 
    "undisclosed[-1,+1]" = c( 
      ACAR_3_undisclosed, 
      t_test_3_undisclosed, 
      p_value_3_undisclosed 
    ), 
    "no undisclosed[-1,+1]" = c( 
      ACAR_3_no_undisclosed, 
      t_test_3_no_undisclosed, 
      p_value_3_no_undisclosed 
    ), 
    "[-3,+3]" = c(ACAR_5, t_test_5, p_value_5), 
    "undisclosed[-3,+3]" = c(ACAR_5_undisclosed, t_test_5_undisclosed, p_v
alue_5_undisclosed), 
    "no undisclosed[-3,+3]" = c(ACAR_5_no_undisclosed, t_test_5_no_undiscl
osed, p_value_5_no_undisclosed), 
    "[-5,+5]" = c(ACAR_11, t_test_11, p_value_11), 
    "undisclosed[-5,+5]" = c(ACAR_11_undisclosed, t_test_11_undisclosed, p
_value_11_undisclosed), 
    "no undisclosed[-5,+5]" = c(ACAR_11_no_undisclosed, t_test_11_no_undis
closed, p_value_11_no_undisclosed), 
    "[-10,+10]" = c(ACAR_21, t_test_21, p_value_21), 
    "undisclosed[-10,+10]" = c(ACAR_21_undisclosed, t_test_21_undisclosed, 
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p_value_21_undisclosed), 
    "no undisclosed[-10,+10]" = c(ACAR_21_no_undisclosed, t_test_21_no_und
isclosed, p_value_21_no_undisclosed) 
  ) 
row.names(Results) <- c("ACAR", "T-Stat", "P-value") 
colnames(Results) <- c("[-1,+1]","undisclosed[-1,+1]","no undisclosed[-1,+
1]","[-2,+2]","undisclosed[-2,+2]","no undisclosed[-2,+2]","[-5,+5]","undi
sclosed[-5,+5]","no undisclosed[-5,+5]","[-10,+10]","undisclosed[-10,+10]"
,"no undisclosed[-10,+10]") 
Results 
 
writexl::write_xlsx(Results,file.choose()) 
 
 
 
 
# NO UNDISCLOSED COUNTRY AAR TEST for 21 days ----------------------------
---------- 
# AAR COUNTRY 
AAR_11_Country 
AAR_21_Country 
length(event_date_index) 
 
AAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed <- NULL 
length(AR_data) 
for (i in 1:n_days_for_event_period_21) { 
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(event_date_index[event_date_index_
no_undisclosed]-n_days_before_event_date_21+i-1),"AR_Country"] 
   
   
  AAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed[i] <- mean(AR_data) 
} 
 
sum(AAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed) 
ACAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed 
 
 
# standard deviation 
Stand_AAR_21_Country <- NULL 
length(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_no_undisclosed]) 
 
Stand_AAR_21_Country <- 1/length(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_no_undisc
losed])^2*sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_no_undisclosed]) 
Stand_AAR_21_Country <- Stand_AAR_21_Country^(1/2) 
Stand_AAR_21_Country 
 
# t-stats 
t_test_11_Country_AAR <- NULL 
for (i in 1:n_days_for_event_period_21) { 
  t_test_11_Country_AAR[i] <- AAR_21_Country[i]/Stand_AAR_21_Country 
} 
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t_test_11_Country_AAR 
 
# p-values 
p_value_11_Country_AAR <- NULL 
for (i in 1:n_days_for_event_period_21) { 
  p_value_11_Country_AAR[i] <- pt(-abs(t_test_11_Country_AAR[i]), df = len
gth(event_date_index_no_undisclosed)-1) 
} 
p_value_11_Country_AAR 
 
# new df with the t-stats and P-value 
Results_AAR_Country <-  
  data.frame( 
    "AAR" = AAR_21_Country, 
    "T-Stat" = t_test_11_Country_AAR, 
    "P-Value" = p_value_11_Country_AAR 
  ) 
Results_AAR_Country  
writexl::write_xlsx(Results_AAR_Country,file.choose()) 
 
 
 
# UNDISCLOSED COUNTRY AAR TEST for 21 days -------------------------------
------- 
# standard deviation 
 
AAR_21_County_undisclosed <- NULL 
length(event_date_index_undisclosed) 
 
for (i in 1:n_days_for_event_period_21) { 
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(event_date_index[event_date_index_
undisclosed]-n_days_before_event_date_21+i-1),"AR_Country"] 
   
   
  AAR_21_County_undisclosed[i] <- mean(AR_data) 
} 
AR_data 
sum(AAR_21_County_undisclosed) 
ACAR_21_Country_undisclosed 
 
 
# standard deviation 
Stand_AAR_21_County_undisclosed <- NULL 
length(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed]) 
 
Stand_AAR_21_County_undisclosed <- 1/length(Var_AR_Country[event_date_inde
x_undisclosed])^2*sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed]) 
Stand_AAR_21_County_undisclosed <- Stand_AAR_21_County_undisclosed^(1/2) 
Stand_AAR_21_County_undisclosed 
 
# t-stats 
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AAR_21_County_undisclosed 
t_test_11_County_undisclosed_AAR <- NULL 
for (i in 1:n_days_for_event_period_21) { 
  t_test_11_County_undisclosed_AAR[i] <- AAR_21_County_undisclosed[i]/Stan
d_AAR_21_County_undisclosed 
} 
t_test_11_County_undisclosed_AAR 
 
# p-values 
p_value_11_County_undisclosed_AAR <- NULL 
for (i in 1:n_days_for_event_period_21) { 
  p_value_11_County_undisclosed_AAR[i] <- pt(-abs(t_test_11_County_undiscl
osed_AAR[i]), df = length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed)-1) 
} 
p_value_11_County_undisclosed_AAR 
 
# new df with the t-stats and P-value 
Results_AAR_County_undisclosed <-  
  data.frame( 
    "AAR" = AAR_21_County_undisclosed, 
    "T-Stat" = t_test_11_County_undisclosed_AAR, 
    "P-Value" = p_value_11_County_undisclosed_AAR 
  ) 
Results_AAR_County_undisclosed  
writexl::write_xlsx(Results_AAR_County_undisclosed,file.choose()) 
 
plot(AAR_cum_10$AAR.Event.time,AAR_21_Country_undisclosed,type="l",xlab="D
ay",ylab = "AAR",main="AAR for Event Period [-10:10]") 
 
 
 
# Average abnormal return graph ----------------------------------- 
 
# example 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[(event_date_index-90+i),"AR"] 
 
 
AAR <- NULL 
 
for (i in 1:100) { 
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(event_date_index-90+i),"AR"] 
   
   
  AAR[i] <- mean(AR_data) 
} 
 
AAR 
AAR_11 
AAR_21 # last 21 days are the same 
 
AAR <- data.frame("Event time" = c(-89:10),AAR) 
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ts.plot(AAR$AAR) 
AAR[c(min(AAR$AAR)==AAR$AAR),] 
# cumulative AAR 
 
AAR_cum <- cumsum(AAR$AAR) 
AAR_cum <- data.frame(AAR$Event.time,AAR_cum) 
AAR_cum 
 
plot(AAR_cum$AAR.Event.time,AAR_cum$AAR_cum,type="l",xlab="Event Time",yla
b = "Cumulative CAAR",main="Cumulative CAAR for Period [-89:10]") 
 
 
# -50 to 10 
 
AAR_cum_50 <- cumsum(AAR$AAR[40:100]) 
AAR_cum_50 <- data.frame(AAR$Event.time[40:100],AAR_cum_50) 
AAR_cum_50 
 
 
plot(AAR_cum_50$AAR.Event.time,AAR_cum_50$AAR_cum,type="l",xlab="Event Tim
e",ylab = "Cumulative AAR",main="Cumulative AAR for Period [-50:10]") 
 
 
# event period 21 
 
AAR$AAR[80:100] 
 
AAR_cum_10 <- cumsum(AAR$AAR[80:100]) 
AAR_cum_10 <- data.frame(AAR$Event.time[80:100],AAR_cum_10) 
AAR_cum_10 
 
 
plot(AAR_cum_10$AAR.Event.time,AAR_cum_10$AAR_cum,type="l",xlab="Event Tim
e",ylab = "Cumulative AAR",main="Cumulative AAR for Event Period [-10:10]"
) 
plot(AAR_cum_10$AAR.Event.time,AAR$AAR[80:100],type="l",xlab="Event Time",
ylab = "AAR",main="AAR for Event Period [-10:10]") 
 
 
 
 
 
# Assign CAR to the df --------------------------------------------- 
# Assign 11 days CAR to events 
df_merger_CAR_11 <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index,c("ticker",
"Date","Deal.number")] 
df_merger_CAR_11$CAR_11 <- CAR_11 
df_merger_CAR_11 
head(acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index,c("ticker","Date","Deal.nu
mber")]) 
str(df_merger_CAR_11) 
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str(df_merger) 
 
colnames(df_merger)[23] 
colnames(df_merger)[23] <- "Yahoo_finance_ticker" 
colnames(df_merger)[10] <- "ticker" 
colnames(df_merger)[2] <- "Deal.number" 
 
 
df_merger_backup <- df_merger 
 
# change the format 
df_merger$ticker <- as.character(df_merger$ticker) 
df_merger_CAR_11$Deal.number <- as.integer(df_merger_CAR_11$Deal.number)  
df_merger$Date <- as.Date(df_merger$Date,"%d/%m/%Y") 
df_merger$Date 
 
df_merger$Fake_ID <- seq.int(nrow(df_merger)) 
df_merger$Fake_ID  
colnames(df_merger) 
 
df_merger_CAR = df_merger %>% left_join(df_merger_CAR_11, by = c("ticker",
"Date","Deal.number")) 
 
 
# Assign CAR 3 Days event period 
library(dplyr) 
 
df_merger_CAR_3 <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index,c("ticker","
Date","Deal.number")] 
df_merger_CAR_3$CAR_3 <- CAR_3 
 
head(acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index,c("ticker","Date","Deal.nu
mber")]) 
 
 
df_merger_backup <- df_merger 
 
# change the format 
df_merger_CAR = df_merger_CAR %>% left_join(df_merger_CAR_3, by = c("ticke
r","Date","Deal.number")) 
dim(df_merger_CAR) 
dim(df_merger) 
 
 
# Assign CAR 5 Days event period 
library(dplyr) 
 
df_merger_CAR_5 <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index,c("ticker","
Date","Deal.number")] 
df_merger_CAR_5$CAR_5 <- CAR_5 
 
head(acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index,c("ticker","Date","Deal.nu
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mber")]) 
 
 
df_merger_backup <- df_merger 
 
# change the format 
df_merger_CAR = df_merger_CAR %>% left_join(df_merger_CAR_5, by = c("ticke
r","Date","Deal.number")) 
dim(df_merger_CAR) 
dim(df_merger) 
 
# Assign CAR 21 Days event period 
library(dplyr) 
 
df_merger_CAR_21 <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index,c("ticker",
"Date","Deal.number")] 
df_merger_CAR_21$CAR_21 <- CAR_21 
 
head(acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index,c("ticker","Date","Deal.nu
mber")]) 
 
 
df_merger_backup <- df_merger 
 
# change the format 
df_merger_CAR = df_merger_CAR %>% left_join(df_merger_CAR_21, by = c("tick
er","Date","Deal.number")) 
dim(df_merger_CAR) 
dim(df_merger) 
 
 
 
 
# Assign COUNRY CAR to the df --------------------------------------------
- 
 
# Assign CAR 11 Days event period 
library(dplyr) 
 
df_merger_CAR_11_Country <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index,c("
ticker","Date","Deal.number")] 
df_merger_CAR_11_Country$CAR_11_Country <- CAR_11_Country 
 
 
# join the data to the total dataframe 
df_merger_CAR = df_merger_CAR %>% left_join(df_merger_CAR_11_Country, by = 
c("ticker","Date","Deal.number")) 
 
# Assign CAR 3 Days event period 
df_merger_CAR_3_Country <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index,c("t
icker","Date","Deal.number")] 
df_merger_CAR_3_Country$CAR_3_Country <- CAR_3_Country 
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# join the data to the total dataframe 
df_merger_CAR = df_merger_CAR %>% left_join(df_merger_CAR_3_Country, by = 
c("ticker","Date","Deal.number")) 
 
 
# Assign CAR 5 Days event period 
df_merger_CAR_5_Country <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index,c("t
icker","Date","Deal.number")] 
df_merger_CAR_5_Country$CAR_5_Country <- CAR_5_Country 
 
 
# join the data to the total dataframe 
df_merger_CAR = df_merger_CAR %>% left_join(df_merger_CAR_5_Country, by = 
c("ticker","Date","Deal.number")) 
 
 
# Assign CAR 21 Days event period 
df_merger_CAR_21_Country <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index,c("
ticker","Date","Deal.number")] 
df_merger_CAR_21_Country$CAR_21_Country <- CAR_21_Country 
 
 
# join the data to the total dataframe 
df_merger_CAR = df_merger_CAR %>% left_join(df_merger_CAR_21_Country, by = 
c("ticker","Date","Deal.number")) 
 
 
 
 
# ########### undisclosed payment method #################################
####### 
# only keep those variables for which we have value driver data 
 
df_merger_no_na 
df_merger_CAR_no_na <- df_merger_CAR 
 
# tax rate 
 
# that many needs to be excluded due to NA in tax rate 
sum(is.na(df_merger[,"Tax_rate_1"])) 
 
dim(df_merger) 
 
# exclude gender 
df_merger_CAR_no_na[,"Gender"] <- NULL 
 
colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na) 
value_driver_names <- colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na)[26:55] 
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# exclude the NA 
for (i in 1:length(value_driver_names)) { 
  df_merger_CAR_no_na <- df_merger_CAR_no_na[c(which(is.na(df_merger_CAR_n
o_na[,value_driver_names[i]])==F)),] 
} 
 
 
# Exclude NA for Hofstede 
dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na[c((df_merger_CAR_no_na$Masculinity == "n.a" )==F),
]) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na <- df_merger_CAR_no_na[c((df_merger_CAR_no_na$Masculin
ity == "n.a" )==F),] 
 
 
# exclude other NA 
sum(is.na(as.numeric(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Control_structure))) 
dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na[c((df_merger_CAR_no_na$Control_structure == c("MO"
) )==F),]) 
dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na[c((df_merger_CAR_no_na$Control_structure == c("CQP
1") )==F),]) 
#dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na[c((df_merger_CAR_no_na$Control_structure == c("A,
A+57.00") )==F),]) # needs to be adjusted before running 
df_merger_CAR_no_na <- df_merger_CAR_no_na[c((df_merger_CAR_no_na$Control_
structure == c("MO") )==F),] 
df_merger_CAR_no_na <- df_merger_CAR_no_na[c((df_merger_CAR_no_na$Control_
structure == c("CQP1") )==F),] 
#df_merger_CAR_no_na <- df_merger_CAR_no_na[c((df_merger_CAR_no_na$Control
_structure == c("A,A+57.00") )==F),] 
 
 
# exclude the NA of CAR (no trading happened on that days) 
sum(is.na(df_merger_CAR_no_na$CAR_11)) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na <- df_merger_CAR_no_na[c(is.na(df_merger_CAR_no_na$CAR
_11)==F),] 
 
colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na) 
sum(is.na(df_merger_CAR_no_na[,57:64])) 
dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na) 
dim(df_merger_no_na) 
 
 
# no undisclosed --------------------------- 
 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed <- df_merger_CAR 
 
# exclude gender 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[,"Gender"] <- NULL 
 
colnames(df_merger_no_na) 
value_driver_names_undisclosed <- colnames(df_merger_no_na)[26:55] 
value_driver_names_undisclosed 
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value_driver_names_undisclosed <- value_driver_names_undisclosed[-c(21:23)
] 
value_driver_names_undisclosed 
 
# exclude the NA 
for (i in 1:length(value_driver_names_undisclosed)) { 
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(whi
ch(is.na(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[,value_driver_names_undisclosed[i
]])==F)),] 
} 
 
 
# Exclude NA for Hofstede 
dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c((df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Mas
culinity == "n.a" )==F),]) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c((df_m
erger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Masculinity == "n.a" )==F),] 
 
 
# exclude other NA 
sum(is.na(as.numeric(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Control_structure))) 
dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c((df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Con
trol_structure == c("MO") )==F),]) 
dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c((df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Con
trol_structure == c("CQP1") )==F),]) 
dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c((df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Con
trol_structure == c("A,A+57.00") )==F),]) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c((df_m
erger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Control_structure == c("MO") )==F),] 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c((df_m
erger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Control_structure == c("CQP1") )==F),] 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c((df_m
erger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Control_structure == c("A,A+57.00") )==F),] # 
needed to be adjued 
 
 
 
 
# exclude the NA of CAR (no trading happened on that days) 
sum(is.na(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11)) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(is.na(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CA
R_11)),"Fake_ID"] 
 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(is.na
(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11)==F),] 
 
dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed) 
dim(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed) 
 
 
 
# for cash the remaining NA needs to be changed to 0 as well 
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df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(is.na(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Ca
sh_Dummy)),"Cash_Dummy"] <- 0 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(is.na(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Sh
ares_Dummy)),"Shares_Dummy"] <- 0 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(is.na(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Mi
xed_Dummy)),"Mixed_Dummy"] <- 0 
 
 
# ACAR for different means of payment ------------------------------------
--- 
sum(is.na(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11)) 
df_merger_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11 
ACAR_undisclosed <- mean(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11) 
ACAR_undisclosed_cash <- mean(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_no_n
a_undisclosed$Cash_Dummy==1),"CAR_11"]) 
ACAR_undisclosed_shares <- mean(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_no
_na_undisclosed$Shares_Dummy==1),"CAR_11"]) 
ACAR_undisclosed_mixed <- mean(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_no_
na_undisclosed$Mixed_Dummy==1),"CAR_11"]) 
 
length(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed[c((df_merger_no_na_undisclosed$Mixed_Du
mmy==0)&(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed$Cash_Dummy==0)&(df_merger_no_na_undis
closed$Shares_Dummy==0)),"CAR_11"]) 
nrow(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed)-nrow(df_merger_no_na) 
ACAR_undisclosed_undisclosed <- mean(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed[c((df_mer
ger_no_na_undisclosed$Mixed_Dummy==0)&(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed$Cash_Du
mmy==0)&(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed$Shares_Dummy==0)),"CAR_11"]) 
 
df_merger_no_na_undisclosed[c((df_merger_no_na_undisclosed$Mixed_Dummy == 
                                 0) & 
                                (df_merger_no_na_undisclosed$Cash_Dummy == 
0) & 
                                (df_merger_no_na_undisclosed$Shares_Dummy 
== 0)),"Undisclosed_Dummy"] <- 1 
 
df_merger_no_na_undisclosed[c(is.na(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed$Undisclose
d_Dummy)),"Undisclosed_Dummy"] <- 0 
 
ACAR_undisclosed_mixed 
ACAR_undisclosed_shares 
ACAR_undisclosed_cash 
ACAR_undisclosed_undisclosed 
 
 
 
### Graph ###  
 
# Example 
i=1 
which((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Deal.number==df_merger_no_na_undisclosed$
Deal.number[i])) 
j=1 
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which(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Deal.number==df_merger_no_na_undisclosed[c
(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed$Cash_Dummy==1),"Deal.number"][j]) 
 
 
index_cash <- NULL 
for (j in 1:length(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_no_na_undisclos
ed$Cash_Dummy==1),"Deal.number"])) { 
  index_cash[j] <- which(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Deal.number==df_merger_
no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed$Cash_Dummy==1),"Deal.numbe
r"][j]) 
} 
 
 
 
AAR_cash <- NULL 
for (i in 1:100) { 
   
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(index_cash-90+i),"AR"] 
   
   
  AAR_cash[i] <- mean(AR_data) 
   
} 
 
AAR_cash 
AAR_11 
 
 
AAR_cash <- data.frame("Event time" = c(-89:10),AAR_cash) 
head(AAR_cash) 
 
ts.plot(AAR_cash$AAR_cash) 
 
 
# cumulative AAR 
 
AAR_cash_cum <- cumsum(AAR_cash$AAR_cash) 
AAR_cash_cum <- data.frame(AAR$Event.time,AAR_cash_cum) 
head(AAR_cash_cum) 
 
plot(AAR_cash_cum$AAR.Event.time,AAR_cash_cum$AAR_cash_cum,type="l",xlab="
Event Time",ylab = "Cumulative CAAR",main="Cumulative CAAR for Period [-89
:10] Cash") 
 
 
## mixed ## 
index_mixed <- NULL 
 
for (j in 1:length(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_no_na_undisclos
ed$Mixed_Dummy==1),"Deal.number"])) { 
  index_mixed[j] <- which(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Deal.number==df_merger
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_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed$Mixed_Dummy==1),"Deal.num
ber"][j]) 
} 
 
 
AAR_mixed <- NULL 
for (i in 1:100) { 
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(index_mixed-90+i),"AR"] 
   
  AAR_mixed[i] <- mean(AR_data) 
} 
 
AAR_cash 
AAR_shares 
AAR_mixed 
 
AAR_mixed <- data.frame("Event time" = c(-89:10),AAR_mixed) 
head(AAR_mixed) 
 
ts.plot(AAR_mixed$AAR_mixed) 
 
 
# cumulative AAR 
 
AAR_mixed_cum <- cumsum(AAR_mixed$AAR_mixed) 
AAR_mixed_cum <- data.frame(AAR$Event.time,AAR_mixed_cum) 
AAR_mixed_cum$AAR.Event.time 
head(AAR_mixed_cum) 
 
 
plot(AAR_mixed_cum$AAR.Event.time,AAR_mixed_cum$AAR_mixed_cum,type="l",xla
b="Event Time",ylab = "Cumulative CAAR",main="Cumulative CAAR for Period [
-89:10] Mixed") 
 
## Shares ## 
index_shares <- NULL 
 
for (j in 1:length(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_no_na_undisclos
ed$Shares_Dummy==1),"Deal.number"])) { 
  index_shares[j] <- which(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Deal.number==df_merge
r_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed$Shares_Dummy==1),"Deal.n
umber"][j]) 
} 
 
 
AAR_shares <- NULL 
 
for (i in 1:100) { 
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(index_shares-90+i),"AR"] 
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  AAR_shares[i] <- mean(AR_data) 
} 
 
AAR_cash 
AAR_shares 
 
 
AAR_shares <- data.frame("Event time" = c(-89:10),AAR_shares) 
head(AAR_shares) 
head(AAR_cash) 
 
# cumulative AAR 
 
AAR_shares_cum <- cumsum(AAR_shares$AAR_shares) 
AAR_shares_cum <- data.frame(AAR$Event.time,AAR_shares_cum) 
AAR_shares_cum$AAR.Event.time 
head(AAR_shares_cum) 
 
plot(AAR_shares_cum$AAR.Event.time,AAR_shares_cum$AAR_shares_cum,type="l",
xlab="Event Time",ylab = "Cumulative CAAR",main="Cumulative CAAR for Perio
d [-89:10] Shares") 
 
 
 
## Undisclosed ## 
index_undisclosed <- NULL 
 
for (j in 1:length(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_no_na_undisclos
ed$Undisclosed_Dummy==1),"Deal.number"])) { 
  index_undisclosed[j] <- which(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Deal.number==df_
merger_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed$Undisclosed_Dummy==
1),"Deal.number"][j]) 
} 
 
 
 
AAR_undiscloed <- NULL 
 
length(acquiror_prices_df_merged[(index_mixed-90+i),"AR"]) == sum(df_merge
r_no_na_undisclosed$Mixed_Dummy==1) 
length(acquiror_prices_df_merged[(index_shares-90+i),"AR"])== sum(df_merge
r_no_na_undisclosed$Shares_Dummy==1) 
length(acquiror_prices_df_merged[(index_cash-90+i),"AR"])== sum(df_merger_
no_na_undisclosed$Cash_Dummy==1) 
length(acquiror_prices_df_merged[(index_undisclosed-90+i),"AR"])== sum(df_
merger_no_na_undisclosed$Undisclosed_Dummy==1) 
for (i in 1:100) { 
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(index_undisclosed-90+i),"AR"] 
   
   
  AAR_undiscloed[i] <- mean(AR_data) 
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} 
 
AAR_cash 
AAR_undiscloed 
 
 
AAR_undiscloed <- data.frame("Event time" = c(-89:10),AAR_undiscloed) 
head(AAR_undiscloed) 
 
 
# cumulative AAR 
 
AAR_undiscloed_cum <- cumsum(AAR_undiscloed$AAR_undiscloed) 
AAR_undiscloed_cum <- data.frame(AAR$Event.time,AAR_undiscloed_cum) 
AAR_undiscloed_cum$AAR.Event.time 
head(AAR_undiscloed_cum) 
 
plot(AAR_undiscloed_cum$AAR.Event.time,AAR_undiscloed_cum$AAR_undiscloed_c
um,type="l",xlab="Event Time",ylab = "Cumulative AAR",main="Cumulative AAR 
for Period [-89:10] Undisclosed") 
 
# one df 
df_method_of_payment <- NULL 
df_method_of_payment <- data.frame("Event_time" = AAR_cash_cum$AAR.Event.t
ime,"Cash"=AAR_cash_cum$AAR_cash_cum,"Shares"=AAR_shares_cum$AAR_shares_cu
m,"Mixed"=AAR_mixed_cum$AAR_mixed_cum,"Undisclosed"=AAR_undiscloed_cum$AAR
_undiscloed_cum) 
head(df_method_of_payment) 
 
 
head(AAR_undiscloed) 
AAR_cash_cum$AAR.Event.time.1 <- NULL 
 
library(ggplot2) 
 
p = ggplot(data=df_method_of_payment,aes(x=Event_time)) +  
  geom_line(aes(y = Cash, colour  = "cash")) + 
  geom_line(aes(y = Undisclosed, colour  = "undisclosed")) + 
  geom_line(aes(y = Mixed, colour  = "mixed")) + 
  geom_line(aes(y = Shares, colour  = "shares")) + 
  xlab('Dates') + 
  scale_y_continuous("Cumulated AAR",limits=c(-0.012,0.03)) + 
  ggtitle("Method of payment cumulated AAR for Period [-89:10]") + 
  scale_colour_manual("",values = c("cash"="red", "undisclosed"="black","m
ixed" = "green", "shares"="blue")) 
 
print(p) 
 
 
# only date -30 to +10 
df_method_of_payment_40 <- data.frame("Event_time"= AAR$Event.time[60:nrow
(AAR_cash)],"Cash"=cumsum(AAR_cash$AAR_cash[60:nrow(AAR_cash)])) 
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df_method_of_payment_40$Shares <- cumsum(AAR_shares$AAR_shares[60:nrow(AAR
_cash)]) 
df_method_of_payment_40$Mixed <- cumsum(AAR_mixed$AAR_mixed[60:nrow(AAR_ca
sh)]) 
df_method_of_payment_40$Undisclosed <- cumsum(AAR_undiscloed$AAR_undiscloe
d[60:nrow(AAR_cash)]) 
head(df_method_of_payment_40) 
 
p2 = ggplot(data=df_method_of_payment_40,aes(x=Event_time)) +  
  geom_line(aes(y = Cash, colour  = "cash")) + 
  geom_line(aes(y = Undisclosed, colour  = "undisclosed")) + 
  geom_line(aes(y = Mixed, colour  = "mixed")) + 
  geom_line(aes(y = Shares, colour  = "shares")) + 
  xlab('Dates') + 
  scale_y_continuous("Cumulated AAR",limits=c(-0.012,0.03)) + 
  ggtitle("Method of payment cumulated AAR for Period [-30:10]") + 
  scale_colour_manual("",values = c("cash"="red", "undisclosed"="black","m
ixed" = "green", "shares"="blue")) 
 
print(p2) 
 
 
 
 
 
# constant mean model (to double check the results) ----------------------
----------------------- 
 
mean <- 0 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
   
   
  stock_returns <- NULL 
   
  stock_returns <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[estimation_period_start_date_
index[i]:estimation_period_end_date_index[i],"log_returns"] 
   
  mean <- mean(stock_returns) 
   
  # we have to deal with clustering and how to align Fake_event_ticker, se
e example below 
  acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_event_ticker 
== i), "AR_CMM"] <-  
     
    (acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_event_tick
er == i), "log_returns"] -mean) 
   
   
} 
 
# To deal with clustering? That the estimation period and event period is 
overlap 
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acquiror_prices_df_merged[200,"Fake_event_ticker"] 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[202,"Fake_event_ticker"] 
 
 
sum(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$AR_CMM)==T) 
sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_event_ticker==0) 
 
 
# estimation period AR matrix 
estimation_period_AR_CMM <- NULL 
 
 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  { 
    estimation_period_AR_CMM <- 
      rbind(estimation_period_AR_CMM, acquiror_prices_df_merged[estimation
_period_start_date_index[i]:estimation_period_end_date_index[i] 
                                                                , "AR_CMM"
]) 
     
  } 
} 
 
sum(is.na(estimation_period_AR_CMM)==T) 
 
 
 
# variance abnormal return from sample period  
Var_AR_CMM <- NULL 
 
Var_AR_CMM <- 
  apply(estimation_period_AR_CMM, 
        MARGIN = 1, 
        variance_function)  
 
Var_AR_CMM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
# CMM - 11 Day event period ----------------------------------------------
------- 
# daily average abnormal returns during event period,  
### for the 11-days event period ### 
 
 
 
 
AAR_11_CMM <- NULL 
CAR_11_CMM <- NULL 
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AR_data_CMM <- NULL 
 
 
 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(event_date_index[i]-n_days_before_
event_date_11):(event_date_index[i]+t_days_after_event_date_11),"AR_CMM"] 
   
   
  CAR_11_CMM[i] <- sum(AR_data) 
} 
 
 
for (i in 1:n_days_for_event_period_11) { 
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(event_date_index-n_days_before_eve
nt_date_11+i-1),"AR_CMM"] 
   
   
  AAR_11_CMM[i] <- mean(AR_data) 
} 
 
# cumulative average abnormal returns during event period, same than avera
ge abnormal return 
 
 
ACAR_11_CMM <- mean(CAR_11_CMM) 
 
ACAR_11_CMM # constant mean return model is lower 
ACAR_11 
 
 
# sum of variance abnormal returns divided by n squared 
SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_CMM <- 
  (sum(Var_AR_CMM)) / (nrow(estimation_period_AR) ^ 2) 
 
 
t_test_11_CMM <- ACAR_11_CMM / (( # last value is the ACAR for the overall 
data frame 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_CMM * n_days_for_event_period 
) ^ 0.5) 
 
print(t_test_11) 
print(t_test_11_CMM) 
 
 
p_value_11_CMM <- 
  pt(-abs(t_test_11_CMM), df = length(event_date_index)-1)  #one sided tes
t 
p_value_11_CMM 
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Event study significant test | Country index 

 

 
 
 
########################## Country specific index ########################
## 
 
# check how much country data? 
sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country !=0) 
length(event_date_index) 
 
 
# check how many event days per country 
table(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country) 
summary(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country) 
 
 
# AR with the country specific indicies 
length(event_date_index) 
sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`) 
 
 
# Add the Country_index to the all elemens of the dataframe ----- 
 
# example  
acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index[i],"Country"] 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index[i],"Fake_event_ticker"] 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_event_ticker==a
cquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index[i],"Fake_event_ticker"]),"Countr
y"]  
 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_event_ticker=
=acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index[i],"Fake_event_ticker"]),"Coun
try"] <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index[i],"Country"] 
} 
 
 
# Index return to event 
 
index_to_event <- read.csv(file.choose(),header=T,stringsAsFactors = T,ski
pNul = T) 
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# format 
str(acquiror_prices_df_merged) 
str(index_to_event) 
 
# convert format 
as.Date(index_to_event$Date,"%d/%m/%Y") 
index_to_event$Date <- as.Date(index_to_event$Date,"%d/%m/%Y") 
index_to_event$Country <- as.character(index_to_event$Country) 
str(index_to_event) 
 
# left_join the index_data by date and country code 
library(dplyr) 
acquiror_prices_df_merged_2 = acquiror_prices_df_merged %>% left_join(inde
x_to_event, by = c("Country","Date")) 
sum(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged_2$log_returns.y)) 
 
colnames(acquiror_prices_df_merged_2)[22] <- "Country_index" 
colnames(acquiror_prices_df_merged_2)[5] <- "log_returns" 
colnames(acquiror_prices_df_merged_2)[3] <- "Price" 
head(acquiror_prices_df_merged_2[,19:21]) 
acquiror_prices_df_merged_2[,19:21] <- NULL 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged <- acquiror_prices_df_merged_2 
 
# exclude the non european countries and NA ------------------------------
- 
# now many na  
sum(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country_index)) 
 
sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`) 
unique(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country
_index)),"Country"]) 
 
non_european_countries <- c("CA", 
                            "KR", 
                            "BA", 
                            "JP", 
                            "AU", 
                            "US", 
                            "CN", 
                            "KY", 
                            "MX", 
                            "TH", 
                            "PH", 
                            "SG", 
                            0 
) 
i=2 
nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged_2[-c(which(acquiror_prices_df_merged_2$Coun
try==non_european_countries[i])),]) 
nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged) - nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged_2[-c(whic
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h(acquiror_prices_df_merged_2$Country==non_european_countries[i])),]) 
sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country==non_european_countries[i]) 
 
# example 
non_european_countries 
acquiror_prices_df_merged_2 <- acquiror_prices_df_merged 
which(acquiror_prices_df_merged_2$Country==non_european_countries[i]) 
acquiror_prices_df_merged_2[-c(which(acquiror_prices_df_merged_2$Country==
non_european_countries[i])),] 
i=1 
 
 
for (i in 2:length(non_european_countries)) { 
  acquiror_prices_df_merged_2 <- acquiror_prices_df_merged_2[-c(which(acqu
iror_prices_df_merged_2$Country==non_european_countries[i])),] 
} 
 
# how many NA left? 
sum(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged_2$Country_index)) 
 
 
# only european left? 
unique(acquiror_prices_df_merged_2$Country) 
 
# how many event left 
sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged_2$`Event date dummy`) 
 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged <- acquiror_prices_df_merged_2 
 
 
 
# check on what dates and with what frequency the remaining dates are? 
 
sort(unique(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Co
untry_index)),"Date"])) 
length(unique(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$
Country_index)),"Date"])) 
hist(sort(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Coun
try_index)),"Date"]),sort(unique(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiro
r_prices_df_merged$Country_index)),"Date"]))) 
hist(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiro
r_prices_df_merged$Country=="GB"),"Country_index"])),"Date"],sort(unique(a
cquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_pric
es_df_merged$Country=="GB"),"Country_index"])),"Date"]))) 
sort(unique(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(
acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country=="DK"),"Country_index"])),"Date"])) 
 
 
 
# check the frequency per country 
table(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date du
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mmy`==1),"Country"]) 
 
 
# for 3 countries we have limited data 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country=="HR")&(acq
uiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"Date"] 
# might be good to drop the events which have been before 2024 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country=="HR")&(acq
uiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"Deal.number"][3] 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country=="HR")&(acq
uiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"Deal.number"][4] 
 
nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged) - nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiro
r_prices_df_merged$Deal.number_2!=acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_pr
ices_df_merged$Country=="HR")&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy
`==1)),"Deal.number"][4]),]) 
nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Deal.number_2==
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country=="HR")&(acq
uiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"Deal.number"][3]),]) 
acquiror_prices_df_merged <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_d
f_merged$Deal.number_2!=acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_me
rged$Country=="HR")&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"De
al.number"][3]),] 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country=="HR")&(acq
uiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"Date"] 
# might be good to drop the events which have been before 2024 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country=="HR")&(acq
uiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"Deal.number"][3] 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_d
f_merged$Deal.number_2!=acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_me
rged$Country=="HR")&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"De
al.number"][3]),] 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country=="HR")&(acq
uiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"Date"] 
 
 
# second country for which we have limited data 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country=="ME")&(acq
uiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"Date"] 
# very recent one for which we have data, therefore we can keep it 
 
 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country=="SK")&(acq
uiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"Date"] 
# drop it! 
 
nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged) - nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiro
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r_prices_df_merged$Deal.number_2!=acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_pr
ices_df_merged$Country=="SK")&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy
`==1)),"Deal.number"]),]) 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Deal.number_2==acqui
ror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country=="SK")&(acquiror
_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"Deal.number"]),] 
acquiror_prices_df_merged <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_d
f_merged$Deal.number_2!=acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_me
rged$Country=="SK")&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"De
al.number"]),] 
 
 
# For denmark we do not have data for 2009&2020, we have to exclude all ac
councements before 2021-07-08 
sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country=="DK")&
(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"Date"]<"2021-07-08") 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country=="DK")&(acq
uiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"Date"] 
 
nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged) - nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiro
r_prices_df_merged$Deal.number_2!=acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_pr
ices_df_merged$Country=="DK")&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy
`==1)),"Deal.number"][1]),]) 
acquiror_prices_df_merged <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_d
f_merged$Deal.number_2!=acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_me
rged$Country=="DK")&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"De
al.number"][1]),] 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country=="DK")&(acq
uiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"Date"] 
 
nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged) - nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiro
r_prices_df_merged$Deal.number_2!=acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_pr
ices_df_merged$Country=="DK")&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy
`==1)),"Deal.number"][15]),]) 
acquiror_prices_df_merged <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_d
f_merged$Deal.number_2!=acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_me
rged$Country=="DK")&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"De
al.number"][15]),] 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country=="DK")&(acq
uiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"Date"] 
 
nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged) - nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiro
r_prices_df_merged$Deal.number_2!=acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_pr
ices_df_merged$Country=="DK")&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy
`==1)),"Deal.number"][19]),]) 
acquiror_prices_df_merged <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_d
f_merged$Deal.number_2!=acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_me
rged$Country=="DK")&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"De
al.number"][19]),] 
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acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country=="DK")&(acq
uiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"Date"] 
 
nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged) - nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiro
r_prices_df_merged$Deal.number_2!=acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_pr
ices_df_merged$Country=="DK")&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy
`==1)),"Deal.number"][22]),]) 
acquiror_prices_df_merged <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_d
f_merged$Deal.number_2!=acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_me
rged$Country=="DK")&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"De
al.number"][22]),] 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country=="DK")&(acq
uiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"Date"] 
 
nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged) - nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiro
r_prices_df_merged$Deal.number_2!=acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_pr
ices_df_merged$Country=="DK")&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy
`==1)),"Deal.number"][32]),]) 
acquiror_prices_df_merged <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_d
f_merged$Deal.number_2!=acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_me
rged$Country=="DK")&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"De
al.number"][32]),] 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country=="DK")&(acq
uiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"Date"] 
 
nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged) - nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiro
r_prices_df_merged$Deal.number_2!=acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_pr
ices_df_merged$Country=="DK")&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy
`==1)),"Deal.number"][60]),]) 
acquiror_prices_df_merged <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_d
f_merged$Deal.number_2!=acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_me
rged$Country=="DK")&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"De
al.number"][60]),] 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country=="DK")&(acq
uiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"Date"] 
 
nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged) - nrow(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiro
r_prices_df_merged$Deal.number_2!=acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_pr
ices_df_merged$Country=="DK")&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy
`==1)),"Deal.number"][74]),]) 
acquiror_prices_df_merged <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_d
f_merged$Deal.number_2!=acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_me
rged$Country=="DK")&(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"De
al.number"][74]),] 
 
 
sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c((acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country=="DK")&
(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`==1)),"Date"]<"2021-07-08") 
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# how many NA are left 
sum(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country_index)) 
 
# check histogram 
hist(sort(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Coun
try_index)),"Date"]),sort(unique(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiro
r_prices_df_merged$Country_index)),"Date"]))) 
sort(unique(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Co
untry_index)),"Date"])) 
length(unique(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$
Country_index)),"Date"])) 
length(unique(acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"Date"])) 
length(unique(acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$
Country_index)),"Date"]))/length(unique(acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"Date"]
)) 
2/7 
 
 
# change the remaining to 0 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country_index)
),"Country_index"] <- 0 
 
 
# how many events are left 
sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
# COUNTRY AR -------------------------------------- 
 
# example 
i = 10 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[estimation_period_start_date_index[i]:estimation
_period_end_date_index[i],"Country_index"] 
 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"AR_Country"] <- NA 
for(i in 1:length(event_date_index)){ 
  print(i) 
   
   
  stock_returns <- NULL 
  index_returns <- NULL 
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  stock_returns <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[estimation_period_start_date_
index[i]:estimation_period_end_date_index[i],"log_returns"] 
   
  index_returns <-acquiror_prices_df_merged[estimation_period_start_date_i
ndex[i]:estimation_period_end_date_index[i],"Country_index"] 
   
   
  Regression <- 
    lm(stock_returns ~ index_returns) 
  estimation_period_coefficients <- 
    Regression$coefficients 
  estimation_period_coefficients 
   
   
  abnormal_returns <- NULL 
  abnormal_returns <- 
    acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_event_ticke
r == i) 
                              , "log_returns"] - estimation_period_coeffic
ients[1] - estimation_period_coefficients[2] * 
    acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_event_ticke
r == i) 
                              , "Euro_STOXX"] 
   
  acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Fake_event_ticker 
== i), "AR_Country"] <- abnormal_returns 
   
   
} 
 
 
 
# NA 
sum(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Country_index)) 
sum(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$AR_Country)) 
 
# NA for what events 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$AR_Country)),"
Country"] 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$AR_Country)),"
Date"] 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$AR_Country)),"
ticker"] 
 
summary(acquiror_prices_df_merged$AR) 
summary(acquiror_prices_df_merged$AR_Country) 
 
mean(acquiror_prices_df_merged$AR) 
mean(acquiror_prices_df_merged$AR_Country) 
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# COUNTRY - estimation period AR matrix ------ 
 
sum(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`Event date dummy`) 
 
estimation_period_AR_Country <- NULL 
 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  { 
    estimation_period_AR_Country <- 
      rbind(estimation_period_AR_Country, acquiror_prices_df_merged[estima
tion_period_start_date_index[i]:estimation_period_end_date_index[i] 
                                                                    , "AR_
Country"]) 
     
  } 
} 
 
sum(is.na(estimation_period_AR_Country)==T) 
 
 
# variance abnormal return from sample period  
Var_AR_Country <- NULL 
 
Var_AR_Country <- 
  apply(estimation_period_AR_Country, 
        MARGIN = 1, 
        variance_function)  
 
Var_AR_Country 
 
 
 
 
 
 
# daily average abnormal returns during event period,  
### COUNTRY for the 11-days event period ############# 
 
 
n_days_before_event_date_11 <- 5 
t_days_after_event_date_11 <- 5 
n_days_for_event_period_11 <- 11 
 
AAR_11_Country <- NULL 
CAR_11_Country <- NULL 
AR_data_Country <- NULL 
t_days_after_event_date 
 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
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  AR_data_Country <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(event_date_index[i]-n_days
_before_event_date_11):(event_date_index[i]+t_days_after_event_date_11),"A
R_Country"] 
   
   
  CAR_11_Country[i] <- sum(AR_data_Country) 
} 
 
 
for (i in 1:n_days_for_event_period_11) { 
   
  AR_data_Country <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(event_date_index-n_days_be
fore_event_date_11+i-1),"AR_Country"] 
   
   
  AAR_11_Country[i] <- mean(AR_data_Country) 
} 
 
 
 
ACAR_11_Country <- mean(CAR_11_Country) 
 
 
ACAR_11_Country 
 
 
CAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed <- CAR_11_Country[event_date_index_no_undisc
losed] 
ACAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed <- mean(CAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed) 
ACAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed 
 
# sum of variance abnormal returns divided by n squared 
 
SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_Country <- 
  (sum(Var_AR_Country)) / (nrow(estimation_period_AR_Country) ^ 2) 
 
 
SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_Country_no_undisclosed <- 
  (sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_no_undisclosed])) / (length(estimat
ion_period_AR_Country[event_date_index_no_undisclosed]) ^ 2) 
 
 
 
t_test_11_Country <- ACAR_11_Country / (( # last value is the ACAR for the 
overall data frame 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_Country * n_days_for_event_period_11 
) ^ 0.5) 
 
t_test_11_Country_no_undisclosed <- ACAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed / (( # 
last value is the ACAR for the overall data frame 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_Country_no_undisclosed * n_days_for_event_period
_11 
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) ^ 0.5) 
 
 
length(event_date_index)-1 
length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed)-1 
 
p_value_11_Country <- 
  pt(-abs(t_test_11_Country), df = length(event_date_index)-1)  #one sided 
test 
p_value_11_Country 
 
 
p_value_11_Country_no_undisclosed <- 
  pt(-abs(t_test_11_Country_no_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_index_
no_undisclosed)-1)  #one sided test 
p_value_11_Country_no_undisclosed 
 
 
ACAR_11_Country 
ACAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed 
sum(AAR_11) 
 
 
# COUNTRY 11 days with undisclosed payment method -------- 
 
 
CAR_11_Country_undisclosed <- CAR_11_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed] 
ACAR_11_Country_undisclosed <- mean(CAR_11_Country_undisclosed) 
ACAR_11_Country_undisclosed 
 
 
# sum of variance abnormal returns divided by n squared 
 
SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_Country_undisclosed <- 
  (sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed])) / (length(estimation
_period_AR_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed]) ^ 2) 
 
t_test_11_Country_undisclosed <- ACAR_11_Country_undisclosed / (( # last v
alue is the ACAR for the overall data frame 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_Country_undisclosed * n_days_for_event_period_11 
) ^ 0.5) 
 
 
p_value_11_Country_undisclosed <- 
  pt(-abs(t_test_11_Country_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_index_und
isclosed)-1)  #one sided test 
p_value_11_Country_undisclosed 
p_value_11_Country_no_undisclosed 
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################## COUNTRY different event window (3 days) ###############
############# 
 
n_days_before_event_date_3 <- 1 
t_days_after_event_date_3 <- 1 
n_days_for_event_period_3 <- 3 
 
AAR_3_Country <- NULL 
CAR_3_Country <- NULL 
AR_data <- NULL 
 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(event_date_index[i]-n_days_before_
event_date_3):(event_date_index[i]+t_days_after_event_date_3),"AR_Country"
] 
   
  CAR_3_Country[i] <- sum(AR_data) 
} 
 
for (i in 1:n_days_for_event_period_3) { 
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(event_date_index-n_days_before_eve
nt_date_3+i-1),"AR_Country"] 
   
   
  AAR_3_Country[i] <- mean(AR_data) 
} 
 
 
# cumulative average abnormal returns during event period, same than avera
ge abnormal return 
ACAR_3_Country <- mean(CAR_3_Country) 
 
ACAR_3_Country 
sum(AAR_3_Country) 
AAR_3_Country 
 
 
# sum of variance abnormal returns divided by n squared 
 
SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_Country <- 
  (sum(Var_AR_Country)) / (nrow(estimation_period_AR_Country) ^ 2) 
 
 
 
t_test_3_Country <- ACAR_3_Country / (( # last value is the ACAR for the o
verall data frame 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_Country * n_days_for_event_period_3 
) ^ 0.5) 
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p_value_3_Country <- 
  pt(-abs(t_test_3_Country), df = length(event_date_index)-1)  #one sided 
test 
p_value_3_Country 
ACAR_3_Country 
ACAR_5 
ACAR_3 
 
#### COUNTRY 3 days with undisclosed -------- 
 
CAR_3_Country_undisclosed <- CAR_3_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed] 
ACAR_3_Country_undisclosed <- mean(CAR_3_Country_undisclosed) 
ACAR_3_Country_undisclosed 
 
 
# sum of variance abnormal returns divided by n squared 
 
 
t_test_3_Country_undisclosed <- ACAR_3_Country_undisclosed / (( # last val
ue is the ACAR for the overall data frame 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_undisclosed * n_days_for_event_period_3 
) ^ 0.5) 
 
 
p_value_3_Country_undisclosed <- 
  pt(-abs(t_test_3_Country_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_index_undi
sclosed)-1)  #one sided test 
p_value_3_Country_undisclosed 
 
 
 
### COUNTRY 3 days no undisclosed ------------ 
 
CAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed <- CAR_3_Country[event_date_index_no_undisclo
sed] 
ACAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed <- mean(CAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed) 
ACAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed 
 
# sum of variance abnormal returns divided by n squared 
 
 
t_test_3_Country_no_undisclosed <- ACAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed / (( # la
st value is the ACAR for the overall data frame 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_no_undisclosed * n_days_for_event_period_3 
) ^ 0.5) 
 
 
p_value_3_Country_no_undisclosed <- 
  pt(-abs(t_test_3_Country_no_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_index_n
o_undisclosed)-1)  #one sided test 
p_value_3_Country_no_undisclosed 
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################# COUNTRY different event window (21 days) ###############
############# 
 
AAR_21_Country <- NULL 
CAR_21_Country <- NULL 
AR_data <- NULL 
 
n_days_before_event_date_21 
t_days_after_event_date_21 
 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(event_date_index[i]-n_days_before_
event_date_21):(event_date_index[i]+t_days_after_event_date_21),"AR_Countr
y"] 
   
  CAR_21_Country[i] <- sum(AR_data) 
} 
 
for (i in 1:n_days_for_event_period_21) { 
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(event_date_index-n_days_before_eve
nt_date_21+i-1),"AR_Country"] 
   
   
  AAR_21_Country[i] <- mean(AR_data) 
} 
 
 
# cumulative average abnormal returns during event period, same than avera
ge abnormal return 
ACAR_21_Country <- mean(CAR_21_Country) 
 
ACAR_21_Country 
sum(AAR_21_Country) 
AAR_21_Country 
 
 
# sum of variance abnormal returns divided by n squared 
 
SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_Country <- 
  (sum(Var_AR_Country)) / (nrow(estimation_period_AR_Country) ^ 2) 
 
 
 
t_test_21_Country <- ACAR_21_Country / (( # last value is the ACAR for the 
overall data frame 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_Country * n_days_for_event_period_21 
) ^ 0.5) 
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p_value_21_Country <- 
  pt(-abs(t_test_21_Country), df = length(event_date_index)-1)  #one sided 
test 
p_value_21_Country 
ACAR_21_Country 
ACAR_5 
ACAR_3 
 
#### COUNTRY 21 days with undisclosed -------- 
 
CAR_21_Country_undisclosed <- CAR_21_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed] 
ACAR_21_Country_undisclosed <- mean(CAR_21_Country_undisclosed) 
ACAR_21_Country_undisclosed 
 
 
# sum of variance abnormal returns divided by n squared 
 
 
t_test_21_Country_undisclosed <- ACAR_21_Country_undisclosed / (( # last v
alue is the ACAR for the overall data frame 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_undisclosed * n_days_for_event_period_21 
) ^ 0.5) 
 
 
p_value_21_Country_undisclosed <- 
  pt(-abs(t_test_21_Country_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_index_und
isclosed)-1)  #one sided test 
p_value_21_Country_undisclosed 
 
 
 
### COUNTRY 21 days no undisclosed ------------ 
 
CAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed <- CAR_21_Country[event_date_index_no_undisc
losed] 
ACAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed <- mean(CAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed) 
ACAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed 
 
# sum of variance abnormal returns divided by n squared 
 
 
t_test_21_Country_no_undisclosed <- ACAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed / (( # 
last value is the ACAR for the overall data frame 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_no_undisclosed * n_days_for_event_period_21 
) ^ 0.5) 
 
 
p_value_21_Country_no_undisclosed <- 
  pt(-abs(t_test_21_Country_no_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_index_
no_undisclosed)-1)  #one sided test 
p_value_21_Country_no_undisclosed 
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################# COUNTRY different event window (5 days) ################
############ 
 
AAR_5_Country <- NULL 
CAR_5_Country <- NULL 
AR_data <- NULL 
 
n_days_before_event_date_5 
t_days_after_event_date_5 
 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(event_date_index[i]-n_days_before_
event_date_5):(event_date_index[i]+t_days_after_event_date_5),"AR_Country"
] 
   
  CAR_5_Country[i] <- sum(AR_data) 
} 
 
for (i in 1:n_days_for_event_period_5) { 
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(event_date_index-n_days_before_eve
nt_date_5+i-1),"AR_Country"] 
   
   
  AAR_5_Country[i] <- mean(AR_data) 
} 
 
 
# cumulative average abnormal returns during event period, same than avera
ge abnormal return 
ACAR_5_Country <- mean(CAR_5_Country) 
 
ACAR_5_Country 
sum(AAR_5_Country) 
AAR_5_Country 
 
 
# sum of variance abnormal returns divided by n squared 
 
SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_Country <- 
  (sum(Var_AR_Country)) / (nrow(estimation_period_AR_Country) ^ 2) 
 
 
 
t_test_5_Country <- ACAR_5_Country / (( # last value is the ACAR for the o
verall data frame 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_Country * n_days_for_event_period_5 
) ^ 0.5) 
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p_value_5_Country <- 
  pt(-abs(t_test_5_Country), df = length(event_date_index)-1)  #one sided 
test 
p_value_5_Country 
ACAR_5_Country 
ACAR_5 
ACAR_3 
 
#### COUNTRY 5 days with undisclosed -------- 
 
CAR_5_Country_undisclosed <- CAR_5_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed] 
ACAR_5_Country_undisclosed <- mean(CAR_5_Country_undisclosed) 
ACAR_5_Country_undisclosed 
 
 
# sum of variance abnormal returns divided by n squared 
 
 
t_test_5_Country_undisclosed <- ACAR_5_Country_undisclosed / (( # last val
ue is the ACAR for the overall data frame 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_undisclosed * n_days_for_event_period_5 
) ^ 0.5) 
 
 
p_value_5_Country_undisclosed <- 
  pt(-abs(t_test_5_Country_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_index_undi
sclosed)-1)  #one sided test 
p_value_5_Country_undisclosed 
 
 
 
### COUNTRY 5 days no undisclosed ------------ 
 
CAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed <- CAR_5_Country[event_date_index_no_undisclo
sed] 
ACAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed <- mean(CAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed) 
ACAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed 
 
# sum of variance abnormal returns divided by n squared 
 
 
t_test_5_Country_no_undisclosed <- ACAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed / (( # la
st value is the ACAR for the overall data frame 
  SUM_AR_div_by_n_squared_no_undisclosed * n_days_for_event_period_5 
) ^ 0.5) 
 
 
p_value_5_Country_no_undisclosed <- 
  pt(-abs(t_test_5_Country_no_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_index_n
o_undisclosed)-1)  #one sided test 
p_value_5_Country_no_undisclosed 
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Results_County <- 
  data.frame( 
    "ACAR[-1,+1]" = c(ACAR_3_Country, t_test_3_Country, p_value_3_Country)
, 
    "undisclosed[-1,+1]" = c( 
      ACAR_3_Country_undisclosed, 
      t_test_3_Country_undisclosed, 
      p_value_3_Country_undisclosed 
    ), 
    "no undisclosed[-1,+1]" = c( 
      ACAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed, 
      t_test_3_Country_no_undisclosed, 
      p_value_3_Country_no_undisclosed 
    ), 
    "[-3,+3]" = c(ACAR_5_Country, t_test_5_Country, p_value_5_Country), 
    "undisclosed[-3,+3]" = c(ACAR_5_Country_undisclosed, t_test_5_Country_
undisclosed, p_value_5_Country_undisclosed), 
    "no undisclosed[-3,+3]" = c(ACAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed, t_test_5_Co
untry_no_undisclosed, p_value_5_Country_no_undisclosed), 
    "[-5,+5]" = c(ACAR_11_Country, t_test_11_Country, p_value_11_Country), 
    "undisclosed[-5,+5]" = c(ACAR_11_Country_undisclosed, t_test_11_Countr
y_undisclosed, p_value_11_Country_undisclosed), 
    "no undisclosed[-5,+5]" = c(ACAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed, t_test_11_
Country_no_undisclosed, p_value_11_Country_no_undisclosed), 
    "[-10,+10]" = c(ACAR_21_Country, t_test_21_Country, p_value_21_Country
), 
    "undisclosed[-10,+10]" = c(ACAR_21_Country_undisclosed, t_test_21_Coun
try_undisclosed, p_value_21_Country_undisclosed), 
    "no undisclosed[-10,+10]" = c(ACAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed, t_test_2
1_Country_no_undisclosed, p_value_21_Country_no_undisclosed) 
  ) 
row.names(Results_County) <- c("ACAR", "T-Stat", "P-value") 
colnames(Results_County) <- c("[-1,+1]","undisclosed[-1,+1]","no undisclos
ed[-1,+1]","[-2,+2]","undisclosed[-2,+2]","no undisclosed[-2,+2]","[-5,+5]
","undisclosed[-5,+5]","no undisclosed[-5,+5]","[-10,+10]","undisclosed[-1
0,+10]","no undisclosed[-10,+10]") 
Results_County 
 
writexl::write_xlsx(Results_County,file.choose()) 
 
nrow(event_deal_number) # all data 
sum(event_deal_number$No_undisclosed) # without undisclosed payment method 
sum(event_deal_number$undisclosed) # with undisclosed payment method 
 
 
length(CAR_3_Country_undisclosed) 
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# check empirical finance file, how to deal with clustering -> Ask Torben 
 
# How to deal with clustering --------------------------------------------
- 
 
 
# attempt from EmFi 
library(dplyr) 
AR_mean <- acquiror_prices_df_merged %>% group_by(Date) %>% summarise(AR_m
ean = mean(AR_5_days)) 
 
AR_mean <- as.data.frame(AR_mean) 
AR_mean[c(is.na(AR_mean$AR_mean))==F,] 
dim(AR_mean) 
 
# AR 5 days with 0 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[,"AR_5_days_with_0"] <- acquiror_prices_df_merge
d[,"abnormal returns 5 days"] 
 
acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(is.na(acquiror_prices_df_merged$AR_5_days_with
_0)==T),"AR_5_days_with_0"]  <- 0 
 
# new df with the event days and AR 
 
AR_event_period <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[c(acquiror_prices_df_merged$`
Event period dummy 5 days`==1),c("Date","abnormal returns 5 days")] 
AR_event_period 
dim(AR_event_period) 
 
AR_mean <- aggregate(AR_event_period$`abnormal returns 5 days`,FUN=mean,by
=list(Date =AR_event_period$Date)) 
AR_mean  
dim(AR_mean) 
length(unique(AR_event_period$Date)) 
 
#create data frame for the test statistics and their names 
tests_data_frame <- data.frame( 
  name="Europe", 
  lastACAR=ACAR[length(ACAR)], 
  t_stat=t_test, p_value = p_value 
) 
tests_data_frame 
writexl::write_xlsx(tests_data_frame,path = "tests_data_frame_eu.xlsx") 
 
 
 
 
######################## non-parametric test #############################
##### 
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############################  rank test - only event day! ################
###############  
# i.e. only single event day possible with this attempt 
 
x <- c(1,8,3,7,5) 
 
rank(x) 
 
 
# event period AR matrix 
event_period_AR <- NULL 
 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  { 
    event_period_AR <- 
      rbind(event_period_AR, acquiror_prices_df_merged[(event_date_index[i
]-n_days_before_event_date):(event_date_index[i]+t_days_after_event_date) 
                                                            , "AR"]) 
     
  } 
} 
 
head(event_period_AR) 
 
 
# rank matrix 
K <- NULL 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  K <- rbind(K,rank(event_period_AR[i,])) 
} 
 
 
 
K[1,] 
event_period_AR[1,] 
K 
((n_days_for_event_period+1)/2) 
 
 
# L2 = n_days_for_event_period 
K_minus <- K - ((n_days_for_event_period+1)/2) 
 
SE_K <- (1/n_days_for_event_period * sum((1/length(event_date_index)*apply
(K_minus,2,sum))^2))^(1/2) # formula from MacKinlay (1997) p. 32  formula 
25 
 
 
# only for the event day 
t_stats <-(1/length(event_date_index)*apply(K_minus,2,sum))/(SE_K) 
t_stat <- (1/length(event_date_index)*apply(K_minus,2,sum)[n_days_before_e
vent_date+1])/(SE_K) 
t_stats 
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t_stats[n_days_before_event_date+1] 
t_stat 
 
p_value_rank <- 
  pt(-abs(t_stat), df = length(event_date_index)-1) 
 
p_value_rank 
 

Rank Test | EUROSTOXX index 

 

 
############################ rank test  - whole sample period ############
################  
############################ 11-day - event window #######################
##### 
# https://www.eventstudytools.com/significance-tests#RANK 
 
# event period AR matrix 
sample_period_AR_11 <- NULL 
 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  { 
    temp_data <- NULL 
    temp_data <- 
      c(acquiror_prices_df_merged[estimation_period_start_date_index[i] :e
stimation_period_end_date_index[i] 
                                      , "AR"], acquiror_prices_df_merged[(
event_date_index[i]-n_days_before_event_date_11 ):(event_date_index[i]+t_d
ays_after_event_date_11) 
                                                       , "AR"]) 
     
    sample_period_AR_11 <- 
      rbind(sample_period_AR_11, temp_data) 
     
  } 
} 
 
head(sample_period_AR_11) 
 
# rank matrix 
K_11 <- NULL 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  K_11 <- rbind(K_11,rank(sample_period_AR_11[i,])) 
} 
 
 
K_11[1,] 
sample_period_AR_11[1,] 
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# L2 = n_days_for_event_period 
 
K_minus_11 <- K_11 - ((ncol(sample_period_AR_11)+1)/2) 
((ncol(sample_period_AR_11)+1)/2) 
 
length(event_date_index) 
 
 
length(event_date_index) 
ncol(sample_period_AR_11) 
length(event_date_index) 
 
 
SE_K_11 <- (1/ncol(sample_period_AR_11) * sum((1/nrow(sample_period_AR_11)
*apply(K_minus_11,2,sum))^2))^(1/2) # formula from MacKinlay (1997) p. 112  
formula 25 
SE_K_11_2  
SE_K_11 
 
# average rank across firms  
K_11_bar <- apply(K_11,2,mean) 
length(K_11_bar) 
 
# standard deviation for the period from T0 to T2 
((ncol(sample_period_AR_11)+1)/2) 
stand_K_11_bar_T0_T2 <- mean((K_11_bar-((ncol(sample_period_AR_11)+1)/2))^
2) 
stand_K_11_bar_T0_T2 
1/211*sum(((1/nrow(sample_period_AR_11)*colSums(K_11-((ncol(sample_period_
AR_11)+1)/2)))^2)) # same result 
 
 
 
# K_bar for the period T1 to T2 
 
K_11_bar_T1_T2 <- 1/n_days_for_event_period_11* sum(K_11_bar[(206-n_days_b
efore_event_date_11):(206+t_days_after_event_date_11)]) 
K_11_bar_T1_T2 
mean(K_11_bar[(206-n_days_before_event_date_11):(206+t_days_after_event_da
te_11)]) # same 
 
# test-stat 
t_stats_11 <- n_days_for_event_period_11^(1/2)*(K_11_bar_T1_T2-(ncol(sampl
e_period_AR_11)+1)/2)/(stand_K_11_bar_T0_T2^(1/2)) 
t_stats_11 
 
# p-Value 
p_value_rank_11 <- 
  dt(-abs(t_stats_11_stand), df = length(event_date_index)-1) 
 
p_value_rank_11_2 
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  p_value_rank_11 
 
 
 
# standardize (https://www.eventstudytools.com/significance-tests#RANK) --
---- 
# to allow for missing values 
 
1+n_days_for_event_period_11+(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_da
ys_for_estimation_period_end_date+1) 
K_11_stand <- (K_11)/(1+n_days_for_event_period_11+(n_days_for_estimation_
period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1)) 
ncol(K_11) 
 
max(K_11_stand) 
min(K_11_stand) 
 
 
# average rank across firms  
K_11_bar_stand <- apply(K_11_stand,2,mean) 
length(K_11_bar_stand) 
 
 
# standard deviation for the period from T0 to T2 
length(K_11_bar_stand) 
stand_K_11_bar_T0_T2 <- mean((K_11_bar_stand-0.5)^2) 
stand_K_11_bar_T0_T2 
1/211*sum((K_11_bar_stand-0.5)^2) # same result 
 
 
# K_bar for the period T1 to T2 
length(K_11_bar_stand[(206-n_days_before_event_date_11):(206+t_days_after_
event_date_11)]) 
K_11_bar_T1_T2 <- 1/n_days_for_event_period_11* sum(K_11_bar_stand[(206-n_
days_before_event_date_11):(206+t_days_after_event_date_11)]) 
K_11_bar_T1_T2 
mean(K_11_bar_stand[(206-n_days_before_event_date_11):(206+t_days_after_ev
ent_date_11)]) # same 
 
# test-stat 
n_days_for_event_period_11 
t_stats_11_stand <- n_days_for_event_period_11^(1/2)*(K_11_bar_T1_T2-0.5)/
(stand_K_11_bar_T0_T2^(1/2)) 
t_stats_11_stand 
 
# Tests of the null hypothesis can be implemented using the result that th
e asymptotic null distribution  
# of the test statistic is standard normal. Thus p-Value: 
p_value_rank_11_stand <- 
  dt(-abs(t_stats_11_stand), df = length(event_date_index)-1) 
 
p_value_rank_11 
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p_value_rank_11_stand 
 
# same outcome than for the parametric test -> but less significant 
 
 
 
 
# 11 Days RANK Test Undisclosed Payment method ---------------------------
--- 
nrow(sample_period_AR_11) 
sample_period_AR_11_undisclosed <- sample_period_AR_11[event_date_index_un
disclosed,] 
 
 
K_11_stand_undisclosed <- K_11_stand[event_date_index_undisclosed,] 
 
 
# average rank across firms  
K_11_stand_bar_undisclosed <- apply(K_11_stand_undisclosed,2,mean) 
length(K_11_stand_bar_undisclosed) 
 
# standard deviation for the period from T0 to T2 
stand_K_11_stand_bar_T0_T2_undisclosed <- mean((K_11_stand_bar_undisclosed
-0.5)^2) 
stand_K_11_stand_bar_T0_T2_undisclosed 
1/211*sum((K_11_stand_bar_undisclosed-0.5)^2) # same result 
 
 
# K_bar for the period T1 to T2 
length(K_11_stand_bar_undisclosed[(206-n_days_before_event_date_11):(206+t
_days_after_event_date_11)]) 
length(K_11_stand_bar_undisclosed);206+t_days_after_event_date_11 
K_11_stand_bar_T1_T2_undisclosed <- 1/n_days_for_event_period_11* sum(K_11
_stand_bar_undisclosed[(206-n_days_before_event_date_11):(206+t_days_after
_event_date_11)]) 
K_11_stand_bar_T1_T2_undisclosed 
mean(K_11_stand_bar_undisclosed[(206-n_days_before_event_date_11):(206+t_d
ays_after_event_date_11)]) # same 
 
# test-stat 
t_stats_11_stand_undisclosed <- n_days_for_event_period_11^(1/2)*(K_11_sta
nd_bar_T1_T2_undisclosed-0.5)/(stand_K_11_stand_bar_T0_T2_undisclosed^(1/2
)) 
t_stats_11_stand_undisclosed 
 
 
p_value_rank_11_stand_undisclosed <- 
  dt(-abs(t_stats_11_stand_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_index_undi
sclosed)-1) 
 
 
p_value_rank_11_stand_undisclosed 
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# 11 Days RANK Test No Undisclosed Payment method ------------------------
------ 
length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed) 
K_11_stand_no_undisclosed <- K_11_stand[event_date_index_no_undisclosed,] 
 
 
# average rank across firms  
K_11_stand_bar_no_undisclosed <- apply(K_11_stand_no_undisclosed,2,mean) 
length(K_11_stand_bar_no_undisclosed) 
 
# standard deviation for the period from T0 to T2 
stand_K_11_stand_bar_T0_T2_no_undisclosed <- mean((K_11_stand_bar_no_undis
closed-0.5)^2) 
stand_K_11_stand_bar_T0_T2_no_undisclosed 
1/211*sum((K_11_stand_bar_no_undisclosed-0.5)^2) # same result 
 
 
# K_bar for the period T1 to T2 
length(K_11_stand_bar_no_undisclosed[(206-n_days_before_event_date_11):(20
6+t_days_after_event_date_11)]) 
K_11_stand_bar_T1_T2_no_undisclosed <- 1/n_days_for_event_period_11* sum(K
_11_stand_bar_no_undisclosed[(206-n_days_before_event_date_11):(206+t_days
_after_event_date_11)]) 
K_11_stand_bar_T1_T2_no_undisclosed 
mean(K_11_stand_bar_no_undisclosed[(206-n_days_before_event_date_11):(206+
t_days_after_event_date_11)]) # same 
 
# test-stat 
t_stats_11_stand_no_undisclosed <- n_days_for_event_period_11^(1/2)*(K_11_
stand_bar_T1_T2_no_undisclosed-0.5)/(stand_K_11_stand_bar_T0_T2_no_undiscl
osed^(1/2)) 
t_stats_11_stand_no_undisclosed 
 
 
p_value_rank_11_stand_no_undisclosed <- 
  dt(-abs(t_stats_11_stand_no_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_index_n
o_undisclosed)-1) 
 
 
p_value_rank_11_stand_no_undisclosed 
 
 
 
 
 
# 3 Days RANK Test Undisclosed Payment method ----------------------------
-- 
# event period AR matrix 
n_days_before_event_date_3 
t_days_after_event_date_3 
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sample_period_AR_3 <- NULL 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  { 
    temp_data <- NULL 
    temp_data <- 
      c(acquiror_prices_df_merged[estimation_period_start_date_index[i] :e
stimation_period_end_date_index[i] 
                                  , "AR"], acquiror_prices_df_merged[(even
t_date_index[i]-n_days_before_event_date_3 ):(event_date_index[i]+t_days_a
fter_event_date_3) 
                                                                     , "AR
"]) 
     
    sample_period_AR_3 <- 
      rbind(sample_period_AR_3, temp_data) 
     
  } 
} 
 
head(sample_period_AR_3) 
 
# rank matrix 
K_3 <- NULL 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  K_3 <- rbind(K_3,rank(sample_period_AR_3[i,])) 
} 
 
 
K_3[1,] 
sample_period_AR_3[1,] 
 
 
# Standardize the rank 
1+n_days_for_event_period_3+(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_day
s_for_estimation_period_end_date+1) 
K_3_stand <- (K_3)/(1+n_days_for_event_period_3+(n_days_for_estimation_per
iod_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1)) 
ncol(K_3) 
 
# Rank dataframe only for the undisclosed payments 
K_3_stand_undisclosed <- K_3_stand[event_date_index_undisclosed,] 
 
 
# average rank across firms  
K_3_stand_bar_undisclosed <- apply(K_3_stand_undisclosed,2,mean) 
length(K_3_stand_bar_undisclosed) 
 
# standard deviation for the period from T0 to T2 
stand_K_3_stand_bar_T0_T2_undisclosed <- mean((K_3_stand_bar_undisclosed-0
.5)^2) 
stand_K_3_stand_bar_T0_T2_undisclosed 
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1/203*sum((K_3_stand_bar_undisclosed-0.5)^2) # same result 
 
 
# K_bar for the period T1 to T2 
length(K_3_stand_bar_undisclosed);202+t_days_after_event_date_3 
length(K_3_stand_bar_undisclosed[(202-n_days_before_event_date_3):(202+t_d
ays_after_event_date_3)]) 
K_3_stand_bar_T1_T2_undisclosed <- 1/n_days_for_event_period_3* sum(K_3_st
and_bar_undisclosed[(202-n_days_before_event_date_3):(202+t_days_after_eve
nt_date_3)]) 
K_3_stand_bar_T1_T2_undisclosed 
mean(K_3_stand_bar_undisclosed[(202-n_days_before_event_date_3):(202+t_day
s_after_event_date_3)]) # same 
 
# test-stat 
t_stats_3_stand_undisclosed <- n_days_for_event_period_3^(1/2)*(K_3_stand_
bar_T1_T2_undisclosed-0.5)/(stand_K_3_stand_bar_T0_T2_undisclosed^(1/2)) 
t_stats_3_stand_undisclosed 
 
 
p_value_rank_3_stand_undisclosed <- 
  dt(-abs(t_stats_3_stand_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_index_undis
closed)-1) 
 
 
p_value_rank_3_stand_undisclosed 
 
 
# 3 Days RANK Test No Undisclosed Payment method -------------------------
----- 
length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed) 
K_3_stand_no_undisclosed <- K_3_stand[event_date_index_no_undisclosed,] 
 
 
# average rank across firms  
K_3_stand_bar_no_undisclosed <- apply(K_3_stand_no_undisclosed,2,mean) 
length(K_3_stand_bar_no_undisclosed) 
 
# standard deviation for the period from T0 to T2 
stand_K_3_stand_bar_T0_T2_no_undisclosed <- mean((K_3_stand_bar_no_undiscl
osed-0.5)^2) 
stand_K_3_stand_bar_T0_T2_no_undisclosed 
1/203*sum((K_3_stand_bar_no_undisclosed-0.5)^2) # same result 
 
 
# K_bar for the period T1 to T2 
length(K_3_stand_bar_no_undisclosed[(202-n_days_before_event_date_3):(202+
t_days_after_event_date_3)]) 
K_3_stand_bar_T1_T2_no_undisclosed <- 1/n_days_for_event_period_3* sum(K_3
_stand_bar_no_undisclosed[(202-n_days_before_event_date_3):(202+t_days_aft
er_event_date_3)]) 
K_3_stand_bar_T1_T2_no_undisclosed 
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mean(K_3_stand_bar_no_undisclosed[(202-n_days_before_event_date_3):(202+t_
days_after_event_date_3)]) # same 
 
# test-stat 
t_stats_3_stand_no_undisclosed <- n_days_for_event_period_3^(1/2)*(K_3_sta
nd_bar_T1_T2_no_undisclosed-0.5)/(stand_K_3_stand_bar_T0_T2_no_undisclosed
^(1/2)) 
t_stats_3_stand_no_undisclosed 
 
 
p_value_rank_3_stand_no_undisclosed <- 
  dt(-abs(t_stats_3_stand_no_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_index_no
_undisclosed)-1) 
 
 
p_value_rank_3_stand_no_undisclosed 
 
 
 
# 5 Days RANK Test Undisclosed Payment method ----------------------------
-- 
# event period AR matrix 
n_days_before_event_date_5 
t_days_after_event_date_5 
 
sample_period_AR_5 <- NULL 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  { 
    temp_data <- NULL 
    temp_data <- 
      c(acquiror_prices_df_merged[estimation_period_start_date_index[i] :e
stimation_period_end_date_index[i] 
                                  , "AR"], acquiror_prices_df_merged[(even
t_date_index[i]-n_days_before_event_date_5 ):(event_date_index[i]+t_days_a
fter_event_date_5) 
                                                                     , "AR
"]) 
     
    sample_period_AR_5 <- 
      rbind(sample_period_AR_5, temp_data) 
     
  } 
} 
 
head(sample_period_AR_5) 
dim(sample_period_AR_5) 
 
 
# rank matrix 
K_5 <- NULL 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  K_5 <- rbind(K_5,rank(sample_period_AR_5[i,])) 
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} 
 
 
K_5[1,] 
sample_period_AR_5[1,] 
dim(K_5) 
 
# Standardize the rank 
1+n_days_for_event_period_5+(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_day
s_for_estimation_period_end_date+1) 
K_5_stand <- (K_5)/(1+n_days_for_event_period_5+(n_days_for_estimation_per
iod_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1)) 
ncol(K_5) 
 
# Rank dataframe only for the undisclosed payments 
K_5_stand_undisclosed <- K_5_stand[event_date_index_undisclosed,] 
 
 
# average rank across firms  
K_5_stand_bar_undisclosed <- apply(K_5_stand_undisclosed,2,mean) 
length(K_5_stand_bar_undisclosed) 
 
# standard deviation for the period from T0 to T2 
stand_K_5_stand_bar_T0_T2_undisclosed <- mean((K_5_stand_bar_undisclosed-0
.5)^2) 
stand_K_5_stand_bar_T0_T2_undisclosed 
1/205*sum((K_5_stand_bar_undisclosed-0.5)^2) # same result 
 
 
# K_bar for the period T1 to T2 
length(K_5_stand_bar_undisclosed);203+t_days_after_event_date_5 
length(K_5_stand_bar_undisclosed[(203-n_days_before_event_date_5):(203+t_d
ays_after_event_date_5)]) 
K_5_stand_bar_T1_T2_undisclosed <- 1/n_days_for_event_period_5* sum(K_5_st
and_bar_undisclosed[(203-n_days_before_event_date_5):(203+t_days_after_eve
nt_date_5)]) 
K_5_stand_bar_T1_T2_undisclosed 
mean(K_5_stand_bar_undisclosed[(203-n_days_before_event_date_5):(203+t_day
s_after_event_date_5)]) # same 
 
# test-stat 
t_stats_5_stand_undisclosed <- n_days_for_event_period_5^(1/2)*(K_5_stand_
bar_T1_T2_undisclosed-0.5)/(stand_K_5_stand_bar_T0_T2_undisclosed^(1/2)) 
t_stats_5_stand_undisclosed 
 
 
p_value_rank_5_stand_undisclosed <- 
  dt(-abs(t_stats_5_stand_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_index_undis
closed)-1) 
 
 
p_value_rank_5_stand_undisclosed 
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# 5 Days RANK Test No Undisclosed Payment method -------------------------
----- 
length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed) 
K_5_stand_no_undisclosed <- K_5_stand[event_date_index_no_undisclosed,] 
dim(K_5_stand_no_undisclosed) 
 
# average rank across firms  
K_5_stand_bar_no_undisclosed <- apply(K_5_stand_no_undisclosed,2,mean) 
length(K_5_stand_bar_no_undisclosed) 
 
# standard deviation for the period from T0 to T2 
stand_K_5_stand_bar_T0_T2_no_undisclosed <- mean((K_5_stand_bar_no_undiscl
osed-0.5)^2) 
stand_K_5_stand_bar_T0_T2_no_undisclosed 
1/205*sum((K_5_stand_bar_no_undisclosed-0.5)^2) # same result 
 
 
# K_bar for the period T1 to T2 
length(K_5_stand_bar_no_undisclosed);(203+t_days_after_event_date_5) 
K_5_stand_bar_T1_T2_no_undisclosed <- 1/n_days_for_event_period_5* sum(K_5
_stand_bar_no_undisclosed[(203-n_days_before_event_date_5):(203+t_days_aft
er_event_date_5)]) 
K_5_stand_bar_T1_T2_no_undisclosed 
mean(K_5_stand_bar_no_undisclosed[(203-n_days_before_event_date_5):(203+t_
days_after_event_date_5)]) # same 
 
# test-stat 
t_stats_5_stand_no_undisclosed <- n_days_for_event_period_5^(1/2)*(K_5_sta
nd_bar_T1_T2_no_undisclosed-0.5)/(stand_K_5_stand_bar_T0_T2_no_undisclosed
^(1/2)) 
t_stats_5_stand_no_undisclosed 
 
 
p_value_rank_5_stand_no_undisclosed <- 
  dt(-abs(t_stats_5_stand_no_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_index_no
_undisclosed)-1) 
 
 
p_value_rank_5_stand_no_undisclosed 
 
 
 
 
 
 
# 21 Days RANK Test Undisclosed Payment method ---------------------------
--- 
# event period AR matrix 
n_days_before_event_date_21 
t_days_after_event_date_21 
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sample_period_AR_21 <- NULL 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  { 
    temp_data <- NULL 
    temp_data <- 
      c(acquiror_prices_df_merged[estimation_period_start_date_index[i] :e
stimation_period_end_date_index[i] 
                                  , "AR"], acquiror_prices_df_merged[(even
t_date_index[i]-n_days_before_event_date_21 ):(event_date_index[i]+t_days_
after_event_date_21) 
                                                                     , "AR
"]) 
     
    sample_period_AR_21 <- 
      rbind(sample_period_AR_21, temp_data) 
     
  } 
} 
 
head(sample_period_AR_21) 
 
# rank matrix 
K_21 <- NULL 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  K_21 <- rbind(K_21,rank(sample_period_AR_21[i,])) 
} 
 
 
K_21[1,] 
sample_period_AR_21[1,] 
dim(K_21) 
dim(sample_period_AR_21) 
 
 
# Standardize the rank 
1+n_days_for_event_period_21+(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_da
ys_for_estimation_period_end_date+1) 
K_21_stand <- (K_21)/(1+n_days_for_event_period_21+(n_days_for_estimation_
period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1)) 
ncol(K_21) 
 
# Rank dataframe only for the undisclosed payments 
K_21_stand_undisclosed <- K_21_stand[event_date_index_undisclosed,] 
 
 
# average rank across firms  
K_21_stand_bar_undisclosed <- apply(K_21_stand_undisclosed,2,mean) 
length(K_21_stand_bar_undisclosed) 
 
# standard deviation for the period from T0 to T2 
stand_K_21_stand_bar_T0_T2_undisclosed <- mean((K_21_stand_bar_undisclosed
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-0.5)^2) 
stand_K_21_stand_bar_T0_T2_undisclosed 
1/221*sum((K_21_stand_bar_undisclosed-0.5)^2) # same result 
 
 
# K_bar for the period T1 to T2 
length(K_21_stand_bar_undisclosed);211+t_days_after_event_date_21 
length(K_21_stand_bar_undisclosed[(211-n_days_before_event_date_21):(211+t
_days_after_event_date_21)]) 
K_21_stand_bar_T1_T2_undisclosed <- 1/n_days_for_event_period_21* sum(K_21
_stand_bar_undisclosed[(211-n_days_before_event_date_21):(211+t_days_after
_event_date_21)]) 
K_21_stand_bar_T1_T2_undisclosed 
mean(K_21_stand_bar_undisclosed[(211-n_days_before_event_date_21):(211+t_d
ays_after_event_date_21)]) # same 
 
# test-stat 
n_days_for_event_period_21 
t_stats_21_stand_undisclosed <- n_days_for_event_period_21^(1/2)*(K_21_sta
nd_bar_T1_T2_undisclosed-0.5)/(stand_K_21_stand_bar_T0_T2_undisclosed^(1/2
)) 
t_stats_21_stand_undisclosed 
 
 
p_value_rank_21_stand_undisclosed <- 
  dt(-abs(t_stats_21_stand_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_index_undi
sclosed)-1) 
 
 
p_value_rank_21_stand_undisclosed 
 
 
# 21 Days RANK Test No Undisclosed Payment method ------------------------
------ 
length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed) 
K_21_stand_no_undisclosed <- K_21_stand[event_date_index_no_undisclosed,] 
dim(K_21_stand_no_undisclosed) 
 
# average rank across firms  
K_21_stand_bar_no_undisclosed <- apply(K_21_stand_no_undisclosed,2,mean) 
length(K_21_stand_bar_no_undisclosed) 
 
# standard deviation for the period from T0 to T2 
stand_K_21_stand_bar_T0_T2_no_undisclosed <- mean((K_21_stand_bar_no_undis
closed-0.5)^2) 
stand_K_21_stand_bar_T0_T2_no_undisclosed 
1/221*sum((K_21_stand_bar_no_undisclosed-0.5)^2) # same result 
 
 
# K_bar for the period T1 to T2 
length(K_21_stand_bar_no_undisclosed);211+t_days_after_event_date_21 
K_21_stand_bar_T1_T2_no_undisclosed <- 1/n_days_for_event_period_21* sum(K
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_21_stand_bar_no_undisclosed[(211-n_days_before_event_date_21):(211+t_days
_after_event_date_21)]) 
K_21_stand_bar_T1_T2_no_undisclosed 
mean(K_21_stand_bar_no_undisclosed[(211-n_days_before_event_date_21):(211+
t_days_after_event_date_21)]) # same 
 
# test-stat 
t_stats_21_stand_no_undisclosed <- n_days_for_event_period_21^(1/2)*(K_21_
stand_bar_T1_T2_no_undisclosed-0.5)/(stand_K_21_stand_bar_T0_T2_no_undiscl
osed^(1/2)) 
t_stats_21_stand_no_undisclosed 
 
 
p_value_rank_21_stand_no_undisclosed <- 
  dt(-abs(t_stats_21_stand_no_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_index_n
o_undisclosed)-1) 
 
 
p_value_rank_21_stand_no_undisclosed 
 
 
 
# RANK Test Results ------------------------------- 
Results_RANK <- 
  data.frame( 
    "undisclosed[-1,+1]" = c( 
      t_stats_3_stand_undisclosed, 
      p_value_rank_3_stand_undisclosed 
    ), 
    "no undisclosed[-1,+1]" = c( 
      t_stats_3_stand_no_undisclosed, 
      p_value_rank_3_stand_no_undisclosed 
    ), 
    "undisclosed[-2,+2]" = c( 
      t_stats_5_stand_undisclosed, 
      p_value_rank_5_stand_undisclosed 
    ), 
    "no undisclosed[-2,+2]" = c( 
      t_stats_5_stand_no_undisclosed, 
      p_value_rank_5_stand_no_undisclosed 
    ), 
    " undisclosed[-5,+5]" = c( 
      t_stats_11_stand_undisclosed, 
      p_value_rank_11_stand_undisclosed 
    ), 
    "no undisclosed[-5,+5]" = c( 
      t_stats_11_stand_no_undisclosed, 
      p_value_rank_11_stand_no_undisclosed 
    ), 
    "undisclosed[-10,+10]" = c( 
      t_stats_21_stand_undisclosed, 
      p_value_rank_21_stand_undisclosed 
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    ), 
    "no undisclosed[-10,+10]" = c( 
      t_stats_21_stand_no_undisclosed, 
      p_value_rank_21_stand_no_undisclosed 
    ) 
  ) 
row.names(Results_RANK) <- c("T-Stat", "P-value") 
colnames(Results_RANK) <- c("undisclosed[-1,+1]","no undisclosed[-1,+1]","
undisclosed[-2,+2]","no undisclosed[-2,+2]","undisclosed[-5,+5]","no undis
closed[-5,+5]","undisclosed[-10,+10]","no undisclosed[-10,+10]") 
Results_RANK 
c("undisclosed[-1,+1]","no undisclosed[-1,+1]","undisclosed[-2,+2]","no un
disclosed[-2,+2]","undisclosed[-5,+5]","no undisclosed[-5,+5]","undisclose
d[-10,+10]","no undisclosed[-10,+10]") 
writexl::write_xlsx(Results_RANK,file.choose()) 
 
 
 

Rank Test | Country Index  

 
############# COUNTRY INDEX ##############################################
## 
 
# COUNTRY 11 Days RANK Test ------------------------------ 
 
t_days_after_event_date_11 
n_days_before_event_date_11 
 
sample_period_AR_11_Country <- NULL 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  { 
    temp_data <- NULL 
    temp_data <- 
      c(acquiror_prices_df_merged[estimation_period_start_date_index[i] :e
stimation_period_end_date_index[i] 
                                  , "AR_Country"], acquiror_prices_df_merg
ed[(event_date_index[i]-n_days_before_event_date_11 ):(event_date_index[i]
+t_days_after_event_date_11) 
                                                                     , "AR
_Country"]) 
     
    sample_period_AR_11_Country <- 
      rbind(sample_period_AR_11_Country, temp_data) 
     
  } 
} 
 
head(sample_period_AR_11_Country) 
dim(sample_period_AR_11_Country) 
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# rank matrix 
K_11_Country <- NULL 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  K_11_Country <- rbind(K_11_Country,rank(sample_period_AR_11_Country[i,])
) 
} 
 
 
K_11_Country[1,] 
sample_period_AR_11_Country[1,] 
 
dim(sample_period_AR_11_Country) 
dim(K_11_Country) 
 
 
1+n_days_for_event_period_11+(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_da
ys_for_estimation_period_end_date+1) 
K_11_Country_stand <- (K_11_Country)/(1+n_days_for_event_period_11+(n_days
_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1)
) 
ncol(K_11_Country) 
 
max(K_11_Country_stand) 
min(K_11_Country_stand) 
 
 
# average rank across firms  
K_11_Country_bar_stand <- apply(K_11_Country_stand,2,mean) 
length(K_11_Country_bar_stand) 
 
 
# standard deviation for the period from T0 to T2 
length(K_11_Country_bar_stand) 
stand_K_11_Country_bar_T0_T2 <- mean((K_11_Country_bar_stand-0.5)^2) 
stand_K_11_Country_bar_T0_T2 
1/211*sum((K_11_Country_bar_stand-0.5)^2) # same result 
 
 
# K_bar for the period T1 to T2 
length(K_11_Country_bar_stand[(206-n_days_before_event_date_11):(206+t_day
s_after_event_date_11)]) 
length(K_11_Country_bar_stand);206+t_days_after_event_date_11 
K_11_Country_bar_T1_T2 <- 1/n_days_for_event_period_11* sum(K_11_Country_b
ar_stand[(206-n_days_before_event_date_11):(206+t_days_after_event_date_11
)]) 
mean(K_11_Country_bar_stand[(206-n_days_before_event_date_11):(206+t_days_
after_event_date_11)]) # same 
 
# test-stat 
n_days_for_event_period_11 
t_stats_11_Country_stand <- n_days_for_event_period_11^(1/2)*(K_11_Country
_bar_T1_T2-0.5)/(stand_K_11_Country_bar_T0_T2^(1/2)) 
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t_stats_11_Country_stand 
 
# Tests of the null hypothesis can be implemented using the result that th
e asymptotic null distribution  
# of the test statistic is standard normal. Thus p-Value: 
p_value_rank_11_Country_stand <- 
  dt(-abs(t_stats_11_Country_stand), df = length(event_date_index)-1) 
 
p_value_rank_11_Country_stand 
p_value_rank_11_County_stand # first I did a typo 
 
 
 
 
 
# COUNTRY 11 Days RANK Test Undisclosed Payment method -------------------
----------- 
K_11_Country_stand_undisclosed <- K_11_Country_stand[event_date_index_undi
sclosed,] 
 
 
# average rank across firms  
K_11_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed <- apply(K_11_Country_stand_undisclosed
,2,mean) 
length(K_11_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed) 
 
# standard deviation for the period from T0 to T2 
stand_K_11_Country_stand_bar_T0_T2_undisclosed <- mean((K_11_Country_stand
_bar_undisclosed-0.5)^2) 
stand_K_11_Country_stand_bar_T0_T2_undisclosed 
1/211**sum((K_11_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed-0.5)^2) # same result 
 
 
# K_bar for the period T1 to T2 
length(K_11_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed[(206-n_days_before_event_date_11
):(206+t_days_after_event_date_11)]) 
K_11_Country_stand_bar_T1_T2_undisclosed <- 1/n_days_for_event_period_11* 
sum(K_11_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed[(206-n_days_before_event_date_11):(
206+t_days_after_event_date_11)]) 
K_11_Country_stand_bar_T1_T2_undisclosed 
mean(K_11_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed[(206-n_days_before_event_date_11):
(206+t_days_after_event_date_11)]) # same 
 
# test-stat 
t_stats_11_Country_stand_undisclosed <- n_days_for_event_period_11^(1/2)*(
K_11_Country_stand_bar_T1_T2_undisclosed-0.5)/(stand_K_11_Country_stand_ba
r_T0_T2_undisclosed^(1/2)) 
t_stats_11_Country_stand_undisclosed 
 
 
p_value_rank_11_Country_stand_undisclosed <- 
  pt(-abs(t_stats_11_Country_stand_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_in
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dex_undisclosed)-1) 
 
 
p_value_rank_11_Country_stand_undisclosed 
p_value_rank_11_stand_undisclosed 
 
# COUNTRY 11 Days RANK Test No Undisclosed Payment method ----------------
-------------- 
length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed) 
K_11_Country_stand_no_undisclosed <- K_11_Country_stand[event_date_index_n
o_undisclosed,] 
 
 
# average rank across firms  
K_11_Country_stand_bar_no_undisclosed <- apply(K_11_Country_stand_no_undis
closed,2,mean) 
length(K_11_Country_stand_bar_no_undisclosed) 
 
# standard deviation for the period from T0 to T2 
stand_K_11_Country_stand_bar_T0_T2_no_undisclosed <- mean((K_11_Country_st
and_bar_no_undisclosed-0.5)^2) 
stand_K_11_Country_stand_bar_T0_T2_no_undisclosed 
1/211*sum((K_11_Country_stand_bar_no_undisclosed-0.5)^2) # same result 
 
 
# K_bar for the period T1 to T2 
length(K_11_Country_stand_bar_no_undisclosed[(206-n_days_before_event_date
_11):(206+t_days_after_event_date_11)]) 
length(K_11_Country_stand_bar_no_undisclosed);206+t_days_after_event_date_
11 
K_11_Country_stand_bar_T1_T2_no_undisclosed <- 1/n_days_for_event_period_1
1* sum(K_11_Country_stand_bar_no_undisclosed[(206-n_days_before_event_date
_11):(206+t_days_after_event_date_11)]) 
K_11_Country_stand_bar_T1_T2_no_undisclosed 
mean(K_11_Country_stand_bar_no_undisclosed[(206-n_days_before_event_date_1
1):(206+t_days_after_event_date_11)]) # same 
 
# test-stat 
t_stats_11_Country_stand_no_undisclosed <- n_days_for_event_period_11^(1/2
)*(K_11_Country_stand_bar_T1_T2_no_undisclosed-0.5)/(stand_K_11_Country_st
and_bar_T0_T2_no_undisclosed^(1/2)) 
t_stats_11_Country_stand_no_undisclosed 
 
 
p_value_rank_11_Country_stand_no_undisclosed <- 
  dt(-abs(t_stats_11_Country_stand_no_undisclosed), df = length(event_date
_index_no_undisclosed)-1) 
 
 
p_value_rank_11_Country_stand_no_undisclosed_2 
p_value_rank_11_Country_stand_no_undisclosed 
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# COUNTRY 3 Days RANK Test Undisclosed Payment method --------------------
---------- 
# event period AR matrix 
n_days_before_event_date_3 
t_days_after_event_date_3 
 
sample_period_AR_3_Country <- NULL 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  { 
    temp_data <- NULL 
    temp_data <- 
      c(acquiror_prices_df_merged[estimation_period_start_date_index[i] :e
stimation_period_end_date_index[i] 
                                  , "AR_Country"], acquiror_prices_df_merg
ed[(event_date_index[i]-n_days_before_event_date_3):(event_date_index[i]+t
_days_after_event_date_3) 
                                                                     , "AR
_Country"]) 
     
    sample_period_AR_3_Country <- 
      rbind(sample_period_AR_3_Country, temp_data) 
     
  } 
} 
 
head(sample_period_AR_3_Country) 
 
# rank matrix 
K_3_Country <- NULL 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  K_3_Country <- rbind(K_3_Country,rank(sample_period_AR_3_Country[i,])) 
} 
 
 
K_3_Country[1,] 
sample_period_AR_3_Country[1,] 
 
dim(K_3_Country) 
dim(sample_period_AR_3_Country) 
 
 
# Standardize the rank 
1+n_days_for_event_period_3+(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_day
s_for_estimation_period_end_date+1) 
K_3_Country_stand <- (K_3_Country)/(1+n_days_for_event_period_3+(n_days_fo
r_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1)) 
ncol(K_3_Country) 
 
# Rank dataframe only for the undisclosed payments 
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K_3_Country_stand_undisclosed <- K_3_Country_stand[event_date_index_undisc
losed,] 
 
 
# average rank across firms  
K_3_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed <- apply(K_3_Country_stand_undisclosed,2
,mean) 
length(K_3_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed) 
 
# standard deviation for the period from T0 to T2 
stand_K_3_Country_stand_bar_T0_T2_undisclosed <- mean((K_3_Country_stand_b
ar_undisclosed-0.5)^2) 
stand_K_3_Country_stand_bar_T0_T2_undisclosed 
1/203*sum((K_3_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed-0.5)^2) # same result 
 
 
# K_bar for the period T1 to T2 
length(K_3_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed);202+t_days_after_event_date_3 
length(K_3_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed[(202-n_days_before_event_date_3):
(202+t_days_after_event_date_3)]) 
K_3_Country_stand_bar_T1_T2_undisclosed <- 1/n_days_for_event_period_3* su
m(K_3_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed[(202-n_days_before_event_date_3):(202+
t_days_after_event_date_3)]) 
K_3_Country_stand_bar_T1_T2_undisclosed 
mean(K_3_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed[(202-n_days_before_event_date_3):(2
02+t_days_after_event_date_3)]) # same 
 
# test-stat 
t_stats_3_Country_stand_undisclosed <- n_days_for_event_period_3^(1/2)*(K_
3_Country_stand_bar_T1_T2_undisclosed-0.5)/(stand_K_3_Country_stand_bar_T0
_T2_undisclosed^(1/2)) 
t_stats_3_Country_stand_undisclosed 
 
 
p_value_rank_3_Country_stand_undisclosed <- 
  dt(-abs(t_stats_3_Country_stand_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_ind
ex_undisclosed)-1) 
 
 
p_value_rank_3_Country_stand_undisclosed 
 
 
# COUNTRY 3 Days RANK Test No Undisclosed Payment method -----------------
------------- 
length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed) 
K_3_Country_stand_no_undisclosed <- K_3_Country_stand[event_date_index_no_
undisclosed,] 
 
 
# average rank across firms  
K_3_Country_stand_bar_no_undisclosed <- apply(K_3_Country_stand_no_undiscl
osed,2,mean) 
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length(K_3_Country_stand_bar_no_undisclosed) 
 
# standard deviation for the period from T0 to T2 
stand_K_3_Country_stand_bar_T0_T2_no_undisclosed <- mean((K_3_Country_stan
d_bar_no_undisclosed-0.5)^2) 
stand_K_3_Country_stand_bar_T0_T2_no_undisclosed 
1/203*sum((K_3_Country_stand_bar_no_undisclosed-0.5)^2) # same result 
 
 
# K_bar for the period T1 to T2 
length(K_3_Country_stand_bar_no_undisclosed[(202-n_days_before_event_date_
3):(202+t_days_after_event_date_3)]) 
K_3_Country_stand_bar_T1_T2_no_undisclosed <- 1/n_days_for_event_period_3* 
sum(K_3_Country_stand_bar_no_undisclosed[(202-n_days_before_event_date_3):
(202+t_days_after_event_date_3)]) 
K_3_Country_stand_bar_T1_T2_no_undisclosed 
mean(K_3_Country_stand_bar_no_undisclosed[(202-n_days_before_event_date_3)
:(202+t_days_after_event_date_3)]) # same 
 
# test-stat 
t_stats_3_Country_stand_no_undisclosed <- n_days_for_event_period_3^(1/2)*
(K_3_Country_stand_bar_T1_T2_no_undisclosed-0.5)/(stand_K_3_Country_stand_
bar_T0_T2_no_undisclosed^(1/2)) 
t_stats_3_Country_stand_no_undisclosed 
 
 
p_value_rank_3_Country_stand_no_undisclosed <- 
  dt(-abs(t_stats_3_Country_stand_no_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_
index_no_undisclosed)-1) 
 
 
p_value_rank_3_Country_stand_no_undisclosed 
 
 
 
# COUNTRY 5 Days RANK Test Undisclosed Payment method --------------------
---------- 
# event period AR matrix 
n_days_before_event_date_5 
t_days_after_event_date_5 
 
sample_period_AR_5_Country <- NULL 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  { 
    temp_data <- NULL 
    temp_data <- 
      c(acquiror_prices_df_merged[estimation_period_start_date_index[i]:es
timation_period_end_date_index[i] 
                                  , "AR_Country"], acquiror_prices_df_merg
ed[(event_date_index[i]-n_days_before_event_date_5):(event_date_index[i]+t
_days_after_event_date_5) 
                                                                     , "AR
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_Country"]) 
     
    sample_period_AR_5_Country <- 
      rbind(sample_period_AR_5_Country, temp_data) 
     
  } 
} 
 
head(sample_period_AR_5_Country) 
 
 
 
# rank matrix 
K_5_Country <- NULL 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  K_5_Country <- rbind(K_5_Country,rank(sample_period_AR_5_Country[i,])) 
} 
 
 
K_5_Country[1,] 
sample_period_AR_5_Country[1,] 
 
dim(K_5_Country) 
dim(sample_period_AR_5_Country) 
 
# Standardize the rank 
1+n_days_for_event_period_5+(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_day
s_for_estimation_period_end_date+1) 
K_5_Country_stand <- (K_5_Country)/(1+n_days_for_event_period_5+(n_days_fo
r_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1)) 
ncol(K_5_Country) 
 
# Rank dataframe only for the undisclosed payments 
K_5_Country_stand_undisclosed <- K_5_Country_stand[event_date_index_undisc
losed,] 
 
 
# average rank across firms  
K_5_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed <- apply(K_5_Country_stand_undisclosed,2
,mean) 
length(K_5_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed) 
 
# standard deviation for the period from T0 to T2 
stand_K_5_Country_stand_bar_T0_T2_undisclosed <- mean((K_5_Country_stand_b
ar_undisclosed-0.5)^2) 
stand_K_5_Country_stand_bar_T0_T2_undisclosed 
1/205*sum((K_5_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed-0.5)^2) # same result 
 
 
# K_bar for the period T1 to T2 
length(K_5_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed);203+t_days_after_event_date_5 
length(K_5_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed[(203-n_days_before_event_date_5):
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(203+t_days_after_event_date_5)]) 
K_5_Country_stand_bar_T1_T2_undisclosed <- 1/n_days_for_event_period_5* su
m(K_5_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed[(203-n_days_before_event_date_5):(203+
t_days_after_event_date_5)]) 
K_5_Country_stand_bar_T1_T2_undisclosed 
mean(K_5_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed[(203-n_days_before_event_date_5):(2
03+t_days_after_event_date_5)]) # same 
 
# test-stat 
t_stats_5_Country_stand_undisclosed <- n_days_for_event_period_5^(1/2)*(K_
5_Country_stand_bar_T1_T2_undisclosed-0.5)/(stand_K_5_Country_stand_bar_T0
_T2_undisclosed^(1/2)) 
t_stats_5_Country_stand_undisclosed 
 
 
p_value_rank_5_Country_stand_undisclosed <- 
  dt(-abs(t_stats_5_Country_stand_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_ind
ex_undisclosed)-1) 
 
 
p_value_rank_5_Country_stand_undisclosed 
 
 
# COUNTRY 5 Days RANK Test No Undisclosed Payment method -----------------
------------- 
length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed) 
K_5_Country_stand_no_undisclosed <- K_5_Country_stand[event_date_index_no_
undisclosed,] 
dim(K_5_Country_stand_no_undisclosed) 
 
# average rank across firms  
K_5_Country_stand_bar_no_undisclosed <- apply(K_5_Country_stand_no_undiscl
osed,2,mean) 
length(K_5_Country_stand_bar_no_undisclosed) 
 
# standard deviation for the period from T0 to T2 
stand_K_5_Country_stand_bar_T0_T2_no_undisclosed <- mean((K_5_Country_stan
d_bar_no_undisclosed-0.5)^2) 
stand_K_5_Country_stand_bar_T0_T2_no_undisclosed 
1/205*sum((K_5_Country_stand_bar_no_undisclosed-0.5)^2) # same result 
 
 
# K_bar for the period T1 to T2 
length(K_5_Country_stand_bar_no_undisclosed);(203+t_days_after_event_date_
5) 
K_5_Country_stand_bar_T1_T2_no_undisclosed <- 1/n_days_for_event_period_5* 
sum(K_5_Country_stand_bar_no_undisclosed[(203-n_days_before_event_date_5):
(203+t_days_after_event_date_5)]) 
K_5_Country_stand_bar_T1_T2_no_undisclosed 
mean(K_5_Country_stand_bar_no_undisclosed[(203-n_days_before_event_date_5)
:(203+t_days_after_event_date_5)]) # same 
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# test-stat 
t_stats_5_Country_stand_no_undisclosed <- n_days_for_event_period_5^(1/2)*
(K_5_Country_stand_bar_T1_T2_no_undisclosed-0.5)/(stand_K_5_Country_stand_
bar_T0_T2_no_undisclosed^(1/2)) 
t_stats_5_Country_stand_no_undisclosed 
 
 
p_value_rank_5_Country_stand_no_undisclosed <- 
  dt(-abs(t_stats_5_Country_stand_no_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_
index_no_undisclosed)-1) 
 
 
p_value_rank_5_Country_stand_no_undisclosed 
 
 
 
 
 
 
# COUNTRY 21 Days RANK Test Undisclosed Payment method -------------------
----------- 
# event period AR matrix 
n_days_before_event_date_21 
t_days_after_event_date_21 
 
sample_period_AR_21_Country <- NULL 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  { 
    temp_data <- NULL 
    temp_data <- 
      c(acquiror_prices_df_merged[estimation_period_start_date_index[i] :e
stimation_period_end_date_index[i] 
                                  , "AR_Country"], acquiror_prices_df_merg
ed[(event_date_index[i]-n_days_before_event_date_21):(event_date_index[i]+
t_days_after_event_date_21) 
                                                                     , "AR
_Country"]) 
     
    sample_period_AR_21_Country <- 
      rbind(sample_period_AR_21_Country, temp_data) 
     
  } 
} 
 
head(sample_period_AR_21_Country) 
 
# rank matrix 
K_21_Country <- NULL 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  K_21_Country <- rbind(K_21_Country,rank(sample_period_AR_21_Country[i,])
) 
} 
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K_21_Country[1,] 
sample_period_AR_21_Country[1,] 
 
dim(K_21_Country) 
dim(sample_period_AR_21_Country) 
 
 
# Standardize the rank 
1+n_days_for_event_period_21+(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_da
ys_for_estimation_period_end_date+1) 
K_21_Country_stand <- (K_21_Country)/(1+n_days_for_event_period_21+(n_days
_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1)
) 
ncol(K_21_Country) 
 
# Rank dataframe only for the undisclosed payments 
K_21_Country_stand_undisclosed <- K_21_Country_stand[event_date_index_undi
sclosed,] 
 
 
# average rank across firms  
K_21_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed <- apply(K_21_Country_stand_undisclosed
,2,mean) 
length(K_21_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed) 
 
# standard deviation for the period from T0 to T2 
stand_K_21_Country_stand_bar_T0_T2_undisclosed <- mean((K_21_Country_stand
_bar_undisclosed-0.5)^2) 
stand_K_21_Country_stand_bar_T0_T2_undisclosed 
1/221*sum((K_21_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed-0.5)^2) # same result 
 
 
# K_bar for the period T1 to T2 
length(K_21_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed);211+t_days_after_event_date_21 
length(K_21_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed[(211-n_days_before_event_date_21
):(211+t_days_after_event_date_21)]) 
K_21_Country_stand_bar_T1_T2_undisclosed <- 1/n_days_for_event_period_21* 
sum(K_21_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed[(211-n_days_before_event_date_21):(
211+t_days_after_event_date_21)]) 
K_21_Country_stand_bar_T1_T2_undisclosed 
mean(K_21_Country_stand_bar_undisclosed[(211-n_days_before_event_date_21):
(211+t_days_after_event_date_21)]) # same 
 
# test-stat 
n_days_for_event_period_21 
t_stats_21_Country_stand_undisclosed <- n_days_for_event_period_21^(1/2)*(
K_21_Country_stand_bar_T1_T2_undisclosed-0.5)/(stand_K_21_Country_stand_ba
r_T0_T2_undisclosed^(1/2)) 
t_stats_21_Country_stand_undisclosed 
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p_value_rank_21_Country_stand_undisclosed <- 
  dt(-abs(t_stats_21_Country_stand_undisclosed), df = length(event_date_in
dex_undisclosed)-1) 
 
 
p_value_rank_21_Country_stand_undisclosed 
 
 
# COUNTRY 21 Days RANK Test No Undisclosed Payment method ----------------
-------------- 
length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed) 
K_21_Country_stand_no_undisclosed <- K_21_Country_stand[event_date_index_n
o_undisclosed,] 
dim(K_21_Country_stand_no_undisclosed) 
 
# average rank across firms  
K_21_Country_stand_bar_no_undisclosed <- apply(K_21_Country_stand_no_undis
closed,2,mean) 
length(K_21_Country_stand_bar_no_undisclosed) 
 
# standard deviation for the period from T0 to T2 
stand_K_21_Country_stand_bar_T0_T2_no_undisclosed <- mean((K_21_Country_st
and_bar_no_undisclosed-0.5)^2) 
stand_K_21_Country_stand_bar_T0_T2_no_undisclosed 
1/221*sum((K_21_Country_stand_bar_no_undisclosed-0.5)^2) # same result 
 
 
# K_bar for the period T1 to T2 
length(K_21_Country_stand_bar_no_undisclosed);211+t_days_after_event_date_
21 
K_21_Country_stand_bar_T1_T2_no_undisclosed <- 1/n_days_for_event_period_2
1* sum(K_21_Country_stand_bar_no_undisclosed[(211-n_days_before_event_date
_21):(211+t_days_after_event_date_21)]) 
K_21_Country_stand_bar_T1_T2_no_undisclosed 
mean(K_21_Country_stand_bar_no_undisclosed[(211-n_days_before_event_date_2
1):(211+t_days_after_event_date_21)]) # same 
 
# test-stat 
t_stats_21_Country_stand_no_undisclosed <- n_days_for_event_period_21^(1/2
)*(K_21_Country_stand_bar_T1_T2_no_undisclosed-0.5)/(stand_K_21_Country_st
and_bar_T0_T2_no_undisclosed^(1/2)) 
t_stats_21_Country_stand_no_undisclosed 
 
 
p_value_rank_21_Country_stand_no_undisclosed <- 
  dt(-abs(t_stats_21_Country_stand_no_undisclosed), df = length(event_date
_index_no_undisclosed)-1) 
 
 
p_value_rank_21_Country_stand_no_undisclosed 
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Results_RANK_County_2 
Results_RANK_County 
# COUNTRY RANK Test Results ------------------------------- 
Results_RANK_County <- 
  data.frame( 
    "undisclosed[-1,+1]" = c( 
      t_stats_3_Country_stand_undisclosed, 
      p_value_rank_3_Country_stand_undisclosed 
      ), 
    "no undisclosed[-1,+1]" = c( 
      t_stats_3_Country_stand_no_undisclosed, 
      p_value_rank_3_Country_stand_no_undisclosed 
    ), 
    "undisclosed[-2,+2]" = c( 
      t_stats_5_Country_stand_undisclosed, 
      p_value_rank_5_Country_stand_undisclosed 
    ), 
    "no undisclosed[-2,+2]" = c( 
      t_stats_5_Country_stand_no_undisclosed, 
      p_value_rank_5_Country_stand_no_undisclosed 
    ), 
    " undisclosed[-5,+5]" = c( 
      t_stats_11_Country_stand_undisclosed, 
      p_value_rank_11_Country_stand_undisclosed 
    ), 
    "no undisclosed[-5,+5]" = c( 
      t_stats_11_Country_stand_no_undisclosed, 
      p_value_rank_11_Country_stand_no_undisclosed 
    ), 
    "undisclosed[-10,+10]" = c( 
      t_stats_21_Country_stand_undisclosed, 
      p_value_rank_21_Country_stand_undisclosed 
    ), 
    "no undisclosed[-10,+10]" = c( 
      t_stats_21_Country_stand_no_undisclosed, 
      p_value_rank_21_Country_stand_no_undisclosed 
    ) 
  ) 
row.names(Results_RANK_County) <- c("T-Stat", "P-value") 
colnames(Results_RANK_County) <- c("undisclosed[-1,+1]","no undisclosed[-1
,+1]","undisclosed[-2,+2]","no undisclosed[-2,+2]","undisclosed[-5,+5]","n
o undisclosed[-5,+5]","undisclosed[-10,+10]","no undisclosed[-10,+10]") 
Results_RANK_County 
 
writexl::write_xlsx(Results_RANK_County,file.choose()) 
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Generalized Rank Test | EUROSTOXX index 

 

 
# Generalized Rank T Test (Generalized Rank T) ---------------------------
-- 
 
 
sample_period_RM_11 <- NULL 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  { 
    temp_data <- NULL 
    temp_data <- 
      c(acquiror_prices_df_merged[estimation_period_start_date_index[i] :e
stimation_period_end_date_index[i] 
                                  , "Euro_STOXX"], acquiror_prices_df_merg
ed[(event_date_index[i]-n_days_before_event_date_11 ):(event_date_index[i]
+t_days_after_event_date_11) 
                                                                     , "Eu
ro_STOXX"]) 
     
    sample_period_RM_11 <- 
      rbind(sample_period_RM_11, temp_data) 
     
  } 
} 
sample_period_RM_11 <- as.data.frame(sample_period_RM_11) 
dim(sample_period_RM_11) 
 
# Webpage Stand_CAR 
Stand_CAR_11 <-  Var_AR*(n_days_for_event_period_11+((n_days_for_estimatio
n_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1)/n_days_for_ev
ent_period_11-1)+ 
                 rowSums((sample_period_RM_11[,202:ncol(sample_period_RM_1
1)] - apply(sample_period_RM_11[,1:200],1,mean))^2)/ 
                         rowSums((sample_period_RM_11[,1:200] - apply(samp
le_period_RM_11[,1:200],1,mean))^2) 
                         ) 
length(Stand_CAR_11) 
sum(is.na(Stand_CAR_11)) 
 
SCAR_11 <- CAR_11/(Stand_CAR_11)^(1/2) 
length(SCAR_11) 
 
 
# MacKinlay paper Stand_CAR equation 11 
length(SCAR_11_star) 
Stand_CAR_11_2 <- NULL 
n_days_for_event_period_11 
Stand_CAR_11_2 <- (n_days_for_event_period_11)*Var_AR  
head(Stand_CAR_11) 
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head(Stand_CAR_11_2) 
length(Stand_CAR_11) 
 
SCAR_11_2 <- CAR_11/(Stand_CAR_11_2)^(1/2) 
 
 
# Website 
Stand_CAR_bar_11 <- mean(SCAR_11) 
Stand_CAR_bar_11 
Stand_SCAR_11 <- 1/(length(SCAR_11)-1)*(sum((Stand_CAR_11-Stand_CAR_bar_11
)^2)) 
Stand_SCAR_11 
 
SCAR_11_star <- SCAR_11/((Stand_SCAR_11)^(1/2)) 
head(SCAR_11_star) 
 
 
 
# MacKinlay 
Stand_CAR_bar_11_2 <- mean(SCAR_11_2) 
Stand_CAR_bar_11_2 
Stand_SCAR_11_2 <- 1/(length(SCAR_11_2)-1)*(sum((Stand_CAR_11_2-Stand_CAR_
bar_11_2)^2)) 
Stand_SCAR_11_2 
 
SCAR_11_star_2 <- SCAR_11_2/(Stand_SCAR_11_2)^(1/2) 
head(SCAR_11_star_2) 
 
 
 
# Calculate the SAR 
# Standard deviation first 
# MacKinlay paper equation 8 (p.21 in PDF p.10) 
n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_d
ate+1 
length(rowSums((sample_period_RM_11[,1:200] - apply(sample_period_RM_11[,1
:200],1,mean))^2)) 
length(Var_AR) # both should have the same length 
 
head(Var_AR) 
head(Stand_AR_11) 
 
 
dim(sample_period_RM_11[,1:200]) 
Stand_AR_11 <-  Var_AR + (1/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_day
s_for_estimation_period_end_date+1))* 
                         (1 + ((sample_period_RM_11[,1:200] - apply(sample
_period_RM_11[,1:200],1,mean))^2)/ 
                          (1/(nrow(estimation_period_AR)-2)*(rowSums((samp
le_period_RM_11[,1:200] - apply(sample_period_RM_11[,1:200],1,mean))^2)))) 
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# Approach from the webpage (eventstudytools.com) 
Stand_AR_11_3 <-  Var_AR*(1+(1/nrow(sample_period_RM_11))+ 
                            (sample_period_RM_11[,1:200] - apply(sample_pe
riod_RM_11[,1:200],1,mean))^2)/ 
  rowSums((sample_period_RM_11[,1:200] - apply(sample_period_RM_11[,1:200]
,1,mean))^2) 
 
 
dim(Stand_AR_11_3) 
dim(Stand_AR_11) 
 
head(Stand_AR_11_3) 
head(Stand_AR_11) 
 
 
# Calculate the SAR 
dim(estimation_period_AR) 
dim(Stand_AR_11[,1:200]) 
SAR_11_estimation_period <- estimation_period_AR/(Stand_AR_11^(1/2)) # Web
page & Mackinlay 8  
SAR_11_estimation_period_2 <- estimation_period_AR/(Var_AR^(1/2)) # Mackin
lay 6 & 11 Only 
SAR_11_estimation_period_3 <- estimation_period_AR/(Stand_AR_11_3^(1/2)) # 
Webpage only 
SAR_11_estimation_period[1,1] 
SAR_11_estimation_period_2[1,1] 
SAR_11_estimation_period_3[1,1] 
 
 
# GSAR = {SCAR_11_star for t in event window SAR_11_estimation_period for 
t in estimation window 
length(SCAR_11_star) 
GSAR <- data.frame(SAR_11_estimation_period,SCAR_11_star) 
GSAR_2 <- data.frame(SAR_11_estimation_period_2,SCAR_11_star_2) 
GSAR_3 <- data.frame(SAR_11_estimation_period_3,SCAR_11_star) 
GSAR[1:5,ncol(GSAR)] 
GSAR_2[1:5,ncol(GSAR_2)] 
 
# rank GSAR 
K_GSAR_11 <- NULL 
length(event_date_index) 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  K_GSAR_11 <- rbind(K_GSAR_11,rank(GSAR[i,])) 
} 
 
# rank GSAR 
K_GSAR_11_2 <- NULL 
length(event_date_index) 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  K_GSAR_11_2 <- rbind(K_GSAR_11_2,rank(GSAR_2[i,])) 
} 
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# rank GSAR 
K_GSAR_11_3 <- NULL 
length(event_date_index) 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index)) { 
  K_GSAR_11_3 <- rbind(K_GSAR_11_3,rank(GSAR_3[i,])) 
} 
 
 
# standardize the rank 
 
K_GSAR_stand_11 <- K_GSAR_11/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_da
ys_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+2)-0.5 
max(K_GSAR_stand_11) 
min(K_GSAR_stand_11) 
mean(K_GSAR_stand_11) # should be around 0 
dim(K_GSAR_stand_11) 
 
n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_d
ate+2+1 
K_GSAR_stand_11_2 <- K_GSAR_11_2/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-
t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+2)-0.5 
 
K_GSAR_stand_11_3 <- K_GSAR_11_3/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-
t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+2)-0.5 
 
   
# K_bar 
apply(K_GSAR_stand_11,2,mean) 
K_bar_11 <- apply(K_GSAR_stand_11,2,mean) 
head(1/length(K_GSAR_stand_11[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_11)]) * colSums(K_GSAR_st
and_11)) 
head(K_bar_11) 
 
# K_bar 
apply(K_GSAR_stand_11_2,2,mean) 
K_bar_11_2 <- apply(K_GSAR_stand_11_2,2,mean) 
 
# K_bar 
K_bar_11_3 <- apply(K_GSAR_stand_11_3,2,mean) 
 
 
# Standard deviation K_bar 
K_bar_stand_11 <- 1/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_es
timation_period_end_date+1+1)*sum(K_bar_11^2) 
K_bar_stand_11 
mean(K_bar_11^2) 
(K_bar_stand_11)^(1/2) 
   
 
# Standard deviation K_bar 
K_bar_stand_11_2 <- 1/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_
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estimation_period_end_date+1+1)*sum(K_bar_11_2^2) 
 
K_bar_stand_11_3 <- 1/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_
estimation_period_end_date+1+1)*sum(K_bar_11_3^2) 
 
 
# Calculate Z 
length(K_GSAR_stand_11[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_11)]) 
K_0_bar_11 <- mean(K_GSAR_stand_11[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_11)]) 
K_0_bar_11 
Z_11 <-  K_0_bar_11 / K_bar_stand_11^(1/2) 
Z_11 
 
 
# Calculate Z 
length(K_GSAR_stand_11_2[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_11_2)]) 
K_0_bar_11_2 <- mean(K_GSAR_stand_11_2[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_11_2)]) 
K_0_bar_11_2 
Z_11_2 <-  K_0_bar_11_2 / K_bar_stand_11_2^(1/2) 
Z_11_2 
 
# Calculate Z 
length(K_GSAR_stand_11_3[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_11_3)]) 
K_0_bar_11_3 <- mean(K_GSAR_stand_11_3[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_11_3)]) 
K_0_bar_11_3 
Z_11_3 <-  K_0_bar_11_3 / K_bar_stand_11_3^(1/2) 
Z_11_3 
 
 
 
# T-stat 
 
t_stats_11_GRANK <- Z_11*(((n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days
_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-1)/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_d
ate-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-Z_11^2))^(1/2)) 
t_stats_11_GRANK 
 
 
# T-stat 
t_stats_11_2_GRANK <- Z_11_2*(((n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_
days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-1)/(n_days_for_estimation_period_sta
rt_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-Z_11_2^2))^(1/2)) 
t_stats_11_2_GRANK 
t_stats_11_3_GRANK 
 
# T-stat 
t_stats_11_3_GRANK <- Z_11_3*(((n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_
days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-1)/(n_days_for_estimation_period_sta
rt_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-Z_11_2^2))^(1/2)) 
t_stats_11_2_GRANK 
t_stats_11_3_GRANK 
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# Student t-distribution with T???2 degrees of freedom 
p_value_grank_11 <- dt(t_stats_11_GRANK, df = (length(K_GSAR_stand_11[,nco
l(K_GSAR_stand_11)])-2)) 
 
 
 
# Student t-distribution with T???2 degrees of freedom 
p_value_grank_11_2 <- dt(t_stats_11_2_GRANK, df = (length(K_GSAR_stand_11[
,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_11)])-2)) 
p_value_grank_11_3 <- dt(t_stats_11_3_GRANK, df = (length(K_GSAR_stand_11[
,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_11)])-2)) 
 
p_value_grank_11_3 # Fully webpage one 
p_value_grank_11_2 # Mackinlay 6 & 11 Only  
p_value_grank_11 # Mackinlay 8 with webpage 
 
 
 
 
 
 
# Generalized Rank T Test undisclosed payment for 11 days (Generalized Ran
k T) ----------------------------- 
 
 
Stand_CAR_11_undisclosed <- (n_days_for_event_period_11)*Var_AR[event_date
_index_undisclosed] 
head(Stand_CAR_11_undisclosed) 
 
SCAR_11_undisclosed <- CAR_11_undisclosed/(Stand_CAR_11_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
 
# SCAR 
Stand_CAR_bar_11_undisclosed <- mean(SCAR_11_undisclosed) 
Stand_CAR_bar_11_undisclosed 
Stand_SCAR_11_undisclosed <- 1/(length(SCAR_11_undisclosed)-1)*(sum((Stand
_CAR_11_undisclosed-Stand_CAR_bar_11_undisclosed)^2)) 
Stand_SCAR_11_undisclosed 
 
SCAR_11_undisclosed_star <- SCAR_11_undisclosed/((Stand_SCAR_11_undisclose
d)^(1/2)) 
head(SCAR_11_undisclosed_star) 
 
 
 
# Calculate the SAR 
# Standard deviation first 
# Mackinlay equation 6 & 11_undisclosed  
dim(estimation_period_AR[event_date_index_undisclosed,]) 
length(Var_AR[event_date_index_undisclosed]) 
SAR_11_undisclosed_estimation_period <- estimation_period_AR[event_date_in
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dex_undisclosed,]/(Var_AR[event_date_index_undisclosed]^(1/2))  
dim(SAR_11_undisclosed_estimation_period) 
 
# GSAR = {SCAR_11_undisclosed_star for t in event window SAR_11_undisclose
d_estimation_period for t in estimation window 
length(SCAR_11_undisclosed_star) 
GSAR_11_undisclosed <- data.frame(SAR_11_undisclosed_estimation_period,SCA
R_11_undisclosed_star) 
 
# rank GSAR 
K_GSAR_11_undisclosed <- NULL 
length(event_date_index_undisclosed) 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index_undisclosed)) { 
  K_GSAR_11_undisclosed <- rbind(K_GSAR_11_undisclosed,rank(GSAR_11_undisc
losed[i,])) 
} 
 
# standardize the rank 
 
K_GSAR_stand_11_undisclosed <- K_GSAR_11_undisclosed/(n_days_for_estimatio
n_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+2)-0.5 
max(K_GSAR_stand_11_undisclosed) 
min(K_GSAR_stand_11_undisclosed) 
mean(K_GSAR_stand_11_undisclosed) # should be around 0 
dim(K_GSAR_stand_11_undisclosed) 
 
 
# K_bar 
length(apply(K_GSAR_stand_11_undisclosed,2,mean)) 
K_bar_11_undisclosed <- apply(K_GSAR_stand_11_undisclosed,2,mean) 
head(1/length(K_GSAR_stand_11_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_11_undisclose
d)]) * colSums(K_GSAR_stand_11_undisclosed)) 
head(K_bar_11_undisclosed) 
 
# Standard deviation K_bar 
K_bar_stand_11_undisclosed <- 1/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t
_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+1)*sum(K_bar_11_undisclosed^2) 
K_bar_stand_11_undisclosed 
mean(K_bar_11_undisclosed^2) 
(K_bar_stand_11_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
 
# Calculate Z 
length(K_GSAR_stand_11_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_11_undisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_11_undisclosed <- mean(K_GSAR_stand_11_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_st
and_11_undisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_11_undisclosed 
Z_11_undisclosed <-  K_0_bar_11_undisclosed / K_bar_stand_11_undisclosed^(
1/2) 
Z_11_undisclosed 
 
# T-stat 
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t_stats_11_undisclosed_GRANK <- Z_11_undisclosed*(((n_days_for_estimation_
period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-1)/(n_days_for_e
stimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-Z_11_u
ndisclosed^2))^(1/2)) 
t_stats_11_undisclosed_GRANK 
 
# Student t-distribution with T???2 degrees of freedom 
p_value_grank_11_undisclosed <- dt(t_stats_11_undisclosed_GRANK, df = (len
gth(K_GSAR_stand_11_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_11_undisclosed)])-2)) 
 
p_value_grank_11_undisclosed # Mackinlay 8 with webpage 
 
 
# Generalized Rank T Test no undisclosed payment for 11 days (Generalized 
Rank T) ----------------------------- 
 
Stand_CAR_11_no_undisclosed <- (n_days_for_event_period_11)*Var_AR[event_d
ate_index_no_undisclosed] 
head(Stand_CAR_11_no_undisclosed) 
 
SCAR_11_no_undisclosed <- CAR_11_no_undisclosed/(Stand_CAR_11_no_undisclos
ed)^(1/2) 
 
 
# SCAR 
Stand_CAR_bar_11_no_undisclosed <- mean(SCAR_11_no_undisclosed) 
Stand_CAR_bar_11_no_undisclosed 
Stand_SCAR_11_no_undisclosed <- 1/(length(SCAR_11_no_undisclosed)-1)*(sum(
(Stand_CAR_11_no_undisclosed-Stand_CAR_bar_11_no_undisclosed)^2)) 
Stand_SCAR_11_no_undisclosed 
 
SCAR_11_no_undisclosed_star <- SCAR_11_no_undisclosed/((Stand_SCAR_11_no_u
ndisclosed)^(1/2)) 
head(SCAR_11_no_undisclosed_star) 
 
 
 
# Calculate the SAR 
# Standard deviation first 
# Mackinlay equation 6 & 11_no_undisclosed  
dim(estimation_period_AR[event_date_index_no_undisclosed,]) 
length(Var_AR[event_date_index_no_undisclosed]) 
SAR_11_no_undisclosed_estimation_period <- estimation_period_AR[event_date
_index_no_undisclosed,]/(Var_AR[event_date_index_no_undisclosed]^(1/2))  
dim(SAR_11_no_undisclosed_estimation_period) 
 
# GSAR = {SCAR_11_no_undisclosed_star for t in event window SAR_11_no_undi
sclosed_estimation_period for t in estimation window 
length(SCAR_11_no_undisclosed_star) 
GSAR_11_no_undisclosed <- data.frame(SAR_11_no_undisclosed_estimation_peri
od,SCAR_11_no_undisclosed_star) 
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# rank GSAR 
K_GSAR_11_no_undisclosed <- NULL 
length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed) 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed)) { 
  K_GSAR_11_no_undisclosed <- rbind(K_GSAR_11_no_undisclosed,rank(GSAR_11_
no_undisclosed[i,])) 
} 
 
# standardize the rank 
 
K_GSAR_stand_11_no_undisclosed <- K_GSAR_11_no_undisclosed/(n_days_for_est
imation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+2)-0.5 
max(K_GSAR_stand_11_no_undisclosed) 
min(K_GSAR_stand_11_no_undisclosed) 
mean(K_GSAR_stand_11_no_undisclosed) # should be around 0 
dim(K_GSAR_stand_11_no_undisclosed) 
 
 
# K_bar 
length(apply(K_GSAR_stand_11_no_undisclosed,2,mean)) 
K_bar_11_no_undisclosed <- apply(K_GSAR_stand_11_no_undisclosed,2,mean) 
head(1/length(K_GSAR_stand_11_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_11_no_undi
sclosed)]) * colSums(K_GSAR_stand_11_no_undisclosed)) 
head(K_bar_11_no_undisclosed) 
 
# Standard deviation K_bar 
K_bar_stand_11_no_undisclosed <- 1/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_dat
e-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+1)*sum(K_bar_11_no_undisclosed^2
) 
K_bar_stand_11_no_undisclosed 
mean(K_bar_11_no_undisclosed^2) 
(K_bar_stand_11_no_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
 
# Calculate Z 
length(K_GSAR_stand_11_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_11_no_undisclosed
)]) 
K_0_bar_11_no_undisclosed <- mean(K_GSAR_stand_11_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_G
SAR_stand_11_no_undisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_11_no_undisclosed 
Z_11_no_undisclosed <-  K_0_bar_11_no_undisclosed / K_bar_stand_11_no_undi
sclosed^(1/2) 
Z_11_no_undisclosed 
 
# T-stat 
 
t_stats_11_no_undisclosed_GRANK <- Z_11_no_undisclosed*(((n_days_for_estim
ation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-1)/(n_days
_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-
Z_11_no_undisclosed^2))^(1/2)) 
t_stats_11_no_undisclosed_GRANK 
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# Student t-distribution with T???2 degrees of freedom 
p_value_grank_11_no_undisclosed <- dt(t_stats_11_no_undisclosed_GRANK, df 
= (length(K_GSAR_stand_11_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_11_no_undisclo
sed)])-2)) 
 
p_value_grank_11_no_undisclosed # Mackinlay 8 with webpage 
 
 
# Generalized Rank T Test undisclosed payment for 3 days (Generalized Rank 
T) ----------------------------- 
Stand_CAR_3_undisclosed <- (n_days_for_event_period_3)*Var_AR[event_date_i
ndex_undisclosed] 
head(Stand_CAR_3_undisclosed) 
 
SCAR_3_undisclosed <- CAR_3_undisclosed/(Stand_CAR_3_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
 
# SCAR 
Stand_CAR_bar_3_undisclosed <- mean(SCAR_3_undisclosed) 
Stand_CAR_bar_3_undisclosed 
Stand_SCAR_3_undisclosed <- 1/(length(SCAR_3_undisclosed)-1)*(sum((Stand_C
AR_3_undisclosed-Stand_CAR_bar_3_undisclosed)^2)) 
Stand_SCAR_3_undisclosed 
 
SCAR_3_undisclosed_star <- SCAR_3_undisclosed/((Stand_SCAR_3_undisclosed)^
(1/2)) 
head(SCAR_3_undisclosed_star) 
 
 
 
# Calculate the SAR 
# Standard deviation first 
# Mackinlay equation 6 & 3_undisclosed  
dim(estimation_period_AR[event_date_index_undisclosed,]) 
length(Var_AR[event_date_index_undisclosed]) 
SAR_3_undisclosed_estimation_period <- estimation_period_AR[event_date_ind
ex_undisclosed,]/(Var_AR[event_date_index_undisclosed]^(1/2))  
dim(SAR_3_undisclosed_estimation_period) 
 
# GSAR = {SCAR_3_undisclosed_star for t in event window SAR_3_undisclosed_
estimation_period for t in estimation window 
length(SCAR_3_undisclosed_star) 
GSAR_3_undisclosed <- data.frame(SAR_3_undisclosed_estimation_period,SCAR_
3_undisclosed_star) 
 
# rank GSAR 
K_GSAR_3_undisclosed <- NULL 
length(event_date_index_undisclosed) 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index_undisclosed)) { 
  K_GSAR_3_undisclosed <- rbind(K_GSAR_3_undisclosed,rank(GSAR_3_undisclos
ed[i,])) 
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} 
 
# standardize the rank 
 
K_GSAR_stand_3_undisclosed <- K_GSAR_3_undisclosed/(n_days_for_estimation_
period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+2)-0.5 
max(K_GSAR_stand_3_undisclosed) 
min(K_GSAR_stand_3_undisclosed) 
mean(K_GSAR_stand_3_undisclosed) # should be around 0 
dim(K_GSAR_stand_3_undisclosed) 
 
 
# K_bar 
length(apply(K_GSAR_stand_3_undisclosed,2,mean)) 
K_bar_3_undisclosed <- apply(K_GSAR_stand_3_undisclosed,2,mean) 
head(1/length(K_GSAR_stand_3_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_3_undisclosed)
]) * colSums(K_GSAR_stand_3_undisclosed)) 
head(K_bar_3_undisclosed) 
 
# Standard deviation K_bar 
K_bar_stand_3_undisclosed <- 1/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_
days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+1)*sum(K_bar_3_undisclosed^2) 
K_bar_stand_3_undisclosed 
mean(K_bar_3_undisclosed^2) 
(K_bar_stand_3_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
 
# Calculate Z 
length(K_GSAR_stand_3_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_3_undisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_3_undisclosed <- mean(K_GSAR_stand_3_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stan
d_3_undisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_3_undisclosed 
Z_3_undisclosed <-  K_0_bar_3_undisclosed / K_bar_stand_3_undisclosed^(1/2
) 
Z_3_undisclosed 
 
# T-stat 
 
t_stats_3_undisclosed_GRANK <- Z_3_undisclosed*(((n_days_for_estimation_pe
riod_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-1)/(n_days_for_est
imation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-Z_3_undi
sclosed^2))^(1/2)) 
t_stats_3_undisclosed_GRANK 
 
# Student t-distribution with T???2 degrees of freedom 
p_value_grank_3_undisclosed <- dt(t_stats_3_undisclosed_GRANK, df = (lengt
h(K_GSAR_stand_3_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_3_undisclosed)])-2)) 
 
p_value_grank_3_undisclosed # Mackinlay 8 with webpage 
 
 
# Generalized Rank T Test no undisclosed payment for 3 days (Generalized R
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ank T) ----------------------------- 
Stand_CAR_3_no_undisclosed <- (n_days_for_event_period_3)*Var_AR[event_dat
e_index_no_undisclosed] 
head(Stand_CAR_3_no_undisclosed) 
 
SCAR_3_no_undisclosed <- CAR_3_no_undisclosed/(Stand_CAR_3_no_undisclosed)
^(1/2) 
 
 
# SCAR 
Stand_CAR_bar_3_no_undisclosed <- mean(SCAR_3_no_undisclosed) 
Stand_CAR_bar_3_no_undisclosed 
Stand_SCAR_3_no_undisclosed <- 1/(length(SCAR_3_no_undisclosed)-1)*(sum((S
tand_CAR_3_no_undisclosed-Stand_CAR_bar_3_no_undisclosed)^2)) 
Stand_SCAR_3_no_undisclosed 
 
SCAR_3_no_undisclosed_star <- SCAR_3_no_undisclosed/((Stand_SCAR_3_no_undi
sclosed)^(1/2)) 
head(SCAR_3_no_undisclosed_star) 
 
# Calculate the SAR 
# Standard deviation first 
# Mackinlay equation 6 & 3_no_undisclosed  
dim(estimation_period_AR[event_date_index_no_undisclosed,]) 
length(Var_AR[event_date_index_no_undisclosed]) 
SAR_3_no_undisclosed_estimation_period <- estimation_period_AR[event_date_
index_no_undisclosed,]/(Var_AR[event_date_index_no_undisclosed]^(1/2))  
dim(SAR_3_no_undisclosed_estimation_period) 
 
# GSAR = {SCAR_3_no_undisclosed_star for t in event window SAR_3_no_undisc
losed_estimation_period for t in estimation window 
length(SCAR_3_no_undisclosed_star) 
GSAR_3_no_undisclosed <- data.frame(SAR_3_no_undisclosed_estimation_period
,SCAR_3_no_undisclosed_star) 
 
# rank GSAR 
K_GSAR_3_no_undisclosed <- NULL 
length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed) 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed)) { 
  K_GSAR_3_no_undisclosed <- rbind(K_GSAR_3_no_undisclosed,rank(GSAR_3_no_
undisclosed[i,])) 
} 
 
# standardize the rank 
 
K_GSAR_stand_3_no_undisclosed <- K_GSAR_3_no_undisclosed/(n_days_for_estim
ation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+2)-0.5 
max(K_GSAR_stand_3_no_undisclosed) 
min(K_GSAR_stand_3_no_undisclosed) 
mean(K_GSAR_stand_3_no_undisclosed) # should be around 0 
dim(K_GSAR_stand_3_no_undisclosed) 
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# K_bar 
length(apply(K_GSAR_stand_3_no_undisclosed,2,mean)) 
K_bar_3_no_undisclosed <- apply(K_GSAR_stand_3_no_undisclosed,2,mean) 
head(1/length(K_GSAR_stand_3_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_3_no_undisc
losed)]) * colSums(K_GSAR_stand_3_no_undisclosed)) 
head(K_bar_3_no_undisclosed) 
 
# Standard deviation K_bar 
K_bar_stand_3_no_undisclosed <- 1/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date
-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+1)*sum(K_bar_3_no_undisclosed^2) 
K_bar_stand_3_no_undisclosed 
mean(K_bar_3_no_undisclosed^2) 
(K_bar_stand_3_no_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
 
# Calculate Z 
length(K_GSAR_stand_3_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_3_no_undisclosed)]
) 
K_0_bar_3_no_undisclosed <- mean(K_GSAR_stand_3_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSA
R_stand_3_no_undisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_3_no_undisclosed 
Z_3_no_undisclosed <-  K_0_bar_3_no_undisclosed / K_bar_stand_3_no_undiscl
osed^(1/2) 
Z_3_no_undisclosed 
 
# T-stat 
 
t_stats_3_no_undisclosed_GRANK <- Z_3_no_undisclosed*(((n_days_for_estimat
ion_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-1)/(n_days_f
or_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-Z_
3_no_undisclosed^2))^(1/2)) 
t_stats_3_no_undisclosed_GRANK 
 
# Student t-distribution with T???2 degrees of freedom 
p_value_grank_3_no_undisclosed <- dt(t_stats_3_no_undisclosed_GRANK, df = 
(length(K_GSAR_stand_3_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_3_no_undisclosed)
])-2)) 
 
p_value_grank_3_no_undisclosed # Mackinlay 8 with webpage 
 
 
# Generalized Rank T Test undisclosed payment for 5 days (Generalized Rank 
T) ----------------------------- 
Stand_CAR_5_undisclosed <- (n_days_for_event_period_5)*Var_AR[event_date_i
ndex_undisclosed] 
head(Stand_CAR_5_undisclosed) 
 
SCAR_5_undisclosed <- CAR_5_undisclosed/(Stand_CAR_5_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
 
# SCAR 
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Stand_CAR_bar_5_undisclosed <- mean(SCAR_5_undisclosed) 
Stand_CAR_bar_5_undisclosed 
Stand_SCAR_5_undisclosed <- 1/(length(SCAR_5_undisclosed)-1)*(sum((Stand_C
AR_5_undisclosed-Stand_CAR_bar_5_undisclosed)^2)) 
Stand_SCAR_5_undisclosed 
 
SCAR_5_undisclosed_star <- SCAR_5_undisclosed/((Stand_SCAR_5_undisclosed)^
(1/2)) 
head(SCAR_5_undisclosed_star) 
 
# Calculate the SAR 
# Standard deviation first 
# Mackinlay equation 6 & 5_undisclosed  
dim(estimation_period_AR[event_date_index_undisclosed,]) 
length(Var_AR[event_date_index_undisclosed]) 
SAR_5_undisclosed_estimation_period <- estimation_period_AR[event_date_ind
ex_undisclosed,]/(Var_AR[event_date_index_undisclosed]^(1/2))  
dim(SAR_5_undisclosed_estimation_period) 
 
# GSAR = {SCAR_5_undisclosed_star for t in event window SAR_5_undisclosed_
estimation_period for t in estimation window 
length(SCAR_5_undisclosed_star) 
GSAR_5_undisclosed <- data.frame(SAR_5_undisclosed_estimation_period,SCAR_
5_undisclosed_star) 
 
# rank GSAR 
K_GSAR_5_undisclosed <- NULL 
length(event_date_index_undisclosed) 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index_undisclosed)) { 
  K_GSAR_5_undisclosed <- rbind(K_GSAR_5_undisclosed,rank(GSAR_5_undisclos
ed[i,])) 
} 
 
# standardize the rank 
 
K_GSAR_stand_5_undisclosed <- K_GSAR_5_undisclosed/(n_days_for_estimation_
period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+2)-0.5 
max(K_GSAR_stand_5_undisclosed) 
min(K_GSAR_stand_5_undisclosed) 
mean(K_GSAR_stand_5_undisclosed) # should be around 0 
dim(K_GSAR_stand_5_undisclosed) 
 
 
# K_bar 
length(apply(K_GSAR_stand_5_undisclosed,2,mean)) 
K_bar_5_undisclosed <- apply(K_GSAR_stand_5_undisclosed,2,mean) 
head(1/length(K_GSAR_stand_5_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_5_undisclosed)
]) * colSums(K_GSAR_stand_5_undisclosed)) 
head(K_bar_5_undisclosed) 
 
# Standard deviation K_bar 
K_bar_stand_5_undisclosed <- 1/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_
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days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+1)*sum(K_bar_5_undisclosed^2) 
K_bar_stand_5_undisclosed 
mean(K_bar_5_undisclosed^2) 
(K_bar_stand_5_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
 
# Calculate Z 
length(K_GSAR_stand_5_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_5_undisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_5_undisclosed <- mean(K_GSAR_stand_5_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stan
d_5_undisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_5_undisclosed 
Z_5_undisclosed <-  K_0_bar_5_undisclosed / K_bar_stand_5_undisclosed^(1/2
) 
Z_5_undisclosed 
 
# T-stat 
 
t_stats_5_undisclosed_GRANK <- Z_5_undisclosed*(((n_days_for_estimation_pe
riod_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-1)/(n_days_for_est
imation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-Z_5_undi
sclosed^2))^(1/2)) 
t_stats_5_undisclosed_GRANK 
 
# Student t-distribution with T???2 degrees of freedom 
p_value_grank_5_undisclosed <- dt(t_stats_5_undisclosed_GRANK, df = (lengt
h(K_GSAR_stand_5_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_5_undisclosed)])-2)) 
 
p_value_grank_5_undisclosed # Mackinlay 8 with webpage 
 
 
# Generalized Rank T Test no undisclosed payment for 5 days (Generalized R
ank T) ----------------------------- 
Stand_CAR_5_no_undisclosed <- (n_days_for_event_period_5)*Var_AR[event_dat
e_index_no_undisclosed] 
head(Stand_CAR_5_no_undisclosed) 
 
SCAR_5_no_undisclosed <- CAR_5_no_undisclosed/(Stand_CAR_5_no_undisclosed)
^(1/2) 
 
 
# SCAR 
Stand_CAR_bar_5_no_undisclosed <- mean(SCAR_5_no_undisclosed) 
Stand_CAR_bar_5_no_undisclosed 
Stand_SCAR_5_no_undisclosed <- 1/(length(SCAR_5_no_undisclosed)-1)*(sum((S
tand_CAR_5_no_undisclosed-Stand_CAR_bar_5_no_undisclosed)^2)) 
Stand_SCAR_5_no_undisclosed 
 
SCAR_5_no_undisclosed_star <- SCAR_5_no_undisclosed/((Stand_SCAR_5_no_undi
sclosed)^(1/2)) 
head(SCAR_5_no_undisclosed_star) 
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# Calculate the SAR 
# Standard deviation first 
# Mackinlay equation 6 & 5_no_undisclosed  
dim(estimation_period_AR[event_date_index_no_undisclosed,]) 
length(Var_AR[event_date_index_no_undisclosed]) 
SAR_5_no_undisclosed_estimation_period <- estimation_period_AR[event_date_
index_no_undisclosed,]/(Var_AR[event_date_index_no_undisclosed]^(1/2))  
dim(SAR_5_no_undisclosed_estimation_period) 
 
# GSAR = {SCAR_5_no_undisclosed_star for t in event window SAR_5_no_undisc
losed_estimation_period for t in estimation window 
length(SCAR_5_no_undisclosed_star) 
GSAR_5_no_undisclosed <- data.frame(SAR_5_no_undisclosed_estimation_period
,SCAR_5_no_undisclosed_star) 
 
# rank GSAR 
K_GSAR_5_no_undisclosed <- NULL 
length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed) 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed)) { 
  K_GSAR_5_no_undisclosed <- rbind(K_GSAR_5_no_undisclosed,rank(GSAR_5_no_
undisclosed[i,])) 
} 
 
# standardize the rank 
 
K_GSAR_stand_5_no_undisclosed <- K_GSAR_5_no_undisclosed/(n_days_for_estim
ation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+2)-0.5 
max(K_GSAR_stand_5_no_undisclosed) 
min(K_GSAR_stand_5_no_undisclosed) 
mean(K_GSAR_stand_5_no_undisclosed) # should be around 0 
dim(K_GSAR_stand_5_no_undisclosed) 
 
 
# K_bar 
length(apply(K_GSAR_stand_5_no_undisclosed,2,mean)) 
K_bar_5_no_undisclosed <- apply(K_GSAR_stand_5_no_undisclosed,2,mean) 
head(1/length(K_GSAR_stand_5_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_5_no_undisc
losed)]) * colSums(K_GSAR_stand_5_no_undisclosed)) 
head(K_bar_5_no_undisclosed) 
 
# Standard deviation K_bar 
K_bar_stand_5_no_undisclosed <- 1/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date
-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+1)*sum(K_bar_5_no_undisclosed^2) 
K_bar_stand_5_no_undisclosed 
mean(K_bar_5_no_undisclosed^2) 
(K_bar_stand_5_no_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
 
# Calculate Z 
length(K_GSAR_stand_5_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_5_no_undisclosed)]
) 
K_0_bar_5_no_undisclosed <- mean(K_GSAR_stand_5_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSA
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R_stand_5_no_undisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_5_no_undisclosed 
Z_5_no_undisclosed <-  K_0_bar_5_no_undisclosed / K_bar_stand_5_no_undiscl
osed^(1/2) 
Z_5_no_undisclosed 
 
# T-stat 
 
t_stats_5_no_undisclosed_GRANK <- Z_5_no_undisclosed*(((n_days_for_estimat
ion_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-1)/(n_days_f
or_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-Z_
5_no_undisclosed^2))^(1/2)) 
t_stats_5_no_undisclosed_GRANK 
 
# Student t-distribution with T???2 degrees of freedom 
p_value_grank_5_no_undisclosed <- dt(t_stats_5_no_undisclosed_GRANK, df = 
(length(K_GSAR_stand_5_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_5_no_undisclosed)
])-2)) 
 
p_value_grank_5_no_undisclosed # Mackinlay 8 with webpage 
 
 
# Generalized Rank T Test undisclosed payment for 21 days (Generalized Ran
k T) ----------------------------- 
Stand_CAR_21_undisclosed <- (n_days_for_event_period_21)*Var_AR[event_date
_index_undisclosed] 
head(Stand_CAR_21_undisclosed) 
 
SCAR_21_undisclosed <- CAR_21_undisclosed/(Stand_CAR_21_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
 
# SCAR 
Stand_CAR_bar_21_undisclosed <- mean(SCAR_21_undisclosed) 
Stand_CAR_bar_21_undisclosed 
Stand_SCAR_21_undisclosed <- 1/(length(SCAR_21_undisclosed)-1)*(sum((Stand
_CAR_21_undisclosed-Stand_CAR_bar_21_undisclosed)^2)) 
Stand_SCAR_21_undisclosed 
 
SCAR_21_undisclosed_star <- SCAR_21_undisclosed/((Stand_SCAR_21_undisclose
d)^(1/2)) 
head(SCAR_21_undisclosed_star) 
 
# Calculate the SAR 
# Standard deviation first 
# Mackinlay equation 6 & 21_undisclosed  
dim(estimation_period_AR[event_date_index_undisclosed,]) 
length(Var_AR[event_date_index_undisclosed]) 
SAR_21_undisclosed_estimation_period <- estimation_period_AR[event_date_in
dex_undisclosed,]/(Var_AR[event_date_index_undisclosed]^(1/2))  
dim(SAR_21_undisclosed_estimation_period) 
 
# GSAR = {SCAR_21_undisclosed_star for t in event window SAR_21_undisclose
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d_estimation_period for t in estimation window 
length(SCAR_21_undisclosed_star) 
GSAR_21_undisclosed <- data.frame(SAR_21_undisclosed_estimation_period,SCA
R_21_undisclosed_star) 
 
# rank GSAR 
K_GSAR_21_undisclosed <- NULL 
length(event_date_index_undisclosed) 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index_undisclosed)) { 
  K_GSAR_21_undisclosed <- rbind(K_GSAR_21_undisclosed,rank(GSAR_21_undisc
losed[i,])) 
} 
 
# standardize the rank 
 
K_GSAR_stand_21_undisclosed <- K_GSAR_21_undisclosed/(n_days_for_estimatio
n_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+2)-0.5 
max(K_GSAR_stand_21_undisclosed) 
min(K_GSAR_stand_21_undisclosed) 
mean(K_GSAR_stand_21_undisclosed) # should be around 0 
dim(K_GSAR_stand_21_undisclosed) 
 
 
# K_bar 
length(apply(K_GSAR_stand_21_undisclosed,2,mean)) 
K_bar_21_undisclosed <- apply(K_GSAR_stand_21_undisclosed,2,mean) 
head(1/length(K_GSAR_stand_21_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_21_undisclose
d)]) * colSums(K_GSAR_stand_21_undisclosed)) 
head(K_bar_21_undisclosed) 
 
# Standard deviation K_bar 
K_bar_stand_21_undisclosed <- 1/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t
_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+1)*sum(K_bar_21_undisclosed^2) 
K_bar_stand_21_undisclosed 
mean(K_bar_21_undisclosed^2) 
(K_bar_stand_21_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
 
# Calculate Z 
length(K_GSAR_stand_21_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_21_undisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_21_undisclosed <- mean(K_GSAR_stand_21_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_st
and_21_undisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_21_undisclosed 
Z_21_undisclosed <-  K_0_bar_21_undisclosed / K_bar_stand_21_undisclosed^(
1/2) 
Z_21_undisclosed 
 
# T-stat 
 
t_stats_21_undisclosed_GRANK <- Z_21_undisclosed*(((n_days_for_estimation_
period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-1)/(n_days_for_e
stimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-Z_21_u
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ndisclosed^2))^(1/2)) 
t_stats_21_undisclosed_GRANK 
 
# Student t-distribution with T???2 degrees of freedom 
p_value_grank_21_undisclosed <- dt(t_stats_21_undisclosed_GRANK, df = (len
gth(K_GSAR_stand_21_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_21_undisclosed)])-2)) 
 
p_value_grank_21_undisclosed # Mackinlay 8 with webpage 
 
 
# Generalized Rank T Test no undisclosed payment for 21 days (Generalized 
Rank T) ----------------------------- 
Stand_CAR_21_no_undisclosed <- (n_days_for_event_period_21)*Var_AR[event_d
ate_index_no_undisclosed] 
head(Stand_CAR_21_no_undisclosed) 
 
SCAR_21_no_undisclosed <- CAR_21_no_undisclosed/(Stand_CAR_21_no_undisclos
ed)^(1/2) 
 
# SCAR 
Stand_CAR_bar_21_no_undisclosed <- mean(SCAR_21_no_undisclosed) 
Stand_CAR_bar_21_no_undisclosed 
Stand_SCAR_21_no_undisclosed <- 1/(length(SCAR_21_no_undisclosed)-1)*(sum(
(Stand_CAR_21_no_undisclosed-Stand_CAR_bar_21_no_undisclosed)^2)) 
Stand_SCAR_21_no_undisclosed 
 
SCAR_21_no_undisclosed_star <- SCAR_21_no_undisclosed/((Stand_SCAR_21_no_u
ndisclosed)^(1/2)) 
head(SCAR_21_no_undisclosed_star) 
 
# Calculate the SAR 
# Standard deviation first 
# Mackinlay equation 6 & 21_no_undisclosed  
dim(estimation_period_AR[event_date_index_no_undisclosed,]) 
length(Var_AR[event_date_index_no_undisclosed]) 
SAR_21_no_undisclosed_estimation_period <- estimation_period_AR[event_date
_index_no_undisclosed,]/(Var_AR[event_date_index_no_undisclosed]^(1/2))  
dim(SAR_21_no_undisclosed_estimation_period) 
 
# GSAR = {SCAR_21_no_undisclosed_star for t in event window SAR_21_no_undi
sclosed_estimation_period for t in estimation window 
length(SCAR_21_no_undisclosed_star) 
GSAR_21_no_undisclosed <- data.frame(SAR_21_no_undisclosed_estimation_peri
od,SCAR_21_no_undisclosed_star) 
 
# rank GSAR 
K_GSAR_21_no_undisclosed <- NULL 
length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed) 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed)) { 
  K_GSAR_21_no_undisclosed <- rbind(K_GSAR_21_no_undisclosed,rank(GSAR_21_
no_undisclosed[i,])) 
} 
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# standardize the rank 
 
K_GSAR_stand_21_no_undisclosed <- K_GSAR_21_no_undisclosed/(n_days_for_est
imation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+2)-0.5 
max(K_GSAR_stand_21_no_undisclosed) 
min(K_GSAR_stand_21_no_undisclosed) 
mean(K_GSAR_stand_21_no_undisclosed) # should be around 0 
dim(K_GSAR_stand_21_no_undisclosed) 
 
 
# K_bar 
length(apply(K_GSAR_stand_21_no_undisclosed,2,mean)) 
K_bar_21_no_undisclosed <- apply(K_GSAR_stand_21_no_undisclosed,2,mean) 
head(1/length(K_GSAR_stand_21_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_21_no_undi
sclosed)]) * colSums(K_GSAR_stand_21_no_undisclosed)) 
head(K_bar_21_no_undisclosed) 
 
# Standard deviation K_bar 
K_bar_stand_21_no_undisclosed <- 1/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_dat
e-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+1)*sum(K_bar_21_no_undisclosed^2
) 
K_bar_stand_21_no_undisclosed 
mean(K_bar_21_no_undisclosed^2) 
(K_bar_stand_21_no_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
 
# Calculate Z 
length(K_GSAR_stand_21_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_21_no_undisclosed
)]) 
K_0_bar_21_no_undisclosed <- mean(K_GSAR_stand_21_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_G
SAR_stand_21_no_undisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_21_no_undisclosed 
Z_21_no_undisclosed <-  K_0_bar_21_no_undisclosed / K_bar_stand_21_no_undi
sclosed^(1/2) 
Z_21_no_undisclosed 
 
# T-stat 
 
t_stats_21_no_undisclosed_GRANK <- Z_21_no_undisclosed*(((n_days_for_estim
ation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-1)/(n_days
_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-
Z_21_no_undisclosed^2))^(1/2)) 
t_stats_21_no_undisclosed_GRANK 
 
# Student t-distribution with T???2 degrees of freedom 
p_value_grank_21_no_undisclosed <- dt(t_stats_21_no_undisclosed_GRANK, df 
= (length(K_GSAR_stand_21_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_21_no_undisclo
sed)])-2)) 
 
p_value_grank_21_no_undisclosed # Mackinlay 8 with webpage 
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# GRANK Test Results ------------------------------- 
Results_GRANK <- 
  data.frame( 
    "undisclosed[-1,+1]" = c( 
      t_stats_3_undisclosed_GRANK, 
      p_value_grank_3_undisclosed 
    ), 
    "no undisclosed[-1,+1]" = c( 
      t_stats_3_no_undisclosed_GRANK, 
      p_value_grank_3_no_undisclosed 
    ), 
    "undisclosed[-2,+2]" = c( 
      t_stats_5_undisclosed_GRANK, 
      p_value_grank_5_undisclosed 
    ), 
    "no undisclosed[-2,+2]" = c( 
      t_stats_5_no_undisclosed_GRANK, 
      p_value_grank_5_no_undisclosed 
    ), 
    " undisclosed[-5,+5]" = c( 
      t_stats_11_undisclosed_GRANK, 
      p_value_grank_11_undisclosed 
    ), 
    "no undisclosed[-5,+5]" = c( 
      t_stats_11_no_undisclosed_GRANK, 
      p_value_grank_11_no_undisclosed 
    ), 
    "undisclosed[-10,+10]" = c( 
      t_stats_21_undisclosed_GRANK, 
      p_value_grank_21_undisclosed 
    ), 
    "no undisclosed[-10,+10]" = c( 
      t_stats_21_no_undisclosed_GRANK, 
      p_value_grank_21_no_undisclosed 
    ) 
  ) 
row.names(Results_GRANK) <- c("T-Stat", "P-value") 
colnames(Results_GRANK) <- c("undisclosed[-1,+1]","no undisclosed[-1,+1]",
"undisclosed[-2,+2]","no undisclosed[-2,+2]","undisclosed[-5,+5]","no undi
sclosed[-5,+5]","undisclosed[-10,+10]","no undisclosed[-10,+10]") 
Results_GRANK 
 
writexl::write_xlsx(Results_GRANK,file.choose()) 
 
p_value_grank_3_undisclosed 
 
p_value_grank_3_no_undisclosed 
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Generalized Rank Test | Country index 

 

##### COUNTRY DATA #################### 
# COUNTRY Generalized Rank T Test undisclosed payment for 11 days (General
ized Rank T) ----------------------------- 
 
Stand_CAR_11_Country_undisclosed <- (n_days_for_event_period_11)*Var_AR_Co
untry[event_date_index_undisclosed] 
length(Stand_CAR_11_Country_undisclosed) 
 
SCAR_11_Country_undisclosed <- CAR_11_Country_undisclosed/(Stand_CAR_11_Co
untry_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
 
# SCAR 
Stand_CAR_bar_11_Country_undisclosed <- mean(SCAR_11_Country_undisclosed) 
Stand_CAR_bar_11_Country_undisclosed 
Stand_SCAR_11_Country_undisclosed <- 1/(length(SCAR_11_Country_undisclosed
)-1)*(sum((Stand_CAR_11_Country_undisclosed-Stand_CAR_bar_11_Country_undis
closed)^2)) 
Stand_SCAR_11_Country_undisclosed 
 
SCAR_11_Country_undisclosed_star <- SCAR_11_Country_undisclosed/((Stand_SC
AR_11_Country_undisclosed)^(1/2)) 
head(SCAR_11_Country_undisclosed_star) 
 
 
 
# Calculate the SAR 
# Standard deviation first 
# Mackinlay equation 6 & 11_Country_undisclosed  
dim(estimation_period_AR[event_date_index_undisclosed,]) 
length(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed]) 
SAR_11_Country_undisclosed_estimation_period <- estimation_period_AR[event
_date_index_undisclosed,]/(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed]^(1
/2))  
dim(SAR_11_Country_undisclosed_estimation_period) 
 
# GSAR = {SCAR_11_Country_undisclosed_star for t in event window SAR_11_Co
untry_undisclosed_estimation_period for t in estimation window 
length(SCAR_11_Country_undisclosed_star) 
GSAR_11_Country_undisclosed <- data.frame(SAR_11_Country_undisclosed_estim
ation_period,SCAR_11_Country_undisclosed_star) 
 
# rank GSAR 
K_GSAR_11_Country_undisclosed <- NULL 
length(event_date_index_undisclosed) 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index_undisclosed)) { 
  K_GSAR_11_Country_undisclosed <- rbind(K_GSAR_11_Country_undisclosed,ran
k(GSAR_11_Country_undisclosed[i,])) 
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} 
 
# standardize the rank 
 
K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_undisclosed <- K_GSAR_11_Country_undisclosed/(n_da
ys_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+
1+2)-0.5 
max(K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_undisclosed) 
min(K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_undisclosed) 
mean(K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_undisclosed) # should be around 0 
dim(K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_undisclosed) 
 
 
# K_bar 
length(apply(K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_undisclosed,2,mean)) 
K_bar_11_Country_undisclosed <- apply(K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_undisclosed,
2,mean) 
head(1/length(K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_11_Co
untry_undisclosed)]) * colSums(K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_undisclosed)) 
head(K_bar_11_Country_undisclosed) 
 
# Standard deviation K_bar 
K_bar_stand_11_Country_undisclosed <- 1/(n_days_for_estimation_period_star
t_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+1)*sum(K_bar_11_Country_und
isclosed^2) 
K_bar_stand_11_Country_undisclosed 
mean(K_bar_11_Country_undisclosed^2) 
(K_bar_stand_11_Country_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
 
# Calculate Z 
length(K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_u
ndisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_11_Country_undisclosed <- mean(K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_undisclosed
[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_undisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_11_Country_undisclosed 
Z_11_Country_undisclosed <-  K_0_bar_11_Country_undisclosed / K_bar_stand_
11_Country_undisclosed^(1/2) 
Z_11_Country_undisclosed 
 
# T-stat 
 
t_stats_11_Country_undisclosed_GRANK <- Z_11_Country_undisclosed*(((n_days
_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-
1)/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_e
nd_date+1-Z_11_Country_undisclosed^2))^(1/2)) 
t_stats_11_Country_undisclosed_GRANK 
 
# Student t-distribution with T???2 degrees of freedom 
p_value_grank_11_Country_undisclosed <- dt(t_stats_11_Country_undisclosed_
GRANK, df = (length(K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand
_11_Country_undisclosed)])-2)) 
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p_value_grank_11_Country_undisclosed # Mackinlay 8 with webpage 
 
# COUNTRY Generalized Rank T Test no undisclosed payment for 11 days (Gene
ralized Rank T) ----------------------------- 
Stand_CAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed <- (n_days_for_event_period_11)*Var_AR
_Country[event_date_index_no_undisclosed] 
head(Stand_CAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed) 
 
SCAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed <- CAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed/(Stand_CAR
_11_Country_no_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
 
# SCAR 
Stand_CAR_bar_11_Country_no_undisclosed <- mean(SCAR_11_Country_no_undiscl
osed) 
Stand_CAR_bar_11_Country_no_undisclosed 
Stand_SCAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed <- 1/(length(SCAR_11_Country_no_undis
closed)-1)*(sum((Stand_CAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed-Stand_CAR_bar_11_Coun
try_no_undisclosed)^2)) 
Stand_SCAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed 
 
SCAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed_star <- SCAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed/((St
and_SCAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed)^(1/2)) 
head(SCAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed_star) 
 
# Calculate the SAR 
# Standard deviation first 
# Mackinlay equation 6 & 11_Country_no_undisclosed  
dim(estimation_period_AR[event_date_index_no_undisclosed,]) 
length(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_no_undisclosed]) 
SAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed_estimation_period <- estimation_period_AR[ev
ent_date_index_no_undisclosed,]/(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_no_undisc
losed]^(1/2))  
dim(SAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed_estimation_period) 
 
# GSAR = {SCAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed_star for t in event window SAR_11
_Country_no_undisclosed_estimation_period for t in estimation window 
length(SCAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed_star) 
GSAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed <- data.frame(SAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed
_estimation_period,SCAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed_star) 
 
# rank GSAR 
K_GSAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed <- NULL 
length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed) 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed)) { 
  K_GSAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed <- rbind(K_GSAR_11_Country_no_undisclos
ed,rank(GSAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed[i,])) 
} 
 
# standardize the rank 
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K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_no_undisclosed <- K_GSAR_11_Country_no_undisclosed
/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end
_date+1+2)-0.5 
max(K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_no_undisclosed) 
min(K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_no_undisclosed) 
mean(K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_no_undisclosed) # should be around 0 
dim(K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_no_undisclosed) 
 
 
# K_bar 
length(apply(K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_no_undisclosed,2,mean)) 
K_bar_11_Country_no_undisclosed <- apply(K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_no_undisc
losed,2,mean) 
head(1/length(K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_11
_Country_no_undisclosed)]) * colSums(K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_no_undisclose
d)) 
head(K_bar_11_Country_no_undisclosed) 
 
# Standard deviation K_bar 
K_bar_stand_11_Country_no_undisclosed <- 1/(n_days_for_estimation_period_s
tart_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+1)*sum(K_bar_11_Country_
no_undisclosed^2) 
K_bar_stand_11_Country_no_undisclosed 
mean(K_bar_11_Country_no_undisclosed^2) 
(K_bar_stand_11_Country_no_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
 
# Calculate Z 
length(K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_11_Countr
y_no_undisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_11_Country_no_undisclosed <- mean(K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_no_undis
closed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_no_undisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_11_Country_no_undisclosed 
Z_11_Country_no_undisclosed <-  K_0_bar_11_Country_no_undisclosed / K_bar_
stand_11_Country_no_undisclosed^(1/2) 
Z_11_Country_no_undisclosed 
 
# T-stat 
 
t_stats_11_Country_no_undisclosed_GRANK <- Z_11_Country_no_undisclosed*(((
n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_d
ate+1-1)/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_pe
riod_end_date+1-Z_11_Country_no_undisclosed^2))^(1/2)) 
t_stats_11_Country_no_undisclosed_GRANK 
 
# Student t-distribution with T???2 degrees of freedom 
p_value_grank_11_Country_no_undisclosed <- dt(t_stats_11_Country_no_undisc
losed_GRANK, df = (length(K_GSAR_stand_11_Country_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_G
SAR_stand_11_Country_no_undisclosed)])-2)) 
 
p_value_grank_11_Country_no_undisclosed # Mackinlay 8 with webpage 
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# COUNTRY Generalized Rank T Test undisclosed payment for 3 days (Generali
zed Rank T) ----------------------------- 
Stand_CAR_3_Country_undisclosed <- (n_days_for_event_period_3)*Var_AR_Coun
try[event_date_index_undisclosed] 
length(Stand_CAR_3_Country_undisclosed) 
 
SCAR_3_Country_undisclosed <- CAR_3_Country_undisclosed/(Stand_CAR_3_Count
ry_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
 
# SCAR 
Stand_CAR_bar_3_Country_undisclosed <- mean(SCAR_3_Country_undisclosed) 
Stand_CAR_bar_3_Country_undisclosed 
Stand_SCAR_3_Country_undisclosed <- 1/(length(SCAR_3_Country_undisclosed)-
1)*(sum((Stand_CAR_3_Country_undisclosed-Stand_CAR_bar_3_Country_undisclos
ed)^2)) 
Stand_SCAR_3_Country_undisclosed 
 
SCAR_3_Country_undisclosed_star <- SCAR_3_Country_undisclosed/((Stand_SCAR
_3_Country_undisclosed)^(1/2)) 
head(SCAR_3_Country_undisclosed_star) 
 
# Calculate the SAR 
# Standard deviation first 
# Mackinlay equation 6 & 3_Country_undisclosed  
dim(estimation_period_AR[event_date_index_undisclosed,]) 
length(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed]) 
SAR_3_Country_undisclosed_estimation_period <- estimation_period_AR[event_
date_index_undisclosed,]/(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed]^(1/
2))  
dim(SAR_3_Country_undisclosed_estimation_period) 
 
# GSAR = {SCAR_3_Country_undisclosed_star for t in event window SAR_3_Coun
try_undisclosed_estimation_period for t in estimation window 
length(SCAR_3_Country_undisclosed_star) 
GSAR_3_Country_undisclosed <- data.frame(SAR_3_Country_undisclosed_estimat
ion_period,SCAR_3_Country_undisclosed_star) 
 
# rank GSAR 
K_GSAR_3_Country_undisclosed <- NULL 
length(event_date_index_undisclosed) 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index_undisclosed)) { 
  K_GSAR_3_Country_undisclosed <- rbind(K_GSAR_3_Country_undisclosed,rank(
GSAR_3_Country_undisclosed[i,])) 
} 
 
# standardize the rank 
 
K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_undisclosed <- K_GSAR_3_Country_undisclosed/(n_days
_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+
2)-0.5 
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max(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_undisclosed) 
min(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_undisclosed) 
mean(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_undisclosed) # should be around 0 
dim(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_undisclosed) 
 
 
# K_bar 
length(apply(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_undisclosed,2,mean)) 
K_bar_3_Country_undisclosed <- apply(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_undisclosed,2,
mean) 
head(1/length(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_3_Coun
try_undisclosed)]) * colSums(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_undisclosed)) 
head(K_bar_3_Country_undisclosed) 
 
# Standard deviation K_bar 
K_bar_stand_3_Country_undisclosed <- 1/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start
_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+1)*sum(K_bar_3_Country_undis
closed^2) 
K_bar_stand_3_Country_undisclosed 
mean(K_bar_3_Country_undisclosed^2) 
(K_bar_stand_3_Country_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
 
# Calculate Z 
length(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_und
isclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_3_Country_undisclosed <- mean(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_undisclosed[,
ncol(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_undisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_3_Country_undisclosed 
Z_3_Country_undisclosed <-  K_0_bar_3_Country_undisclosed / K_bar_stand_3_
Country_undisclosed^(1/2) 
Z_3_Country_undisclosed 
 
# T-stat 
 
t_stats_3_Country_undisclosed_GRANK <- Z_3_Country_undisclosed*(((n_days_f
or_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-1)
/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end
_date+1-Z_3_Country_undisclosed^2))^(1/2)) 
t_stats_3_Country_undisclosed_GRANK 
 
# Student t-distribution with T???2 degrees of freedom 
p_value_grank_3_Country_undisclosed <- dt(t_stats_3_Country_undisclosed_GR
ANK, df = (length(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_3_
Country_undisclosed)])-2)) 
 
p_value_grank_3_Country_undisclosed # Mackinlay 8 with webpage 
 
 
# COUNTRY Generalized Rank T Test no undisclosed payment for 3 days (Gener
alized Rank T) ----------------------------- 
Stand_CAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed <- (n_days_for_event_period_3)*Var_AR_C
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ountry[event_date_index_no_undisclosed] 
head(Stand_CAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed) 
 
SCAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed <- CAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed/(Stand_CAR_3
_Country_no_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
 
# SCAR 
Stand_CAR_bar_3_Country_no_undisclosed <- mean(SCAR_3_Country_no_undisclos
ed) 
Stand_CAR_bar_3_Country_no_undisclosed 
Stand_SCAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed <- 1/(length(SCAR_3_Country_no_undiscl
osed)-1)*(sum((Stand_CAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed-Stand_CAR_bar_3_Country_
no_undisclosed)^2)) 
Stand_SCAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed 
 
SCAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed_star <- SCAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed/((Stan
d_SCAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed)^(1/2)) 
head(SCAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed_star) 
 
# Calculate the SAR 
# Standard deviation first 
# Mackinlay equation 6 & 3_Country_no_undisclosed  
dim(estimation_period_AR[event_date_index_no_undisclosed,]) 
length(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_no_undisclosed]) 
SAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed_estimation_period <- estimation_period_AR[eve
nt_date_index_no_undisclosed,]/(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_no_undiscl
osed]^(1/2))  
dim(SAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed_estimation_period) 
 
# GSAR = {SCAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed_star for t in event window SAR_3_C
ountry_no_undisclosed_estimation_period for t in estimation window 
length(SCAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed_star) 
GSAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed <- data.frame(SAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed_e
stimation_period,SCAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed_star) 
 
# rank GSAR 
K_GSAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed <- NULL 
length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed) 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed)) { 
  K_GSAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed <- rbind(K_GSAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed
,rank(GSAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed[i,])) 
} 
 
# standardize the rank 
K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_no_undisclosed <- K_GSAR_3_Country_no_undisclosed/(
n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_d
ate+1+2)-0.5 
max(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_no_undisclosed) 
min(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_no_undisclosed) 
mean(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_no_undisclosed) # should be around 0 
dim(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_no_undisclosed) 
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# K_bar 
length(apply(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_no_undisclosed,2,mean)) 
K_bar_3_Country_no_undisclosed <- apply(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_no_undisclo
sed,2,mean) 
head(1/length(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_3_C
ountry_no_undisclosed)]) * colSums(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_no_undisclosed)) 
head(K_bar_3_Country_no_undisclosed) 
 
# Standard deviation K_bar 
K_bar_stand_3_Country_no_undisclosed <- 1/(n_days_for_estimation_period_st
art_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+1)*sum(K_bar_3_Country_no
_undisclosed^2) 
K_bar_stand_3_Country_no_undisclosed 
mean(K_bar_3_Country_no_undisclosed^2) 
(K_bar_stand_3_Country_no_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
 
# Calculate Z 
length(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_
no_undisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_3_Country_no_undisclosed <- mean(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_no_undiscl
osed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_no_undisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_3_Country_no_undisclosed 
Z_3_Country_no_undisclosed <-  K_0_bar_3_Country_no_undisclosed / K_bar_st
and_3_Country_no_undisclosed^(1/2) 
Z_3_Country_no_undisclosed 
 
# T-stat 
t_stats_3_Country_no_undisclosed_GRANK <- Z_3_Country_no_undisclosed*(((n_
days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_dat
e+1-1)/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_peri
od_end_date+1-Z_3_Country_no_undisclosed^2))^(1/2)) 
t_stats_3_Country_no_undisclosed_GRANK 
 
# Student t-distribution with T???2 degrees of freedom 
p_value_grank_3_Country_no_undisclosed <- dt(t_stats_3_Country_no_undisclo
sed_GRANK, df = (length(K_GSAR_stand_3_Country_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR
_stand_3_Country_no_undisclosed)])-2)) 
 
p_value_grank_3_Country_no_undisclosed # Mackinlay 8 with webpage 
 
 
# COUNTRY Generalized Rank T Test undisclosed payment for 5 days (Generali
zed Rank T) ----------------------------- 
Stand_CAR_5_Country_undisclosed <- (n_days_for_event_period_5)*Var_AR_Coun
try[event_date_index_undisclosed] 
length(Stand_CAR_5_Country_undisclosed) 
 
SCAR_5_Country_undisclosed <- CAR_5_Country_undisclosed/(Stand_CAR_5_Count
ry_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
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# SCAR 
Stand_CAR_bar_5_Country_undisclosed <- mean(SCAR_5_Country_undisclosed) 
Stand_CAR_bar_5_Country_undisclosed 
Stand_SCAR_5_Country_undisclosed <- 1/(length(SCAR_5_Country_undisclosed)-
1)*(sum((Stand_CAR_5_Country_undisclosed-Stand_CAR_bar_5_Country_undisclos
ed)^2)) 
Stand_SCAR_5_Country_undisclosed 
 
SCAR_5_Country_undisclosed_star <- SCAR_5_Country_undisclosed/((Stand_SCAR
_5_Country_undisclosed)^(1/2)) 
head(SCAR_5_Country_undisclosed_star) 
 
# Calculate the SAR 
# Standard deviation first 
# Mackinlay equation 6 & 5_Country_undisclosed  
dim(estimation_period_AR[event_date_index_undisclosed,]) 
length(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed]) 
SAR_5_Country_undisclosed_estimation_period <- estimation_period_AR[event_
date_index_undisclosed,]/(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed]^(1/
2))  
dim(SAR_5_Country_undisclosed_estimation_period) 
 
# GSAR = {SCAR_5_Country_undisclosed_star for t in event window SAR_5_Coun
try_undisclosed_estimation_period for t in estimation window 
length(SCAR_5_Country_undisclosed_star) 
GSAR_5_Country_undisclosed <- data.frame(SAR_5_Country_undisclosed_estimat
ion_period,SCAR_5_Country_undisclosed_star) 
 
# rank GSAR 
K_GSAR_5_Country_undisclosed <- NULL 
length(event_date_index_undisclosed) 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index_undisclosed)) { 
  K_GSAR_5_Country_undisclosed <- rbind(K_GSAR_5_Country_undisclosed,rank(
GSAR_5_Country_undisclosed[i,])) 
} 
 
# standardize the rank 
K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_undisclosed <- K_GSAR_5_Country_undisclosed/(n_days
_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+
2)-0.5 
max(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_undisclosed) 
min(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_undisclosed) 
mean(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_undisclosed) # should be around 0 
dim(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_undisclosed) 
 
# K_bar 
length(apply(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_undisclosed,2,mean)) 
K_bar_5_Country_undisclosed <- apply(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_undisclosed,2,
mean) 
head(1/length(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_5_Coun
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try_undisclosed)]) * colSums(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_undisclosed)) 
head(K_bar_5_Country_undisclosed) 
 
# Standard deviation K_bar 
K_bar_stand_5_Country_undisclosed <- 1/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start
_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+1)*sum(K_bar_5_Country_undis
closed^2) 
K_bar_stand_5_Country_undisclosed 
mean(K_bar_5_Country_undisclosed^2) 
(K_bar_stand_5_Country_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
# Calculate Z 
length(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_und
isclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_5_Country_undisclosed <- mean(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_undisclosed[,
ncol(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_undisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_5_Country_undisclosed 
Z_5_Country_undisclosed <-  K_0_bar_5_Country_undisclosed / K_bar_stand_5_
Country_undisclosed^(1/2) 
Z_5_Country_undisclosed 
 
# T-stat 
t_stats_5_Country_undisclosed_GRANK <- Z_5_Country_undisclosed*(((n_days_f
or_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-1)
/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end
_date+1-Z_5_Country_undisclosed^2))^(1/2)) 
t_stats_5_Country_undisclosed_GRANK 
 
# Student t-distribution with T???2 degrees of freedom 
p_value_grank_5_Country_undisclosed <- dt(t_stats_5_Country_undisclosed_GR
ANK, df = (length(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_5_
Country_undisclosed)])-2)) 
 
p_value_grank_5_Country_undisclosed # Mackinlay 8 with webpage 
 
 
# COUNTRY Generalized Rank T Test no undisclosed payment for 5 days (Gener
alized Rank T) ----------------------------- 
Stand_CAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed <- (n_days_for_event_period_5)*Var_AR_C
ountry[event_date_index_no_undisclosed] 
head(Stand_CAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed) 
 
SCAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed <- CAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed/(Stand_CAR_5
_Country_no_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
 
# SCAR 
Stand_CAR_bar_5_Country_no_undisclosed <- mean(SCAR_5_Country_no_undisclos
ed) 
Stand_CAR_bar_5_Country_no_undisclosed 
Stand_SCAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed <- 1/(length(SCAR_5_Country_no_undiscl
osed)-1)*(sum((Stand_CAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed-Stand_CAR_bar_5_Country_
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no_undisclosed)^2)) 
Stand_SCAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed 
 
SCAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed_star <- SCAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed/((Stan
d_SCAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed)^(1/2)) 
head(SCAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed_star) 
 
# Calculate the SAR 
# Standard deviation first 
# Mackinlay equation 6 & 5_Country_no_undisclosed  
dim(estimation_period_AR[event_date_index_no_undisclosed,]) 
length(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_no_undisclosed]) 
SAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed_estimation_period <- estimation_period_AR[eve
nt_date_index_no_undisclosed,]/(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_no_undiscl
osed]^(1/2))  
dim(SAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed_estimation_period) 
 
# GSAR = {SCAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed_star for t in event window SAR_5_C
ountry_no_undisclosed_estimation_period for t in estimation window 
length(SCAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed_star) 
GSAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed <- data.frame(SAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed_e
stimation_period,SCAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed_star) 
 
# rank GSAR 
K_GSAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed <- NULL 
length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed) 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed)) { 
  K_GSAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed <- rbind(K_GSAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed
,rank(GSAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed[i,])) 
} 
 
# standardize the rank 
K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_no_undisclosed <- K_GSAR_5_Country_no_undisclosed/(
n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_d
ate+1+2)-0.5 
max(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_no_undisclosed) 
min(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_no_undisclosed) 
mean(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_no_undisclosed) # should be around 0 
dim(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_no_undisclosed) 
 
 
# K_bar 
length(apply(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_no_undisclosed,2,mean)) 
K_bar_5_Country_no_undisclosed <- apply(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_no_undisclo
sed,2,mean) 
head(1/length(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_5_C
ountry_no_undisclosed)]) * colSums(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_no_undisclosed)) 
head(K_bar_5_Country_no_undisclosed) 
 
# Standard deviation K_bar 
K_bar_stand_5_Country_no_undisclosed <- 1/(n_days_for_estimation_period_st
art_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+1)*sum(K_bar_5_Country_no
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_undisclosed^2) 
K_bar_stand_5_Country_no_undisclosed 
mean(K_bar_5_Country_no_undisclosed^2) 
(K_bar_stand_5_Country_no_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
 
# Calculate Z 
length(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_
no_undisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_5_Country_no_undisclosed <- mean(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_no_undiscl
osed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_no_undisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_5_Country_no_undisclosed 
Z_5_Country_no_undisclosed <-  K_0_bar_5_Country_no_undisclosed / K_bar_st
and_5_Country_no_undisclosed^(1/2) 
Z_5_Country_no_undisclosed 
 
# T-stat 
t_stats_5_Country_no_undisclosed_GRANK <- Z_5_Country_no_undisclosed*(((n_
days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_dat
e+1-1)/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_peri
od_end_date+1-Z_5_Country_no_undisclosed^2))^(1/2)) 
t_stats_5_Country_no_undisclosed_GRANK 
 
# Student t-distribution with T???2 degrees of freedom 
p_value_grank_5_Country_no_undisclosed <- dt(t_stats_5_Country_no_undisclo
sed_GRANK, df = (length(K_GSAR_stand_5_Country_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR
_stand_5_Country_no_undisclosed)])-2)) 
 
p_value_grank_5_Country_no_undisclosed # Mackinlay 8 with webpage 
 
 
# COUNTRY Generalized Rank T Test undisclosed payment for 21 days (General
ized Rank T) ----------------------------- 
 
Stand_CAR_21_Country_undisclosed <- (n_days_for_event_period_21)*Var_AR_Co
untry[event_date_index_undisclosed] 
length(Stand_CAR_21_Country_undisclosed) 
 
SCAR_21_Country_undisclosed <- CAR_21_Country_undisclosed/(Stand_CAR_21_Co
untry_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
# SCAR 
Stand_CAR_bar_21_Country_undisclosed <- mean(SCAR_21_Country_undisclosed) 
Stand_CAR_bar_21_Country_undisclosed 
Stand_SCAR_21_Country_undisclosed <- 1/(length(SCAR_21_Country_undisclosed
)-1)*(sum((Stand_CAR_21_Country_undisclosed-Stand_CAR_bar_21_Country_undis
closed)^2)) 
Stand_SCAR_21_Country_undisclosed 
 
SCAR_21_Country_undisclosed_star <- SCAR_21_Country_undisclosed/((Stand_SC
AR_21_Country_undisclosed)^(1/2)) 
head(SCAR_21_Country_undisclosed_star) 
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# Calculate the SAR 
# Standard deviation first 
# Mackinlay equation 6 & 21_Country_undisclosed  
dim(estimation_period_AR[event_date_index_undisclosed,]) 
length(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed]) 
SAR_21_Country_undisclosed_estimation_period <- estimation_period_AR[event
_date_index_undisclosed,]/(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed]^(1
/2))  
dim(SAR_21_Country_undisclosed_estimation_period) 
 
# GSAR = {SCAR_21_Country_undisclosed_star for t in event window SAR_21_Co
untry_undisclosed_estimation_period for t in estimation window 
length(SCAR_21_Country_undisclosed_star) 
GSAR_21_Country_undisclosed <- data.frame(SAR_21_Country_undisclosed_estim
ation_period,SCAR_21_Country_undisclosed_star) 
 
# rank GSAR 
K_GSAR_21_Country_undisclosed <- NULL 
length(event_date_index_undisclosed) 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index_undisclosed)) { 
  K_GSAR_21_Country_undisclosed <- rbind(K_GSAR_21_Country_undisclosed,ran
k(GSAR_21_Country_undisclosed[i,])) 
} 
 
# standardize the rank 
K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_undisclosed <- K_GSAR_21_Country_undisclosed/(n_da
ys_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+
1+2)-0.5 
max(K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_undisclosed) 
min(K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_undisclosed) 
mean(K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_undisclosed) # should be around 0 
dim(K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_undisclosed) 
 
 
# K_bar 
length(apply(K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_undisclosed,2,mean)) 
K_bar_21_Country_undisclosed <- apply(K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_undisclosed,
2,mean) 
head(1/length(K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_21_Co
untry_undisclosed)]) * colSums(K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_undisclosed)) 
head(K_bar_21_Country_undisclosed) 
 
# Standard deviation K_bar 
K_bar_stand_21_Country_undisclosed <- 1/(n_days_for_estimation_period_star
t_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+1)*sum(K_bar_21_Country_und
isclosed^2) 
K_bar_stand_21_Country_undisclosed 
mean(K_bar_21_Country_undisclosed^2) 
(K_bar_stand_21_Country_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
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# Calculate Z 
length(K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_u
ndisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_21_Country_undisclosed <- mean(K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_undisclosed
[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_undisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_21_Country_undisclosed 
Z_21_Country_undisclosed <-  K_0_bar_21_Country_undisclosed / K_bar_stand_
21_Country_undisclosed^(1/2) 
Z_21_Country_undisclosed 
 
# T-stat 
t_stats_21_Country_undisclosed_GRANK <- Z_21_Country_undisclosed*(((n_days
_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1-
1)/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_e
nd_date+1-Z_21_Country_undisclosed^2))^(1/2)) 
t_stats_21_Country_undisclosed_GRANK 
 
# Student t-distribution with T???2 degrees of freedom 
p_value_grank_21_Country_undisclosed <- dt(t_stats_21_Country_undisclosed_
GRANK, df = (length(K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand
_21_Country_undisclosed)])-2)) 
 
p_value_grank_21_Country_undisclosed # Mackinlay 8 with webpage 
 
 
# COUNTRY Generalized Rank T Test no undisclosed payment for 21 days (Gene
ralized Rank T) ----------------------------- 
Stand_CAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed <- (n_days_for_event_period_21)*Var_AR
_Country[event_date_index_no_undisclosed] 
head(Stand_CAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed) 
 
SCAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed <- CAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed/(Stand_CAR
_21_Country_no_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
# SCAR 
Stand_CAR_bar_21_Country_no_undisclosed <- mean(SCAR_21_Country_no_undiscl
osed) 
Stand_CAR_bar_21_Country_no_undisclosed 
Stand_SCAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed <- 1/(length(SCAR_21_Country_no_undis
closed)-1)*(sum((Stand_CAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed-Stand_CAR_bar_21_Coun
try_no_undisclosed)^2)) 
Stand_SCAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed 
 
SCAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed_star <- SCAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed/((St
and_SCAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed)^(1/2)) 
head(SCAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed_star) 
 
# Calculate the SAR 
# Standard deviation first 
# Mackinlay equation 6 & 21_Country_no_undisclosed  
dim(estimation_period_AR[event_date_index_no_undisclosed,]) 
length(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_no_undisclosed]) 
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SAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed_estimation_period <- estimation_period_AR[ev
ent_date_index_no_undisclosed,]/(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_no_undisc
losed]^(1/2))  
dim(SAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed_estimation_period) 
 
# GSAR = {SCAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed_star for t in event window SAR_21
_Country_no_undisclosed_estimation_period for t in estimation window 
length(SCAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed_star) 
GSAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed <- data.frame(SAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed
_estimation_period,SCAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed_star) 
 
# rank GSAR 
K_GSAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed <- NULL 
length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed) 
for (i in 1:length(event_date_index_no_undisclosed)) { 
  K_GSAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed <- rbind(K_GSAR_21_Country_no_undisclos
ed,rank(GSAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed[i,])) 
} 
 
# standardize the rank 
K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_no_undisclosed <- K_GSAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed
/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end
_date+1+2)-0.5 
max(K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_no_undisclosed) 
min(K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_no_undisclosed) 
mean(K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_no_undisclosed) # should be around 0 
dim(K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_no_undisclosed) 
 
# K_bar 
length(apply(K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_no_undisclosed,2,mean)) 
K_bar_21_Country_no_undisclosed <- apply(K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_no_undisc
losed,2,mean) 
head(1/length(K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_21
_Country_no_undisclosed)]) * colSums(K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_no_undisclose
d)) 
head(K_bar_21_Country_no_undisclosed) 
 
# Standard deviation K_bar 
K_bar_stand_21_Country_no_undisclosed <- 1/(n_days_for_estimation_period_s
tart_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_date+1+1)*sum(K_bar_21_Country_
no_undisclosed^2) 
K_bar_stand_21_Country_no_undisclosed 
mean(K_bar_21_Country_no_undisclosed^2) 
(K_bar_stand_21_Country_no_undisclosed)^(1/2) 
 
 
# Calculate Z 
length(K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_21_Countr
y_no_undisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_21_Country_no_undisclosed <- mean(K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_no_undis
closed[,ncol(K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_no_undisclosed)]) 
K_0_bar_21_Country_no_undisclosed 
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Z_21_Country_no_undisclosed <-  K_0_bar_21_Country_no_undisclosed / K_bar_
stand_21_Country_no_undisclosed^(1/2) 
Z_21_Country_no_undisclosed 
 
# T-stat 
t_stats_21_Country_no_undisclosed_GRANK <- Z_21_Country_no_undisclosed*(((
n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_period_end_d
ate+1-1)/(n_days_for_estimation_period_start_date-t_days_for_estimation_pe
riod_end_date+1-Z_21_Country_no_undisclosed^2))^(1/2)) 
t_stats_21_Country_no_undisclosed_GRANK 
 
# Student t-distribution with T???2 degrees of freedom 
p_value_grank_21_Country_no_undisclosed <- dt(t_stats_21_Country_no_undisc
losed_GRANK, df = (length(K_GSAR_stand_21_Country_no_undisclosed[,ncol(K_G
SAR_stand_21_Country_no_undisclosed)])-2)) 
 
p_value_grank_21_Country_no_undisclosed # Mackinlay 8 with webpage 
 
p_value_grank_11_Country_no_undisclosed  
 
 
# GRANK COUNTY Test Results ------------------------------- 
Results_GRANK_Country <- 
  data.frame( 
    "undisclosed[-1,+1]" = c( 
      t_stats_3_Country_undisclosed_GRANK, 
      p_value_grank_3_Country_undisclosed 
    ), 
    "no undisclosed[-1,+1]" = c( 
      t_stats_3_Country_no_undisclosed_GRANK, 
      p_value_grank_3_Country_no_undisclosed 
    ), 
    "undisclosed[-2,+2]" = c( 
      t_stats_5_Country_undisclosed_GRANK, 
      p_value_grank_5_Country_undisclosed 
    ), 
    "no undisclosed[-2,+2]" = c( 
      t_stats_5_Country_no_undisclosed_GRANK, 
      p_value_grank_5_Country_no_undisclosed 
    ), 
    " undisclosed[-5,+5]" = c( 
      t_stats_11_Country_undisclosed_GRANK, 
      p_value_grank_11_Country_undisclosed 
    ), 
    "no undisclosed[-5,+5]" = c( 
      t_stats_11_Country_no_undisclosed_GRANK, 
      p_value_grank_11_Country_no_undisclosed 
    ), 
    "undisclosed[-10,+10]" = c( 
      t_stats_21_Country_undisclosed_GRANK, 
      p_value_grank_21_Country_undisclosed 
    ), 
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    "no undisclosed[-10,+10]" = c( 
      t_stats_21_Country_no_undisclosed_GRANK, 
      p_value_grank_21_Country_no_undisclosed 
    ) 
  ) 
row.names(Results_GRANK_Country) <- c("T-Stat", "P-value") 
colnames(Results_GRANK_Country) <- c("undisclosed[-1,+1]","no undisclosed[
-1,+1]","undisclosed[-2,+2]","no undisclosed[-2,+2]","undisclosed[-5,+5]",
"no undisclosed[-5,+5]","undisclosed[-10,+10]","no undisclosed[-10,+10]") 
Results_GRANK 
 
writexl::write_xlsx(Results_GRANK_Country,file.choose()) 
 
 
# summary statistics --------- 
library(e1071) 
estimation_period_skewness <- apply(estimation_period_returns,MARGIN = 1,F
UN = skewness) 
estimation_period_kurtosis <- apply(estimation_period_returns,MARGIN = 1,F
UN = kurtosis) 
estimation_period_mean <- apply(estimation_period_returns,MARGIN = 1,FUN = 
mean) 
estimation_period_sigma <- apply(estimation_period_returns,MARGIN = 1,FUN 
= sd) 
estimation_period_min <- apply(estimation_period_returns,MARGIN = 1,FUN = 
min) 
estimation_period_max <- apply(estimation_period_returns,MARGIN = 1,FUN = 
max) 
estimation_period_median <- apply(estimation_period_returns,MARGIN = 1,FUN 
= median) 
 

Cross sectional Regression 

 

dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed) 
dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na) 
 
 
############# with no undisclosed payment method #########################
###### 
# plots 
library(corrplot) 
 
colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na[26:55]) 
str(df_merger_CAR_no_na[26:55]) 
 
 
# change format 
head(as.numeric(as.character(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Control_structure))) 
head(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Control_structure) 
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df_merger_CAR_no_na$Control_structure <- as.numeric(as.character(df_merger
_CAR_no_na$Control_structure)) 
 
# change format for Hofstede numbers 
colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na[50:55]) 
 
sum(is.na(as.integer(as.character(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Masculinity)))) 
head(as.integer(as.character(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Masculinity))) 
head(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Masculinity) 
 
df_merger_CAR_no_na$Masculinity <- as.integer(as.character(df_merger_CAR_n
o_na$Masculinity)) 
 
sum(is.na(as.integer(as.character(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Power.Distance)))) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na$Power.Distance <- as.integer(as.character(df_merger_CA
R_no_na$Power.Distance)) 
 
sum(is.na(as.integer(as.character(df_merger_CAR_no_na$IND.COL)))) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na$IND.COL <- as.integer(as.character(df_merger_CAR_no_na
$IND.COL)) 
 
sum(is.na(as.integer(as.character(df_merger_CAR_no_na$IND.COL)))) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na$IND.COL <- as.integer(as.character(df_merger_CAR_no_na
$IND.COL)) 
 
sum(is.na(as.integer(as.character(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Uncertainty.Avoidanc
e)))) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na$Uncertainty.Avoidance <- as.integer(as.character(df_me
rger_CAR_no_na$Uncertainty.Avoidance)) 
 
sum(is.na(as.integer(as.character(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Long.term.orient)))) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na$Long.term.orient <- as.integer(as.character(df_merger_
CAR_no_na$Long.term.orient)) 
 
sum(is.na(as.integer(as.character(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Indulgence)))) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na$Indulgence <- as.integer(as.character(df_merger_CAR_no
_na$Indulgence)) 
 
dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na) 
 
 
# format all integer or numeric now 
str(df_merger_CAR_no_na[26:55]) 
 
 
# correlation plot (http://www.sthda.com/english/wiki/correlation-matrix-a
-quick-start-guide-to-analyze-format-and-visualize-a-correlation-matrix-us
ing-r-software) 
library("PerformanceAnalytics") 
chart.Correlation(df_merger_CAR_no_na[,c(26:55)], histogram=TRUE, pch=30) 
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# Correlation with CAR (Column 56 is CAR_11) 
chart.Correlation(df_merger_CAR_no_na[,c(26:56)], histogram=TRUE, pch=19) 
 
# Correlation matrix 
colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na[,c(26:55,57)]) 
cor(df_merger_CAR_no_na[,c(26:55,57)]) 
 
 
 
# import Hofstede to no undisclosed ------------------------ 
 
# without undisclosed payment method 
countries_name_2 <- unique(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Acquiror.country.code) 
head(countries_name_2) 
country_2 <- data.frame(countries_name_2) 
for (i in 1:length(countries_name_2)) { 
  country_2$frequency[i] <- sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Acquiror.country.code=
=countries_name_2[i]) 
} 
sum(country_2$frequency) 
nrow(df_merger_CAR_no_na) 
 
writexl::write_xlsx(country_2,file.choose()) 
 
# Hofstede 
df_merger_CAR_no_na[,c(65:70)] <- NULL 
 
Hofstede_dummy <- read.csv(file.choose(),header=T,stringsAsFactors = T,ski
pNul = T) 
colnames(Hofstede_dummy)[1] <- "Country" 
colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na)[4] 
colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na)[4] <- "Country" 
 
 
library(dplyr) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_2 <- df_merger_CAR_no_na %>% left_join(Hofstede_dummy, 
by = c("Country")) 
dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2) 
dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_2 
 
 
# LOG the variables---------------------------------- 
# Market cap 
df_merger_CAR_no_na 
sum(is.na(log(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Market_cap))) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na$Market_cap <- log(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Market_cap) 
 
 
# Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISIN 
sum(is.na(log(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISIN
))) 
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df_merger_CAR_no_na$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISIN <- log(df_mer
ger_CAR_no_na$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISIN) 
 
 
 
# Market_cap_to_BV 
sum(is.na(log(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Market_cap_to_BV))) 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Market_cap_to_BV<0) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Market_cap_to_BV<0),"Market_cap_
to_BV"] 
df_merger_CAR_no_na[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Market_cap_to_BV<0),"ticker"] 
df_merger_CAR_no_na[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Market_cap_to_BV<0),"Date"] 
 
 
# take the next positive value 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_2 <- df_merger_CAR_no_na 
df_merger_CAR_no_na[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$Market_cap_to_BV<0),"Market_ca
p_to_BV"][[1]] 
df_merger_CAR_no_na[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$Market_cap_to_BV<0),"Market_ca
p_to_BV"][[1]] <- 15.8749 
df_merger_CAR_no_na[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$Market_cap_to_BV<0),"Market_ca
p_to_BV"][[2]] <- 15.8749 
df_merger_CAR_no_na[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$Market_cap_to_BV<0),"Market_ca
p_to_BV"][[3]] <- 36.2619 
df_merger_CAR_no_na[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$Market_cap_to_BV<0),"Market_ca
p_to_BV"][[4]] <- 0.4686 
 
# MV/BV to log 
sum(is.na(log(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Market_cap_to_BV))) 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Market_cap_to_BV<0) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na$Market_cap_to_BV <- log(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Market_cap
_to_BV) 
 
 
 
# Q.Ratio 
sum(is.na(log(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Q.Ratio))) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na$Q.Ratio <- log(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Q.Ratio) 
 
 
# debt_to_assets_1 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na$debt_to_assets_1==0) 
sum(log(df_merger_CAR_no_na$debt_to_assets_1)=="-Inf") 
 
 
 
# Create dummies ----------------------------- 
# control structure 
df_merger_CAR_no_na$Control_structure_2 <- df_merger_CAR_no_na$Control_str
ucture 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Control_structure_2>=20) 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Control_structure_2<20) 
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df_merger_CAR_no_na[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Control_structure_2>=20),"Contro
l_structure"] <- 1 
df_merger_CAR_no_na[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Control_structure_2<20),"Control
_structure"] <- 0 
 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Control_structure) 
 
df_merger_CAR_no_na$Control_structure_2 <- NULL 
 
 
# Corruption index ------------------------------------------ 
df_merger_CAR_no_na$Corruption_index_2 <- df_merger_CAR_no_na$Corruption_i
ndex 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Corruption_index_2>=80) 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Corruption_index_2<80) 
 
df_merger_CAR_no_na[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Corruption_index_2>=80),"Corrupt
ion_index"] <- 1 
df_merger_CAR_no_na[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Corruption_index_2<80),"Corrupti
on_index"] <- 0 
 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Corruption_index) 
 
df_merger_CAR_no_na$Corruption_index_2 <- NULL 
 
 
# Number of previously acquired firms ------------------------------------
------ 
# redo the LOG 
df_merger_CAR_no_na$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISIN <- exp(df_mer
ger_CAR_no_na$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISIN) 
 
 
df_merger_CAR_no_na$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISIN_2 <- df_merge
r_CAR_no_na$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISIN 
summary(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISIN_2) 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISIN_2>=10) 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISIN_2<10) 
 
df_merger_CAR_no_na[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Number.of.previously.acquired.fi
rms.ISIN_2>=10),"Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISIN"] <- 1 
df_merger_CAR_no_na[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Number.of.previously.acquired.fi
rms.ISIN_2<10),"Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISIN"] <- 0 
 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISIN) 
 
df_merger_CAR_no_na$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISIN_2 <- NULL 
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# Deal with Multicollinearity  variance inflation factor -----------------
------ 
df_merger_CAR_no_na$Mixed_Dummy 
df_merger_CAR_no_na$Mixed_Dummy <- NULL # Exclude it due to dummy variable 
trap 
 
colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na[c(26:54,64:69)]) 
Regression_varibles_names <- colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na[26:54]) 
colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na) 
Regression_varibles_data <- df_merger_CAR_no_na[,c(26:54,64:69)] 
dim(Regression_varibles_data) 
 
# exclude some son necessary regression variables 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data) 
Regression_varibles_data <- Regression_varibles_data[-c(5:9)] # Exclude co
untry data 
 
 
VIF <- NULL 
for (i in 1:ncol(Regression_varibles_data)) { 
  VIF[i] <- 1/(1-summary(lm(as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data[, i])~as.ma
trix(Regression_varibles_data[,-c(i)])))$r.squared) 
} 
Regression_varibles_names[-c(8,23)] 
VIF_df <- data.frame(colnames(Regression_varibles_data),VIF) 
VIF_df 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
# Hofstede dummy VIF 
colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na) 
VIF_Without_Regions_only_UK_dummy_2 <- NULL 
VIF_Without_Regions_only_UK_dummy_2 <- df_merger_CAR_no_na[,c(26:29,35:48,
64:69)] 
VIF_Without_Regions_only_UK_dummy_2 
dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na) 
dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed) 
dim(VIF_Without_Regions_only_UK_dummy_2) 
colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed) 
colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na) 
 
VIF_Without_Regions_only_UK_2 <- NULL 
for (i in 1:ncol(VIF_Without_Regions_only_UK_dummy_2)) { 
  VIF_Without_Regions_only_UK_2[i] <- 1/(1-summary(lm(as.matrix(VIF_Withou
t_Regions_only_UK_dummy_2[, i])~as.matrix(VIF_Without_Regions_only_UK_dumm
y_2[,-c(i)])))$r.squared) 
} 
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VIF_Without_Regions_only_UK_2 
VIF_Without_Regions_only_UK_dummy_df_2 <- data.frame(colnames(df_merger_CA
R_no_na[,c(26:29,35:48,64:69)]),VIF_Without_Regions_only_UK_2) 
VIF_Without_Regions_only_UK_dummy_df_2 
VIF_Without_Regions_only_UK_dummy_df 
 
  
 
 
 
### WITH UNDISCLOSED -------------------------------------------------- 
str(df_merger_CAR_no_na[26:55]) 
 
 
# change format 
head(as.numeric(as.character(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Control_struc
ture))) 
head(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Control_structure) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Control_structure <- as.numeric(as.charact
er(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Control_structure)) 
 
# change format for Hofstede numbers 
colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[50:55]) 
 
sum(is.na(as.integer(as.character(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Masculin
ity)))) 
head(as.integer(as.character(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Masculinity))
) 
head(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Masculinity) 
 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Masculinity <- as.integer(as.character(df_
merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Masculinity)) 
 
sum(is.na(as.integer(as.character(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Power.Di
stance)))) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Power.Distance <- as.integer(as.character(
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Power.Distance)) 
 
sum(is.na(as.integer(as.character(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$IND.COL)
))) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$IND.COL <- as.integer(as.character(df_merg
er_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$IND.COL)) 
 
sum(is.na(as.integer(as.character(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$IND.COL)
))) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$IND.COL <- as.integer(as.character(df_merg
er_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$IND.COL)) 
 
sum(is.na(as.integer(as.character(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Uncertai
nty.Avoidance)))) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Uncertainty.Avoidance <- as.integer(as.cha
racter(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Uncertainty.Avoidance)) 
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sum(is.na(as.integer(as.character(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Long.ter
m.orient)))) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Long.term.orient <- as.integer(as.characte
r(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Long.term.orient)) 
 
sum(is.na(as.integer(as.character(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Indulgen
ce)))) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Indulgence <- as.integer(as.character(df_m
erger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Indulgence)) 
 
 
# UNDISCLOSED LOG & DUMMY ------------------------------------------------ 
# Market cap 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2 <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed 
sum(is.na(log(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Market_cap))) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Market_cap <- log(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undi
sclosed$Market_cap) 
 
 
# Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISIN 
sum(is.na(log(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Number.of.previously.acquire
d.firms.ISIN))) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISIN <
- log(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.
ISIN) 
 
# Market_cap_to_BV 
sum(is.na(log(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Market_cap_to_BV))) 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Market_cap_to_BV<0) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Market_c
ap_to_BV<0),"Market_cap_to_BV"] 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Market_c
ap_to_BV<0),"ticker"] 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Market_c
ap_to_BV<0),"Date"] 
 
# take the next positive value 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2 <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$Market
_cap_to_BV<0),"Market_cap_to_BV"][[1]] 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$Market
_cap_to_BV<0),"Market_cap_to_BV"][[1]] <- 15.8749 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$Market
_cap_to_BV<0),"Market_cap_to_BV"][[2]] <- 15.8749 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$Market
_cap_to_BV<0),"Market_cap_to_BV"][[3]] <- 36.2619 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$Market
_cap_to_BV<0),"Market_cap_to_BV"][[4]] <- 0.4686 
 
# MV/BV to log 
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sum(is.na(log(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Market_cap_to_BV))) 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Market_cap_to_BV<0) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Market_cap_to_BV <- log(df_merger_CAR_no_n
a_undisclosed$Market_cap_to_BV) 
 
# Q.Ratio 
sum(is.na(log(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Q.Ratio))) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Q.Ratio <- log(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undiscl
osed$Q.Ratio) 
 
# debt_to_assets_1 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$debt_to_assets_1==0) 
sum(log(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$debt_to_assets_1)=="-Inf") 
 
 
# Create dummies ----------------------------- 
# control structure 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Control_structure_2 <- df_merger_CAR_no_na
_undisclosed$Control_structure 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Control_structure_2>=20) 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Control_structure_2<20) 
 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Control_
structure_2>=20),"Control_structure"] <- 1 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Control_
structure_2<20),"Control_structure"] <- 0 
 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Control_structure) 
 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Control_structure_2 <- NULL 
 
 
# Corruption index ------------------------------------------ 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Corruption_index_2 <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_
undisclosed$Corruption_index 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Corruption_index_2>=80) 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Corruption_index_2<80) 
 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Corrupti
on_index_2>=80),"Corruption_index"] <- 1 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Corrupti
on_index_2<80),"Corruption_index"] <- 0 
 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Corruption_index) 
 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Corruption_index_2 <- NULL 
 
 
# Number of previously acquired firms ------------------------------------
------ 
# redo the LOG 
exp(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.IS
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IN) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISIN <
- exp(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.
ISIN) 
 
 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISIN_2 
<- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI
N 
summary(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Number.of.previously.acquired.firm
s.ISIN_2) 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.IS
IN_2>=10) 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.IS
IN_2<10) 
 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Number.o
f.previously.acquired.firms.ISIN_2>=10),"Number.of.previously.acquired.fir
ms.ISIN"] <- 1 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Number.o
f.previously.acquired.firms.ISIN_2<10),"Number.of.previously.acquired.firm
s.ISIN"] <- 0 
 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.IS
IN) 
 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISIN_2 
<- NULL 
 
 
 
 
# UNDISCLOSED Deal with Multicollinearity variance inflation factor ------
------------------ 
Regression_varibles_names_undisclosed <- colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undi
sclosed[26:55]) 
Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[,2
6:55] 
dim(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed) 
 
# exclude some son necessary regression variables 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed) 
Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed <- Regression_varibles_data_undisclos
ed[-c(5:8)] 
 
 
# VIF 
VIF_undisclosed <- NULL 
for (i in 1:ncol(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed)) { 
  VIF_undisclosed[i] <- 1/(1-summary(lm(as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data
_undisclosed[, i])~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed[,-c(i)])
))$r.squared) 
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} 
Regression_varibles_names_undisclosed[-c(8)] 
VIF_undisclosed_df <- data.frame(Regression_varibles_names[-c(5:8)],VIF_un
disclosed) 
VIF_undisclosed_df 
VIF_df 
 
colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[1:55]) 
 
Hofstede <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[,50:55] 
Hofstede 
 
VIF_Hofstede <- NULL 
for (i in 1:ncol(Hofstede)) { 
  VIF_Hofstede[i] <- 1/(1-summary(lm(as.matrix(Hofstede[, i])~as.matrix(Ho
fstede[,-c(i)])))$r.squared) 
} 
VIF_Hofstede 
VIF_Hofstede_df <- data.frame(colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[50:
55]),VIF_Hofstede) 
VIF_Hofstede_df 
 
 
# Hofstede: how many observation per country and then create dummies based 
on this ------ 
# with undisclosed payment method 
countries_name <- unique(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Acquiror.country.
code) 
head(countries_name) 
country <- data.frame(countries_name) 
for (i in 1:length(countries_name)) { 
  country$frequency[i] <- sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Acquiror.cou
ntry.code==countries_name[i]) 
} 
sum(country$frequency) 
nrow(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed) 
 
writexl::write_xlsx(country,file.choose()) 
 
 
# import Hofstede dummy data -------- 
dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[,c(65:70)] <- NULL 
 
Hofstede_dummy <- read.csv(file.choose(),header=T,stringsAsFactors = T,ski
pNul = T) 
colnames(Hofstede_dummy)[1] 
colnames(Hofstede_dummy)[1] <- "Country" 
colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed)[4] <- "Country" 
colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed) 
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library(dplyr) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2 <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed %>% l
eft_join(Hofstede_dummy, by = c("Country")) 
dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2) 
dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2 
 
# Hofstede dummy VIF 
colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2) 
VIF_Without_Regions_only_UK_dummy <- NULL 
VIF_Without_Regions_only_UK_dummy <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2[,c(
26:29,35:49,65:70)] 
VIF_Without_Regions_only_UK_dummy 
dim(VIF_Without_Regions_only_UK_dummy) 
for (i in 1:ncol(VIF_Without_Regions_only_UK_dummy)) { 
  VIF_Without_Regions_only_UK[i] <- 1/(1-summary(lm(as.matrix(VIF_Without_
Regions_only_UK_dummy[, i])~as.matrix(VIF_Without_Regions_only_UK_dummy[,-
c(i)])))$r.squared) 
} 
VIF_Without_Regions_only_UK 
VIF_Without_Regions_only_UK_dummy_df <- data.frame(colnames(df_merger_CAR_
no_na_undisclosed_2[,c(26:29,35:49,65:70)]),VIF_Without_Regions_only_UK) 
VIF_Without_Regions_only_UK_dummy_df 
 
length(VIF_Without_Regions_only_UK) 
 
 
################### REGRESSION ########################### 
# NO UNDISCLOSED 11 DAY  ------------------------------ 
# HOFSTEDE DUMMIES 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data) 
Regression_varibles_data_dummy <- Regression_varibles_data[,-c(19:24)] 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_dummy) 
 
# HOFSTEDE NO DUMMIES 
Regression_varibles_data_no_dummy <- Regression_varibles_data[,-c(25:30)] 
 
 
# dummies 
regression_all_dummies_11 <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na$CAR_11~as.matrix(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_11) 
 
# NO DUMMY 
# no dummies 
regression_all_11 <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na$CAR_11~as.matrix(Regression_va
ribles_data_no_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_11) 
 
 
regression_all_step <- step(regression_all_11) 
regression_all_step 
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# exclude all insignificant variables 
Regression_varibles_data_optimised <- Regression_varibles_data 
 
# Uncertainty Avoidance 
Regression_varibles_data_optimised$Uncertainty.Avoidance <- NULL 
regression_all_optimised <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na$CAR_11~as.matrix(Regres
sion_varibles_data_optimised)) 
summary(regression_all_optimised) 
 
# do it with a formula 
for (i in 1:ncol(Regression_varibles_data_optimised)) { 
  Highest_p <- which(summary(regression_all_optimised)$coefficients[2:nrow
(summary(regression_all_optimised)$coefficients),4]==max(summary(regressio
n_all_optimised)$coefficients[2:nrow(summary(regression_all_optimised)$coe
fficients),4])) 
   
  if (max(summary(regression_all_optimised)$coefficients[2:nrow(summary(re
gression_all_optimised)$coefficients),4])<0.10) { 
    break 
  } 
   
  Regression_varibles_data_optimised[,Highest_p] <- NULL 
   
  regression_all_optimised <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na$CAR_11~as.matrix(Regr
ession_varibles_data_optimised)) 
} 
 
 
dim(df_merger_CAR) 
writexl::write_xlsx(df_merger_CAR,file.choose()) 
 
Regression_varibles_data_dummy[] 
 
# COUNTRY 11 DAYS ------ 
# DUMMY 
regression_all_dummies_11_County_Index <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na$CAR_11_Co
untry~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_11_County_Index) 
 
regression_all_11_County_Index <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na$CAR_11_Country~as
.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_no_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_11_County_Index) 
 
 
# 3 DAY  ------------------------------ 
# EUROSTOXX 
# DUMMY 
regression_all_dummies_3 <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na$CAR_3~as.matrix(Regress
ion_varibles_data_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_3) 
summary(regression_all_undisclosed_3) 
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summary(regression_all_undisclosed_3_no_country) 
 
regression_all_dummies_3_Country_Index <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na$CAR_3_Cou
ntry~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_3_Country_Index) 
 
# NO DUMMY 
regression_all_3 <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na$CAR_3~as.matrix(Regression_vari
bles_data_no_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_3) 
 
regression_all_3_Country_Index <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na$CAR_3_Country~as.
matrix(Regression_varibles_data_no_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_3_Country_Index) 
 
 
# 5 DAY  ------------------------------ 
# EUROSTOXX 
# DUMMY 
regression_all_dummies_5 <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na$CAR_5~as.matrix(Regress
ion_varibles_data_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_5) 
 
regression_all_dummies_5_Country_Index <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na$CAR_5_Cou
ntry~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_5_Country_Index) 
 
# NO DUMMY 
regression_all_5 <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na$CAR_5~as.matrix(Regression_vari
bles_data_no_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_5) 
 
regression_all_5_Country_Index <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na$CAR_5_Country~as.
matrix(Regression_varibles_data_no_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_5_Country_Index) 
 
 
 
# 21 DAY  ------------------------------ 
# EUROSTOXX 
# DUMMY 
regression_all_dummies_21 <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na$CAR_21~as.matrix(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_21) 
 
regression_all_dummies_21_Country_Index <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na$CAR_21_C
ountry~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_21_Country_Index) 
 
# NO DUMMY 
regression_all_21 <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na$CAR_21~as.matrix(Regression_va
ribles_data_no_dummy)) 
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summary(regression_all_21) 
 
regression_all_21_Country_Index <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na$CAR_21_Country~a
s.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_no_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_21_Country_Index) 
 
 
######## UNDISCLOSED ################### 
### UNDISCLOSED Regression 11 Days 
colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed) 
Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[,c
(26:55,65:70)] 
 
# no country data 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed) 
Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed <- Regression_varibles_data_undisclos
ed[-c(5:9)] 
 
# with dummy 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed) 
Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy <- Regression_varibles_data_und
isclosed[-c(20:25)] 
 
Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_no_dummy <- Regression_varibles_data_
undisclosed[-c(26:31)] 
 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy) 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_no_dummy) 
 
max(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Sales_Growth_1) 
dim(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy)  
dim(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_no_dummy) 
dim(Regression_varibles_data_no_dummy) # one more than the df without undi
sclosed 
 
# UNDISCLOSED 11 DAYS 
regression_all_undisclosed_11 <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11
~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_no_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_undisclosed_11) 
 
# NO DUMMY COUNTRY 
regression_all_undisclosed_11_Country_Index <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undi
sclosed$CAR_11_Country~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_no_d
ummy)) 
summary(regression_all_undisclosed_11_Country_Index) 
 
# DUMMY 
regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_11 <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclose
d$CAR_11~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_undisclosed_11) 
 
regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_11_Country_Index <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no
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_na_undisclosed$CAR_11_Country~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclo
sed_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_11_Country_Index) 
 
regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_11 <- regression_all_dummies_undisclo
sed_11_Country_Index 
Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_11 <- Regression_varibles_data_undisc
losed_dummy 
 
 
# exclude all insignificant variables with a formula 
for (i in 1:ncol(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_11)) { 
  Highest_p <- which(summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_11)$coef
ficients[2:nrow(summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_11)$coefficie
nts),4]==max(summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_11)$coefficients
[2:nrow(summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_11)$coefficients),4])
) 
   
  if (max(summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_11)$coefficients[2:
nrow(summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_11)$coefficients),4])<0.
10) { 
    break 
  } 
   
  Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_11[,Highest_p] <- NULL 
   
  regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_11 <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisc
losed$CAR_11_Country~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_11)) 
} 
summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_11) 
 
 
### UNDISCLOSED Regression 3 Days ----------------------------------------
--- 
regression_all_undisclosed_3 <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3~a
s.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_no_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_undisclosed_3) 
 
 
# NO DUMMY COUNTRY 
regression_all_undisclosed_3_Country_Index <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undis
closed$CAR_3_Country~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_no_dum
my)) 
summary(regression_all_undisclosed_3_Country_Index) 
 
# DUMMY 
regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_3 <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed
$CAR_3~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_undisclosed_3) 
 
regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_3_Country_Index <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_
na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclose
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d_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_3_Country_Index) 
 
 
# new data for the significant variables 
Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_3 <- Regression_varibles_data_undiscl
osed_dummy 
regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_3 <- regression_all_dummies_undisclos
ed_3_Country_Index 
 
 
# exclude all insignificant variables with a formula 
for (i in 1:ncol(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_3)) { 
  Highest_p <- which(summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_3)$coeff
icients[2:nrow(summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_3)$coefficient
s),4]==max(summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_3)$coefficients[2:
nrow(summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_3)$coefficients),4])) 
   
  if (max(summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_3)$coefficients[2:n
row(summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_3)$coefficients),4])<0.10
) { 
    break 
  } 
   
  Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_3[,Highest_p] <- NULL 
   
  regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_3 <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undiscl
osed$CAR_3_Country~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_3)) 
} 
 
summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_3) 
summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_5) 
summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_11) 
summary(regression_all_undisclosed_3) 
summary(regression_all_undisclosed_3_no_country) 
 
summary(regression_all_undisclosed_5_no_country) 
 
 
summary(regression_all_undisclosed_21_no_country) 
summary(regression_all_undisclosed_11_no_country) 
 
 
### UNDISCLOSED Regression 5 Days  ---------------------------------------
---- 
regression_all_undisclosed_5 <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5~a
s.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_no_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_undisclosed_5) 
 
# NO DUMMY COUNTRY 
regression_all_undisclosed_5_Country_Index <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undis
closed$CAR_5_Country~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_no_dum
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my)) 
summary(regression_all_undisclosed_5_Country_Index) 
 
# DUMMY 
regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_5 <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed
$CAR_5~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_undisclosed_5) 
 
regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_5_Country_Index <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_
na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Country~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclose
d_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_5_Country_Index) 
 
# new data for the significant variables 
Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_5 <- Regression_varibles_data_undiscl
osed_dummy 
regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_5 <- regression_all_dummies_undisclos
ed_5_Country_Index 
 
# exclude all insignificant variables with a formula 
for (i in 1:ncol(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_5)) { 
  Highest_p <- which(summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_5)$coeff
icients[2:nrow(summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_5)$coefficient
s),4]==max(summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_5)$coefficients[2:
nrow(summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_5)$coefficients),4])) 
   
  if (max(summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_5)$coefficients[2:n
row(summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_5)$coefficients),4])<0.10
) { 
    break 
  } 
   
  Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_5[,Highest_p] <- NULL 
   
  regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_5 <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undiscl
osed$CAR_5_Country~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_5)) 
} 
 
summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_5) 
 
 
### UNDISCLOSED Regression 21 Days----------------------------------------
--- 
regression_all_undisclosed_21 <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21
~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_no_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_undisclosed_21) 
 
# NO DUMMY COUNTRY 
regression_all_undisclosed_21_Country_Index <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undi
sclosed$CAR_21_Country~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_no_d
ummy)) 
summary(regression_all_undisclosed_21_Country_Index) 
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# DUMMY 
regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_21 <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclose
d$CAR_21~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_undisclosed_21) 
 
regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_21_Country_Index <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no
_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Country~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclo
sed_dummy)) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_21_Country_Index) 
 
# new data for the significant variables 
Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_21 <- Regression_varibles_data_undisc
losed_dummy 
regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_21 <- regression_all_dummies_undisclo
sed_21_Country_Index 
 
# exclude all insignificant variables with a formula 
for (i in 1:ncol(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_21)) { 
  Highest_p <- which(summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_21)$coef
ficients[2:nrow(summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_21)$coefficie
nts),4]==max(summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_21)$coefficients
[2:nrow(summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_21)$coefficients),4])
) 
   
  if (max(summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_21)$coefficients[2:
nrow(summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_21)$coefficients),4])<0.
10) { 
    break 
  } 
   
  Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_21[,Highest_p] <- NULL 
   
  regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_21 <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisc
losed$CAR_21_Country~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_21)) 
} 
 
# what significant variables are left ------------------------- 
summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_3)  
summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_5) 
summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_11) 
summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_21) 
 
# Country index undisclosed regression results ------------ 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_11_Country_Index)$adj.r.squared 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_11_Country_Index)$r.squared 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_3_Country_Index)$r.squared 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_5_Country_Index)$r.squared 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_21_Country_Index)$r.squared 
 
 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_11_Country_Index)$adj.r.squared 
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summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_3_Country_Index)$adj.r.squared 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_5_Country_Index)$adj.r.squared 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_21_Country_Index)$adj.r.squared 
 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_11_Country_Index) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_3_Country_Index) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_5_Country_Index) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_21_Country_Index) 
 
# Reduced model R2 
summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_3)$adj.r.squared 
summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_5)$adj.r.squared 
summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_11)$adj.r.squared 
summary(regression_all_optimised_undisclosed_21)$adj.r.squared 
 

VIF and R2 

 
# VIF ------------------------------ 
# does the excludes UA change anything? 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(23)]) 
 
# 3 day 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country~as.matrix(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country~as.matrix(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(23)]))) 
 
# 5 day 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Country~as.matrix(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Country~as.matrix(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(23)]))) 
 
# 11 day 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11_Country~as.matrix(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11_Country~as.matrix(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(23)]))) 
 
# 21 day 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Country~as.matrix(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Country~as.matrix(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(23)]))) 
 
 
 
# Correlation ---------------------------------- 
 
library("PerformanceAnalytics") 
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chart.Correlation(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy, histogram=TR
UE, pch=30) 
 
# corrlation matrix 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy) 
Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy_ord <- Regression_varibles_data
_undisclosed_dummy[,c("Domestic_dummy","UK_dummy","Corruption_index","Powe
r.Distance.y","Uncertainty.Avoidance.y","IND.COL.y","Masculinity.y","Long.
term.orient.y","Indulgence.y","Cash_Dummy","Shares_Dummy","Mixed_Dummy","F
ocused_dummy","Control_structure","Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI
N","Listed_Dummy","Market_cap","Market_cap_to_BV","Q.Ratio","Sales_Growth_
1","EBITDA_growth_1","ROE_1","ROIC_1","Tax_rate_1","debt_to_assets_1")] 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy_ord) 
ncol(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy_ord) 
 
Correlation_matrix <- cor(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy_ord) 
Correlation_matrix <- as.data.frame(Correlation_matrix) 
 
writexl::write_xlsx(Correlation_matrix,file.choose()) 
 
Correlation_matrix 
 
 
# Exclude highly correlated variables and check for differences ----------
-- 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy) 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(23)]) 
# Uncertainty avoidance 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country~as.matrix(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(23)]))) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_3_Country_Index) 
 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Country~as.matrix(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(23)]))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11_Country~as.matrix(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(23)]))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Country~as.matrix(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(23)]))) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_21_Country_Index) 
 
# Indulgence 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy) 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(25)]) 
 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country~as.matrix(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(25)]))) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_3_Country_Index) 
 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Country~as.matrix(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(25)]))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11_Country~as.matrix(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(25)]))) 
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summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Country~as.matrix(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(25)]))) 
 
# Power distance 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy) 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(20)]) 
 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country~as.matrix(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(20)]))) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_3_Country_Index) 
 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Country~as.matrix(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(20)]))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11_Country~as.matrix(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(20)]))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Country~as.matrix(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(20)]))) 
 
 
# MVBV 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy) 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(7)]) 
 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country~as.matrix(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(7)]))) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_3_Country_Index) 
 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Country~as.matrix(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(7)]))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11_Country~as.matrix(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(7)]))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Country~as.matrix(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(7)]))) 
 
 
# Q-Ratio 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy) 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(8)]) 
 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country~as.matrix(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(8)]))) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_3_Country_Index) 
 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Country~as.matrix(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(8)]))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11_Country~as.matrix(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(8)]))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Country~as.matrix(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(8)]))) 
 
# R2 without Q-Ratio 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country~as.matrix(Regress
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ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(8)])))$adj.r.squared 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Country~as.matrix(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(8)])))$adj.r.squared 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11_Country~as.matrix(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(8)])))$adj.r.squared 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Country~as.matrix(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(8)])))$adj.r.squared 
 
 
# ROE 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy) 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(10)]) 
 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country~as.matrix(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(10)]))) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_3_Country_Index) 
 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Country~as.matrix(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(10)]))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11_Country~as.matrix(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(10)]))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Country~as.matrix(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(10)]))) 
 
 
# ROIC 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy) 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(11)]) 
 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country~as.matrix(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(11)]))) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_3_Country_Index) 
 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Country~as.matrix(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(11)]))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11_Country~as.matrix(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(11)]))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Country~as.matrix(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[-c(11)]))) 
 
 
# VIF (variance inflation factor) - Deal with Multicollinearity  ---------
-------------- 
 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy_ord) 
dim(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy_ord) 
 
 
VIF_new <- NULL 
for (i in 1:ncol(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy_ord)) { 
  VIF_new[i] <- 1/(1-summary(lm(as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undiscl
osed_dummy_ord[, i])~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy_
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ord[,-c(i)])))$r.squared) 
} 
 
VIF_df_LATEST <- data.frame(colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_
dummy_ord),VIF_new) 
VIF_df_LATEST 
 
 
# Residuals normal?! ------------------------------------------- 
# 11 Days 
residuals_undisclosed_11_Country_Index <- resid(regression_all_dummies_und
isclosed_11_Country_Index) 
residuals_undisclosed_11_Country_Index 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_11_Country_Index)$coefficients 
 
qqnorm(residuals_undisclosed_11_Country_Index) 
plot(density(residuals_undisclosed_11_Country_Index)) 
 
hist(residuals_undisclosed_11_Country_Index,100) 
 
shapiro.test(residuals_undisclosed_11_Country_Index) 
 
e1071::skewness(residuals_undisclosed_11_Country_Index) 
e1071::kurtosis(residuals_undisclosed_11_Country_Index) 
 
# 3 Days 
residuals_undisclosed_3_Country_Index <- resid(regression_all_dummies_undi
sclosed_3_Country_Index) 
 
qqnorm(residuals_undisclosed_3_Country_Index) 
plot(density(residuals_undisclosed_3_Country_Index)) 
 
x <- seq(-1, 1, length=100) 
hx <- qnorm(x) 
 
degf <- c(1, 3, 8, 30) 
colors <- c("red", "blue", "darkgreen", "gold", "black") 
labels <- c("df=1", "df=3", "df=8", "df=30", "normal") 
 
plot(x, hx, type="l", lty=2, xlab="x value", 
     ylab="Density", main="Comparison of t Distributions") 
 
 
hist(residuals_undisclosed_3_Country_Index,100) 
 
shapiro.test(residuals_undisclosed_3_Country_Index) 
 
e1071::skewness(residuals_undisclosed_3_Country_Index) 
e1071::kurtosis(residuals_undisclosed_3_Country_Index) 
 
# 5 Days 
residuals_undisclosed_5_Country_Index <- resid(regression_all_dummies_undi
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sclosed_5_Country_Index) 
 
qqnorm(residuals_undisclosed_5_Country_Index) 
plot(density(residuals_undisclosed_5_Country_Index)) 
 
hist(residuals_undisclosed_5_Country_Index,100) 
 
shapiro.test(residuals_undisclosed_5_Country_Index) 
 
e1071::skewness(residuals_undisclosed_5_Country_Index) 
e1071::kurtosis(residuals_undisclosed_5_Country_Index) 
 
# 21 Days 
residuals_undisclosed_21_Country_Index <- resid(regression_all_dummies_und
isclosed_21_Country_Index) 
 
qqnorm(residuals_undisclosed_21_Country_Index) 
plot(density(residuals_undisclosed_21_Country_Index)) 
 
x <- seq(-0.5,0.5, length=100) 
hx <- dnorm(x,mean=0,sd=sd(residuals_undisclosed_21_Country_Index)) 
 
degf <- c(1, 3, 8, 30) 
colors <- c("red", "blue", "darkgreen", "gold", "black") 
labels <- c("df=1", "df=3", "df=8", "df=30", "normal") 
 
lines(x, hx, type="l", lty=2, xlab="x value", 
     ylab="Density", main="Comparison of t Distributions") 
 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21 
as.numeric(as.character(residuals_undisclosed_21_Country_Index)) 
plot(as.numeric(as.character(residuals_undisclosed_21_Country_Index)),df_m
erger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21) 
plot(as.numeric(as.character(residuals_undisclosed_11_Country_Index)),df_m
erger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11) 
hist(residuals_undisclosed_21_Country_Index,100) 
 
shapiro.test(residuals_undisclosed_21_Country_Index) 
 
e1071::skewness(residuals_undisclosed_21_Country_Index) 
e1071::kurtosis(residuals_undisclosed_21_Country_Index) 
mean(residuals_undisclosed_21_Country_Index) 
 
 
plot(fitted.values(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_21_Country_Index),re
siduals_undisclosed_21_Country_Index,xlab = "Fitted values",ylab="Residual
s") 
 
 
## LOG, graphics -------------------------- 
# Cross sectional plot 
library(car) 
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scatterplot(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country ~ as.matrix(log(
Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[1]))) 
abline(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country ~ as.matrix(log(Re
gression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[1]))), col="red") # regression li
ne (y~x) 
 
 
# LOG regresssion 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy) 
i=13 
sum(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[i]==0) 
head(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[i]) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country ~ as.matrix(log(R
egression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[i])))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country ~ as.matrix(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[i]))) 
 
 
 
# Outliers ----------------------------------------------- 
max(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Sales_Growth_1) 
tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Sales_Growth_1),5) 
head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Sales_Growth_1),5) 
 
tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$EBITDA_growth_1),5) 
head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$EBITDA_growth_1),5) 
 
tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$ROE_1),5) 
head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$ROE_1),5) 
 
 
tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$ROIC_1),5) 
head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$ROIC_1),5) 
 
tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Tax_rate_1),5) 
head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Tax_rate_1),5) 
 
tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$debt_to_assets_1),5) 
head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$debt_to_assets_1),5) 
 
 
# backup data 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2 <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed 
dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2) 
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Winsorizing approach 

 
# UNDISCLOSED Winsorizing approach -------------------------- 
tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$Sales_Growth_1), 1) 
# example 
nrow(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2)*0.005 
one_procent_percentile <- ceiling(nrow(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2)*
0.01) 
tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Sales_Growth_1),one_procent_perc
entile) 
tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Sales_Growth_1),one_procent_perc
entile+1)[1] 
 
# index of the maximum value 
index_temp_max <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$Sales_Growth_1 =
= tail(sort( 
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$Sales_Growth_1 
), 1)) 
 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2[index_temp_max,"Sales_Growth_1"] 
 
# Outliers adjustment Sales growth 
percentile_99 <- tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Sales_Growth_1)
,one_procent_percentile+1)[1] 
percentile_1 <- head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Sales_Growth_1),
one_procent_percentile+1)[one_procent_percentile+1] 
 
for (i in 1:one_procent_percentile) { 
   
  index_temp_max <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$Sales_Growth_1 
== tail(sort( 
    df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$Sales_Growth_1), 1)) 
   
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2[index_temp_max,"Sales_Growth_1"] <- pe
rcentile_99 
   
  index_temp_min <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$Sales_Growth_1 
== head(sort( 
    df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$Sales_Growth_1), 1)) 
   
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2[index_temp_min,"Sales_Growth_1"] <- pe
rcentile_1 
} 
 
# before the adjustment 
plot(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed$Sales_Growth_1,df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisc
losed_2$CAR_3_Country, 
     xlab="Sales Growth in %", ylab="3 days CAR", pch=19) 
boxplot(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed$Sales_Growth_1) 
 
# after the adjustment 
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tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$Sales_Growth_1),31) 
boxplot(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Sales_Growth_1) 
 
plot(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$Sales_Growth_1, df_merger_CAR_no_na
_undisclosed_2$CAR_3_Country, 
     xlab="Sales Growth in %", ylab="3 days CAR", pch=19) 
 
 
# Outliers adjustment EBITDA growth 
percentile_99 <- tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$EBITDA_growth_1
),one_procent_percentile+1)[1] 
percentile_1 <- head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$EBITDA_growth_1)
,one_procent_percentile+1)[one_procent_percentile+1] 
 
head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$EBITDA_growth_1),one_procent_per
centile+1) 
for (i in 1:one_procent_percentile) { 
   
  index_temp_max <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$EBITDA_growth_
1 == tail(sort( 
    df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$EBITDA_growth_1), 1)) 
   
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2[index_temp_max,"EBITDA_growth_1"] <- p
ercentile_99 
   
  index_temp_min <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$EBITDA_growth_
1 == head(sort( 
    df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$EBITDA_growth_1), 1)) 
   
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2[index_temp_min,"EBITDA_growth_1"] <- p
ercentile_1 
} 
 
tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$EBITDA_growth_1),31) 
boxplot(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$EBITDA_growth_1) 
 
plot(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$EBITDA_growth_1, df_merger_CAR_no_n
a_undisclosed_2$CAR_3_Country, 
     xlab="Sales Growth in %", ylab="3 days CAR", pch=19) 
 
min(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$EBITDA_growth_1) 
percentile_99 
 
tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$EBITDA_growth_1),31) 
 
 
# Outliers adjustment ROE 
percentile_99 <- tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$ROE_1),one_proc
ent_percentile+1)[1] 
percentile_1 <- head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$ROE_1),one_proce
nt_percentile+1)[one_procent_percentile+1] 
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head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$ROE_1),one_procent_percentile+1) 
for (i in 1:one_procent_percentile) { 
   
  index_temp_max <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$ROE_1 == tail(
sort( 
    df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$ROE_1), 1)) 
   
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2[index_temp_max,"ROE_1"] <- percentile_
99 
   
  index_temp_min <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$ROE_1 == head(
sort( 
    df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$ROE_1), 1)) 
   
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2[index_temp_min,"ROE_1"] <- percentile_
1 
} 
 
tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$ROE_1),31) 
boxplot(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$ROE_1) 
 
 
# Outliers adjustment ROIC 
percentile_99 <- tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$ROIC_1),one_pro
cent_percentile+1)[1] 
percentile_1 <- head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$ROIC_1),one_proc
ent_percentile+1)[one_procent_percentile+1] 
 
head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$ROIC_1),one_procent_percentile+1
) 
for (i in 1:one_procent_percentile) { 
   
  index_temp_max <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$ROIC_1 == tail
(sort( 
    df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$ROIC_1), 1)) 
   
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2[index_temp_max,"ROIC_1"] <- percentile
_99 
   
  index_temp_min <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$ROIC_1 == head
(sort( 
    df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$ROIC_1), 1)) 
   
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2[index_temp_min,"ROIC_1"] <- percentile
_1 
} 
 
tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$ROIC_1),31) 
boxplot(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$ROIC_1) 
 
 
# Outliers adjustment Tax rate 
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percentile_99 <- tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Tax_rate_1),one
_procent_percentile+1)[1] 
percentile_1 <- head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Tax_rate_1),one_
procent_percentile+1)[one_procent_percentile+1] 
 
head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Tax_rate_1),one_procent_percenti
le+1) 
for (i in 1:one_procent_percentile) { 
   
  index_temp_max <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$Tax_rate_1 == 
tail(sort( 
    df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$Tax_rate_1), 1)) 
   
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2[index_temp_max,"Tax_rate_1"] <- percen
tile_99 
   
  index_temp_min <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$Tax_rate_1 == 
head(sort( 
    df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$Tax_rate_1), 1)) 
   
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2[index_temp_min,"Tax_rate_1"] <- percen
tile_1 
} 
 
tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$Tax_rate_1),31) 
boxplot(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$Tax_rate_1) 
 
 
# Outliers adjustment Debt to asset 
percentile_99 <- tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$debt_to_assets_
1),one_procent_percentile+1)[1] 
percentile_1 <- head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$debt_to_assets_1
),one_procent_percentile+1)[one_procent_percentile+1] 
 
head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$debt_to_assets_1),one_procent_pe
rcentile+1) 
for (i in 1:one_procent_percentile) { 
   
  index_temp_max <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$debt_to_assets
_1 == tail(sort( 
    df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$debt_to_assets_1), 1)) 
   
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2[index_temp_max,"debt_to_assets_1"] <- 
percentile_99 
   
  index_temp_min <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$debt_to_assets
_1 == head(sort( 
    df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$debt_to_assets_1), 1)) 
   
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2[index_temp_min,"debt_to_assets_1"] <- 
percentile_1 
} 
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tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$debt_to_assets_1),31) 
boxplot(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2$debt_to_assets_1) 
 
# df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2 
 
writexl::write_xlsx(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2,file.choose()) 
 
 
# NO UNDISCLOSED Winsorized approach -------------------------- 
tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$Sales_Growth_1), 1) 
# example 
nrow(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2)*0.01 
one_procent_percentile <- ceiling(nrow(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2)*0.01) 
tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Sales_Growth_1),one_procent_percentile) 
tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Sales_Growth_1),one_procent_percentile+1)[1] 
 
# index of the maximum value 
index_temp_max <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$Sales_Growth_1 == tail(sort( 
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$Sales_Growth_1 
), 1)) 
 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_2[index_temp_max,"Sales_Growth_1"] 
 
 
# Outliers adjustment Sales growth 
percentile_99 <- tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Sales_Growth_1),one_procent
_percentile+1)[1] 
percentile_1 <- head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Sales_Growth_1),one_procent_
percentile+1)[one_procent_percentile+1] 
 
for (i in 1:one_procent_percentile) { 
   
  index_temp_max <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$Sales_Growth_1 == tail(sor
t( 
    df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$Sales_Growth_1), 1)) 
   
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_2[index_temp_max,"Sales_Growth_1"] <- percentile_99 
   
  index_temp_min <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$Sales_Growth_1 == head(sor
t( 
    df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$Sales_Growth_1), 1)) 
   
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_2[index_temp_min,"Sales_Growth_1"] <- percentile_1 
} 
 
tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$Sales_Growth_1),31) 
boxplot(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$Sales_Growth_1) 
 
plot(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$Sales_Growth_1, df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$CAR_3_Cou
ntry, 
     xlab="Sales Growth in %", ylab="3 days CAR", pch=19) 
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# Outliers adjustment EBITDA growth 
percentile_99 <- tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na$EBITDA_growth_1),one_procen
t_percentile+1)[1] 
percentile_1 <- head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na$EBITDA_growth_1),one_procent
_percentile+1)[one_procent_percentile+1] 
 
head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na$EBITDA_growth_1),one_procent_percentile+1) 
for (i in 1:one_procent_percentile) { 
   
  index_temp_max <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$EBITDA_growth_1 == tail(so
rt( 
    df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$EBITDA_growth_1), 1)) 
   
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_2[index_temp_max,"EBITDA_growth_1"] <- percentile_99 
   
  index_temp_min <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$EBITDA_growth_1 == head(so
rt( 
    df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$EBITDA_growth_1), 1)) 
   
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_2[index_temp_min,"EBITDA_growth_1"] <- percentile_1 
} 
 
tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$EBITDA_growth_1),31) 
boxplot(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$EBITDA_growth_1) 
 
plot(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$EBITDA_growth_1, df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$CAR_3_Co
untry, 
     xlab="Sales Growth in %", ylab="3 days CAR", pch=19) 
 
min(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$EBITDA_growth_1) 
percentile_99 
 
tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na$EBITDA_growth_1),31) 
 
 
# Outliers adjustment ROE 
percentile_99 <- tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na$ROE_1),one_procent_percenti
le+1)[1] 
percentile_1 <- head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na$ROE_1),one_procent_percentil
e+1)[one_procent_percentile+1] 
 
head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na$ROE_1),one_procent_percentile+1) 
for (i in 1:one_procent_percentile) { 
   
  index_temp_max <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$ROE_1 == tail(sort( 
    df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$ROE_1), 1)) 
   
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_2[index_temp_max,"ROE_1"] <- percentile_99 
   
  index_temp_min <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$ROE_1 == head(sort( 
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    df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$ROE_1), 1)) 
   
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_2[index_temp_min,"ROE_1"] <- percentile_1 
} 
 
tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$ROE_1),31) 
boxplot(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$ROE_1) 
 
 
# Outliers adjustment ROIC 
percentile_99 <- tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na$ROIC_1),one_procent_percent
ile+1)[1] 
percentile_1 <- head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na$ROIC_1),one_procent_percenti
le+1)[one_procent_percentile+1] 
 
head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na$ROIC_1),one_procent_percentile+1) 
for (i in 1:one_procent_percentile) { 
   
  index_temp_max <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$ROIC_1 == tail(sort( 
    df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$ROIC_1), 1)) 
   
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_2[index_temp_max,"ROIC_1"] <- percentile_99 
   
  index_temp_min <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$ROIC_1 == head(sort( 
    df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$ROIC_1), 1)) 
   
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_2[index_temp_min,"ROIC_1"] <- percentile_1 
} 
 
tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$ROIC_1),31) 
boxplot(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$ROIC_1) 
 
 
# Outliers adjustment Tax rate 
percentile_99 <- tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Tax_rate_1),one_procent_per
centile+1)[1] 
percentile_1 <- head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Tax_rate_1),one_procent_perc
entile+1)[one_procent_percentile+1] 
 
head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na$Tax_rate_1),one_procent_percentile+1) 
for (i in 1:one_procent_percentile) { 
   
  index_temp_max <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$Tax_rate_1 == tail(sort( 
    df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$Tax_rate_1), 1)) 
   
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_2[index_temp_max,"Tax_rate_1"] <- percentile_99 
   
  index_temp_min <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$Tax_rate_1 == head(sort( 
    df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$Tax_rate_1), 1)) 
   
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_2[index_temp_min,"Tax_rate_1"] <- percentile_1 
} 
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tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$Tax_rate_1),31) 
boxplot(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$Tax_rate_1) 
 
 
# Outliers adjustment Debt to asset 
percentile_99 <- tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na$debt_to_assets_1),one_proce
nt_percentile+1)[1] 
percentile_1 <- head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na$debt_to_assets_1),one_procen
t_percentile+1)[one_procent_percentile+1] 
 
head(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na$debt_to_assets_1),one_procent_percentile+1) 
for (i in 1:one_procent_percentile) { 
   
  index_temp_max <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$debt_to_assets_1 == tail(s
ort( 
    df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$debt_to_assets_1), 1)) 
   
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_2[index_temp_max,"debt_to_assets_1"] <- percentile_9
9 
   
  index_temp_min <- which(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$debt_to_assets_1 == head(s
ort( 
    df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$debt_to_assets_1), 1)) 
   
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_2[index_temp_min,"debt_to_assets_1"] <- percentile_1 
} 
 
tail(sort(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$debt_to_assets_1),31) 
boxplot(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2$debt_to_assets_1) 
 
#df_merger_CAR_no_na <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_2 
writexl::write_xlsx(df_merger_CAR_no_na_2,file.choose()) 
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Individual Regression 

 
# INDIVIDUAL REGRESSION COUNTRY UNDISCLOSED DUMMIES 11 DAYS regression res
ults  ---------------------------- 
ncol(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy) 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy) 
max(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Q.Ratio) 
 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11_Country~as.matrix(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Q.Ratio))) 
 
Results_Regression_individual_11 <- NULL 
Results_Regression_individual_11 <- as.data.frame(Results_Regression_indiv
idual_11) 
for (i in 1:ncol(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy)) { 
  temp <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11_Country~as.matrix(Regr
ession_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[i])) 
  Results_Regression_individual_11[(i*2-1):(i*2),1:3] <- summary(temp)$coe
fficients[,c(1,3,4)] 
  Results_Regression_individual_11[(i*2-1):(i*2),4] <- summary(temp)$r.squ
ared 
} 
 
summary(temp)$coefficients 
 
library(car) 
scatterplot(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country ~ as.matrix(Regr
ession_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Q.Ratio)) 
 
Results_Regression_individual_11 
colnames(Results_Regression_individual_11) <- c("Estimate","t.value","p.va
lue","R2") 
 
for (i in 1:ncol(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy)) { 
   
  row.names(Results_Regression_individual_11)[i*2-1] <- paste("Intercept",
i,sep="") 
  row.names(Results_Regression_individual_11)[i*2] <- colnames(Regression_
varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy)[i] 
} 
 
Results_Regression_individual_11 
colnames(Results_Regression_individual_11)[i] 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy)[i] 
 
 
# COUNTRY UNDISCLOSED DUMMIES 3 DAYS regression results for individual reg
ressions ---------------------------- 
Results_Regression_individual_3 <- NULL 
Results_Regression_individual_3 <- as.data.frame(Results_Regression_indivi
dual_3) 
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for (i in 1:ncol(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy)) { 
  temp <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country~as.matrix(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[i])) 
  Results_Regression_individual_3[(i*2-1):(i*2),1:3] <- summary(temp)$coef
ficients[,c(1,3,4)] 
  Results_Regression_individual_3[(i*2-1):(i*2),4] <- summary(temp)$r.squa
red 
} 
 
summary(temp)$coefficients 
 
Results_Regression_individual_3 
colnames(Results_Regression_individual_3) <- c("Estimate","t.value","p.val
ue","R2") 
 
for (i in 1:ncol(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy)) { 
   
  row.names(Results_Regression_individual_3)[i*2-1] <- paste("Intercept",i
,sep="") 
  row.names(Results_Regression_individual_3)[i*2] <- colnames(Regression_v
aribles_data_undisclosed_dummy)[i] 
} 
 
Results_Regression_individual_3 
 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Country~as.matrix(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy))) 
 
 
 
# COUNTRY UNDISCLOSED DUMMIES 5 DAYS regression results for individual reg
ressions ---------------------------- 
Results_Regression_individual_5 <- NULL 
Results_Regression_individual_5 <- as.data.frame(Results_Regression_indivi
dual_5) 
for (i in 1:ncol(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy)) { 
  temp <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Country~as.matrix(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[i])) 
  Results_Regression_individual_5[(i*2-1):(i*2),1:3] <- summary(temp)$coef
ficients[,c(1,3,4)] 
  Results_Regression_individual_5[(i*2-1):(i*2),4] <- summary(temp)$r.squa
red 
} 
 
summary(temp)$coefficients 
 
Results_Regression_individual_5 
colnames(Results_Regression_individual_5) <- c("Estimate","t.value","p.val
ue","R2") 
 
for (i in 1:ncol(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy)) { 
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  row.names(Results_Regression_individual_5)[i*2-1] <- paste("Intercept",i
,sep="") 
  row.names(Results_Regression_individual_5)[i*2] <- colnames(Regression_v
aribles_data_undisclosed_dummy)[i] 
} 
 
Results_Regression_individual_5 
 
 
# COUNTRY UNDISCLOSED DUMMIES 21 DAYS regression results for individual re
gressions ---------------------------- 
Results_Regression_individual_21 <- NULL 
Results_Regression_individual_21 <- as.data.frame(Results_Regression_indiv
idual_21) 
for (i in 1:ncol(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy)) { 
  temp <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Country~as.matrix(Regr
ession_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[,i])) 
  Results_Regression_individual_21[(i*2-1):(i*2),1:3] <- summary(temp)$coe
fficients[,c(1,3,4)] 
  Results_Regression_individual_21[(i*2-1):(i*2),4] <- summary(temp)$r.squ
ared 
} 
i=1 
head(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[,i]) 
dim(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy) 
 
summary(temp)$coefficients 
 
Results_Regression_individual_21 
colnames(Results_Regression_individual_21) <- c("Estimate","t.value","p.va
lue","R2") 
 
for (i in 1:ncol(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy)) { 
   
  row.names(Results_Regression_individual_21)[i*2-1] <- paste("Intercept",
i,sep="") 
  row.names(Results_Regression_individual_21)[i*2] <- colnames(Regression_
varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy)[i] 
} 
 
Results_Regression_individual_21 
 
 
# 2 sided vs. one sided t-test ------------------------ 
head(as.matrix((df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Control_structure))) 
head(as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Control_structur
e)) 
reg_example <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Country~as.matrix(
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Control_structure)) 
reg <- summary(reg_example) 
 
# 2 sided 
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2*pt(-abs(coef(reg)[, 3]), reg_example$df) 
coef(reg) 
Results_Regression_individual_5[3:4,] 
 
# 1 sided <0 
pt(coef(reg)[, 3], reg_example$df, lower = TRUE) 
 
 
# 3 days 
Results_Regression_individual_3[,"one_sided<0"] <- pt(Results_Regression_i
ndividual_3[,2], reg_example$df, lower = TRUE) 
Results_Regression_individual_3 
 
# 5 days 
Results_Regression_individual_5[,"one_sided<0"] <- pt(Results_Regression_i
ndividual_5[,2], reg_example$df, lower = TRUE) 
Results_Regression_individual_5 
 
# 11 days 
# t-stats 
Results_Regression_individual_11[,2] 
pt(Results_Regression_individual_11[,2], reg_example$df, lower = TRUE) 
Results_Regression_individual_11[,"one_sided<0"] <- pt(Results_Regression_
individual_11[,2], reg_example$df, lower = TRUE) 
Results_Regression_individual_11 
 
# 21 days 
# t-stats 
Results_Regression_individual_21[,2] 
reg_example$df 
length(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Control_structure) 
 
Results_Regression_individual_21[,"one_sided<0"] <- pt(Results_Regression_
individual_21[,2], reg_example$df, lower = TRUE) 
Results_Regression_individual_21 
 
 
# 1 sided >0 
pt(coef(reg)[, 3], reg_example$df, lower = FALSE) 
 
# 3 days 
Results_Regression_individual_3[,"one_sided>0"] <- pt(Results_Regression_i
ndividual_3[,2], reg_example$df, lower = FALSE) 
Results_Regression_individual_3 
 
# 5 days 
Results_Regression_individual_5[,"one_sided>0"] <- pt(Results_Regression_i
ndividual_5[,2], reg_example$df, lower = FALSE) 
Results_Regression_individual_5 
 
# 11 days 
# t-stats 
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Results_Regression_individual_11[,2] 
 
Results_Regression_individual_11[,"one_sided>0"] <- pt(Results_Regression_
individual_11[,2], reg_example$df, lower = FALSE) 
Results_Regression_individual_11 
 
 
# 21 days 
# t-stats 
Results_Regression_individual_21[,2] 
reg_example$df 
length(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Control_structure) 
 
Results_Regression_individual_21[,"one_sided>0"] <- pt(Results_Regression_
individual_21[,2], reg_example$df, lower = FALSE) 
Results_Regression_individual_21 
 
 
# new Dummy for Hofstede value differing between acquirer and target or no
t ---------------  
# acquiror Hofstede 
 
dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[,c(71:76)] <- NULL 
 
Hofstede_dummy_target <- read.csv(file.choose(),header=T,stringsAsFactors 
= T,skipNul = T) 
colnames(Hofstede_dummy_target)[1] 
colnames(Hofstede_dummy_target)[1] <- "Target.country.code" 
colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed)[6] 
 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2 <- NULL 
library(dplyr) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2 <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed %>% l
eft_join(Hofstede_dummy_target, by = c("Target.country.code")) 
dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2) 
dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed_2 
 
dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed) 
colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed)[
i+64]] 
 
sum(is.na(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Power.Distance)) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(is.na(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Po
wer.Distance)),"Target.country.code"] 
unique(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(is.na(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undiscl
osed$Power.Distance)),"Target.country.code"]) 
 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(is.na(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclose
d$Power.Distance)),"Target.country.code"]=="MC") 
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sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(is.na(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclose
d$Power.Distance)),"Target.country.code"]=="LI") 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(is.na(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclose
d$Power.Distance)),"Target.country.code"]=="BA") 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(is.na(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclose
d$Power.Distance)),"Target.country.code"]=="CY") 
 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(is.na(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Po
wer.Distance)),71] <- 0 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(is.na(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$In
dulgence)),72] <- 0 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(is.na(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$In
dulgence)),73] <- 0 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(is.na(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$In
dulgence)),74] <- 0 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(is.na(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$In
dulgence)),75] <- 0 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(is.na(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$In
dulgence)),76] <- 0 
 
sum(is.na(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Indulgence)) 
sum(is.na(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na_und
isclosed)[i+64]])) 
sum(is.na(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na_und
isclosed)[i+70]])) 
dim(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed) 
 
# create the dummy 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[,77] <- NULL 
for (i in 1:6) { 
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[,paste(colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undi
sclosed)[i+64],".dif",sep="")] <- 0 
  df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[ 
    c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undiscl
osed)[i+64]]==df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na
_undisclosed)[i+70]]),  
    76+i] <- 1 
} 
 
 
# remove the dummy columns for target. We do not need them for further ana
lyses 
colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[,c(71:76)]) 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[,c(71:76)] <- NULL 
 
 
# check how many dimensions are similar between target and acquiror 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Power.Distance.y.dif) 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$IND.COL.y.dif) 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Masculinity.y.dif) 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Uncertainty.Avoidance.y.dif) 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Long.term.orient.y.dif) 
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sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Indulgence.y.dif) 
sum(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Indulgence.y.dif==0) 
 
 
# Combine data 
colnames(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[,c(71:76)]) 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed) 
Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_2 <- data.frame(Regression_varibles_d
ata_undisclosed,df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[,c(71:76)]) 
dim(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_2) 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_2) 
Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif <- Regression_varibles_data_undis
closed_2[-c(20:31)] 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif) 
colnames(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy) 
 
 
# regression 
# 5 Days 
dim(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif) 
length(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Country) 
 
regression_all_dif_5_Country_Index <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$C
AR_5_Country~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif)) 
summary(regression_all_dif_5_Country_Index) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_5_Country_Index) 
sum(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$IND.COL.y.dif) 
 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Country~as.matrix(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy))) 
# not significant 
   
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Country~as.matrix(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$IND.COL.y.dif))) 
 
# 3 Days 
regression_all_dif_3_Country_Index <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$C
AR_3_Country~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif)) 
summary(regression_all_dif_3_Country_Index) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_3_Country_Index) 
   
# 11 Days 
regression_all_dif_11_Country_Index <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$
CAR_11_Country~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif)) 
summary(regression_all_dif_11_Country_Index) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_11_Country_Index) 
 
# 21 Days 
regression_all_dif_21_Country_Index <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$
CAR_21_Country~as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif)) 
summary(regression_all_dif_21_Country_Index) 
summary(regression_all_dummies_undisclosed_21_Country_Index) 
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# Summary Statistics for CAR -------------------------- 
length(CAR_21_Country_undisclosed) 
length(CAR_21_Country_no_undisclosed) 
 
library(e1071) 
 
CAR_summary_stats <- data.frame(0) 
 
# 3 Day event window 
CAR_summary_stats[1,1] <- mean(CAR_3_Country_undisclosed) 
CAR_summary_stats[2,1] <- median(CAR_3_Country_undisclosed) 
CAR_summary_stats[3,1] <- max(CAR_3_Country_undisclosed) 
CAR_summary_stats[4,1] <- min(CAR_3_Country_undisclosed) 
CAR_summary_stats[5,1] <- sd(CAR_3_Country_undisclosed) 
CAR_summary_stats[6,1] <- skewness(CAR_3_Country_undisclosed) 
CAR_summary_stats[7,1] <- kurtosis(CAR_3_Country_undisclosed) 
 
row.names(CAR_summary_stats) <- c("Mean","Median","Max","Min","SD","Skewne
ss","Kurtosis") 
 
# 5 day event window 
CAR_summary_stats[1,2] <- mean(CAR_5_Country_undisclosed) 
CAR_summary_stats[2,2] <- median(CAR_5_Country_undisclosed) 
CAR_summary_stats[3,2] <- max(CAR_5_Country_undisclosed) 
CAR_summary_stats[4,2] <- min(CAR_5_Country_undisclosed) 
CAR_summary_stats[5,2] <- sd(CAR_5_Country_undisclosed) 
CAR_summary_stats[6,2] <- skewness(CAR_5_Country_undisclosed) 
CAR_summary_stats[7,2] <- kurtosis(CAR_5_Country_undisclosed) 
 
# 11 day event window 
CAR_summary_stats[1,3] <- mean(CAR_11_Country_undisclosed) 
CAR_summary_stats[2,3] <- median(CAR_11_Country_undisclosed) 
CAR_summary_stats[3,3] <- max(CAR_11_Country_undisclosed) 
CAR_summary_stats[4,3] <- min(CAR_11_Country_undisclosed) 
CAR_summary_stats[5,3] <- sd(CAR_11_Country_undisclosed) 
CAR_summary_stats[6,3] <- skewness(CAR_11_Country_undisclosed) 
CAR_summary_stats[7,3] <- kurtosis(CAR_11_Country_undisclosed) 
 
# 21 day event windows 
CAR_summary_stats[1,4] <- mean(CAR_21_Country_undisclosed) 
CAR_summary_stats[2,4] <- median(CAR_21_Country_undisclosed) 
CAR_summary_stats[3,4] <- max(CAR_21_Country_undisclosed) 
CAR_summary_stats[4,4] <- min(CAR_21_Country_undisclosed) 
CAR_summary_stats[5,4] <- sd(CAR_21_Country_undisclosed) 
CAR_summary_stats[6,4] <- skewness(CAR_21_Country_undisclosed) 
CAR_summary_stats[7,4] <- kurtosis(CAR_21_Country_undisclosed) 
 
 
colnames(CAR_summary_stats) <- c("3.Day","5.Day","11.Day","21.Day") 
CAR_summary_stats 
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writexl::write_xlsx(CAR_summary_stats,file.choose()) 
 
 
shapiro.test(CAR_3_Country_undisclosed) 
shapiro.test(CAR_5_Country_undisclosed) 
shapiro.test(CAR_11_Country_undisclosed) 
shapiro.test(CAR_21_Country_undisclosed) 
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Further sub Hypotheses (H10.2, H6.2, H11.4) 

 
 
# Further sub hypothesis regressions ------------------------------------- 
 
# H10.2 Regression based on indulgance ----------------------- 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Indulgence.y[c(Regression_varibles_data_un
disclosed_dummy$Indulgence.y==1)] 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c(Regression_vari
bles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Indulgence.y==1)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varib
les_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$In
dulgence.y==1),"Domestic_dummy"]))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c(Regression_vari
bles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Indulgence.y==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varib
les_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$In
dulgence.y==0),"Domestic_dummy"]))) 
 
# how many of the high indulgent companies are domestic 
sum(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_
undisclosed_dummy$Indulgence.y==1),"Domestic_dummy"])/ 
  length(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_
data_undisclosed_dummy$Indulgence.y==1),"Domestic_dummy"]) 
 
# how many of the low indulgent countries are domestic 
sum(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_
undisclosed_dummy$Indulgence.y==0),"Domestic_dummy"])/ 
  length(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_
data_undisclosed_dummy$Indulgence.y==0),"Domestic_dummy"]) 
 
df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_u
ndisclosed_dummy$Indulgence.y==1)] 
 
indulgent_results <- data.frame(0) 
 
# do it for the different event period lengths 
indulgent_results[1,1:4] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR
_3_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Indulgence.y==0)] 
~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibl
es_data_undisclosed_dummy$Indulgence.y==0),"Domestic_dummy"])))$coefficien
ts[2,] 
indulgent_results[2,1:4] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR
_5_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Indulgence.y==0)] 
~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibl
es_data_undisclosed_dummy$Indulgence.y==0),"Domestic_dummy"])))$coefficien
ts[2,] 
indulgent_results[3,1:4] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR
_11_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Indulgence.y==0)] 
~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibl
es_data_undisclosed_dummy$Indulgence.y==0),"Domestic_dummy"])))$coefficien
ts[2,] 
indulgent_results[4,1:4] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR
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_21_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Indulgence.y==0)] 
~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibl
es_data_undisclosed_dummy$Indulgence.y==0),"Domestic_dummy"])))$coefficien
ts[2,] 
 
colnames(indulgent_results) <- c("Estimate","Std. Error","t.value","p.valu
e") 
 
# add one sided test 
reg_example_3 <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[
c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Indulgence.y==0)] ~ as.matrix
(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_und
isclosed_dummy$Indulgence.y==0),"Domestic_dummy"]))) 
reg_example_3$df 
 
indulgent_results[,"one_sided<0"] <- pt(indulgent_results[,3], reg_example
_3$df[2], lower = TRUE) 
indulgent_results[,"one_sided>0"] <- pt(indulgent_results[,3], reg_example
_3$df[2], lower = FALSE) 
 
indulgent_results 
 
 
# H6.2 Regression based on Uncertainty ----------------------------------- 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c(Regression_vari
bles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Uncertainty.Avoidance.y==1)] ~ as.matrix(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclos
ed_dummy$Uncertainty.Avoidance.y==1),"Domestic_dummy"]))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c(Regression_vari
bles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Uncertainty.Avoidance.y==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclos
ed_dummy$Uncertainty.Avoidance.y==0),"Domestic_dummy"]))) 
 
uncertainty_results <- data.frame(0) 
 
# do it for the different event period lengths 
uncertainty_results[1,1:4] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$C
AR_3_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Uncertainty.Avoi
dance.y==1)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regr
ession_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Uncertainty.Avoidance.y==1),"Domest
ic_dummy"])))$coefficients[2,] 
uncertainty_results[2,1:4] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$C
AR_5_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Uncertainty.Avoi
dance.y==1)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regr
ession_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Uncertainty.Avoidance.y==1),"Domest
ic_dummy"])))$coefficients[2,] 
uncertainty_results[3,1:4] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$C
AR_11_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Uncertainty.Avo
idance.y==1)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Reg
ression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Uncertainty.Avoidance.y==1),"Domes
tic_dummy"])))$coefficients[2,] 
uncertainty_results[4,1:4] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$C
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AR_21_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Uncertainty.Avo
idance.y==1)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Reg
ression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Uncertainty.Avoidance.y==1),"Domes
tic_dummy"])))$coefficients[2,] 
 
colnames(uncertainty_results) <- c("Estimate","Std. Error","t.value","p.va
lue") 
 
# add one sided test 
reg_example_4 <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[
c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Uncertainty.Avoidance.y==1)] 
~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibl
es_data_undisclosed_dummy$Uncertainty.Avoidance.y==1),"Domestic_dummy"]))) 
reg_example_4$df 
 
uncertainty_results[,"one_sided<0"] <- pt(uncertainty_results[,3], reg_exa
mple_4$df[2], lower = TRUE) 
uncertainty_results[,"one_sided>0"] <- pt(uncertainty_results[,3], reg_exa
mple_4$df[2], lower = FALSE) 
 
uncertainty_results 
 
 
# Regression based on Masculitify  
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c(Regression_vari
bles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Masculinity.y==1)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_vari
bles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$M
asculinity.y==1),"Domestic_dummy"]))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c(Regression_vari
bles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Masculinity.y==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_vari
bles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$M
asculinity.y==0),"Domestic_dummy"]))) 
 
 
# H11.4 Cash vs stocks two-sided t-test ----------------------------------
---------- 
# CAR 11 
#test, compare cash and stocks 
length(CAR_11_Country_undisclosed) 
 
mean(CAR_11_Country_undisclosed) 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11_Country) 
ACAR_11_Country_undisclosed 
 
# Cash 
length(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$C
ash_Dummy==1),"CAR_11_Country"]) 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Cas
h_Dummy==1),"CAR_11_Country"]) 
 
# shares 
length(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$S
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hares_Dummy==1),"CAR_11_Country"]) 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Sha
res_Dummy==1),"CAR_11_Country"]) 
 
# Variance 
length(Var_AR_Country) 
 
 
# index for cash and shares 
# create a dataframe with the dealnumber of the events which are left to a
ccess the return & std we want 
event_deal_number_cash <- NULL 
event_deal_number_cash <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index,"Deal
.number"] 
event_deal_number_cash <- data.frame(Fake_index=1,Deal.number=event_deal_n
umber_cash) 
 
event_deal_number_cash$Fake_index <- seq.int(nrow(event_deal_number_cash)) 
length(event_date_index) 
event_deal_number_cash <- event_deal_number_cash[1:length(event_date_index
),] 
 
deal_number_cash <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_
undisclosed$Cash_Dummy==1),"Deal.number"] 
length(deal_number_cash) 
 
event_deal_number_cash[,"cash_undisclosed"] <- NULL 
for (i in 1:length(deal_number_cash)) { 
  print(i) 
  event_deal_number_cash[c(event_deal_number_cash$Deal.number==deal_number
_cash[i]),"cash_undisclosed"] <- 1 
} 
 
event_deal_number_cash[c(is.na(event_deal_number_cash$cash_undisclosed)),"
cash_undisclosed"] <- 0 
sum(event_deal_number_cash$cash_undisclosed) 
sum(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed$Cash_Dummy) 
 
nrow(event_deal_number_cash) 
event_date_index_undisclosed_cash <- which(event_deal_number_cash[,"cash_u
ndisclosed"] %in% c(1)) 
 
# needs to be the same 
mean(CAR_11_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed_cash]) 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Cas
h_Dummy==1),"CAR_11_Country"]) 
 
 
# shares index 
deal_number_shares <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_n
a_undisclosed$Shares_Dummy==1),"Deal.number"] 
length(deal_number_shares) 
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event_deal_number_cash[,"shares_undisclosed"] <- NULL 
for (i in 1:length(deal_number_shares)) { 
  print(i) 
  event_deal_number_cash[c(event_deal_number_cash$Deal.number==deal_number
_shares[i]),"shares_undisclosed"] <- 1 
} 
 
event_deal_number_cash[c(is.na(event_deal_number_cash$shares_undisclosed))
,"shares_undisclosed"] <- 0 
sum(event_deal_number_cash$shares_undisclosed) 
sum(df_merger_no_na_undisclosed$Shares_Dummy) 
 
nrow(event_deal_number_cash) 
event_date_index_undisclosed_shares <- which(event_deal_number_cash[,"shar
es_undisclosed"] %in% c(1)) 
 
# needs to be the same 
mean(CAR_11_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed_shares]) 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Sha
res_Dummy==1),"CAR_11_Country"]) 
 
# test 
t_test_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares <- ((mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed
[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Cash_Dummy==1),"CAR_11_Country"]) -  
                                    mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c
(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Shares_Dummy==1),"CAR_11_Country"]))  
                                / sqrt(( 
                                  sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_undi
sclosed_cash])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash)^2 * n_days_for_ev
ent_period_11 # equation 6 
                                ) / length(event_date_index_undisclosed_ca
sh)  + ( 
                                  sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_undi
sclosed_shares])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares)^2 * n_days_fo
r_event_period_11 
                                ) / length(event_date_index_undisclosed_sh
ares) 
                                )) 
t_test_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares 
 
# P-value 
min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash)-1,length(event_date_index_un
disclosed_shares)-1) 
p_value_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares <- pt(-abs(t_test_2_sided_11_cash_vs_sha
res),df=min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash)-1,length(event_date_
index_undisclosed_shares)-1)) 
# two sided 
p_value_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares 
 
# one sided < 0 
pt(t_test_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares, df=min(length(event_date_index_undisc
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losed_cash)-1,length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares)-1), lower = TRUE
) 
 
# one sided >0, our hypothesis 
pt(t_test_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares, df=min(length(event_date_index_undisc
losed_cash)-1,length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares)-1), lower = FALS
E) 
 
Cash_vs_shares <- data.frame(0) 
 
Cash_vs_shares[3,1] <- t_test_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares 
Cash_vs_shares[3,2] <- p_value_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares 
Cash_vs_shares[3,3] <- pt(t_test_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares, df=min(length(
event_date_index_undisclosed_cash)-1,length(event_date_index_undisclosed_s
hares)-1), lower = TRUE) 
Cash_vs_shares[3,4] <- pt(t_test_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares, df=min(length(
event_date_index_undisclosed_cash)-1,length(event_date_index_undisclosed_s
hares)-1), lower = FALSE) 
 
colnames(Cash_vs_shares[3,2]) <- c("t.value","p.value","p.value <0","p.val
ue >0") 
Cash_vs_shares 
 
 
# CAR_3 
# Cash 
length(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$C
ash_Dummy==1),"CAR_3_Country"]) 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Cas
h_Dummy==1),"CAR_3_Country"]) 
 
# shares 
length(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$S
hares_Dummy==1),"CAR_3_Country"]) 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Sha
res_Dummy==1),"CAR_3_Country"]) 
 
# Variance 
# needs to be the same 
mean(CAR_3_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed_cash]) 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Cas
h_Dummy==1),"CAR_3_Country"]) 
 
# needs to be the same 
mean(CAR_3_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed_shares]) 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Sha
res_Dummy==1),"CAR_3_Country"]) 
 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Cas
h_Dummy==1),"CAR_3_Country"]) 
 
# test 
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t_test_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares <- ((mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[
c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Cash_Dummy==1),"CAR_3_Country"]) -  
                                        mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclos
ed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Shares_Dummy==1),"CAR_3_Country"]))  
                                     / sqrt(( 
                                       sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index
_undisclosed_cash])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash)^2 * n_days_f
or_event_period_3 # equation 6 
                                     ) / length(event_date_index_undisclos
ed_cash)  + ( 
                                       sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index
_undisclosed_shares])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares)^2 * n_da
ys_for_event_period_3 
                                     ) / length(event_date_index_undisclos
ed_shares) 
                                     )) 
t_test_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares 
 
# P-value 
min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash)-1,length(event_date_index_un
disclosed_shares)-1) 
p_value_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares <- pt(-abs(t_test_2_sided_3_cash_vs_share
s),df=min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash)-1,length(event_date_in
dex_undisclosed_shares)-1)) 
# two sided 
p_value_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares 
 
# one sided < 0 
pt(t_test_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares, df=min(length(event_date_index_undiscl
osed_cash)-1,length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares)-1), lower = TRUE) 
 
# one sided >0, our hypothesis 
pt(t_test_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares, df=min(length(event_date_index_undiscl
osed_cash)-1,length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares)-1), lower = FALSE
) 
 
Cash_vs_shares[1,1] <- t_test_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares 
Cash_vs_shares[1,2] <- p_value_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares 
Cash_vs_shares[1,3] <- pt(t_test_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares, df=min(length(e
vent_date_index_undisclosed_cash)-1,length(event_date_index_undisclosed_sh
ares)-1), lower = TRUE) 
Cash_vs_shares[1,4] <- pt(t_test_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares, df=min(length(e
vent_date_index_undisclosed_cash)-1,length(event_date_index_undisclosed_sh
ares)-1), lower = FALSE) 
 
Cash_vs_shares 
 
 
# CAR_5 
# Variance 
# needs to be the same 
mean(CAR_5_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed_cash]) 
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mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Cas
h_Dummy==1),"CAR_5_Country"]) 
 
# needs to be the same 
mean(CAR_5_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed_shares]) 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Sha
res_Dummy==1),"CAR_5_Country"]) 
 
# test 
t_test_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares <- ((mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[
c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Cash_Dummy==1),"CAR_5_Country"]) -  
                                       mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclose
d[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Shares_Dummy==1),"CAR_5_Country"]))  
                                    / sqrt(( 
                                      sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_
undisclosed_cash])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash)^2 * n_days_fo
r_event_period_5 # equation 6 
                                    ) / length(event_date_index_undisclose
d_cash)  + ( 
                                      sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_
undisclosed_shares])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares)^2 * n_day
s_for_event_period_5 
                                    ) / length(event_date_index_undisclose
d_shares) 
                                    )) 
t_test_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares 
 
# P-value 
min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash)-1,length(event_date_index_un
disclosed_shares)-1) 
p_value_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares <- pt(-abs(t_test_2_sided_5_cash_vs_share
s),df=min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash)-1,length(event_date_in
dex_undisclosed_shares)-1)) 
# two sided 
p_value_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares 
 
# one sided < 0 
pt(t_test_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares, df=min(length(event_date_index_undiscl
osed_cash)-1,length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares)-1), lower = TRUE) 
 
# one sided >0, our hypothesis 
pt(t_test_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares, df=min(length(event_date_index_undiscl
osed_cash)-1,length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares)-1), lower = FALSE
) 
 
Cash_vs_shares[2,1] <- t_test_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares 
Cash_vs_shares[2,2] <- p_value_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares 
Cash_vs_shares[2,3] <- pt(t_test_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares, df=min(length(e
vent_date_index_undisclosed_cash)-1,length(event_date_index_undisclosed_sh
ares)-1), lower = TRUE) 
Cash_vs_shares[2,4] <- pt(t_test_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares, df=min(length(e
vent_date_index_undisclosed_cash)-1,length(event_date_index_undisclosed_sh
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ares)-1), lower = FALSE) 
 
Cash_vs_shares 
 
# CAR_21 
# Variance 
# needs to be the same 
mean(CAR_21_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed_cash]) 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Cas
h_Dummy==1),"CAR_21_Country"]) 
 
 
# needs to be the same 
mean(CAR_21_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed_shares]) 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Sha
res_Dummy==1),"CAR_21_Country"]) 
 
# test 
t_test_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares <- ((mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed
[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Cash_Dummy==1),"CAR_21_Country"]) -  
                                       mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclose
d[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Shares_Dummy==1),"CAR_21_Country"]))  
                                    / sqrt(( 
                                      sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_
undisclosed_cash])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash)^2 * n_days_fo
r_event_period_21 # equation 6 
                                    ) / length(event_date_index_undisclose
d_cash)  + ( 
                                      sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_
undisclosed_shares])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares)^2 * n_day
s_for_event_period_21 
                                    ) / length(event_date_index_undisclose
d_shares) 
                                    )) 
t_test_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares 
 
# P-value 
min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash)-1,length(event_date_index_un
disclosed_shares)-1) 
p_value_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares <- pt(-abs(t_test_2_sided_21_cash_vs_sha
res),df=min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash)-1,length(event_date_
index_undisclosed_shares)-1)) 
# two sided 
p_value_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares 
 
# one sided < 0 
pt(t_test_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares, df=min(length(event_date_index_undisc
losed_cash)-1,length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares)-1), lower = TRUE
) 
 
# one sided >0, our hypothesis 
pt(t_test_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares, df=min(length(event_date_index_undisc
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losed_cash)-1,length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares)-1), lower = FALS
E) 
 
 
Cash_vs_shares[4,1] <- t_test_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares 
Cash_vs_shares[4,2] <- p_value_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares 
Cash_vs_shares[4,3] <- pt(t_test_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares, df=min(length(
event_date_index_undisclosed_cash)-1,length(event_date_index_undisclosed_s
hares)-1), lower = TRUE) 
Cash_vs_shares[4,4] <- pt(t_test_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares, df=min(length(
event_date_index_undisclosed_cash)-1,length(event_date_index_undisclosed_s
hares)-1), lower = FALSE) 
 
Cash_vs_shares 
 
 
# CAR [0,10] two sample cash vs shares -----------------------------------
---- 
df_method_of_payment_country_no_cum 
 
df_method_of_payment_country_no_cum$Cash 
sum(df_method_of_payment_country_no_cum$Cash) # sum is the ACAR 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Cas
h_Dummy==1),"CAR_21_Country"]) 
 
sum(df_method_of_payment_country_no_cum$Cash) - 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Cas
h_Dummy==1),"CAR_21_Country"]) 
 
 
df_method_of_payment_country_no_cum$Cash[11:21] 
t_test_2_sided_new_cash_vs_shares <- ((sum(df_method_of_payment_country_no
_cum$Cash[11:21]) -  
                                    sum(df_method_of_payment_country_no_cu
m$Shares[11:21]))  
                                    / sqrt(( 
                                      sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_
undisclosed_cash])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash)^2 * n_days_fo
r_event_period_3 # equation 6 
                                    ) / length(event_date_index_undisclose
d_cash)  + ( 
                                      sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_
undisclosed_shares])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares)^2 * n_day
s_for_event_period_3 
                                    ) / length(event_date_index_undisclose
d_shares) 
                                    )) 
t_test_2_sided_new_cash_vs_shares 
 
# P-value 
min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash)-1,length(event_date_index_un
disclosed_shares)-1) 
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p_value_2_sided_new_cash_vs_shares <- pt(-abs(t_test_2_sided_new_cash_vs_s
hares),df=min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash)-1,length(event_dat
e_index_undisclosed_shares)-1)) 
# two sided 
p_value_2_sided_new_cash_vs_shares 
 
# one sided < 0 
pt(t_test_2_sided_new_cash_vs_shares, df=min(length(event_date_index_undis
closed_cash)-1,length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares)-1), lower = TRU
E) 
 
# one sided >0, our hypothesis 
pt(t_test_2_sided_new_cash_vs_shares, df=min(length(event_date_index_undis
closed_cash)-1,length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares)-1), lower = FAL
SE) 
 
 
# H5.2 - H9.2 check the difference in Hofstede scores --------------------
-- 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country ~ as.matrix(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Masculinity.y.dif))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country ~ as.matrix(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Power.Distance.y.dif))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country ~ as.matrix(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Uncertainty.Avoidance.y.dif))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country ~ as.matrix(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Long.term.orient.y.dif))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country ~ as.matrix(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$IND.COL.y.dif))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country ~ as.matrix(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Indulgence.y.dif))) 
 
 
# Regression based on Cross border and Hofstede based on that 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border <- data.frame(0) 
 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[1,1:4] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_
undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Dom
estic_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Re
gression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"Masculinity.y.d
if"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[2,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_und
isclosed$CAR_3_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Domest
ic_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"Power.Distance.y.d
if"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[3,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_und
isclosed$CAR_3_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Domest
ic_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"Uncertainty.Avoida
nce.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[4,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_und
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isclosed$CAR_3_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Domest
ic_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"Long.term.orient.y
.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[5,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_und
isclosed$CAR_3_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Domest
ic_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"IND.COL.y.dif"])))
$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[6,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_und
isclosed$CAR_3_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Domest
ic_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"Indulgence.y.dif"]
)))$coefficients[2,] 
 
sum(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Regression_varibles_data_un
disclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"Masculinity.y.dif"]) 
length(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Regression_varibles_data
_undisclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"Masculinity.y.dif"]) 
 
 
# 5 days  
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[7,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_und
isclosed$CAR_5_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Domest
ic_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"Masculinity.y.dif"
])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[8,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_und
isclosed$CAR_5_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Domest
ic_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"Power.Distance.y.d
if"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[9,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_und
isclosed$CAR_5_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Domest
ic_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"Uncertainty.Avoida
nce.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[10,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_un
disclosed$CAR_5_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Domes
tic_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Regr
ession_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"Long.term.orient.
y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[11,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_un
disclosed$CAR_5_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Domes
tic_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Regr
ession_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"IND.COL.y.dif"]))
)$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[12,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_un
disclosed$CAR_5_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Domes
tic_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Regr
ession_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"Indulgence.y.dif"
])))$coefficients[2,] 
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# 11 days 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[13,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_un
disclosed$CAR_11_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Dome
stic_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Reg
ression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"Masculinity.y.di
f"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[14,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_un
disclosed$CAR_11_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Dome
stic_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Reg
ression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"Power.Distance.y
.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[15,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_un
disclosed$CAR_11_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Dome
stic_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Reg
ression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"Uncertainty.Avoi
dance.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[16,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_un
disclosed$CAR_11_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Dome
stic_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Reg
ression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"Long.term.orient
.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[17,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_un
disclosed$CAR_11_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Dome
stic_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Reg
ression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"IND.COL.y.dif"])
))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[18,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_un
disclosed$CAR_11_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Dome
stic_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Reg
ression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"Indulgence.y.dif
"])))$coefficients[2,] 
 
# 21 days 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[19,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_un
disclosed$CAR_21_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Dome
stic_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Reg
ression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"Masculinity.y.di
f"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[20,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_un
disclosed$CAR_21_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Dome
stic_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Reg
ression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"Power.Distance.y
.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[21,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_un
disclosed$CAR_21_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Dome
stic_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Reg
ression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"Uncertainty.Avoi
dance.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[22,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_un
disclosed$CAR_21_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Dome
stic_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Reg
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ression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"Long.term.orient
.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[23,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_un
disclosed$CAR_21_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Dome
stic_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Reg
ression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"IND.COL.y.dif"])
))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[24,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_un
disclosed$CAR_21_Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Dome
stic_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Reg
ression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"Indulgence.y.dif
"])))$coefficients[2,] 
 
colnames(Hofstede_difference_cross_border) <- c("Estimate","Std. Error","t
.value","p.value") 
 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border 
 
# add one sided test 
 
reg_example_2 <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Country[c(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Domestic_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regr
ession_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclose
d_dif$Domestic_dummy==0),"Masculinity.y.dif"])) 
reg_example_2 
 
 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[,"one_sided<0"] <- pt(Hofstede_difference
_cross_border[,3], reg_example_2$df, lower = TRUE) 
 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[,"one_sided>0"] <- pt(Hofstede_difference
_cross_border[,3], reg_example_2$df, lower = FALSE) 
 
 
Names <- c("Masculinity.y.dif","Power.Distance.y.dif","Uncertainty.Avoidan
ce.y.dif","Long.term.orient.y.dif","IND.COL.y.dif","Indulgence.y.dif","Mas
culinity.y.dif","Power.Distance.y.dif","Uncertainty.Avoidance.y.dif","Long
.term.orient.y.dif","IND.COL.y.dif","Indulgence.y.dif","Masculinity.y.dif"
,"Power.Distance.y.dif","Uncertainty.Avoidance.y.dif","Long.term.orient.y.
dif","IND.COL.y.dif","Indulgence.y.dif","Masculinity.y.dif","Power.Distanc
e.y.dif","Uncertainty.Avoidance.y.dif","Long.term.orient.y.dif","IND.COL.y
.dif","Indulgence.y.dif") 
 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border <- data.frame(Names,Hofstede_difference_c
ross_border) 
 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border 
 
 
# for the overall dataset (not only cross-border) ------------------------
- 
Hofstede_difference <- data.frame(0) 
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summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country ~ as.matrix(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Masculinity.y.dif"])))$df 
 
Hofstede_difference[1,1:4] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$C
AR_3_Country ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Mascul
inity.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference[2,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_
3_Country ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Power.Dis
tance.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference[3,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_
3_Country ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Uncertain
ty.Avoidance.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference[4,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_
3_Country ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Long.term
.orient.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference[5,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_
3_Country ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"IND.COL.y
.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference[6,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_
3_Country ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Indulgenc
e.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
 
sum(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Masculinity.y.dif"]) 
length(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Masculinity.y.dif"]) 
 
 
# 5 days  
Hofstede_difference[7,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_
5_Country ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Masculini
ty.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference[8,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_
5_Country ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Power.Dis
tance.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference[9,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_
5_Country ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Uncertain
ty.Avoidance.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference[10,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR
_5_Country ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Long.ter
m.orient.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference[11,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR
_5_Country ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"IND.COL.
y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference[12,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR
_5_Country ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Indulgen
ce.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
 
# 11 days 
Hofstede_difference[13,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR
_11_Country ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Masculi
nity.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference[14,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR
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_11_Country ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Power.D
istance.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference[15,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR
_11_Country ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Uncerta
inty.Avoidance.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference[16,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR
_11_Country ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Long.te
rm.orient.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference[17,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR
_11_Country ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"IND.COL
.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference[18,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR
_11_Country ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Indulge
nce.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
 
# 21 days 
Hofstede_difference[19,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR
_21_Country ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Masculi
nity.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference[20,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR
_21_Country ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Power.D
istance.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference[21,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR
_21_Country ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Uncerta
inty.Avoidance.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference[22,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR
_21_Country ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Long.te
rm.orient.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference[23,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR
_21_Country ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"IND.COL
.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
Hofstede_difference[24,] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR
_21_Country ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Indulge
nce.y.dif"])))$coefficients[2,] 
 
colnames(Hofstede_difference) <- c("Estimate","Std. Error","t.value","p.va
lue") 
 
 
Hofstede_difference 
 
# add one sided test 
reg_example_3 <- lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Country ~ as.ma
trix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Masculinity.y.dif"])) 
reg_example_3$df 
 
Hofstede_difference[,"one_sided<0"] <- pt(Hofstede_difference[,3], reg_exa
mple_3$df, lower = TRUE) 
 
Hofstede_difference[,"one_sided>0"] <- pt(Hofstede_difference[,3], reg_exa
mple_3$df, lower = FALSE) 
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Names <- c("Masculinity.y.dif","Power.Distance.y.dif","Uncertainty.Avoidan
ce.y.dif","Long.term.orient.y.dif","IND.COL.y.dif","Indulgence.y.dif","Mas
culinity.y.dif","Power.Distance.y.dif","Uncertainty.Avoidance.y.dif","Long
.term.orient.y.dif","IND.COL.y.dif","Indulgence.y.dif","Masculinity.y.dif"
,"Power.Distance.y.dif","Uncertainty.Avoidance.y.dif","Long.term.orient.y.
dif","IND.COL.y.dif","Indulgence.y.dif","Masculinity.y.dif","Power.Distanc
e.y.dif","Uncertainty.Avoidance.y.dif","Long.term.orient.y.dif","IND.COL.y
.dif","Indulgence.y.dif") 
 
Hofstede_difference <- data.frame(Names,Hofstede_difference) 
 
Hofstede_difference 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border 
 
i=6 
Hofstede_difference[c(i,i+6,i+12,i+18),] 
Hofstede_difference_cross_border[c(i,i+6,i+12,i+18),] 
 
 
# OVERSAMPLING ---------------------------------- 
# check the imbalance between the groups 
Imbalance <- data.frame(0) 
Imbalance[1,1] <- sum(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Power.Dis
tance.y.dif"]) 
Imbalance[1,2] <- length(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Power.
Distance.y.dif"]) - sum(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Power.D
istance.y.dif"]) 
Imbalance[2,1] <- sum(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"IND.COL.y
.dif"]) 
Imbalance[2,2] <- length(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"IND.CO
L.y.dif"]) - sum(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"IND.COL.y.dif"
]) 
Imbalance[3,1] <- sum(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Masculini
ty.y.dif"]) 
Imbalance[3,2] <- length(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Mascul
inity.y.dif"]) - sum(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Masculinit
y.y.dif"]) 
Imbalance[4,1] <- sum(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Long.term
.orient.y.dif"]) 
Imbalance[4,2] <- length(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Long.t
erm.orient.y.dif"]) - sum(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Long.
term.orient.y.dif"]) 
 
colnames(Imbalance) <- c("Same","Different") 
 
Imbalance 
 
 
install.packages("caret") 
library("caret") 
 
# example 
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str(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Country) 
str(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Masculinity.y.dif"]) 
x <- (data.frame(as.numeric(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Country
),as.numeric(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Long.term.orient.y
.dif"]))) 
str(x) 
 
# change to factor type 
colnames(x) <- c("x","y") 
x$y <- as.factor(as.character(x$y)) 
 
 
# Oversampling 
x2 <- upSample(x$x,x$y,list=F,yname = "y") 
nrow(x2)- 
sum(as.numeric(as.character(x2$y))) 
 
#sum of CAR 
sum(x2[c(x2$y==0),"x"]) 
sum(x2[c(x2$y==1),"x"]) 
 
sum(x[c(x$y==0),"x"]) 
sum(x[c(x$y==1),"x"]) 
 
# Regression of oversampled data 
summary(lm(x2$x ~ as.matrix(x2$y))) 
 
# Regression of non-adjusted data 
summary(lm(x$x ~ as.matrix(x$y))) 
 
x3 <- downSample(x$x,x$y,list=F,yname = "y") 
summary(lm(x3$x ~ as.matrix(x3$y))) 
 
sum(x3[c(x3$y==0),"x"]) 
sum(x3[c(x3$y==1),"x"]) 
 
 
 
# apply it to all lengths 
Hofstede_difference_oversampling <- data.frame(0) 
 
# CAR 3 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country ~ as.matrix(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,"Masculinity.y.dif"])))$df 
 
Hofstede_dim <- c("Masculinity.y.dif","Power.Distance.y.dif","Uncertainty.
Avoidance.y.dif","Long.term.orient.y.dif","IND.COL.y.dif","Indulgence.y.di
f") 
for (i in 1:length(Hofstede_dim)) { 
   
  x <- (data.frame(as.numeric(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Countr
y),as.numeric(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,Hofstede_dim[i]]))
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) 
  colnames(x) <- c("x","y");x$y <- as.factor(as.character(x$y));x2 <- upSa
mple(x$x,x$y,list=F,yname = "y") 
   
  Hofstede_difference_oversampling[i,1:5] <- c(summary(lm(x2$x ~ as.matrix
(x2$y)))$coefficients[2,],summary(lm(x2$x ~ as.matrix(x2$y)))$df[2]) 
   
   
} 
Hofstede_difference_oversampling 
 
summary(lm(x2$x ~ as.matrix(x2$y)))$df 
# CAR 5 
Hofstede_dim <- c("Masculinity.y.dif","Power.Distance.y.dif","Uncertainty.
Avoidance.y.dif","Long.term.orient.y.dif","IND.COL.y.dif","Indulgence.y.di
f") 
for (i in 1:length(Hofstede_dim)) { 
   
  x <- (data.frame(as.numeric(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Countr
y),as.numeric(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,Hofstede_dim[i]]))
) 
  colnames(x) <- c("x","y");x$y <- as.factor(as.character(x$y));x2 <- upSa
mple(x$x,x$y,list=F,yname = "y") 
   
  Hofstede_difference_oversampling[i+6,1:5] <- c(summary(lm(x2$x ~ as.matr
ix(x2$y)))$coefficients[2,],summary(lm(x2$x ~ as.matrix(x2$y)))$df[2]) 
   
   
} 
 
# CAR 11 
Hofstede_dim <- c("Masculinity.y.dif","Power.Distance.y.dif","Uncertainty.
Avoidance.y.dif","Long.term.orient.y.dif","IND.COL.y.dif","Indulgence.y.di
f") 
for (i in 1:length(Hofstede_dim)) { 
   
  x <- (data.frame(as.numeric(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11_Count
ry),as.numeric(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,Hofstede_dim[i]])
)) 
  colnames(x) <- c("x","y");x$y <- as.factor(as.character(x$y));x2 <- upSa
mple(x$x,x$y,list=F,yname = "y") 
   
  Hofstede_difference_oversampling[i+12,1:5] <- c(summary(lm(x2$x ~ as.mat
rix(x2$y)))$coefficients[2,],summary(lm(x2$x ~ as.matrix(x2$y)))$df[2]) 
   
   
} 
 
# CAR 21 
for (i in 1:length(Hofstede_dim)) { 
   
  x <- (data.frame(as.numeric(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Count
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ry),as.numeric(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dif[,Hofstede_dim[i]])
)) 
  colnames(x) <- c("x","y");x$y <- as.factor(as.character(x$y));x2 <- upSa
mple(x$x,x$y,list=F,yname = "y") 
   
  Hofstede_difference_oversampling[i+18,1:5] <- c(summary(lm(x2$x ~ as.mat
rix(x2$y)))$coefficients[2,],summary(lm(x2$x ~ as.matrix(x2$y)))$df[2]) 
   
   
} 
 
colnames(Hofstede_difference_oversampling) <- c("Estimate","Std. Error","t
.value","p.value","df") 
Hofstede_difference_oversampling <- data.frame(Names,Hofstede_difference_o
versampling) 
 
 
Hofstede_difference_oversampling[,"one_sided<0"] <- pt(Hofstede_difference
_oversampling[,4], Hofstede_difference_oversampling$df, lower = TRUE) 
 
Hofstede_difference_oversampling[,"one_sided>0"] <- pt(Hofstede_difference
_oversampling[,4], Hofstede_difference_oversampling$df, lower = FALSE) 
 
 
i=2 
Hofstede_difference_oversampling[c(i,i+6,i+12,i+18),] 
Hofstede_difference[c(i,i+6,i+12,i+18),] 
Hofstede_difference_oversampling 
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Additional Output (Graphs, etc.) 

 

# AAR different methods of payment 
### Graph ###  
 
# Example 
j=1 
which(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Deal.number==df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclos
ed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Cash_Dummy==1),"Deal.number"][j]) 
 
 
index_cash <- NULL 
for (j in 1:length(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_u
ndisclosed$Cash_Dummy==1),"Deal.number"])) { 
  index_cash[j] <- which(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Deal.number==df_merger_
CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Cash_Dummy==1),"De
al.number"][j]) 
} 
 
 
AAR_cash <- NULL 
for (i in 1:21) { 
   
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(index_cash-11+i),"AR_Country"] 
   
   
  AAR_cash[i] <- mean(AR_data) 
   
} 
 
 
AAR_cash <- data.frame("Event time" = c(-10:10),AAR_cash) 
head(AAR_cash) 
 
ts.plot(AAR_cash$AAR_cash) 
 
 
# cumulative AAR 
AAR_cash_cum <- cumsum(AAR_cash$AAR_cash) 
AAR_cash_cum <- data.frame(AAR_cash$Event.time,AAR_cash_cum) 
head(AAR_cash_cum) 
 
plot(AAR_cash_cum$AAR_cash.Event.time,AAR_cash_cum$AAR_cash_cum,type="l",x
lab="Event Time",ylab = "Cumulative CAAR",main="Cumulative CAAR for Period 
[-89:10] Cash") 
 
 
## mixed ## 
index_mixed <- NULL 
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for (j in 1:length(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_u
ndisclosed$Mixed_Dummy==1),"Deal.number"])) { 
  index_mixed[j] <- which(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Deal.number==df_merger
_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Mixed_Dummy==1),"
Deal.number"][j]) 
} 
 
 
AAR_mixed <- NULL 
for (i in 1:21) { 
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(index_mixed-11+i),"AR_Country"] 
   
  AAR_mixed[i] <- mean(AR_data) 
} 
 
 
AAR_mixed <- data.frame("Event time" = c(-10:10),AAR_mixed) 
head(AAR_mixed) 
 
ts.plot(AAR_mixed$AAR_mixed) 
 
 
# cumulative AAR 
AAR_mixed_cum <- cumsum(AAR_mixed$AAR_mixed) 
AAR_mixed_cum <- data.frame(AAR_mixed$Event.time,AAR_mixed_cum) 
AAR_mixed_cum$AAR.Event.time 
head(AAR_mixed_cum) 
 
plot(AAR_mixed$Event.time,AAR_mixed_cum$AAR_mixed_cum,type="l",xlab="Event 
Time",ylab = "Cumulative CAAR",main="Cumulative CAAR for Period [-89:10] M
ixed") 
 
## Shares ## 
index_shares <- NULL 
 
for (j in 1:length(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_u
ndisclosed$Shares_Dummy==1),"Deal.number"])) { 
  index_shares[j] <- which(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Deal.number==df_merge
r_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Shares_Dummy==1)
,"Deal.number"][j]) 
} 
 
 
AAR_shares <- NULL 
 
for (i in 1:21) { 
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(index_shares-11+i),"AR_Country"] 
   
   
  AAR_shares[i] <- mean(AR_data) 
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} 
 
 
AAR_shares <- data.frame("Event time" = c(-10:10),AAR_shares) 
head(AAR_shares) 
head(AAR_cash) 
 
# cumulative AAR 
 
AAR_shares_cum <- cumsum(AAR_shares$AAR_shares) 
AAR_shares_cum <- data.frame(AAR_shares$Event.time,AAR_shares_cum) 
AAR_shares$Event.time 
head(AAR_shares_cum) 
 
plot(AAR_shares$Event.time,AAR_shares_cum$AAR_shares_cum,type="l",xlab="Ev
ent Time",ylab = "Cumulative CAAR",main="Cumulative CAAR for Period [-89:1
0] Shares") 
 
 
## Undisclosed ## 
index_undisclosed <- NULL 
 
for (j in 1:length(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c((df_merger_CAR_no_na_
undisclosed$Cash_Dummy==0)&(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Shares_Dummy==
0)&(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Mixed_Dummy==0)),"Deal.number"])) { 
  index_undisclosed[j] <- which(acquiror_prices_df_merged$Deal.number==df_
merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c((df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Cash_Dummy
==0)&(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Shares_Dummy==0)&(df_merger_CAR_no_n
a_undisclosed$Mixed_Dummy==0)),"Deal.number"][j]) 
} 
 
AAR_undiscloed <- NULL 
 
for (i in 1:21) { 
   
  AR_data <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[(index_undisclosed-11+i),"AR_Countr
y"] 
   
   
  AAR_undiscloed[i] <- mean(AR_data) 
} 
 
AAR_cash 
AAR_undiscloed 
 
AAR_undiscloed <- data.frame("Event time" = c(-10:10),AAR_undiscloed) 
head(AAR_undiscloed) 
 
 
# cumulative AAR 
AAR_undiscloed_cum <- cumsum(AAR_undiscloed$AAR_undiscloed) 
AAR_undiscloed_cum <- data.frame(AAR_undiscloed$Event.time,AAR_undiscloed_
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cum) 
AAR_undiscloed_cum$AAR.Event.time 
head(AAR_undiscloed_cum) 
 
plot(AAR_undiscloed$Event.time,AAR_undiscloed_cum$AAR_undiscloed_cum,type=
"l",xlab="Event Time",ylab = "Cumulative AAR",main="Cumulative AAR for Per
iod [-89:10] Undisclosed") 
 
 
# one df 
df_method_of_payment_country <- NULL 
df_method_of_payment_country <- data.frame("Event_time" = AAR_cash_cum$AAR
_cash.Event.time,"Cash"=AAR_cash_cum$AAR_cash_cum,"Shares"=AAR_shares_cum$
AAR_shares_cum,"Mixed"=AAR_mixed_cum$AAR_mixed_cum,"Undisclosed"=AAR_undis
cloed_cum$AAR_undiscloed_cum) 
head(df_method_of_payment_country) 
 
df_method_of_payment_country 
 
 
library(ggplot2) 
 
p3 = ggplot(data=df_method_of_payment_country,aes(x=Event_time)) +  
  geom_line(aes(y = Cash, colour  = "cash")) + 
  geom_line(aes(y = Undisclosed, colour  = "undisclosed")) + 
  geom_line(aes(y = Mixed, colour  = "mixed")) + 
  geom_line(aes(y = Shares, colour  = "shares")) + 
  xlab('Dates') + 
  scale_y_continuous("Cumulated AAR",limits=c(-0.012,0.03)) + 
  ggtitle("Method of payment cumulated AAR for Period [-89:10]") + 
  scale_colour_manual("",values = c("cash"="red", "undisclosed"="black","m
ixed" = "green", "shares"="blue")) 
 
print(p3) 
 
 
df_method_of_payment_country_no_cum 
head(AAR_cash) 
df_method_of_payment_country_no_cum <- NULL 
df_method_of_payment_country_no_cum <- data.frame("Event_time" = AAR_cash_
cum$AAR_cash.Event.time,"Cash"=AAR_cash$AAR_cash,"Shares"=AAR_shares$AAR_s
hares,"Mixed"=AAR_mixed$AAR_mixed,"Undisclosed"=AAR_undiscloed$AAR_undiscl
oed) 
head(df_method_of_payment_country_no_cum) 
 
p4 = ggplot(data=df_method_of_payment_country_no_cum,aes(x=Event_time)) +  
  geom_line(aes(y = Cash, colour  = "cash")) + 
  geom_line(aes(y = Undisclosed, colour  = "undisclosed")) + 
  geom_line(aes(y = Mixed, colour  = "mixed")) + 
  geom_line(aes(y = Shares, colour  = "shares")) + 
  xlab('Dates') + 
  scale_y_continuous("Cumulated AAR",limits=c(-0.012,0.03)) + 
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  ggtitle("Method of payment cumulated AAR for Period [-89:10]") + 
  scale_colour_manual("",values = c("cash"="red", "undisclosed"="black","m
ixed" = "green", "shares"="blue")) 
 
print(p4) 
 
 
#### Means of payment with monitoring variable ------------- 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c(Regression_vari
bles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_
data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dum
my==1),"Shares_Dummy"]))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c(Regression_vari
bles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_
data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dum
my==0),"Shares_Dummy"]))) 
 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c(Regression_vari
bles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_
data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dum
my==1),"Cash_Dummy"]))) 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c(Regression_vari
bles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_
data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dum
my==0),"Cash_Dummy"]))) 
 
# no monitoring  
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country ~ as.matrix(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[,"Cash_Dummy"]))) 
 
UK_results <- data.frame(0) 
 
# do it for the different event period lengths 
UK_results[1,1:4] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Coun
try[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1)] ~ as.matrix
(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_und
isclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1),"Cash_Dummy"])))$coefficients[2,] 
UK_results[2,1:4] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Coun
try[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1)] ~ as.matrix
(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_und
isclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1),"Cash_Dummy"])))$coefficients[2,] 
UK_results[3,1:4] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11_Cou
ntry[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1)] ~ as.matri
x(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_un
disclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1),"Cash_Dummy"])))$coefficients[2,] 
UK_results[4,1:4] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Cou
ntry[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1)] ~ as.matri
x(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_un
disclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1),"Cash_Dummy"])))$coefficients[2,] 
 
UK_results[1,5:8] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Coun
try[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1)] ~ as.matrix
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(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_und
isclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1),"Shares_Dummy"])))$coefficients[2,] 
UK_results[2,5:8] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Coun
try[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1)] ~ as.matrix
(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_und
isclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1),"Shares_Dummy"])))$coefficients[2,] 
UK_results[3,5:8] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11_Cou
ntry[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1)] ~ as.matri
x(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_un
disclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1),"Shares_Dummy"])))$coefficients[2,] 
UK_results[4,5:8] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Cou
ntry[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1)] ~ as.matri
x(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_un
disclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1),"Shares_Dummy"])))$coefficients[2,] 
 
 
summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Country[c(Regression_vari
bles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1)] ~ as.matrix(Regression_varibles_
data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dum
my==1),"Shares_Dummy"]))) 
 
# no UK i.e. CE 
no_UK_results <- data.frame(0) 
 
no_UK_results[1,1:4] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_C
ountry[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0)] ~ as.mat
rix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_
undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0),"Cash_Dummy"])))$coefficients[2,] 
no_UK_results[2,1:4] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_C
ountry[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0)] ~ as.mat
rix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_
undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0),"Cash_Dummy"])))$coefficients[2,] 
no_UK_results[3,1:4] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11_
Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0)] ~ as.ma
trix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data
_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0),"Cash_Dummy"])))$coefficients[2,] 
no_UK_results[4,1:4] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_
Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0)] ~ as.ma
trix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data
_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0),"Cash_Dummy"])))$coefficients[2,] 
 
no_UK_results[1,5:8] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_C
ountry[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0)] ~ as.mat
rix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_
undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0),"Shares_Dummy"])))$coefficients[2,] 
no_UK_results[2,5:8] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_C
ountry[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0)] ~ as.mat
rix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data_
undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0),"Shares_Dummy"])))$coefficients[2,] 
no_UK_results[3,5:8] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11_
Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0)] ~ as.ma
trix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data
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_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0),"Shares_Dummy"])))$coefficients[2,] 
no_UK_results[4,5:8] <- summary(lm(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_
Country[c(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0)] ~ as.ma
trix(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[c(Regression_varibles_data
_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0),"Shares_Dummy"])))$coefficients[2,] 
 
no_UK_results 
 
colnames(UK_results) <- c("Cash Estimate","Cash Std. Error","Cash t.value"
,"Cash p.value","Shares Estimate","Shares Std. Error","Shares t.value","Sh
ares p.value") 
colnames(no_UK_results) <- c("Cash Estimate","Cash Std. Error","Cash t.val
ue","Cash p.value","Shares Estimate","Shares Std. Error","Shares t.value",
"Shares p.value") 
 
UK_results 
no_UK_results 
 
 
# TWO SAMPLE T TEST Power Distance / UK Dummy ----------------------------
--- 
# ACAR check  
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c(Regression_varibles_d
ata_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)])- 
sum(AAR_cash[10:12,"AAR_cash"]) 
 
# UK 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c((Regression_varibles_
data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclose
d_dummy$UK_dummy==1))]) 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c((Regression_varibles_
data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclo
sed_dummy$UK_dummy==1))]) 
 
# CE 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c((Regression_varibles_
data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclose
d_dummy$UK_dummy==0))]) 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c((Regression_varibles_
data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclo
sed_dummy$UK_dummy==0))]) 
 
# UK & Shares 
length(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c((Regression_varible
s_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisc
losed_dummy$UK_dummy==1))]) 
 
# UK & Cash 
length(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c((Regression_varible
s_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclo
sed_dummy$UK_dummy==1))]) 
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# index for cash and shares 
# create a dataframe with the dealnumber of the events which are left to a
ccess the return & std we want 
event_deal_number_cash_UK <- NULL 
event_deal_number_cash_UK <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index,"D
eal.number"] 
event_deal_number_cash_UK <- data.frame(Fake_index=1,Deal.number=event_dea
l_number_cash_UK) 
 
event_deal_number_cash_UK$Fake_index <- seq.int(nrow(event_deal_number_cas
h_UK)) 
length(event_date_index) 
event_deal_number_cash_UK <- event_deal_number_cash_UK[1:length(event_date
_index),] 
 
deal_number_cash <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c((df_merger_CAR_no_na
_undisclosed$Cash_Dummy==1)&(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Number.of.pre
viously.acquired.firms.ISI==1)),"Deal.number"] 
length(deal_number_cash) 
 
event_deal_number_cash_UK[,"cash_undisclosed"] <- NULL 
for (i in 1:length(deal_number_cash)) { 
  print(i) 
  event_deal_number_cash_UK[c(event_deal_number_cash_UK$Deal.number==deal_
number_cash[i]),"cash_undisclosed"] <- 1 
} 
 
event_deal_number_cash_UK[c(is.na(event_deal_number_cash_UK$cash_undisclos
ed)),"cash_undisclosed"] <- 0 
sum(event_deal_number_cash_UK$cash_undisclosed) 
length(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c((Regression_varible
s_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclo
sed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==1))]) 
 
nrow(event_deal_number_cash_UK) 
event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_UK <- which(event_deal_number_cash_UK[,"
cash_undisclosed"] %in% c(1)) 
 
# needs to be the same 
mean(CAR_11_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_UK])- 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c((df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Ca
sh_Dummy==1)&(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Number.of.previously.acquire
d.firms.ISI==1)),"CAR_11_Country"]) 
 
 
# shares index 
deal_number_shares <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c((df_merger_CAR_no_
na_undisclosed$Shares_Dummy==1)&(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Number.of
.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==1)),"Deal.number"] 
length(deal_number_shares) 
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event_deal_number_cash_UK[,"shares_undisclosed"] <- NULL 
for (i in 1:length(deal_number_shares)) { 
  print(i) 
  event_deal_number_cash_UK[c(event_deal_number_cash_UK$Deal.number==deal_
number_shares[i]),"shares_undisclosed"] <- 1 
} 
 
event_deal_number_cash_UK[c(is.na(event_deal_number_cash_UK$shares_undiscl
osed)),"shares_undisclosed"] <- 0 
sum(event_deal_number_cash_UK$shares_undisclosed) 
length(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c((Regression_varible
s_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisc
losed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==1))]) 
 
nrow(event_deal_number_cash_UK) 
event_date_index_undisclosed_shares_UK <- which(event_deal_number_cash_UK[
,"shares_undisclosed"] %in% c(1)) 
 
# needs to be the same 
mean(CAR_11_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed_shares_UK])- 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c((df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Sh
ares_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Number.of.previ
ously.acquired.firms.ISI==1)),"CAR_11_Country"]) 
 
# test 
t_test_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares_UK <- ((mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclo
sed$CAR_11_Country[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dumm
y==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acq
uired.firms.ISI==1))])- 
                                        mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclos
ed$CAR_11_Country[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dum
my==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Number.of.previously.ac
quired.firms.ISI==1))])) 
                                     / sqrt(( 
                                       sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index
_undisclosed_cash_UK])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_UK)^2 * n_
days_for_event_period_11 # equation 6 
                                     ) / length(event_date_index_undisclos
ed_cash_UK)  + ( 
                                       sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index
_undisclosed_shares_UK])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares_UK)^2 
* n_days_for_event_period_11 
                                     ) / length(event_date_index_undisclos
ed_shares_UK) 
                                     )) 
t_test_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares_UK 
 
# P-value 
min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_UK)-1,length(event_date_index
_undisclosed_shares_UK)-1) 
p_value_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares_UK <- pt(-abs(t_test_2_sided_11_cash_vs_
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shares_UK),df=min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_UK)-1,length(ev
ent_date_index_undisclosed_shares_UK)-1)) 
# two sided 
p_value_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares_UK 
 
# one sided < 0 
pt(t_test_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares_UK, df=min(length(event_date_index_und
isclosed_cash_UK)-1,length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_UK)-1), lower 
= TRUE) 
 
# one sided >0, our hypothesis 
pt(t_test_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares_UK, df=min(length(event_date_index_und
isclosed_cash_UK)-1,length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_UK)-1), lower 
= FALSE) 
 
Cash_vs_shares_UK <- data.frame(0) 
 
Cash_vs_shares_UK[3,1] <- t_test_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares_UK 
Cash_vs_shares_UK[3,2] <- p_value_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares_UK 
Cash_vs_shares_UK[3,3] <- pt(t_test_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares_UK, df=min(l
ength(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_UK)-1,length(event_date_index_undi
sclosed_cash_UK)-1), lower = TRUE) 
Cash_vs_shares_UK[3,4] <- pt(t_test_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares_UK, df=min(l
ength(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_UK)-1,length(event_date_index_undi
sclosed_cash_UK)-1), lower = FALSE) 
 
colnames(Cash_vs_shares_UK) <- c("t.value","p.value","p.value <0","p.value 
>0") 
Cash_vs_shares_UK 
 
 
# CAR_3 
# Cash 
length(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c((Regression_varible
s_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclo
sed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==1))]) 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c((Regression_varibles_
data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclose
d_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==1))]) 
 
# shares 
length(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c((Regression_varible
s_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisc
losed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==1))]) 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c((Regression_varibles_
data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclo
sed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==1))]) 
 
# needs to be the same 
mean(CAR_3_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_UK])- 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c((Regression_varibles_
data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclose
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d_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==1))]) 
 
# needs to be the same 
mean(CAR_3_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed_shares_UK])- 
  mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c((Regression_varible
s_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisc
losed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==1))]) 
 
# test 
t_test_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares_UK <- ((mean(CAR_3_Country[event_date_inde
x_undisclosed_cash_UK]) -  
                                       mean(CAR_3_Country[event_date_index
_undisclosed_shares_UK]))  
                                    / sqrt(( 
                                      sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_
undisclosed_cash_UK])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_UK)^2 * n_d
ays_for_event_period_3 # equation 6 
                                    ) / length(event_date_index_undisclose
d_cash_UK)  + ( 
                                      sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_index_
undisclosed_shares_UK])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares_UK)^2 * 
n_days_for_event_period_3 
                                    ) / length(event_date_index_undisclose
d_shares_UK) 
                                    )) 
t_test_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares_UK 
 
# P-value 
min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares_UK)-1,length(event_date_ind
ex_undisclosed_shares_UK)-1) 
p_value_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares_UK <- pt(-abs(t_test_2_sided_3_cash_vs_sh
ares_UK),df=min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_UK)-1,length(even
t_date_index_undisclosed_shares_UK)-1)) 
# two sided 
p_value_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares_UK 
 
Cash_vs_shares_UK[1,1] <- t_test_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares_UK 
Cash_vs_shares_UK[1,2] <- p_value_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares_UK 
Cash_vs_shares_UK[1,3] <- pt(t_test_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares_UK, df=min(le
ngth(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_UK)-1,length(event_date_index_undis
closed_shares_UK)-1), lower = TRUE) 
Cash_vs_shares_UK[1,4] <- pt(t_test_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares_UK, df=min(le
ngth(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_UK)-1,length(event_date_index_undis
closed_shares_UK)-1), lower = FALSE) 
 
Cash_vs_shares_UK 
 
 
# CAR_21 ------------------- 
# needs to be the same 
mean(CAR_21_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_UK])- 
  mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Country[c((Regression_varibl
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es_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undiscl
osed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==1))]) 
 
# needs to be the same 
mean(CAR_21_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed_shares_UK])- 
  mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Country[c((Regression_varibl
es_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undis
closed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==1))]) 
 
# test 
t_test_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares_UK <- ((mean(CAR_21_Country[event_date_in
dex_undisclosed_cash_UK]) -  
                                          mean(CAR_21_Country[event_date_i
ndex_undisclosed_shares_UK]))  
                                       / sqrt(( 
                                         sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_ind
ex_undisclosed_cash_UK])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_UK)^2 * 
n_days_for_event_period_21 # equation 6 
                                       ) / length(event_date_index_undiscl
osed_cash_UK)  + ( 
                                         sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_ind
ex_undisclosed_shares_UK])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares_UK)^
2 * n_days_for_event_period_21 
                                       ) / length(event_date_index_undiscl
osed_shares_UK) 
                                       )) 
t_test_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares_UK 
 
# P-value 
min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares_UK)-1,length(event_date_ind
ex_undisclosed_shares_UK)-1) 
p_value_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares_UK <- pt(-abs(t_test_2_sided_21_cash_vs_
shares_UK),df=min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_UK)-1,length(ev
ent_date_index_undisclosed_shares_UK)-1)) 
# two sided 
p_value_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares_UK 
 
Cash_vs_shares_UK[4,1] <- t_test_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares_UK 
Cash_vs_shares_UK[4,2] <- p_value_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares_UK 
Cash_vs_shares_UK[4,3] <- pt(t_test_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares_UK, df=min(l
ength(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_UK)-1,length(event_date_index_undi
sclosed_shares_UK)-1), lower = TRUE) 
Cash_vs_shares_UK[4,4] <- pt(t_test_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares_UK, df=min(l
ength(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_UK)-1,length(event_date_index_undi
sclosed_shares_UK)-1), lower = FALSE) 
 
Cash_vs_shares_UK 
 
 
# CAR 5 ---------------------- 
mean(CAR_5_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_UK])- 
  mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Country[c((Regression_varible
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s_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclo
sed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==1))]) 
 
# needs to be the same 
mean(CAR_5_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed_shares_UK])- 
  mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Country[c((Regression_varible
s_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisc
losed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==1))]) 
 
# test 
t_test_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares_UK <- ((mean(CAR_5_Country[event_date_inde
x_undisclosed_cash_UK]) -  
                                          mean(CAR_5_Country[event_date_in
dex_undisclosed_shares_UK]))  
                                       / sqrt(( 
                                         sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_ind
ex_undisclosed_cash_UK])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_UK)^2 * 
n_days_for_event_period_5 # equation 6 
                                       ) / length(event_date_index_undiscl
osed_cash_UK)  + ( 
                                         sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_ind
ex_undisclosed_shares_UK])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares_UK)^
2 * n_days_for_event_period_5 
                                       ) / length(event_date_index_undiscl
osed_shares_UK) 
                                       )) 
t_test_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares_UK 
 
# P-value 
min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares_UK)-1,length(event_date_ind
ex_undisclosed_shares_UK)-1) 
p_value_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares_UK <- pt(-abs(t_test_2_sided_5_cash_vs_sh
ares_UK),df=min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_UK)-1,length(even
t_date_index_undisclosed_shares_UK)-1)) 
# two sided 
p_value_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares_UK 
 
Cash_vs_shares_UK[2,1] <- t_test_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares_UK 
Cash_vs_shares_UK[2,2] <- p_value_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares_UK 
Cash_vs_shares_UK[2,3] <- pt(t_test_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares_UK, df=min(le
ngth(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_UK)-1,length(event_date_index_undis
closed_shares_UK)-1), lower = TRUE) 
Cash_vs_shares_UK[2,4] <- pt(t_test_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares_UK, df=min(le
ngth(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_UK)-1,length(event_date_index_undis
closed_shares_UK)-1), lower = FALSE) 
 
Cash_vs_shares_UK 
 
 
# CE ------------------------------------- 
# example 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c((Regression_varibles_
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data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclose
d_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==0))]) 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c((Regression_varibles_
data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclo
sed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==0))]) 
 
# index for cash and shares 
# create a dataframe with the dealnumber of the events which are left to a
ccess the return & std we want 
 
event_deal_number_cash_CE <- NULL 
event_deal_number_cash_CE <- acquiror_prices_df_merged[event_date_index,"D
eal.number"] 
event_deal_number_cash_CE <- data.frame(Fake_index=1,Deal.number=event_dea
l_number_cash_CE) 
 
event_deal_number_cash_CE$Fake_index <- seq.int(nrow(event_deal_number_cas
h_CE)) 
length(event_date_index) 
event_deal_number_cash_CE <- event_deal_number_cash_CE[1:length(event_date
_index),] 
 
 
deal_number_cash <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c((df_merger_CAR_no_na
_undisclosed$Cash_Dummy==1)&(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Number.of.pre
viously.acquired.firms.ISI==0)),"Deal.number"] 
length(deal_number_cash) 
 
event_deal_number_cash_CE[,"cash_undisclosed"] <- NULL 
for (i in 1:length(deal_number_cash)) { 
  print(i) 
  event_deal_number_cash_CE[c(event_deal_number_cash_CE$Deal.number==deal_
number_cash[i]),"cash_undisclosed"] <- 1 
} 
 
event_deal_number_cash_CE[c(is.na(event_deal_number_cash_CE$cash_undisclos
ed)),"cash_undisclosed"] <- 0 
sum(event_deal_number_cash_CE$cash_undisclosed) 
length(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c((Regression_varible
s_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclo
sed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==0))]) 
 
nrow(event_deal_number_cash_CE) 
event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_CE <- which(event_deal_number_cash_CE[,"
cash_undisclosed"] %in% c(1)) 
 
# needs to be the same 
mean(CAR_11_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_CE])- 
  mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c((df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$
Cash_Dummy==1)&(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Number.of.previously.acqui
red.firms.ISI==0)),"CAR_11_Country"]) 
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# shares index 
deal_number_shares <- df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c((df_merger_CAR_no_
na_undisclosed$Shares_Dummy==1)&(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$Number.of
.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==0)),"Deal.number"] 
length(deal_number_shares) 
 
event_deal_number_cash_CE[,"shares_undisclosed"] <- NULL 
for (i in 1:length(deal_number_shares)) { 
  print(i) 
  event_deal_number_cash_CE[c(event_deal_number_cash_CE$Deal.number==deal_
number_shares[i]),"shares_undisclosed"] <- 1 
} 
 
event_deal_number_cash_CE[c(is.na(event_deal_number_cash_CE$shares_undiscl
osed)),"shares_undisclosed"] <- 0 
sum(event_deal_number_cash_CE$shares_undisclosed) 
length(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c((Regression_varible
s_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisc
losed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==0))]) 
 
nrow(event_deal_number_cash_CE) 
event_date_index_undisclosed_shares_CE <- which(event_deal_number_cash_CE[
,"shares_undisclosed"] %in% c(1)) 
 
# needs to be the same 
mean(CAR_11_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed_shares_CE])- 
  mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed[c((df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$
Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Number.of.pre
viously.acquired.firms.ISI==0)),"CAR_11_Country"]) 
 
# test 
t_test_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares_CE <- ((mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclo
sed$CAR_11_Country[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dumm
y==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acq
uired.firms.ISI==0))])- 
                                           mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisc
losed$CAR_11_Country[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_
Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Number.of.previously
.acquired.firms.ISI==0))])) 
                                        / sqrt(( 
                                          sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_in
dex_undisclosed_cash_CE])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_CE)^2 * 
n_days_for_event_period_11 # equation 6 
                                        ) / length(event_date_index_undisc
losed_cash_CE)  + ( 
                                          sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_in
dex_undisclosed_shares_CE])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares_CE)
^2 * n_days_for_event_period_11 
                                        ) / length(event_date_index_undisc
losed_shares_CE) 
                                        )) 
t_test_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares_CE 
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# P-value 
min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_CE)-1,length(event_date_index
_undisclosed_shares_CE)-1) 
p_value_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares_CE <- pt(-abs(t_test_2_sided_11_cash_vs_
shares_CE),df=min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_CE)-1,length(ev
ent_date_index_undisclosed_shares_CE)-1)) 
# two sided 
p_value_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares_CE 
 
# one sided < 0 
pt(t_test_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares_CE, df=min(length(event_date_index_und
isclosed_cash_CE)-1,length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_CE)-1), lower 
= TRUE) 
 
# one sided >0, our hypothesis 
pt(t_test_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares_CE, df=min(length(event_date_index_und
isclosed_cash_CE)-1,length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_CE)-1), lower 
= FALSE) 
 
Cash_vs_shares_CE <- data.frame(0) 
 
Cash_vs_shares_CE[3,1] <- t_test_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares_CE 
Cash_vs_shares_CE[3,2] <- p_value_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares_CE 
Cash_vs_shares_CE[3,3] <- pt(t_test_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares_CE, df=min(l
ength(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_CE)-1,length(event_date_index_undi
sclosed_cash_CE)-1), lower = TRUE) 
Cash_vs_shares_CE[3,4] <- pt(t_test_2_sided_11_cash_vs_shares_CE, df=min(l
ength(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_CE)-1,length(event_date_index_undi
sclosed_cash_CE)-1), lower = FALSE) 
 
colnames(Cash_vs_shares_CE) <- c("t.value","p.value","p.value <0","p.value 
>0") 
Cash_vs_shares_CE 
 
 
# CAR_3 
# Cash 
length(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c((Regression_varible
s_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclo
sed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==0))]) 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c((Regression_varibles_
data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclose
d_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==0))]) 
 
# shares 
length(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c((Regression_varible
s_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisc
losed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==0))]) 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c((Regression_varibles_
data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclo
sed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==0))]) 
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# needs to be the same 
mean(CAR_3_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_CE])- 
  mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c((Regression_varible
s_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclo
sed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==0))]) 
 
# needs to be the same 
mean(CAR_3_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed_shares_CE])- 
  mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Country[c((Regression_varible
s_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisc
losed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==0))]) 
 
# test 
t_test_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares_CE <- ((mean(CAR_3_Country[event_date_inde
x_undisclosed_cash_CE]) -  
                                          mean(CAR_3_Country[event_date_in
dex_undisclosed_shares_CE]))  
                                       / sqrt(( 
                                         sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_ind
ex_undisclosed_cash_CE])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_CE)^2 * 
n_days_for_event_period_3 # equation 6 
                                       ) / length(event_date_index_undiscl
osed_cash_CE)  + ( 
                                         sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_ind
ex_undisclosed_shares_CE])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares_CE)^
2 * n_days_for_event_period_3 
                                       ) / length(event_date_index_undiscl
osed_shares_CE) 
                                       )) 
t_test_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares_CE 
 
# P-value 
min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares_CE)-1,length(event_date_ind
ex_undisclosed_shares_CE)-1) 
p_value_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares_CE <- pt(-abs(t_test_2_sided_3_cash_vs_sh
ares_CE),df=min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_CE)-1,length(even
t_date_index_undisclosed_shares_CE)-1)) 
# two sided 
p_value_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares_CE 
 
Cash_vs_shares_CE[1,1] <- t_test_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares_CE 
Cash_vs_shares_CE[1,2] <- p_value_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares_CE 
Cash_vs_shares_CE[1,3] <- pt(t_test_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares_CE, df=min(le
ngth(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_CE)-1,length(event_date_index_undis
closed_shares_CE)-1), lower = TRUE) 
Cash_vs_shares_CE[1,4] <- pt(t_test_2_sided_3_cash_vs_shares_CE, df=min(le
ngth(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_CE)-1,length(event_date_index_undis
closed_shares_CE)-1), lower = FALSE) 
 
Cash_vs_shares_CE 
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# CAR_21 
# Cash 
length(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Country[c((Regression_varibl
es_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undiscl
osed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==0))]) 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Country[c((Regression_varibles
_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclos
ed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==0))]) 
 
# shares 
length(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Country[c((Regression_varibl
es_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undis
closed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==0))]) 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Country[c((Regression_varibles
_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undiscl
osed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==0))]) 
 
# needs to be the same 
mean(CAR_21_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_CE])- 
  mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Country[c((Regression_varibl
es_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undiscl
osed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==0))]) 
 
# needs to be the same 
mean(CAR_21_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed_shares_CE])- 
  mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Country[c((Regression_varibl
es_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undis
closed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==0))]) 
 
# test 
t_test_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares_CE <- ((mean(CAR_21_Country[event_date_in
dex_undisclosed_cash_CE]) -  
                                          mean(CAR_21_Country[event_date_i
ndex_undisclosed_shares_CE]))  
                                       / sqrt(( 
                                         sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_ind
ex_undisclosed_cash_CE])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_CE)^2 * 
n_days_for_event_period_21 # equation 6 
                                       ) / length(event_date_index_undiscl
osed_cash_CE)  + ( 
                                         sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_ind
ex_undisclosed_shares_CE])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares_CE)^
2 * n_days_for_event_period_21 
                                       ) / length(event_date_index_undiscl
osed_shares_CE) 
                                       )) 
t_test_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares_CE 
 
# P-value 
min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares_CE)-1,length(event_date_ind
ex_undisclosed_shares_CE)-1) 
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p_value_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares_CE <- pt(-abs(t_test_2_sided_21_cash_vs_
shares_CE),df=min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_CE)-1,length(ev
ent_date_index_undisclosed_shares_CE)-1)) 
# two sided 
p_value_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares_CE 
 
Cash_vs_shares_CE[4,1] <- t_test_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares_CE 
Cash_vs_shares_CE[4,2] <- p_value_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares_CE 
Cash_vs_shares_CE[4,3] <- pt(t_test_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares_CE, df=min(l
ength(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_CE)-1,length(event_date_index_undi
sclosed_shares_CE)-1), lower = TRUE) 
Cash_vs_shares_CE[4,4] <- pt(t_test_2_sided_21_cash_vs_shares_CE, df=min(l
ength(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_CE)-1,length(event_date_index_undi
sclosed_shares_CE)-1), lower = FALSE) 
 
 
# CAR_5 
# Cash 
length(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Country[c((Regression_varible
s_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclo
sed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==0))]) 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Country[c((Regression_varibles_
data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclose
d_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==0))]) 
 
# shares 
length(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Country[c((Regression_varible
s_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisc
losed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==0))]) 
mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Country[c((Regression_varibles_
data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclo
sed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==0))]) 
 
# needs to be the same 
mean(CAR_5_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_CE])- 
  mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Country[c((Regression_varible
s_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisclo
sed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==0))]) 
 
# needs to be the same 
mean(CAR_5_Country[event_date_index_undisclosed_shares_CE])- 
  mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Country[c((Regression_varible
s_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regression_varibles_data_undisc
losed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISI==0))]) 
 
# test 
t_test_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares_CE <- ((mean(CAR_5_Country[event_date_inde
x_undisclosed_cash_CE]) -  
                                           mean(CAR_5_Country[event_date_i
ndex_undisclosed_shares_CE]))  
                                        / sqrt(( 
                                          sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_in
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dex_undisclosed_cash_CE])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_CE)^2 * 
n_days_for_event_period_5 # equation 6 
                                        ) / length(event_date_index_undisc
losed_cash_CE)  + ( 
                                          sum(Var_AR_Country[event_date_in
dex_undisclosed_shares_CE])/length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares_CE)
^2 * n_days_for_event_period_5 
                                        ) / length(event_date_index_undisc
losed_shares_CE) 
                                        )) 
t_test_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares_CE 
 
# P-value 
min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_shares_CE)-1,length(event_date_ind
ex_undisclosed_shares_CE)-1) 
p_value_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares_CE <- pt(-abs(t_test_2_sided_5_cash_vs_sh
ares_CE),df=min(length(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_CE)-1,length(even
t_date_index_undisclosed_shares_CE)-1)) 
# two sided 
p_value_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares_CE 
 
Cash_vs_shares_CE[2,1] <- t_test_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares_CE 
Cash_vs_shares_CE[2,2] <- p_value_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares_CE 
Cash_vs_shares_CE[2,3] <- pt(t_test_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares_CE, df=min(le
ngth(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_CE)-1,length(event_date_index_undis
closed_shares_CE)-1), lower = TRUE) 
Cash_vs_shares_CE[2,4] <- pt(t_test_2_sided_5_cash_vs_shares_CE, df=min(le
ngth(event_date_index_undisclosed_cash_CE)-1,length(event_date_index_undis
closed_shares_CE)-1), lower = FALSE) 
 
Cash_vs_shares_CE 
Cash_vs_shares_UK 
 
i= "Number.of.previously.acquired.firms.ISIN" 
sum(Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Number.of.previously.acquir
ed.firms.ISIN- 
Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[,i]) 
 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_i <- data.frame(0) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_i[1,1] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Coun
try[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regressi
on_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[,i]==1))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_i[1,2] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Coun
try[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[,i]==1))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_i[2,1] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Coun
try[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regressi
on_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[,i]==1))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_i[2,2] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Coun
try[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[,i]==1))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_i[3,1] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11_Cou
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ntry[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[,i]==1))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_i[3,2] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11_Cou
ntry[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[,i]==1))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_i[4,1] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Cou
ntry[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[,i]==1))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_i[4,2] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Cou
ntry[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[,i]==1))]) 
colnames(ACAR_CASH_SHARES_i) <- c("Cash","Shares") 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_i 
 
 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_not_i <- data.frame(0) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_not_i[1,1] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_
Country[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regr
ession_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[,i]==0))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_not_i[1,2] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_
Country[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Re
gression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[,i]==0))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_not_i[2,1] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_
Country[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regr
ession_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[,i]==0))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_not_i[2,2] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_
Country[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Re
gression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[,i]==0))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_not_i[3,1] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11
_Country[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Reg
ression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[,i]==0))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_not_i[3,2] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11
_Country[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(R
egression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[,i]==0))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_not_i[4,1] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21
_Country[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Reg
ression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[,i]==0))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_not_i[4,2] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21
_Country[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(R
egression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy[,i]==0))]) 
colnames(ACAR_CASH_SHARES_not_i) <- c("Cash","Shares") 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_not_i 
 
 
# UK vs CE ACAR 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_UK <- data.frame(0) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_UK[1,1] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Cou
ntry[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_UK[1,2] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Cou
ntry[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1))]) 
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ACAR_CASH_SHARES_UK[2,1] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Cou
ntry[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_UK[2,2] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Cou
ntry[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_UK[3,1] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11_Co
untry[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_UK[3,2] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11_Co
untry[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regr
ession_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_UK[4,1] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Co
untry[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_UK[4,2] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Co
untry[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regr
ession_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==1))]) 
colnames(ACAR_CASH_SHARES_UK) <- c("Cash UK","Shares UK") 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_UK 
 
 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_CE <- data.frame(0) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_CE[1,1] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Cou
ntry[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_CE[1,2] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_3_Cou
ntry[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_CE[2,1] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Cou
ntry[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regress
ion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_CE[2,2] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_5_Cou
ntry[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regre
ssion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_CE[3,1] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11_Co
untry[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_CE[3,2] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_11_Co
untry[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regr
ession_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_CE[4,1] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Co
untry[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Cash_Dummy==1)&(Regres
sion_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0))]) 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_CE[4,2] <- mean(df_merger_CAR_no_na_undisclosed$CAR_21_Co
untry[c((Regression_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$Shares_Dummy==1)&(Regr
ession_varibles_data_undisclosed_dummy$UK_dummy==0))]) 
colnames(ACAR_CASH_SHARES_CE) <- c("Cash CE","Shares CE") 
ACAR_CASH_SHARES_CE 
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